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Chapter 1

A Novel Electrochemical Sensor 
for the Detection of Reactive Red 
Dye to Determine Water Quality
Rifat Kolatoğlu, Enes Aydın, Mehtap Demir, Ahmet Yıldız, 
Selcan Karakuş, Elif Tüzün, Nuray Beköz Üllen, 
Nevin Taşaltın and Ayben Kilislioğlu

Abstract

In this study, tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-based electrochemical 
sensors were prepared for sensing reactive dyes in water. To use an electrochemical 
sensor, a  ~ 250 nm-sized ZnO nanoprism was synthesized via ultrasonic-assisted 
green synthesis method, using tragacanth gum and chitosan polymer blend as a 
matrix. The electrochemical properties of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nano-
prisms were compared against reactive red 35, reactive yellow 15, and reactive black 
194. The electrochemical measurement results indicated that prepared tragacanth 
gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-based electrochemical sensor detected 25 ppm 
reactive red 35 in 1 min at room temperature. This study reveals new high-potential 
novel tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-based sensing material for the 
detection of reactive red dye-consisted wastewater with high sensitivity and short 
response time.

Keywords: ZnO, chitosan, nanoprism, electrochemical sensor, environmental 
monitoring, reactive dye, wastewater

1. Introduction

The physicochemical properties of nanomaterials make them suitable candidates 
for sensor applications due to their high surface area and surfactant functional 
groups. Nanomaterials with different morphologies help to adapt their application-
specific detection properties. Therefore, researchers focus on effective detection 
platforms (reaction time, sensitivity, and selectivity) for the detection of aqueous 
reactive dyes based on different detection principles with sensors prepared with 
different morphological structures of nanomaterials (nanoparticles, nanowires, 
nanoprisms, etc.). Also, the materials in nanoscale exhibit higher dissolution and 
higher solubility than in microscale. Many types of nanomaterials such as metal 
oxide semiconductors, carbon-based nanomaterials, graphene/graphene-based 
nanomaterials, and metal-organic frameworks have been investigated for sensing 
reactive dyes in water [1–15].

Electrochemical sensing method involves the measurement of the redox trans-
formation of reactive dye molecules upon contact with the sensing nanomaterial 
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surface. The method mainly consists of (a) conductometric/resistive, (b) ampero-
metric/voltammetric, and (c) impedimetric electrochemical sensing. Voltammetric 
sensors work based on the current difference between reference and working elec-
trodes. This approach utilizes the measurement of current as a function of variation 
in the applied potential difference in terms of the oxidation or reduction of an 
electroresponses of an electrochemical sensor. The peak current measured during 
voltammetry-mediated oxidation of analyte (e.g., reactive dye) is reflected as a 
function of its concentration. The sensitivity of the voltammetric electrochemical 
sensor is defined as (Ig − I0)/I0, where Ig and I0 are the currents while sensing film -  
analyte (e.g., reactive dye) is interacting and not, respectively. The voltammetric-
type electrochemical sensing allows the quantification of the redox state of analyte 
in terms of current variations [16–18].

Transducers of the electrochemical sensors have attractive attention for pre-
paring highly sensitive sensors. Nonuniform ohmic drop on an electrochemical 
transducer significantly affects the cyclic voltammogram data. The shape of the 
cyclic voltammograms predicts various electrochemical transducer geometries and 
experimental conditions [19–35].

Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanomaterials have distinct properties such as high sensitiv-
ity, high surface area, nontoxic, good compatibility, specific shape, nanosize, and 
correspondingly high isoelectric point. The unique and adjustable properties of 
ZnO nanomaterials as n-type semiconductor materials show excellent chemical and 
thermal stability in a wide range of applications such as solar cells, optical devices, 
sensors, etc. As far as the morphological perspectives of ZnO are concerned, the 
synthesis and production procedures also play an important role. The different 
parameters such as surfactant, temperature, concentration, and time are very 
significant for the growth of nanomaterials with different morphologies in various 
synthesis processes. Numerous different methods have been reported worldwide 
for the synthesis of ZnO nanopowder, composites, and films with good surface 
structure. Noteworthy techniques for the synthesis of various ZnO nanomaterials 
are generally deposition, wet chemical technique, sol-gel treatment, hydrothermal 
process, solvothermal process, and microwave techniques [36, 37].

This is the first report of the preparation and structural characterization of 
novel tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism and investigation of the voltam-
metric electrochemical sensing characteristics of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO 
nanoprisms against reactive dyes in water towards environmental monitoring. We 
suggest that this tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism material has a great 
potential for future applications in high-performance, low-cost, portable, small-
scale voltammetric electrochemical sensors towards forthcoming electronics.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Tragacanth gum (T) and chitosan were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company. 
Reactive red 35 (RR35), reactive yellow 15 (RY15), and acid black 194 (AB194) were 
obtained from Burboya Company. Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O), 
glacial acetic acid (glacial 100%, pro analysis), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were 
purchased from Merck Company. MF-Millipore™ membrane filter was purchased 
from Merck Company. Ultrapure water was provided by a human ultrapure water 
system (water resistance: 18.3 Mohm) and was used for the preparation of all 
reactive dye solutions as analytes. All electrochemical gold transducers and voltam-
metric electrochemical workstation were purchased from Ebtro Electronics.
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2.2 Synthesis of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism

Tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms were prepared using a green 
sonochemical method at 25°C (35 kHz frequency, 320 W, Sonoplus, Bandelin, 
Germany). In the first step, 0.1 g of tragacanth gum was dissolved in 50 ml of 
deionized pure water on a magnetic stirrer in 2 h at 25°C. In the second step, 0.1 g 
of chitosan was dissolved in 50 ml of 2% glacial acetic acid. In the third step, 
25 ml of the prepared solutions was taken and mixed. In the fourth step, O.1 M of 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O and 0.2 M of NaOH was prepared in deionized pure water. In the 
fifth stage, the solution of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O was added in the solutions, and then 
the solution of NaOH was added dropwise under the sonicator at 25°C for 40 min 
(%30 amp). The solution was kept at 24 h in the dark at room temperature. Then, 
it was first filtered through membrane filters of 0.45 μm and 0.22 μm pore size, 
respectively. The final solution (viscosity: 1.28 cP and pH 4) was stored at 25°C for 
use in the sterile container for analysis.

2.3 Preparation and measurements of electrochemical sensors

Electrochemical gold transducers were rinsed with ultrapure water, dried with 
nitrogen gas, and coated with tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism solution by 
dropping and drying the solution. The 3D model structure and the property of dyes 
used are shown in Figure 1.

The potential of the working electrode was varied linearly with time, while 
the reference electrode was maintained at a constant potential. The potential was 

Figure 1. 
3D model structure and property of the reactive dyes.
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dropping and drying the solution. The 3D model structure and the property of dyes 
used are shown in Figure 1.

The potential of the working electrode was varied linearly with time, while 
the reference electrode was maintained at a constant potential. The potential was 

Figure 1. 
3D model structure and property of the reactive dyes.
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applied between the reference electrode and the working electrode, and the current 
was measured between the working electrode and the counter electrode. Ebtro 
voltammetric electrochemical workstation with a three-electrode configuration 
was used for all electrochemical tests. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed in 
[−1, +1] V range with a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

3. Results and discussion

The structural analysis of the tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism mate-
rial was performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure 2).

As seen in Figure 2, according to XRD analysis, strong peaks were observed at 
2θ = 13°, 31°, which corresponds to the tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO crystalline 
planes. In the experiments, crystalline-structured tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO 
nanoprisms provided the advantage of obtaining a high surface area for higher 
interaction and reaction of sensing tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism thin 
film on gold transducer-reactive dye with high electron mobility in terms of crystal-
line structure. SEM and EDX analyses of the prepared tragacanth gum/chitosan/
ZnO nanoprisms were performed (Figure 3).

The EDX technique was employed to obtain some information on the spatial 
distribution of the corresponding elements. The EDX analysis of tragacanth gum/
chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms provides the average percentage of zinc (Zn) and oxygen 
(O) at different points. All these suggest efficient preparation and presence of 
targeted atoms in tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms. The polymer matrix 
(tragacanth gum/chitosan) provides enormously large surface area for disper-
sion that helps ZnO to grow in the form of nanoprisms with higher reactivity for 
redox processing. The homogenous dispersion of ZnO in polymer matrix enhances 
conductivity and stability of the nanostructure. The complementary properties of 
tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism generate a synergistic effect to enhance 
the electrochemical performance and provide improved charge exchange efficiency 
and stability during redox cycling.

Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed to analyze the electrochemi-
cal sensor performance of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold 

Figure 2. 
XRD analysis of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms.
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transducer. Current-voltage curves of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-
coated gold transducers against reactive red 35, reactive yellow 15, and reactive 
black 194 were obtained, respectively, in [−1, +10] V range with a scan rate of 
50 mV/s at room temperature in real-time measurements by Ebtro voltammetric 
electrochemical workstation (Figure 4).

Figure 4 shows the comparative current-voltage curves of tragacanth gum/
chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold transducers against reactive red dye, 
reactive yellow dye, and reactive black dye in [−1, +10] V range with a scan rate 
of 50 mV/s at room temperature. The measured current responses were due to 
either oxidation or reduction of the reactive dye analytes over the entire cycle 
at the surface of the bare gold transducers. The current peaks arised from redox 
reactions between tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism and reactive red 
dye molecules observed. The curves showed that there are no peaks arising 
from reactive yellow and black dye molecules as redox reactions did not occur 
between tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism and reactive yellow and black 
dye molecules. The goal of this research was to evaluate the performance of the 
tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold transducer of the voltam-
metric electrochemical sensor in discriminating different reactive dyes in water. 
In this context, we focused on the electrochemical sensing capability tragacanth 
gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms against to reactive dye-consisted water. The 
electrochemical oxidation of reactive red dye-consisted water was observed 
using the scan rate of 50 mV/s at room temperature over a potential range of −0.2 
to 0.8 V. In Figure 4, current-voltage curves of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO 
nanoprism-coated gold transducer indicated a prominent redox peak for reactive 
red dye, while the other tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold 
transducers indicated no redox peak for reactive yellow and black dyes in water. 
The redox peak was attributed to a large number of SO3

− branches of the reactive 
red 35 (Eqs. (1)–(3)).

   Zn   2+  +  2e   −  →  Zn   0   (1)

    SO  3     2−  +  H  2   O →   SO  4     2−  +  2H   +  +  2e   
−
   (2)

   Zn   2+  +   SO  3     2−  +  H  2   O →   SO  4     2−  +  Zn   0  +  2H   +   (3)

Figure 3. 
(a) SEM and (b) EDX analysis of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms.
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After these obtained results, sensor measurements were performed for deter-
mining reactive red dye. The different concentrations of reactive red dye were 
tested on tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold transducers in 
[−1, +10] V range with a scan rate of 50 mV/s at room temperature. Current peaks 
arised from redox reactions which came from between tragacanth gum/chitosan/
ZnO nanoprism and reactive red dye molecules increased with increasing reac-
tive red concentration in the range of 25–100 ppm. As the concentration of the 
reactive red dye molecules in the water increases, redox reactions increase the 
sensitivity of the sensor. Prepared tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-
based electrochemical sensor detected 25 ppm reactive red dye in 1 min at room 
temperature.

The reproducibility of the tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated 
gold transducer was investigated by analyzing reactive red dye for four times. To 
ascertain the reproducibility results, the cyclic voltammetry experiments were 
carried out using the transducers under similar conditions. The peak currents 
for reactive red dye have not changed much even after a week. This showed 
the stability of the tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold 
transducer.

Figure 4. 
Current-voltage curves of tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-coated gold transducers against (a) 
reactive red dye, reactive yellow dye, and reactive black dye and (b) different reactive red dye concentrations in 
25–100 ppm, [−1, +10] V range with a scan rate of 50 mV/s.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, for environmental monitoring of reactive dye-consisting wastewa-
ter, the novel tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-based electrochemical sen-
sor was prepared and tested via cyclic voltammetry technique. The electrochemical 
measurement results indicate that prepared tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nano-
prism-based electrochemical sensor has a higher sensitivity against reactive red dye 
than reactive yellow dye and reactive black dye in water. Prepared tragacanth gum/
chitosan/ZnO nanoprism-based electrochemical sensor detected 25 ppm reac-
tive red dye in 1 min at room temperature. This study reveals new high-potential 
sensing material for the detection of reactive dye-consisting wastewater with high 
sensitivity and short response time. It is the first time that the sensing interaction of 
tragacanth gum/chitosan/ZnO nanoprisms and reactive red dye was explained.
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Chapter 2

Fabrication and Characterization 
of Nanoscale Shape Memory Alloy 
MEMS Actuators
Cory R. Knick

Abstract

The miniaturization of engineering devices has created interest in new  actua tion 
methods capable of large displacements and high frequency responses. Shape 
memory alloy (SMA) thin films have exhibited one of the highest power densities of 
any material used in these actuation schemes and can thermally recovery strains of 
up to 10%. Homogenous SMA films can experience reversible shape memory effect, 
but without some sort of physical biasing mechanism, the effect is only one-way. 
SMA films mated in a multi-layer stack have the appealing feature of an intrinsic 
two-way shape memory effect (SME). In this work, we developed a near-equiatomic 
NiTi magnetron co-sputtering process and characterized shape memory effects. 
We mated these SMA films in several “bimorph” configurations to induce out of 
plane curvature in the low-temperature Martensite phase. We quantify the curva-
ture radius vs. temperature on MEMS device structures to elucidate a relationship 
between residual stress, recovery stress, radius of curvature, and degree of unfold-
ing. We fabricated and tested laser-irradiated and joule heated SMA MEMS actuators 
to enable rapid actuation of NiTi MEMS devices, demonstrating some of the lowest 
powers (5–15 mW) and operating fre quencies (1–3 kHz) ever reported for SMA or 
other thermal actuators.

Keywords: MEMS, phase-change, shape memory alloy, microactuators, 
optical actuation, electrical actuation, microrobotics, smart materials, nanoscale

1. Introduction

One of the earliest reported thin film version of Nickel-Titanium shape memory 
alloy was done in 1990 [1]. The first several accounts of SMA film characterization 
on Si wafers showed measureable shape memory effects, but all transformations 
happened below ambient conditions, in part due to the fact that the films tended to 
be Ni-rich in composition if starting from equiatomic NiTi sputter target, due to the 
different sputter yields of Ni and Ti. Ni has a higher sputter rate than Ti, and Ti has 
a tendency to react with any residual oxygen in the deposition chamber. In order to 
make high performance thermal actuators, it is thus necessary to undergo the neces-
sary processing to ensure transformations are measured above ambient conditions 
[2]. This is no easy task, but can nonetheless be done by carefully controlling Ni/Ti 
ratio and thermal processing (i.e., annealing). One of the first SMA-based MEMS 
actuators was reported out of Case Western University (CWU) in 2001, based on a 
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Chapter 2

Fabrication and Characterization 
of Nanoscale Shape Memory Alloy 
MEMS Actuators
Cory R. Knick

Abstract

The miniaturization of engineering devices has created interest in new  actua tion 
methods capable of large displacements and high frequency responses. Shape 
memory alloy (SMA) thin films have exhibited one of the highest power densities of 
any material used in these actuation schemes and can thermally recovery strains of 
up to 10%. Homogenous SMA films can experience reversible shape memory effect, 
but without some sort of physical biasing mechanism, the effect is only one-way. 
SMA films mated in a multi-layer stack have the appealing feature of an intrinsic 
two-way shape memory effect (SME). In this work, we developed a near-equiatomic 
NiTi magnetron co-sputtering process and characterized shape memory effects. 
We mated these SMA films in several “bimorph” configurations to induce out of 
plane curvature in the low-temperature Martensite phase. We quantify the curva-
ture radius vs. temperature on MEMS device structures to elucidate a relationship 
between residual stress, recovery stress, radius of curvature, and degree of unfold-
ing. We fabricated and tested laser-irradiated and joule heated SMA MEMS actuators 
to enable rapid actuation of NiTi MEMS devices, demonstrating some of the lowest 
powers (5–15 mW) and operating fre quencies (1–3 kHz) ever reported for SMA or 
other thermal actuators.

Keywords: MEMS, phase-change, shape memory alloy, microactuators, 
optical actuation, electrical actuation, microrobotics, smart materials, nanoscale
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a tendency to react with any residual oxygen in the deposition chamber. In order to 
make high performance thermal actuators, it is thus necessary to undergo the neces-
sary processing to ensure transformations are measured above ambient conditions 
[2]. This is no easy task, but can nonetheless be done by carefully controlling Ni/Ti 
ratio and thermal processing (i.e., annealing). One of the first SMA-based MEMS 
actuators was reported out of Case Western University (CWU) in 2001, based on a 
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sputtered NiTi film capable of recovering about 250 MPa according to their stress-
temperature loop on 4” Si wafer [2].

Of the many SMAs available, NiTi has become one of the most widely used due 
to its exceptional physical and mechanical properties (SME and SE), including 
large recoverable strains [3]. To understand the reason behind the SME/SE in NiTi, 
it is necessary to first understand the crystallography. The basis for SME/SE is the 
switching between two different crystallographic phases, namely the high tem-
perature phase known as austenite (or) the parent phase, and the low temperature 
phase known as Martensite. The crystal structure of the austenite phase is a CsCl 
type B2 cubic structure and the low temperature Martensite phase is a complex 
monoclinic crystal structure (B19’). The martensitic transformation is a diffusion-
less solid-state phase transformation. During the martensitic transformation, the 
metal atoms move cooperatively in the matrix under shear stresses. As a result a new 
phase is formed from the parent phase. To accommodate the internal stresses caused 
by the transformation to the B19’ phase, the formation of a combination of up to 24 
multiple martensitic variants is possible, resulting in a twinned Martensite crystal 
form, also known as self-accommodated Martensite.

TiNi thin films are in demand for applications in actuators for micro-electrome-
chanical systems (MEMS) [4–12], because these films exhibit large displacement, 
accompanied by the shape memory effect (SME) through the B2 austenite to B19’ 
monoclinic Martensite transformation. The majority of TiNi films are fabricated 
by RF or DC magnetron sputtering methods [13–20], and these films are amor-
phous, unless the substrates are heated during deposition [16, 20]. Post deposition 
annealing at a temperature above 700 K (equivalent to 427°C) for crystallization 
is necessary for the films initially deposited in amorphous condition to show the 
shape memory effect [21]. It is noted that Ti–Ni thin films sputter-deposited at 
ambient temperature are often amorphous, thus require post-sputtering crystalliz-
ing at elevated temperature to obtain the desired shape memory property. It is also 
possible to crystallize TiNi films during deposition by utilizing a heated substrate 
above an ambient temperature [22]. The TiNi films deposited in this manner exhibit 
interesting behaviors such as lowered crystallization temperature and oriented 
crystallographic structure [18, 19]. For example, Ikuda observed that the NiTi film 
deposited onto a glass substrate at 673 K (or 400°C) produced crystallinity in the 
NiTi film. Other, more recent studies also looked into the SMA properties of in-situ 
annealed NiTi films.

Regarding the in-situ crystallization of NiTi, Gisser also observed that the films 
deposited on (100) silicon (Si) substrates at 733 K (equivalent to 500°C) showed a 
(110)-oriented crystalline structure of the austenite phase [23]. By incorporation 
of a Ru seed layer, epitaxial growth of the NiTi alloy can be achieved at some of the 
lowest deposition and crystallization temperatures, and thinnest films reported to 
date [24]. Hou also observed that the films deposited onto quartz and polyimide 
substrates above 623 K (equivalent to 350°C) showed a strong (110)-oriented 
crystalline structure [25–28]. This range of crystallization temperatures of the TiNi 
films suggests that the crystallization process is affected by the surface condition of 
the substrates. However, it is not clear why the heated substrates lowers the crystal-
lization temperature and enhances a particular orientation for the TiNi thin films. 
This is due to lack of understanding the process of film growth during deposition. 
The composition and structure of sputtered Ni-Ti shape memory alloy (SMA) films 
are significantly affected by the sputtering conditions: target power, gas pressure, 
target to substrate distance, deposition temperature, substrate bias voltage, etc.

Some fundamental limitations for shape memory MEMS are related to (1) how 
thin could one go and still be able to measure reversible shape memory effects, 
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(2) how fast could one conceivably actuate the SMA MEMS device (limitations 
previously existed) that would not allow for heat transfer to happen much faster 
than several 10s, or at most, 100 Hz. Several accounts claim that NiTi films should 
be at least 100–400 nm thick [15] to help ensure shape memory effects which can be 
suppressed by film/substrate interfacial strains and small grain sizes [29–33].

Combined with SMA’s natural advantages of large displacements, and high work 
densities [8], our efforts have demonstrated major breakthroughs in the bandwidth, 
or speed with which NiTi could be actuated, and thus enabled additional possibili-
ties to use NiTi in microelectronics and MEMS. Shape memory MEMS can certainly 
now be used for higher frequency actuation applications such as mechanical logic, 
signal routing, and switching, and at relatively low power and energy consumption. 
In thin films the roll of texture is extremely important in improving shape memory 
properties like reversible strain [34].

In the preceding paragraphs we overviewed the important developments in 
NiTi thin films processing and characterization. As such, we aim to use the next 
paragraph to highlight some of the more relevant MEMS device implementations of 
NiTi SMA films.

In 2004, high frequency actuation based on SMA MEMS was only 20–40 Hz [35], 
and considerable improvements have been made since then. By shrinking the volume 
and heat capacity of the SMA MEMS actuators, we showed for the first time, revers-
ible actuation beyond 1 kHz frequencies, verifying that the heat transfer (in other 
words, the heating and cooling of shape memory alloy), could happen more than 
1000 times per second. For example, green laser actuation of shape memory MEMS 
bimorph actuators was characterized in [9], whereby actuation response happened in 
just a few milliseconds. Here, the authors showed that NiTi bimorph cantilevers with 
nanometer thickness NiTi, could be actuated in under 100 ms, with as little as 2 W/
cm2. In another paper, the high cycle frequency of actuation and electrical charac-
terization of SMA MEMS device was characterized to include (resistance, current, 
and power requirements) [5]. Here, it was demonstrated that NiTi bimorph resistor 
actuators could be actuated with as little as 0.5 V, requiring just 5–15 mA of power, 
and at rates faster than 1000 times per second (up to 3 kHz) due to the small volume 
and rapid heat transfer facilitated by large surface to volume ratios. Expanding 
upon this work even further, these same NiTi films were integrated with nanoscale 
3D printing to enable some impressive actuation metrics [36, 37]. Specifically, by 
3D printing polymeric materials mated with NiTi films, the following metrics were 
achieved: >5000 reversible actuation cycles with very limited degradation, low 
voltage actuation of 3.7 V (which is compatible with common Li-ion batteries), large 
strokes (85 μm for 415 μm length cantilever), and large force-displacement product 
of 1.2 × 10−7 N-m, with an impressively small volume and weight (1.04 × 10−5 cm3 
and 1.27 × 10−5 g, respectively). By comparison in [38], 1.6 kHz actuation frequency 
was achieved using a pulsed laser to actuate a FIB cut NiTi SMA microactuator spring 
of 25 μm thickness. Most recently NiTi SMA has even recently been integrated with Si 
photonics to form a physically actuated optical coupler/de-coupler type device with 
excellent nano-positioning accuracy to within 4 nm and on/off ratio of 9 dB [7, 39].

2. Methods

2.1 Stress vs. temperature measurements

Stress versus temperature measurements were performed using a Toho FLX-2320-S 
wafer bow tool with controlled heating and cooling from 25 to 100°C with a heating 
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and cooling rate of 1°C/min. For these experiments, we prepared films of NiTi by sput-
tering onto 4-inch silicon (Si) wafers and vacuum annealing at 600, 500, and 450°C to 
crystallize the material. Additionally, we measured several NiTi on Si wafers where the 
NiTi was sputtered under 600°C substrate conditions. In later efforts, we character-
ized these films with NiTi in-situ anneals of 325, 350, 375, 400, 425, and 500°C. Wafer 
bow was measured experimentally from 25 to 100°C at a 1°C/min heating and cooling 
rates, which allowed us to calculate and plot the temperature-dependent residual 
stress in the NiTi film for each wafer sample based on Stoney’s equation (1).

  σ =   E _ 6 (1 − ν)      
  h  s     2  _ h   (  1 _ R   −   1 _  R  o  

  )   (1)

Here, σ is the stress in the thin film, and E, ν, and hs are Young’s modulus of Si, 
Poisson ratio of the Si substrate and the thickness of the Si substrate, respectively. h 
represents the NiTi thin film thickness and R and Ro represent the radii of curvature 
of the NiTi film- Si substrate composite and the curvature of the bare Si substrate. 
We used an extended version of Stoney’s equation (2) in order to calculate the stress 
in the NiTi layer when deposited on a thin Pt film on Si wafer. Here, σNiTi is the stress 
in the NiTi layer, and σPt represents the stress in the annealed Pt layer. The variable 
hNiTi represents the NiTi thin film thickness, and R and Ro represent the radii of 
curvature of the NiTi film and the annealed Pt/Si substrate, respectively.
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2.2 Laser actuation of SMA MEMS

We also used a 400 mW, 532 nm green laser exiting a 400 μm diameter optical 
fiber to irradiate and heat released cantilevers with a known optical intensity level. 
We used optical density filters (ThorLabs) to control the laser irradiance levels. The 
distance from the optical fiber exit and therefore laser spot size were fixed at 1 mm, 
which allowed calculation of the optical intensity. We used a Photron Fastcam 
camera connected to a microscope to record video at 2000 frames per second (fps) 
or more to measure temporal data on activation time.

2.3 Electrical actuation (joule heating) SMA MEMS

We build stressed bimorph actuators out of SU-8 and NiTi, whereby a pulsed 
current through the freestanding NiTi ‘resistor’ caused rapid heating and cooling 
through Joule Heating. Deflection was monitored using laser Doppler Vibrometry 
(LDV) experimental setup. A Keithly power meter was used to pulse current 
(square wave) at various frequencies (2–3000 Hz) through the NiTi resistively 
heated MEMS actuator.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Stress vs. temperature measurements

Figure 1A shows a reversible phase change with onset at 60°C upon heating for 
two different NiTi sputter deposition pressures of Ni50Ti50 on 200 nm Pt. Since NiTi 
was sputtered onto a thin film of Pt on Si for this set, the modified Stoney’s equation 
(2) was used to figure the NiTi film stress. Assuming the thickness of the two films to 
be similar, the film sputtered at 5 mTorr exhibited a higher value of recovery stress, 
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defined as the difference between initial stress and stress in the presumably austen-
itic phase at elevated temperature. Both films had a similar initial or residual stress of 
around 300 MPa. The maximum residual stress values peaked around 70°C for each 
wafer in this experiment, and the process was reversible when cooled back to RT.

Figure 1B shows that the trend of higher recovery stress (approximately 
900 MPa) at lower deposition pressure was the same for two 525 μm thick NiTi 
films, which in this case were deposited onto Si and stress values were determined 
with standard Stoney equation (1). Residual stress was lower (70 MPa) for NiTi 
sputtered onto Si at 5 mTorr compared to the NiTi sputtered at 10 mTorr (230 MPa). 
Lower residual stress would generally be desired to reduce unwanted deformation of 
MEMS structures fabricated based on NiTi. These results are also useful, providing 
confirmation that the SME is similar when we deposited NiTi onto Pt or Si.

We also performed wafer bow stress measurements on thinner films of 341 
and 270 nm NiTi which were sputtered onto Si at 600°C substrate temperature. 
Figure 1C shows a reversible SME in 341 and 270 nm films sputtered at 10 mTorr. 
Therefore, significant micro actuation should be achievable in even thinner films.

3.2 Laser actuation of SMA MEMS

We measured cantilever actuation under optical irradiation. Devices dem-
onstrated rapid actuation ranging from 2 to 90 ms, depending on optical power 

Figure 1. 
(A) Stress vs. temperature plots for NiTi sputtered at 600°C under different pressures onto 200 nm Pt for 
NiTi (A) near 1 μm thickness, (B) near half micron thickness, and (C) approaching 200 nm minimum film 
thickness for SMA properties.
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density as shown in Figure 2A. As would be expected for a cantilever beam clamped 
on one end to a heat sink, the actuation time followed a 1/I2 (I, being intensity) 
power law. Overall, the devices could be fully actuated in under 20 ms with intensi-
ties as low as 2 W/cm2. The response time decreased to 3 ms with intensities over 
14 W/cm2. As shown in Figure 2C, 1.4 μm thick NiTi on 200 nm Pt devices actuated 
into their downward state within 25 ms when irradiated at 7.2 W/cm2. A slower 
actuation time of 230 ms was observed at 1.44 W/cm2. The radius of curvature 
for the 600 nm NiTi/20 nm Pt stack was 5.4X tighter (200 μm), compared to the 
1.2 mm curvature in the 1.4 μm thick NiTi stack. For the tightest curling (200 μm) 
600 nm thick NiTi devices, we performed a dynamic optical actuation experiment 
where we measured actuation time at various laser intensities. These results are 
plotted in Figure 2A.

3.3 Electrical actuation (joule heating) SMA MEMS

Figure 3A shows schematic of the joule heated SEM MEMS resistor actuator 
including cross section. The bond pads for electrical probe pads or wire bond-
ing are comprised on 200 micron squares of NiTi alloy. The cross section is 
comprised of 1 micron thick SU-8 epoxy on top of the 270 nm thick NiTi, with 
reversible SMA properties. We fabricated joule heaters with various widths and 
lengths (10, 15, 20) and (100, 150, 200, 300, and 400) microns, respectively. 
The large CTE mismatch between SU-8 and NiTi drives the upward curvature of 

Figure 2. 
(A) Actuation time vs. laser irradiance for 600 nm NiTi on 20 nm Pt bimorphs, (B) calculated and measured 
curvature radius for thermally activated NiTi on Pt bimorphs (1.4 μm on 200 nm Pt), and (C) demonstration 
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the MEMS actuator post-release. Figure 3B shows SEM of the released actua-
tor. Figure 3C depicts the fabrication process flow used to build the actuator, 
whereby NiTi is patterned with ion milling, and the release etch is done in XeF2. 
Figure 3D shows the thermal actuation of the actuator which is characterized 
by large, non-linear changes in deflection upon subsequent heating and cooling 
cycles.

Figure 3. 
(A) Schematic of the joule heated SEM MEMS resistor actuator including cross section, (B) SEM of released 
actuator, (C) fabrication process flow used to build the actuator, and (D) thermal actuation of the actuator.

Figure 4. 
Measured displacement of SMA MEMS resistively heated actuator vs. time for a 1 V pulsed square wave  
(50% duty cycle) at 3 kHz.
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Figure 4 shows the measured deflection of the actuator using a 1 V pulsed 
current with 50% duty cycle at 3 kHz. For these devices the total power drawn was 
measured to be 5–15 mW.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we were able to demonstrate novel applications of the SMA 
MEMS actuator including both low power laser and low power and fast electri-
cal joule heating. In other words, the SMA can be actuated by absorbing laser 
energy in the form of heat, or through pulsed electrical current. This was 
enabled by the development of deposition and characterizations of nanoscale 
thickness NiTi thin films. NiTi thin films with reversible changes in recovery 
stress were mated with other residual stressed thin films to enable reversible 
thermal actuation at MEMS scale. By incorporating nanoscale thin film SMA 
MEMS with good heat sinking design, we could achieve reversible actuations 
up to 3 kHz which is significantly greater than many previous reports for SMA 
actuators.
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At the microscale, shape memory alloy (SMA) microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) bimorph actuators offer great potential based on their inherently high
work density. An optimization problem relating to the deflection and curvature
based on shape memory MEMS bimorph was identified, formulated, and solved.
Thicknesses of the SU-8 photoresist and nickel-titanium alloy (NiTi) was identified
that yielded maximum deflections and curvature radius based on a relationship
among individual layer thicknesses, elastic modulus, and cantilever length. This
model should serve as a guideline for optimal NiTi and SU-8 thicknesses to drive
large deflections and curvature radius that are most suitable for microrobotic actu-
ation, micromirrors, micropumps, and microgrippers. This model would also be
extensible to other phase-change-driven actuators where nonlinear and significant
residual stress changes are used to drive actuation.
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1. Introduction

In certain applications for MEMS microactuators, large deflections would be
desired such as the case of micro-robotics [1–3], micromirrors [4–6], and
microgrippers [3, 7]. Using a shape memory alloy (SMA), a material that undergoes
large changes in stress during a temperature cycle due to a solid-solid phase change
can be used to generate large, nonlinear deflections. We aim to find a relationship
between deflections of a SMAMEMS actuator, and maximize the deflection of SMA
MEMS bimorph. Shape memory alloy films based on sputtered NiTi have been
exhaustively characterized in previous decades, leading to a wealth of information
about the intricate interplay between Ni/Ti ratio, annealing temperatures and
times, and thickness [8–31]. Bimorphic actuators can impart reversible deflection
shape memory microactuators as previously demonstrated [32, 33].

To date, optimization of parameters for improving shape memory-induced
actuation has not been explored. We chose for our candidate system an SU-8
patterned on top of NiTi SMA bimorph actuator. In this case, residual strains
develop during the processing of MEMS actuators, and upon release from substrate,
the device curls upward to relieve these strains. Thermal input converts the material
into austenite, and shape memory effect drives the actuator into a more flat
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the device curls upward to relieve these strains. Thermal input converts the material
into austenite, and shape memory effect drives the actuator into a more flat
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position, a process that is reversible upon subsequent thermal cycles. Thermal
effects can be delivered to the SMA MEMS using laser irradiation [34], and joule-
heating [35], at frequencies up to at least 1 kHz. SU-8 is an ideal material due to its
relative ease of use in MEMS, low modulus of elasticity enables more flexible
devices with large deflection, and good chemical stability.

Much literature exists for thin film development and characterization of nickel-
titanium shape memory alloy [1–4]. Although many demonstrations of SMA MEMS
actuators have been shown [9, 34–43], none of these citations perform design
optimization studies to maximize deflection or curvature radius due to residual
stress changes due to phase change. When the nitinol is thermally cycled between
martensite and austenite phases, there is a corresponding change in residual stress,
which is used to drive the nonlinear deflections. This nonlinear and large change in
stress is defined as the recovery stress, and is a principal factor influencing the
deflection and curvature radius. Our novel contributions take a realistic SMA
MEMS bimorph design based on SU-8 on NiTi, and determine optimal thickness
combinations to yield maximized deflections, which would be desirable in certain
applications were large strokes are desired. We feed into the model the Young’s
modulus values for NiTi thin films that have been determined previously using
nanoindentation techniques [44, 45].

2. Building and characterizing the SMA MEMS actuators

The nickel-titanium alloy (NiTi) would be co-sputtered onto a 4″ silicon wafer
based on the methods reported in previous works [8, 34–36]. The substrate is
rotated and heated during deposition to ensure crystallization of the film. The wafer
stress vs. temperature measurements are performed, using Stoney’s equation to
determine recovery stress, hysteresis, and residual stress in the NiTi film. After
verification of good shape memory alloy properties in the film at wafer level, a
photomask is used to pattern bimorph actuator. Ion milling is used to remove
portions of the NiTi film on the wafer. The SU-8 2000.5 is spin coated (where the
RPM is used to control SU-8 thickness) and another mask plate is used to pattern
SU-8 on top of the NiTi cantilever. Finally, the device is released by etching the Si
substrate away in xenon difluoride (XeF2) gas. In practice, SU-8 thickness would be
controlled by varying spin speed, and NiTi thickness based on sputtering time.

2.1 Problem identification

The design problem is to maximize the deflection of a MEMS bimorph cantilever
beam based on the nonlinear shape memory alloy (SMA) as the actuating mecha-
nism. The deflection is dependent in large part on the parameter called recovery
stress. The larger the recovery stress, the larger the deflection. We may also wish to
decrease the overall mass or volume of the actuator, of minimize the curvature
radius. The objectives are competing in that reduction in the shape memory alloy
thickness, generally leads to reduction of the recovery stress. The bimorph actuator
could consist of SU-8 on top of NiTi thin film, but this optimization model would be
easily extensible to other cases of interest.

We should consider that the equation describing the recovery stress-induced
deflection in shape memory alloy MEMS actuator is (Eq. 1).

Initially, the contour plots of SU-8 and NiTi thickness showed that the optimi-
zation problem was not interesting for the simplest case of constant recovery stress
over the range of NiTi thickness. To our advantage, the NiTi recovery stress is a
parameter that depends on NiTi thickness, which makes the optimization problem
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more interesting. The equation describing the recovery stress-induced deflection in
shape memory alloy (SMA) MEMS actuator is:

d ¼ 3ENiTiσrectNiTitSU‐8 tNiTi þ tSU‐8ð Þl2
E2
NiTit

4
NiTi þ ESU‐8ENiTi 4t3NiTitSU‐8 þ 6t2NiTit

2
SU‐8 þ 4tNiTit3SU‐8

� �þ E2
SU‐8t4SU‐8

(1)

where σrec ¼ recovery stress of the SMA MEMS actuator; d ¼ deflection of the
SMA MEMS actuator; l ¼ total length of the SMA MEMS actuator; ENiTi ¼ elastic
modulus of NiTi layer; ESU‐8 ¼ elastic modulus of SU-8 layer; TNiTi ¼ thickness
modulus of NiTi layer; TSU‐8 ¼ thickness modulus of SU-8 layer.

Figure 1 shows stress vs. temperature curves for NiTi on Si wafer. These curves
are experimentally generated, and indicate the recovery stress (difference between
highest and lowest stress values), and the thermal hysteresis. Here, as an illustrative
example, the NiTi thickness is 900 nm, and the temperature cycle is performed
using a heating and cooling rate of 1°C/min.

Assumptions: we assume operating temperatures go between RT and 100°C to
ensure full phase change. In all calculations, for simplicity we use Young’s modulus
of NiTi as a fixed value. In reality, the Young’s modulus changes curing the phase
change. Martensite (lower temperature phase usually has a lower elastic modulus
compared to the higher temperature austenite phase).

Figure 2 shows the process used to build the SMA MEMS bimorph actuator
comprised of the NiTi shape memory (SMA) layer underneath the SU-8 elastic
layer. In step (a) deposition of SMA onto Si wafer and pattern using photolithogra-
phy. In step (b) ion milling is performed to transfer the pattern into the SMA layer.
In step (c) we spin on SU-8 and pattern it with mask plate and photolithography. In
step (d) we release the MEMS bimorph by etching Si substrate with xenon
difluoride (XeF2) gas. In step (e) we thermally actuate the two-way shape memory
MEMS device between curled and flat states.

Figure 1.
Stress vs. temperature curves for NiTi on Si wafer. These curves are experimentally generated, and indicate the
recovery stress (difference between highest and lowest stress values), and the thermal hysteresis.
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3. Methods, results, and discussions

3.1 Single-objective optimization

Regarding NiTi recovery stress, there would appear to be an optimal thickness
range for which recovery stress reaches max values as depicted in Figure 3, below
which there is a sharp drop off. Therefore the tendency for increased deflections for
thinner materials reaches a point of diminishing returns due to the effect of
decreasing recovery stress. Below 100–150 nm, shape memory properties have been

Figure 2.
SMA MEMS fabrication process for SU-8 on NiTi bimorph.

Figure 3.
Relation between recovery stress (MPa) and NiTi film thickness (nm).
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shown to drop off completely, so we impose constraints for NiTi thickness to vary
between 150 and 1300 nm.

Based on the curve fitting equation (third-order polynomial), the single-objective
optimization problem can be written as following:

maximize :

d ¼ 3ENiTiσrectNiTitSU‐8 tNiTi þ tSU‐8ð Þl2
E2
NiTit

4
NiTi þ ESU‐8ENiTi 4t3NiTitSU‐8 þ 6t2NiTit

2
SU‐8 þ 4tNiTit3SU‐8

� �þ E2
SU‐8t4SU‐8

(2)

subjected to::

100 μm≤ l≤ 300 μm (3)

150 nm≤ tNiTi ≤ 1000 nm (4)

200 nm≤ tSU‐8 ≤ 2000 nm (5)

σrec ≥0 (6)

σrec ¼ 5:36E26tNiTi
3 � 2:15E21tNiTi

2 þ 2:45E15tNiTi � 2:58E08 SI unitsð Þ (7)

Covert to standard form in SI units:

minimize :

f ¼ �3ENiTiσrectNiTitSU‐8 tNiTi þ tSU‐8ð Þl2
E2
NiTit

4
NiTi þ ESU‐8ENiTi 4t3NiTitSU‐8 þ 6t2NiTit

2
SU‐8 þ 4tNiTit3SU‐8

� �þ E2
SU‐8t4SU‐8

(8)

subjected to::

g1 : 100� 10�6 � l≤0; (9)

g2 : l� 300� 10�6 ≤0; (10)

g3 : 150� 10�9 � tNiTi ≤0; (11)

g4 : tNiTi � 1300� 10�9 ≤0; (12)

g5 : 200� 10�9 � tSU‐8 ≤0; (13)

g6 : tSU‐8 � 2000� 10�9 ≤0; (14)

g7 : �σrec ≤0 (15)

h1: σrec � 5:36� 1026tNiTi
3 þ 2:15� 1021tNiTi

2 � 2:45� 1015tNiTi þ 2:58� 108 ¼ 0
(16)

3.2 MATLAB optimization toolbox (fmincon)

According to the toolbox (and as shown in Figure 4), optimal solution is:
tNiTi ¼ 359 nm, tSU‐8 ¼ 824 nm, l ¼ 300 μm.

3.3 Multi-objective optimization

The curvature of a bilayer elastic material [46] is given as

K ¼ �E0
SU‐8tSU‐8E0

NiTitNiTi tNiTi þ tSU‐8ð Þ
G E0

SU‐8tSU‐8 þ E0
NiTitNiTi

� � Δε (17)
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G ¼ E0
SU‐8t

2
SU‐8

tNiTi

2
� tSU‐8

6
� θ

� �
� E0

NiTitNiTi tSU‐8 tSU‐8 þ tNiTi

2

� �
þ t2NiTi

6
þ θ 2tSU‐8 þ tNiTið Þ

� �
(18)

θ ¼ tNiTitSU‐8 E0
NiTi � E0

SU‐8
� �

2 E0
SU‐8tSU‐8 þ E0

NiTitNiTi
� � (19)

Δε ¼ αSU‐8 � αNiTið ÞΔT (20)

ρ is the curvature radius generally expressed in units of μm. Δε is a strain
differential term resulting from CTE mismatch and temperature difference experi-
enced during the processing. θ is a correction factor used in the placement of neutral
plane. E0 is the biaxial modulus defined as E/(1� v) where v is Poisson ratio and E is
Young’s modulus. Poisson ratios are assumed to be 0.22 for SU-8 and 0.33 for NiTi.
α_SU-8 is reported to be 52 � 10–6/°C. α_NiTi (depending on austenite or martens-
ite phase) is reported to be 6.6 or 11 � 10–6/°C. For simplicity sake, we assume an
intermediate value of α_NiTi = 9 � 10–6/°C. Units for theta term is nm or m. Units
for G term is Pa � nm3 or Pa � m3. Therefore units for curvature is in nm or m. Δε
term is unit less.

The objective number 2 is to maximize curvature radius. We determine the
pareto frontier and strong pareto points using the epsilon constrained method. In
this epsilon constrained method, we minimize f1 while keeping f2 less than or equal
to different values of epsilon. As a first step for objective function 2 (curvature of
bimorph) we coded MATLAB script to generate contour plots as a function of the
two main design variables (i.e., thickness of NiTi and SU-8). The problem formu-
lation for objective function 2 is as follows (and contour plot is shown in Figure 5).

Curvature is:

K ¼ �E0
SU‐8tSU‐8E0

NiTitNiTi tNiTi þ tSU‐8ð Þ
G E0

SU‐8tSU‐8 þ E0
NiTitNiTi

� � Δε (21)

Figure 4.
Optimization contours for the case where SU-8 elastic modulus is 2 GPa. Variables considered are individual
layer thicknesses: NiTi (x-axis) and SU-8 (y-axis).
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Maximize:

ρ ¼ 1
K

¼ � G E0
SU‐8tSU‐8 þ E0
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For multi-objective optimization, the deflection and curvature radius of SMA
bimorph actuator are maximized simultaneously. So, the multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem can be stated as follows:

maximize:

f 1 : ρ ¼ � G E0
SU‐8tSU‐8 þ E0

NiTitNiTi
� �

E0
SU‐8tSU‐8E0

NiTitNiTi tNiTi þ tSU‐8ð ÞΔε (29)

Figure 5.
MATLAB-generated contour plot of curvature radius (m), against the primary design variables (i.e., tNiTi
and tSU-8). Curvature radius is maximized for the thickest values of NiTi and thinnest values of SU-8. The
result is intuitive because this is the stiffest beam (from the perspective of thickest NiTi with much larger Young’s
modulus compared to SU-8). Thinner SU-8 means the effect from strain differential and CTE mismatch is
minimized and contributes less to curvature radius. Overall, this means that upper bound on NiTi thickness
and lower bound on SU-8 thickness are active constraints for objective function 2.
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Figure 4.
Optimization contours for the case where SU-8 elastic modulus is 2 GPa. Variables considered are individual
layer thicknesses: NiTi (x-axis) and SU-8 (y-axis).
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MATLAB-generated contour plot of curvature radius (m), against the primary design variables (i.e., tNiTi
and tSU-8). Curvature radius is maximized for the thickest values of NiTi and thinnest values of SU-8. The
result is intuitive because this is the stiffest beam (from the perspective of thickest NiTi with much larger Young’s
modulus compared to SU-8). Thinner SU-8 means the effect from strain differential and CTE mismatch is
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Due to the conflicting nature of the two objective functions, the contour plot for
the multi-objective function has changed substantially. Maximizing the radius is
favored by a larger tNiTi as opposed to a smaller thickness required to maximize

Figure 6.
Optimal solution for simultaneous multi-objective optimization of deflection and curvature radius.
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deflection. The optimal solution of multi-objective function as shown in Figure 6
has a larger tNiTi.

Once we have established the optimal objective values for deflection and curva-
ture, we perform a sensitivity analysis regarding the following variables, for which
experimentally could be varied with relative ease. These thickness values x1 and x2,
corresponding the NiTi and SU-8 thicknesses, can be changed by varying the spin
speed for SU-8 coating: faster spins corresponding to thinner films of SU-8 and vice
versa. For NiTi, longer sputter time would be used for thicker films and vice versa.
Young’s modulus can be varied by deposition conditions for NiTi and curing/baking
temperatures and conditions for SU-8. To perform the sensitivity analysis for
Objective 1, we keep fixed the optimal thickness for SU-8 and vary the NiTi thick-
ness to see how it changes, and plot a function (as shown in Figure 7) and generate
a table of values. Similarly, we keep fixed the optimal value of NiTi thickness and
recovery stress, and plot the deflection over a range of SU-8 thicknesses.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, an interesting optimization problem was identified whereby the
deflection of shape memory MEMS bimorph actuator was maximized. Original
calculations showed that reductions in the thickness of the bimorph layers would
yield maximized deflections (for the simplest case assuming constant values of
recovery stress in NiTi layer). In the literature, a more complex relationship among
recovery stress and the NiTi thickness was identified. A curve fit to this data yielded
a much more interesting optimization problem, which was solved graphically
(contour plots) and using the Optimization Toolbox in MATLAB. Optimal NiTi and
SU-8 thickness were determined to be for the case where SU-8 modulus was 2 GPa
to be tNiTi = 359 nm, tSU-8 = 824 nm. After solving the single-objective optimization
problem using fmincon, Excel solver, and a hand-coded algorithm, we formulated a
second objective function to maximize curvature radius (i.e., to maximize the

Figure 7.
Maximum bimorph deflection with a variation of Young’s modulus of NiTi and SU-8 layer.
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deflection. The optimal solution of multi-objective function as shown in Figure 6
has a larger tNiTi.

Once we have established the optimal objective values for deflection and curva-
ture, we perform a sensitivity analysis regarding the following variables, for which
experimentally could be varied with relative ease. These thickness values x1 and x2,
corresponding the NiTi and SU-8 thicknesses, can be changed by varying the spin
speed for SU-8 coating: faster spins corresponding to thinner films of SU-8 and vice
versa. For NiTi, longer sputter time would be used for thicker films and vice versa.
Young’s modulus can be varied by deposition conditions for NiTi and curing/baking
temperatures and conditions for SU-8. To perform the sensitivity analysis for
Objective 1, we keep fixed the optimal thickness for SU-8 and vary the NiTi thick-
ness to see how it changes, and plot a function (as shown in Figure 7) and generate
a table of values. Similarly, we keep fixed the optimal value of NiTi thickness and
recovery stress, and plot the deflection over a range of SU-8 thicknesses.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, an interesting optimization problem was identified whereby the
deflection of shape memory MEMS bimorph actuator was maximized. Original
calculations showed that reductions in the thickness of the bimorph layers would
yield maximized deflections (for the simplest case assuming constant values of
recovery stress in NiTi layer). In the literature, a more complex relationship among
recovery stress and the NiTi thickness was identified. A curve fit to this data yielded
a much more interesting optimization problem, which was solved graphically
(contour plots) and using the Optimization Toolbox in MATLAB. Optimal NiTi and
SU-8 thickness were determined to be for the case where SU-8 modulus was 2 GPa
to be tNiTi = 359 nm, tSU-8 = 824 nm. After solving the single-objective optimization
problem using fmincon, Excel solver, and a hand-coded algorithm, we formulated a
second objective function to maximize curvature radius (i.e., to maximize the

Figure 7.
Maximum bimorph deflection with a variation of Young’s modulus of NiTi and SU-8 layer.
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flatness of the beam because larger curvature radius is a flatter beam). We used
fmincon to solve for the optimal values of NiTi and SU-8 to maximize the curvature
radius. We determined that the objective functions were conflicting (i.e., there was
clearly a tradeoff in order to satisfy both conditions simultaneously), and therefore
suitable for multi-objective optimization. We formulated a multi-objective
optimization method and solved it using fmincon. Finally, a parametric study or
sensitivity analysis was performed pertaining to NiTi and SU-8 Young’s modulus.

Acronyms and abbreviations

αNiTi CTE of NiTi layer
αSU‐8 CTE of SU-8 layer
Bimorph composite cantilever beam consisting of two materials with different

Young’s modulus and thickness
CTE coefficient of thermal expansion
d deflection of the SMA MEMS actuator (micrometer)
ENiTi elastic modulus of NiTi layer (GPa)
ESU‐8 elastic modulus of SU-8 layer (GPa)
E0

NiTi biaxial elastic modulus of NiTi layer (GPa)
E0

SU‐8 biaxial elastic modulus of SU-8 layer (GPa)
Δε strain differential arising from thermal processing and CTE mismatch
l total length of the SMA MEMS actuator (micrometer)
MEMS microelectromechanical system
ρ curvature radius
σrec recovery stress of the SMA MEMS actuator (MPa)
SMA shape memory alloy (i.e., NiTi)
TNiTi thickness modulus of NiTi layer (nm)
TSU‐8 thickness modulus of SU-8 layer (nm)
θ correction factor term for location of neutral axis
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Abstract

In the developing world, energy crisis is the main reason for less progress 
and development. Renewable and sustainable energy may be of bright future 
for scientific lagging and low-income countries; further, sustainability through 
smart materials got a huge potential; so, hereby keeping in view the energy crisis 
which the developing world is facing for many decades, we are proposing to write 
a chapter project for obtaining energy through cheap, sustainable, and functional 
advanced carbon materials. Carbon materials are the future of energy storage 
devices because of their ability to store energy in great capacity. The graphene 
is a material with amazing properties like no band gap, which turns graphene a 
wonderful candidate for use in the photovoltaic. Shortly, this chapter will discuss 
how superior energy storage may be obtained through various routes like using 
pyrrolic (N5) and pyridinic (N6) doping in advanced carbon functional materials, 
or superior energy by KOH activation in carbon materials, or through carboniza-
tion in organic matter, respectively. Further, for the advanced carbon functional 
materials, the superior energy storage using pyrrolic (N5) and pyridinic (N6) dop-
ing, or KOH activation, or through carbonization will be discussed one by one for 
lithium ion batteries, supercapacitors, and relevant energy devices, respectively.

Keywords: renewable energy, graphene, physical properties, reduced graphene 
oxide, superior energy storage, chemical activation, supercapacitors, lithium ion 
batteries

1. Introduction

In the developing world, energy crisis is the main reason for less progress 
and development. Renewable and sustainable energy may be of bright future for 
scientific lagging and low-income countries; further, sustainability through smart 
materials got a huge potential; so, hereby keeping in view the energy crisis which 
developing world is facing for many decades, there exists a possibility for obtaining 
energy through cheap, sustainable, and smart carbon materials. The nanostructures 
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which are made up of sp2-hybridized carbon such as fullerene, carbon nanotubes, 
and graphene remain pivot point of advanced carbon functional material research 
[1]. As we look into the reversible electrochemical strength keeping in view of 
their great electric conductivity, chemical and mechanical durability, and the 
custom fitted structures that can be developed from advanced carbon functional 
materials, carbon materials have been the most significant anode material for the 
Li-ion batteries [2]. Advanced carbon functional materials may include graphene, 
carbon nanotubes, and fullerenes, respectively. Moreover, CNTs and graphene 
with high explicit surface territories can store higher charge capacity by the adsorp-
tion/desorption of particles at the anode/electrolyte interface. The higher charge 
capacity is hence incredible subject to the qualities of the carbon material, for 
example, its pore structure, doping, and defects. In this way, the advancement of 
electrochemical capacity in carbon needs a judiciously planned structure. One issue 
identified with the utilization of CNTs and graphene for electrochemical storage 
is the agglomeration of the nanostructures that prompts diminished efficiency 
[3, 4]. There has been progressive demand for the electrochemical energy storage 
with high energy density and remarkable rate performance. Electrical double layer 
capacitors (EDLCs), additionally known as supercapacitors (SCs), have attracted 
a worldwide attention because of their long cycle life and high power density but 
comparatively low energy density of commercially available carbon-based SCs. 
Graphene has attracted an in-depth attention in energy storage applications relating 
to its distinctive options of high surface space, flexibility, chemical stability, and 
remarkable electrical and thermal conduction [5]. Energy storage capacity defines 
advanced energy technologies. Further, superior energy storage may be obtained 
through various routes like using pyrrolic (N5) and pyridinic (N6) doping in carbon 
materials, or superior energy by KOH activation in carbon materials, or through 
carbonization in organic matter, respectively. Further, energy storage using pyrrolic 
(N5) and pyridinic (N6) doping, or KOH activation, or through carbonization in 
organic matter will be discussed one by one.

2.  Energy storage using pyrrolic/pyridinic nitrogen in advanced carbon 
functional materials

For energy storage, ideal structures may become complex due to agglomera-
tion at nanolevel during carbon reconstruction process. The gathering of sp2-
hybridized carbon nanostructures to frame a 3D arrangement can adequately hinder 
any agglomeration and sustain electrical properties of the building structures. 
Moreover, the 3D arrangement gives channels for particle relocation. Required car-
bon structures may be obtained through the freeze drying or aqueous treatment of 
graphene or CNT suspensions with the help of templates. With increasingly profi-
cient electron move and a progressively powerful structure, a customized 3D carbon 
will give possible higher electrochemical charge capacity by interfacing the struc-
ture squares covalently rather than by van der Waals communications. A graphene 
with a SSA of ≈850 m2.g−1 has indicated astounding electrical and mechanical attri-
butes for Li-ion batteries. Nitrogen doping may be used to increase electrochemical 
storage in the advanced functional carbon materials and consequently to increase 
the capacitance at the anode/electrolyte interface [4, 6]. At the edges of graphene, 
it is experimentally proved, in the electrolyte, that the nitrogen ions have benefited 
the wettability of solo carbon layers. Consequently, it would increase the overall 
capacitance, which may occur due to ideal Faradaic redox responses. For Li-ion 
storage capacity of the carbon (N-doped), it may provide extra dynamic sites, which 
helps adsorption (Li-ion), resulting in an enhanced gravimetric limit [6, 7]. Among 
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the N-dopants in graphitic carbon, pyrrolic (N5), pyridinic (N6), and quaternary N, 
pyrrolic N, and pyridinic N are viewed as additional dynamic for electrochemical 
storage, while the graphitic structure is the most fragile among them. Also, topo-
logical imperfections, for example, di-vacancy and Hurler Stone-Ribs deserts in the 
graphitic carbon may give additional dynamic destinations to particle adsorption or 
on the other hand for charge move in electrochemical storage. Furthermore, various 
works have demonstrated the significant job of full-scale macropores and meso-
pores in the particle transportation for high power thickness or brilliant rate execu-
tion in supercapacitors or Li-ion batteries. Along these lines, a carbon for unrivaled 
Li-ion capacity would preferably have the accompanying highlights, a 3D arrange-
ment which contains the mesopores for quick particle relocation and a covalently 
associated structure made of sp2-hybridized carbon for high electrical conductivity 
[6, 8]. Further, a finely tuned arrangement of dopant molecules and deformities for 
increasingly dynamic locales is another requirement. To accomplish a carbon with 
these highlights, scientists picked a high-energy carbon nanostructure, C60, which 
is more receptive than CNTs and graphene, as the antecedent, and treated it with 
KOH at temperatures of 500–700°C [6]. The mentioned treatment helps changing 
the C60 molecules to carbon which contains enhanced nitrogen along with defects. 
Nitrogen which presents in the doped carbon consists of two types (pyrrolic and 
pyridinic). With 7.8% nitrogen-doped carbon, porous carbon (when used as anode) 
has shown 600 mA h g−1 (storage capacity), which occurs at 5 A g−1 for the Li-ion 
batteries [6]. A first-standard calculation has proposed that the unrivaled anode 
execution of the N-doped permeable carbon is intently identified with the bending 
of the carbon layers (graphenes) and the pyrrolic/pyridinic N-doping in the carbon. 
FCC structure has been obtained when agglomeration happens in the C60 mol-
ecules, which turns C60 into different carbons (permeable carbon) in KOH activa-
tion. While in path B, ammonia stream has been act to apply during the tempering, 
resulting in porous carbon which is highly N-doped. Meanwhile, scientists have 
proved that nanopores have been prepared in KOH activation, while quantum dots 
(of carbon) were fabricated without KOH activation [6, 8, 9]. It is believed that 
enhanced handling time (while keeping proportion of KOH and C60 lower) led to 
higher interfacial interactions and amends into a progressive structure at certain 
phase of activation. Likewise, it was discovered that the N-content expanded with 
activation temperature in the range 500–700°C; yet a further temperature incre-
ment to 800°C prompted an extremely low yield of N-aC60 tests. Further, system-
atic fabrication of nitrogen-doped carbon through activation of C60 molecules 
(route A indicates normal activation in argon flow, while route B indicates N doping 
in NH3 flow) is as shown in Figure 1 [6].

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of C60, aC60, and N7.5%-aC60 revealed 
important information regarding structures, which further demonstrates that 
the C60 molecules have been totally rebuilt by KOH actuation which gave porous 

Figure 1. 
Systematic fabrication of nitrogen-doped carbon through activation of C60 molecules (route A indicates 
normal activation in argon flow, while route B indicates N doping in NH3 flow) [6].
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(route A indicates normal activation in argon flow, while route B indicates N doping 
in NH3 flow) is as shown in Figure 1 [6].

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of C60, aC60, and N7.5%-aC60 revealed 
important information regarding structures, which further demonstrates that 
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Figure 1. 
Systematic fabrication of nitrogen-doped carbon through activation of C60 molecules (route A indicates 
normal activation in argon flow, while route B indicates N doping in NH3 flow) [6].
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carbon [6]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been utilized to reveal 
significant constituents present in final product. FTIR results show that C▬OH and 
C▬O bonds are seen in both aC60 and N7.5%-aC60. Estimations utilizing the XPS 
information show that oxygen content increments from 1.3 at.% in C60 to 4.2 at.% 
in aC60 and to 9.5 at.% in N7.5%-aC60 samples, respectively. To additionally 
comprehend Li-ion battery’s capacity, scientists explored the adsorption capacity 
of Li particles on graphene and C60 sections with and without nitrogen doping 
through atomic demonstrating. Two potential impacts, i.e., a curvature impact and 
an N-doping impact, have been thought to be important. For the former one, it has 
the adsorption capacity of a Li storage on a large portion of a C60 atom with edges 
immersed by H, i.e., C30H10, and a level graphene piece containing the equivalent 
number of carbon particles, i.e., C30H14, respectively [6, 10].

In synopsis, KOH activation has been utilized to totally convert C60 atoms to 
a 3D permeable carbon. In the porous carbon, the doping (of nitrogen) may addi-
tionally bring deformities and a large number of pores. The activation process may 
increase the doping level that depends upon activation conditions, resulting in a 
suitable storage capacity for Li-ion batteries [6]. KOH activation gave the bended 
layer structure also; further, N-doping, particularly pyrrolic nitrogen, has added to 
the high Li-ion stockpiling limit in the carbon.

3.  Energy storage through sponge-templated activation of advanced 
carbon functional materials

There has been progressive demand for the electrochemical energy storage 
devices with high energy density and remarkable rate performance. Electrical 
double layer capacitors (EDLCs), additionally known as supercapacitors (SCs), 
have attracted a worldwide attention because of their long cycle lifespan and really 
high power density, but comparatively lower energy density has considerably 
limited the applications of the carbon-based supercapacitors [11, 12]. Graphene has 
enormous energy applications relating to distinctive physical properties of chemical 
stability, flexibility, and remarkable electrical conduction. Scientists have found 
that during wet chemical techniques, graphene platelets may tend to agglomer-
ate, thus resulting in lower surface areas than the theoretical worth of 2630 m2g−1. 
Strategies are developed to assemble graphene-based platelets to 3D structures so 
as to stop the restacking of platelets for high surface areas while maintaining the 
intrinsic conduction of platelets [13]. For instance, scientists have demonstrated a 
graphene film which is 3D having macropores, within which PMMA functions as 
the main template. Scientists have prepared TiO2-rGO sheets employing PU sponge 
(which is porous) as a model for the photoelectrochemical reaction of ethanol. A 
recent study reported that compressible all-solid-state SCs supported polyaniline-
SWCNTs-sponge electrodes, in which sponge provides squeezability and polyani-
line offers pseudo capacitance. As an economical model, sponge is ready to act as a 
wonderful support for the assembly of nanostructures for SC electrodes. It is found 
that graphene structures obtained using sponge templating may have lower surface 
area, which leads to lower interfacial interactions and limited SC performance. 
It is experimentally proved that graphene-based capacitors are of lower cathode 
thickness even if they possess higher surface areas, which led to lower performance 
of ultimate devices. Scientists have regenerated graphene colloidal gel films with 
a high packing density up to 1.33 gcm−3 what’s more at the same time noticeable 
capacitive exhibitions (209 Fg−1) and 261 Fcm−3 in organic electrolytes. The layer 
like stacking of graphene platelets may deteriorate the surface because of particle 
channels within the direction perpendicular to the layers [11, 14].
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Chemical activation is an efficient methodology to make pores, e.g., within 
the preparation of activated carbons (ACs). Among various chemical activa-
tion strategies, KOH activation has been considered as an accustomed method. 
Recently, scientists have fabricated a porous carbon through chemical activation 
of GO; it is found that the selected capacitance of 166 Fg−1 has been demonstrated. 
Transforming low-thickness carbons to templates to get valuable thickness but yet 
with a moderately high porosity and high electrical conductivity is required for 
high-performance SCs [11, 13, 14].

Scientists have developed a carbon which was obtained using sponge templating 
followed by chemical activation (KOH activation) of GO. It is demonstrated that 
the GO platelets gather around the sponge’s backbone. Meanwhile, KOH activation 
goes within the PU sponge which helps to create pores using temperature treat-
ments, which may result in a conductive carbon. Using fabricated carbon for energy 
storage in two-electrode and three-electrode configurations, it has shown nearly 
perfect energy storage behavior, which may lead to acceptable superior power 
density [11, 15].

Preparation of the 3D carbon (aPG-10) is shortly illustrated within the Figure 2 
as shown [11].

After chemical activation of PU/GO mixture, the dried PU/GO/KOH mixture was 
toughened at 9000°C for 2 hours in inert gas flow, and hence subjected to drying, 
resulting in a final sample named as aPG-10 (final product) [11, 14].

The exhibition of the aPG-10 as an anode material for supercapacitors was 
evaluated using cycle voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) 
curves, respectively. In a three-electrode configuration, the execution of aPG-10 
anode coated on a shiny carbon has been designed with 1.0 MH2SO4 as electrolyte. 
The particular capacitance determined from the charge/discharge curves at a cur-
rent thickness of 5 Ag−1 is 401 Fg−1, which stays 349 Fg−1 at a current density of 100 
Ag−1. Once aPG-10 was tried in two-electrode configuration, a particular capaci-
tance of 227 Fg−1 at 5 Ag−1 was acquired [11].

In summary, a graded porous carbon was obtained through sponge KOH activa-
tion via GO loading [11, 14, 15]. The sponge has filled in as a proficient layout to pull 
KOH into its backbone, which helps to create large number of pores, in order to give 
highly porous carbon. Meanwhile, low sheet obstruction, high BET surface region, 
and much acceptable conductor density are accomplished based on the carbon 
activation through KOH which introduces sort of nitrogen which covers defects 
from graphitic lattice. Every one of these benefits leads to the great electrochemical 
execution of carbon terminals [11, 13, 15].

4.  Energy storage through functional porous carbon obtained from 
frozen tofu (organic matter)

Frozen tofu is a source of carbon and nitrogen [16]. By using one-step car-
bonization activation method, it can be converted into oxygen-doped carbon 
and nitrogen-doped carbon, respectively. By one-step carbonization, sponge-like 
carbon (co-doped) has a maximum surface area of 3134 m2g−1. High volumes of 

Figure 2. 
Preparation of 3D carbon through sponge KOH activation via GO loading [11].
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mesopores (1.11 cm3 g−1) and micropores (0.71 cm3 g−1) are present in this hierar-
chical (graded) porous carbon [16, 17]. Scientists have discovered that this acquired 
carbon is used to make supercapacitors which acts as electrodes, in 1 M aqueous 
electrolyte sulfuric acid; it has a remarkable capacitance of 243 Fg−1 (evaluated at 
0.1 Ag−1); after 10,000 cycles, it has a capacitance retentiveness of 93% at 10 Ag−1. 
In BMIMBF4 (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetra fluoroborate) liquid ion electro-
lyte, the said carbon shows a precise capacity of 170 Fg−1 (assessed in 1 Ag−1) along 
with a valuable effectiveness (135 F g−1 at 20 Ag−1) ensuring the power density of 
72 W h kg−1 (at 889 W kg−1). A carbon supercapacitor (derived from frozen tofu) 
can comfortably drive 25 light-transmitting diodes in excess of 2 minutes [16]. 
The fabrication flow chart for porous carbon through one-step carbonization is as 
shown in Figure 3 [16].

Further, systematic steps involved to get porous carbon through carbonization 
are freeze drying, KOH activation, temperature treatment, and carbonization, 
respectively, as are shown in flow chart diagram (Figure 3). Many energy storage 
devices are available worldwide but because of potential applications, electrochemi-
cal appliances such as lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and supercapacitors have an 
appreciable fascination [16, 17]. On the one hand, supercapacitors have active charg-
ing/discharge performance and also a fine power density greater than 10 k W kg−1; 
on the other hand, LIBs have a great energy density (usually 100–200 W h kg−1), yet 
it has a longer charging time. Two mechanisms mainly used by supercapacitors in 
order to store energy are as follows [17, 18]:

• Pseudocapacitive electrodes store ions established at the electrode-electrolyte 
interface for immediate Faradaic reactions.

• Dual layer electrodes with capacitive electricity preserve energy through 
the desorption and adsorption of ions on a large field of spongy (porous) 
materials.

The lithium ions in LIBs are moved between anode and cathode, which results 
in lithium ions storage or discharge through distinct means according to the 
materials of the electrode. Because of many properties such as chemical stability, 
pattern porosity, and high electrical conductivity, for both commercial LIBs (e.g., 
graphite) and supercapacitors (e.g., activated carbon), carbon materials were 
selected as effective materials [16, 19]. It has been determined that macropores act 
as ion-buffering storage in porous carbon materials in supercapacitors and meso-
pores contribute channels for the transport of ions to micropores, where they were 
ultimately deposited. In the LIB (graphite) anodes, the intercalated LiC compound 
is the result of the complete intercalation of lithium ions that limits the reversible 
Li-ion storage potential for graphite (approximately 372 mA hg−1) [16]. In addition, 

Figure 3. 
The fabrication flow chart for porous carbon through one-step carbonization [16].
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permeable carbon was too employed in the form of an electromagnetic scaffold 
or including the electrode in the LIBs, since the spongy (porous) arrangement is 
known to increase the contact areas of the electrode-electrolyte and decrease the 
length of the path for ions/electrons transport, which leads to an improvement in 
the transit kinetics and accordingly the energy density [16, 20].

Power density of industrial supercapacitors is usually lower than 6 W h kg−1 and 
that is beyond from long-term electronic equipment requirements [20]. However, 
the efficiency and performance of the LIB anodes must also be further enhanced. 
With regard to the two applications, spongy carbon of great electrical drivability 
and a customized 3D design is required. In the previous couple of centuries, by 
using different strategies like self-assembly, activation, and templating, several 
porous carbon materials have been researched [16, 18, 20]. Among available 
methods, an efficient method is activation, to increase the surface area of carbon by 
making several micropores. In supercapacitors, activated carbon is commercially 
employed due to its great specific surface area (greater than 2000 m2g−1). Activation 
will make effective manufacturing possible through treating of precursors of 
nanostructured carbon in order to get novel carbon compounds [21]. For instance, 
platelets of graphene may be entirely transformed to a three-dimensional porous 
(spongy) carbon with a SSA of up to 3100 m2 g−1 and distribution of pore size is 
0.6–5 nm by microwave-exfoliated graphite oxide activation of KOH [16, 21]. By 
KOH activation of C micro tubes, scientists have documented a porous (sponge-
like) carbon made up of macropores (numerous microns in size) and micropores 
(0.47 nm in size). The conductivity and wettability of carbon compounds can be 
enhanced by adequate heteroatom doping. Additionally, nitrogen is a donor mol-
ecule of electrons, as well as in a graphite matrix, they have the ability to promote 
conductivity of the n-type. As the LIB anode, carbon N-doping has proved itself to 
support the Li injection because of the hybridization of the long pair of nitrogen 
electrons with carbon π electrons. In recent times, by activation of C with KOH in 
an ammonia environment, scientists have achieved porous N-doped carbon (7.5 wt 
%); the carbon was found to have a reversible power of 1900 mA h g−1 at 0.1 Ag−1; 
furthermore, after 800 cycles (at 2 Ag−1), the capacity is 600 mA hg−1, respectively.

Porous carbon content obtained from renewables can be more environmentally 
sustainable relative to porous carbon products acquired from wood, polymer 
blends, tar, and other resources. Researchers have demonstrated that porous car-
bons can be obtained from various biomass sources such as rice husks, fungi, water 
bamboo, and rice straw for energy storage applications. For instance, researchers 
have informed that the willow catkin could be transformed into a cross-linked 
polymer carbon laminate co-doped with sulfur (S) and N by one-step pyrolysis-
activation synthesis. In 1 M Na2SO4, the carbon demonstrated a remarkable 
electrochemical efficiency with a specific capacitance of 298 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1 and 
magnificent cycling endurance at 5 A g−1 after 10,000 cycles with only 2% capaci-
tance loss. Tofu consists of moisture, carbohydrates, proteins, and trace concentra-
tion of minerals; it is an available resource and is considered as a renewable fuel for 
nitrogen and carbon [16, 22]. Not long ago, scientists have stated the molten salt 
synthesis of strongly (N-doped) porous carbon which may be obtained from tofu, 
in which LiCl/KCl (45/55 in weight) is a eutectic mixture (which functioned as the 
activator) was used as the solvent to dilute LiNO3. The collected carbon (N-content: 
4.72 wt%, density: 0.84 g cm−3, SSA: 1202 m2 g−1) in a 1 M Na2SO4 symmetric super-
capacitor, showed 73.2 F g−1 capacitance (at 0.2 A g−1). The porous carbon (obtained 
from frozen tofu) is known to be suitable anode specimens for LIBs, because of 
their bigger surface areas, porous hierarchical structures, and heteroatom doping. 
In short, we can easily obtain doped N porous hierarchical carbon from frozen tofu, 
using single-step carbonization activation. Frozen tofu is environment-friendly, 
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cheap, and extendable biomaterial precursor. It has showed significant SSA of 
3134 m2 g−1 and significant pore diameter of 1.82 m3 g−1 on the activation condi-
tions, and this is better than traditional biomass-originated active carbon products. 
In 1 M H2SO4, supercapacitors based on porous carbon (from frozen tofu) revealed 
243 F g−1 specific capacitance, and in BMIMBF4/AN, it showed an extraordinary 
power density of about 72 W h kg−1 at an ordinary 889 W kg−1 energy density. Such 
carbonization procedure offers a potentially helpful strategy from abundant sup-
portable resources to design carbon electrode materials with supreme execution for 
supercapacitors and LIBs, respectively [6, 11, 16, 22].

5. Conclusions

In synopsis, this chapter has explained how KOH activation has been utilized to 
convert C60 molecules to a 3D carbon, while at the same time, doping with pyri-
dinic and pyrrolic nitrogen has huge impact in energy storage capacity. Meanwhile, a 
graded porous carbon was obtained through sponge KOH activation via GO loading. 
Further, physical properties such as low sheet obstruction, high BET surface, and 
higher conductivities are accomplished based on the carbon activation through 
KOH, which introduces sort of nitrogen which covers defects from graphitic lattice 
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Progress, Challenges and 
Opportunities in Divalent 
Transition Metal-Doped 
Cobalt Ferrites Nanoparticles 
Applications
Oana Cadar, Thomas Dippong, Marin Senila  
and Erika-Andrea Levei

Abstract

Engineered nanomaterials with tailored properties are highly required in a wide 
range of industrial fields. Consequently, the researches dedicated to the identification 
of new applications for existing materials and to the development of novel promising 
materials and cost effective, eco-friendly synthesis methods gained considerable 
attention in the last years. Cobalt ferrite is one of the nanomaterials with a wide 
application range due to its unique properties such as high electrical resistivity, 
negligible eddy current loss, moderate saturation magnetization, chemical and 
thermal stability, high Curie temperature and high mechanical hardness. Moreover, 
its structural, magnetic and electrical properties can be tailored by the selection 
of preparation route, chemical composition, dopant ions and thermal treatment. 
This chapter presents the recent applications of nanosized cobalt ferrites doped or 
co-doped with divalent transition ions such as Zn2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, Ni2+, Cd2+ obtained 
by various synthesis methods in ceramics, medicine, catalysis, electronics and 
communications.

Keywords: cobalt ferrite, doping, transition metal, nanoparticles, applications

1. Introduction

In the last decades, a wide range of nanomaterials were developed for applications 
in the field of magnetic recording and imaging, data and energy storage, refrigera-
tion, electrical and communication devices, environmental depollution, catalysis, 
ceramics and pigments, sensors, medicine, etc. [1–8].

Spinel ferrite nanoparticles (NPs) with a general formula of MFe2O4 
(M = divalent metal ion such as Mn, Cu, Co, Ni and Zn) have open a new and 
exciting research field because of their unique structural, magnetic, optical and 
electric properties. Among them, nanosized Co ferrite received a lot of atten-
tion due to its remarkable mechanical and chemical stability, wear resistance, 
dielectric character, electrical conductivity and excellent magnetic properties 
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such as high coercivity (HC) and moderate saturation magnetization (MS), high 
Curie temperature (TC) and large magnetocrystalline anisotropy [8, 9]. It also 
possesses some other unique characteristics such as good catalytic performance, 
small particle size, large surface area, narrow optical bandgap, non-toxicity and 
low production costs [10]. Depending on the composition, synthesis method and 
thermal treatment, Co ferrites have different structural, optical, electric, mag-
netic and biomedical properties [4, 11].

The doping with different elements adjusts the properties of ferrites by changing 
the structure, crystallinity and elements distribution among tetrahedral (A) and 
octahedral (B) sites [10]. The dopant amount, valency, size and site preferences 
define the structural, electrical and magnetic properties of doped Co ferrites [12]. 
The Co ferrite has an inverse spinel structure, but the doping with divalent metal 
ions could changes its structure into normal spinel [13]. The change from normal to 
inverse spinel depends also on the ratio between Co and the dopant ion. Co ferrite 
is a hard-magnetic material, but it may be softened by doping with non-magnetic 
ions [14].

The NPs embedding into or coating with insulating matrix such is silica could 
also considerably change the properties of the obtained nanocomposites (NCs), 
as the silica network can limit the particles growth, act as a buffer to protect the 
nanoparticles from mechanical stress and minimize the surface roughness and spin 
disorder [1]. Thus, by selecting the dopant, synthesis route and parameters, nano-
sized doped Co ferrites with tailored properties were produced for a broad range of 
applications [9, 12].

Various methods for the preparation of undoped and doped Co ferrite NPs have 
been reported such as: sol-gel, co-precipitation, polymerized complex, hydro-
thermal, thermal plasma methods, sol-gel, solvothermal, thermal decomposition, 
ultrasonic cavitation, mechanical alloying, ball milling, pulsed laser deposition, 
reverse micelle, micro-emulsion, microwave assisted synthesis, thermal decomposi-
tion, electrochemical and auto-combustion [6–8, 15, 16]. Although by using these 
methods, the required sizes and microstructures can be achieved, they are difficult 
to apply on large scale due to their complex and expensive procedures, long reac-
tion times, high reaction temperatures, hazardous reagents and by-products and 
potential harm to the environment [16]. Among different synthesis procedures, the 
sol-gel method and post-annealing treatment is one of the simplest, feasible and 
most effective routes that produces high purity NCs at low temperatures and permits 
a good control over the particle size, morphology and chemical composition [1].

In this review, we summarize the recent, significant developments related to 
applications of Co ferrite NPs doped with divalent transitional metals in different 
fields based on their coloristic, magnetic, antimicrobial, biological, catalytic and 
dielectric properties.

2. Applications of coloristic properties

The conventional coloring method of ceramics is based on the addition of 
pigments or dyes. Generally, the ceramic pigments are crystalline inorganic 
transition metal oxides powders with high chemical and thermal stability. They 
are soluble in glasses and glazes at high temperatures, have high tinting strength, 
high refractive index, low abrasive strength, and acid and alkali resistance. The 
color of pigments is determined by the presence of chromophore ions (usually 
transition metals) in an inert matrix (oxidic systems) or these ions may be part of 
their own matrix, as in the case of ferrites. The nano-pigments (nanoparticles dis-
persed in an organic vehicle) have a wide range of applications due to their high 
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surface coverage, sharp spectral features, high scattering and uniform dispersion 
[17, 18]. The color performance of conventional ceramic pigments depends on 
the coloring efficiency and dissolution kinetics in the ceramic matrix, that are 
expected to be improved by small particle sizes. Magnetic inorganic pigments are 
also used in high-tech applications such as radar absorbing materials in military 
applications [2, 3].

Co ferrite is a black pigment widely used in the ceramic industry due to its excel-
lent properties such as chemical and thermal stability [17]. There are only few studies 
reporting the use of divalent transition metal doped Co ferrites NPs as pigments. 
Sol-gel synthesis followed by post annealing pathway was used to obtain Zn doped 
Co ferrites (Co0.3Zn0.7Fe2O4 and Co0.7Zn0.3Fe2O4) embedded in SiO2 matrix in order 
to be used as dark gray to black color ceramic pigments [19]. The coloring properties 
of the Zn0.6Co0.4Fe2O4 NPs were tested by embedding in opaque and transparent tile 
glazes, and their application on ceramic tile. For pigments, the cartesian coordinates 
confirmed the dark gray color, that becomes almost black in bulk, while by disper-
sion in glazes the dark pigment present a bright gray color [20].

3. Applications of magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of nanomaterials, associated with the spin of electrons, 
make them suitable for various applications in biotechnology, telecommunications 
and electronic industries. The magnetic properties of cubic spinel ferrites depend 
upon their metallic composition, particle size and cationic distribution between 
tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites [7, 21]. In case of magnetic NPs, the pres-
ence of large number of atoms at the surface due to high-surface-to-volume ratio 
and finite size effects result in several interesting and superior properties compared 
to bulk materials [22].

Co ferrite is well-known magnetic nanomaterial with high HC and MS. The MS, 
HC, TC and anisotropy constant (K) of Co ferrite decrease by doping with non-
magnetic ions decrease the hard-magnetic behavior and change the ferromagnetic 
to superparamagnetic behavior, leading to various applications [14, 23, 24].

Zn doped Co ferrites are soft magnetic materials with good chemical stability 
and high HC [25]. The HC, remanence magnetization (MR) and squareness ratio 
(MR/MS) decrease by doping, as a result of the anisotropic nature of spinel Co-Zn 
ferrites and the non-magnetic moment of Zn2+ ions. The MS values increase with 
the increasing content of dopant ions and their preference for tetrahedral (A) site. 
The dopant ions displace Fe3+ from tetrahedral (A) to octahedral (B) sites, resulting 
in weak magnetic interactions and low Neel temperature. High content of Fe3+ and 
Co2+ magnetic ions at the octahedral (B) sites leads to enhancement of B–B exchange 
interaction and weakening of A–B interaction. Nanosized magnetic zinc-cobalt 
ferrites with different Co to Zn ratio were obtained by co-precipitation [24], auto-
combustion [13] and sol-gel [14] methods. The high MS values make Zn-Co ferrites 
potential candidate for high-frequency inductors, information technology and 
communication [25].

In case of Co1−xCdxFe2O4 (x = 0, 0.1) obtained by auto-combustion, the co-
doping with diamagnetic (Zn2+ and Cd2+) ions brings interesting change in the 
magnetic properties of Co ferrite. The Zn-Cd co-doped Co ferrites (ZnxCd0.375-x 
Co0.625Fe2O4, x = 0.0, 0.075, 0.125, 0.25) synthesized via chemical co-precipitation 
route are recommended as soft magnets. The variation of MR, MS and HC is due to 
the different chemical composition, crystal structure, particles size and arrange-
ments at the lattice sites. The HC also decreases by increasing Zn content, due to the 
lower magneto-crystalline anisotropy of Zn compared to Co and Cd [21].
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such as high coercivity (HC) and moderate saturation magnetization (MS), high 
Curie temperature (TC) and large magnetocrystalline anisotropy [8, 9]. It also 
possesses some other unique characteristics such as good catalytic performance, 
small particle size, large surface area, narrow optical bandgap, non-toxicity and 
low production costs [10]. Depending on the composition, synthesis method and 
thermal treatment, Co ferrites have different structural, optical, electric, mag-
netic and biomedical properties [4, 11].

The doping with different elements adjusts the properties of ferrites by changing 
the structure, crystallinity and elements distribution among tetrahedral (A) and 
octahedral (B) sites [10]. The dopant amount, valency, size and site preferences 
define the structural, electrical and magnetic properties of doped Co ferrites [12]. 
The Co ferrite has an inverse spinel structure, but the doping with divalent metal 
ions could changes its structure into normal spinel [13]. The change from normal to 
inverse spinel depends also on the ratio between Co and the dopant ion. Co ferrite 
is a hard-magnetic material, but it may be softened by doping with non-magnetic 
ions [14].

The NPs embedding into or coating with insulating matrix such is silica could 
also considerably change the properties of the obtained nanocomposites (NCs), 
as the silica network can limit the particles growth, act as a buffer to protect the 
nanoparticles from mechanical stress and minimize the surface roughness and spin 
disorder [1]. Thus, by selecting the dopant, synthesis route and parameters, nano-
sized doped Co ferrites with tailored properties were produced for a broad range of 
applications [9, 12].

Various methods for the preparation of undoped and doped Co ferrite NPs have 
been reported such as: sol-gel, co-precipitation, polymerized complex, hydro-
thermal, thermal plasma methods, sol-gel, solvothermal, thermal decomposition, 
ultrasonic cavitation, mechanical alloying, ball milling, pulsed laser deposition, 
reverse micelle, micro-emulsion, microwave assisted synthesis, thermal decomposi-
tion, electrochemical and auto-combustion [6–8, 15, 16]. Although by using these 
methods, the required sizes and microstructures can be achieved, they are difficult 
to apply on large scale due to their complex and expensive procedures, long reac-
tion times, high reaction temperatures, hazardous reagents and by-products and 
potential harm to the environment [16]. Among different synthesis procedures, the 
sol-gel method and post-annealing treatment is one of the simplest, feasible and 
most effective routes that produces high purity NCs at low temperatures and permits 
a good control over the particle size, morphology and chemical composition [1].

In this review, we summarize the recent, significant developments related to 
applications of Co ferrite NPs doped with divalent transitional metals in different 
fields based on their coloristic, magnetic, antimicrobial, biological, catalytic and 
dielectric properties.

2. Applications of coloristic properties

The conventional coloring method of ceramics is based on the addition of 
pigments or dyes. Generally, the ceramic pigments are crystalline inorganic 
transition metal oxides powders with high chemical and thermal stability. They 
are soluble in glasses and glazes at high temperatures, have high tinting strength, 
high refractive index, low abrasive strength, and acid and alkali resistance. The 
color of pigments is determined by the presence of chromophore ions (usually 
transition metals) in an inert matrix (oxidic systems) or these ions may be part of 
their own matrix, as in the case of ferrites. The nano-pigments (nanoparticles dis-
persed in an organic vehicle) have a wide range of applications due to their high 
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surface coverage, sharp spectral features, high scattering and uniform dispersion 
[17, 18]. The color performance of conventional ceramic pigments depends on 
the coloring efficiency and dissolution kinetics in the ceramic matrix, that are 
expected to be improved by small particle sizes. Magnetic inorganic pigments are 
also used in high-tech applications such as radar absorbing materials in military 
applications [2, 3].

Co ferrite is a black pigment widely used in the ceramic industry due to its excel-
lent properties such as chemical and thermal stability [17]. There are only few studies 
reporting the use of divalent transition metal doped Co ferrites NPs as pigments. 
Sol-gel synthesis followed by post annealing pathway was used to obtain Zn doped 
Co ferrites (Co0.3Zn0.7Fe2O4 and Co0.7Zn0.3Fe2O4) embedded in SiO2 matrix in order 
to be used as dark gray to black color ceramic pigments [19]. The coloring properties 
of the Zn0.6Co0.4Fe2O4 NPs were tested by embedding in opaque and transparent tile 
glazes, and their application on ceramic tile. For pigments, the cartesian coordinates 
confirmed the dark gray color, that becomes almost black in bulk, while by disper-
sion in glazes the dark pigment present a bright gray color [20].

3. Applications of magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of nanomaterials, associated with the spin of electrons, 
make them suitable for various applications in biotechnology, telecommunications 
and electronic industries. The magnetic properties of cubic spinel ferrites depend 
upon their metallic composition, particle size and cationic distribution between 
tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites [7, 21]. In case of magnetic NPs, the pres-
ence of large number of atoms at the surface due to high-surface-to-volume ratio 
and finite size effects result in several interesting and superior properties compared 
to bulk materials [22].

Co ferrite is well-known magnetic nanomaterial with high HC and MS. The MS, 
HC, TC and anisotropy constant (K) of Co ferrite decrease by doping with non-
magnetic ions decrease the hard-magnetic behavior and change the ferromagnetic 
to superparamagnetic behavior, leading to various applications [14, 23, 24].

Zn doped Co ferrites are soft magnetic materials with good chemical stability 
and high HC [25]. The HC, remanence magnetization (MR) and squareness ratio 
(MR/MS) decrease by doping, as a result of the anisotropic nature of spinel Co-Zn 
ferrites and the non-magnetic moment of Zn2+ ions. The MS values increase with 
the increasing content of dopant ions and their preference for tetrahedral (A) site. 
The dopant ions displace Fe3+ from tetrahedral (A) to octahedral (B) sites, resulting 
in weak magnetic interactions and low Neel temperature. High content of Fe3+ and 
Co2+ magnetic ions at the octahedral (B) sites leads to enhancement of B–B exchange 
interaction and weakening of A–B interaction. Nanosized magnetic zinc-cobalt 
ferrites with different Co to Zn ratio were obtained by co-precipitation [24], auto-
combustion [13] and sol-gel [14] methods. The high MS values make Zn-Co ferrites 
potential candidate for high-frequency inductors, information technology and 
communication [25].

In case of Co1−xCdxFe2O4 (x = 0, 0.1) obtained by auto-combustion, the co-
doping with diamagnetic (Zn2+ and Cd2+) ions brings interesting change in the 
magnetic properties of Co ferrite. The Zn-Cd co-doped Co ferrites (ZnxCd0.375-x 
Co0.625Fe2O4, x = 0.0, 0.075, 0.125, 0.25) synthesized via chemical co-precipitation 
route are recommended as soft magnets. The variation of MR, MS and HC is due to 
the different chemical composition, crystal structure, particles size and arrange-
ments at the lattice sites. The HC also decreases by increasing Zn content, due to the 
lower magneto-crystalline anisotropy of Zn compared to Co and Cd [21].
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The magnetic properties of Co1−x−ySrxZnyFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.3 
and y = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7) NPs synthetized by spontaneous gel auto-
combustion (Pechini) technique were strongly influenced by the presence of both 
dopant ions, resulting in a superparamagnetic behavior [23]. The decrease of MS 
values with increasing dopant ions content and decreasing particle size is due to the 
surface anisotropy of nanoferrites, while the decrease of HC values is the result of 
some structural defects, such as dislocations, grain boundaries and anisotropy. The 
obtained results recommended the Zn-Sr co-doped Co ferrite as excellent candidate 
for various applications such as information storage devices, contrast agents in 
magnetic resonance imaging and gas sensors [23].

The addition of surfactants assures the control of the crystal nucleation and 
growth, due to their capability to act as a protective coating for NPs, reduces 
coalescence and enhances the crystallite size, porosity and specific surface. All 
these parameters further allow the control of the magnetic properties. In this 
regard, Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 NPs prepared by co-precipitation method with ethanol as 
a surfactant show good MS and large HC [13]. When Co2+ ion with higher magnetic 
moment replaced Ni2+ ion with lower magnetic moment at B-sites, the HC and MR 
of CoxNi1−xFe2O4, (x = 0.0–0.4) [26] and NixCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) 
[27] increased, while MS changed randomly. This increase is the result of cations 
distribution at the octahedral (B) and tetrahedral (A) sites in lattice structure, in 
spin canting and spin disorder [26, 27]. The Ni1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 
0.6, 0.75, 0.9, 1.0) synthesized by Pechini’s sol-gel method showed an increase of 
MS, HC and TC by Co2+ doping. Also, the number of magnetic domains increases and 
domain wall movement is facilitated by increasing particle size [28].

The magnetic properties of Co ferrite are also modified by incorporating 
Mn2+ ions. In case of MnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) synthesized by sol-gel 
precipitation method, the MS increases (up to x = 0.4) and then decreases (up to 
x = 0.8) with increasing Mn2+ content, due to the surface disorders resulted from 
the distortion of the magnetic moments at the surface and to the antiferromagnetic 
nature of the Mn2+ ions. The K decreased with increasing Mn2+ content, indicat-
ing the interaction between grains [29]. The MS and magnetic moment increase 
with increasing Co2+ content in Mn1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) obtained by 
auto-combustion the ferrite structure [7].

4. Applications of antimicrobial activity

Nowadays, the alternative antimicrobials are highly considered due to the 
intense growing bacterial resistance towards conventional drugs [30]. In this 
regard, the development of novel multifunctional materials with antimicrobial 
properties that meet the requirements of a drug delivery system allowing the mini-
mization of antibiotic concentration is of great interest. The essential characteristics 
of ferrite nanoparticles such as the high surface-to-volume ratio and nanoscale 
particle size, improve their reaction with pathogenic microbes. Also, the high sur-
face area, low crystallite size and porosity have a significant role in improving the 
efficiency of NPs even at low (20 ppm) concentrations [31]. The main drawbacks 
in the use of these materials are that their antimicrobial properties easily change by 
varying their size, shape and crystallinity [32].

There are only few studies that investigate the antimicrobial effect of transi-
tion metal substituted Co ferrite nanopowders. Zhang et al. reported that the 
bactericidal effectiveness against gram-negative E. coli bacteria of CuxCo1−xFe2O4 
(x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0) NPs prepared by wet chemical co-precipitation method 
was enhanced by increasing Cu content [33]. The mechanisms involved in the 
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antibacterial activity of NPs are: (i) decomposition of ferrite and formation of 
reactive oxygen species, (ii) electrostatic interaction of nanomaterials with cell 
membrane and (iii) photocatalytic light activation of nanoparticles [34–37]. The 
particle size, morphology, surface area, increase in oxygen vacancies, chemical 
molecule diffusion ability and discharge of metal ions also play important roles in 
the bactericidal activity [38]. Good antibacterial activity against E. coli and gram-
positive S. aureus of Cu0.5Co0.5Fe1.9Bi0.1O4 NPs synthetized by combustion technique 
was obtained, due to the co-doping of Cu and Bi in Co ferrite [39].

The bacterial growth rate inhibition of Zn-substituted Co ferrite (ZnxCo1−

xFe2O4, x = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0) nanoparticles (NPs) obtained via sol-gel route was found 
to be higher for the methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) than for E. coli strains 
[40]. Oppositely, the antibacterial activity of the ZnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 
1.0) NPs obtained by sol-gel process using citric acid as chelating agent was higher 
against gram negative bacteria (E. coli) than against gram-positive bacteria (S. 
aureus). Generally, the antibacterial capacities increased with increasing Zn content 
[41]. The in vitro antimicrobial activity of Co0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 prepared by citrate-gel 
method tested against a wide range of gram-positive (B. subtilis, S. aureus,  
M. luteus) and gram-negative (E. coli, P. aeruginosa, K. planticola) bacteria revealed 
its efficiency in treatment of plants and trees affected by large microbial cells [42]. 
Good antibacterial effects of Zn-doped Co ferrite NPs prepared using curd as fuel 
via combustion method against gram-negative S. typhi and gram-positive S. aureus 
was also reported [43]. The obtained result indicated that Zn doped Co ferrite may 
be used as component in cosmetics, emulsions, creams, powders and lotions for 
dermatological and biomedical treatments (drug carriers, magnetically directed 
drug delivery, imaging factors and cancer therapy) [35].

The bactericidal activity of Co0.5Fe0.5Fe2O4 and Co0.2Fe0.8Fe2O4 NPs with aver-
age particle size of 5.0–6.4 nm, has been studied against gram-negative (E. coli), 
gram-positive (S. aureus), bacteria and fungi (C. parapsilosis and C. albicans), patho-
gens known to increasing mortality associated with multidrug resistance [5, 44]. 
Co0.2Fe0.8Fe2O4 NPs exhibited good antibacterial efficiency (21–70%) against all tested 
microorganisms. The number of colonies decreased considerable with increasing Co 
content in the investigated NPs [5].

Mn1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) prepared using open-air auto combus-
tion was found to have excellent antifungal activity against Rhizopus fungi and its 
efficiency increase with increasing Co content [7]. Ashour et al. demonstrated 
the antimicrobial activity of metal (Zn, Mn, Cu) doped Co ferrite nanopar-
ticles against B. subtilis, S. aureus, E. coli, P. aeruginosa and C. albicans. The 
Zn-substituted Co ferrite NPs, were more active against gram-positive than gram-
negative bacteria and had strong antifungal activity against C. albicans. Gamma-
irradiated Zn-substituted Co ferrite (150 kGy) was more active against S. aureus 
and P. aeruginosa, as a result of the decreasing crystallite size [35].

The MxCo1−xFe2O4 (M = Zn, Cu, Mn; x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75) NPs synthetized 
via sol-gel method were investigated as antibacterial agents towards bacteria that 
commonly diffused on the surfaces of the medical operating room walls (S. lentus, 
S. sciuri, S. vitulinus, S. aureus, A. viridians and E. columbae). The antibacterial activ-
ity is enhanced in the following order: MnxCo1−xFe2O4 > CuxCo1−xFe2O4 > ZnxCo1−

xFe2O4. The most effective ferrite was Zn0.75Co0.25Fe2O4 NPs which exhibited the 
highest activity towards all investigated pathogenic bacteria. The highest activity of 
Mn0.75Co0.25Fe2O4 was against S. vitulinus, while Cu0.75Co0.25Fe2O4 NPs were effective 
against S. aureus [31].

The antimicrobial performance of MxCo1−xFe2O4; (M = Zn, Cu, Mn; x = 0, 0.5) 
NPs prepared using a sol-gel method in the presence of citric acid and ethylene gly-
col upon pathogenic microorganisms infected urinary tract and blood samples was 
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The magnetic properties of Co1−x−ySrxZnyFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.3 
and y = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7) NPs synthetized by spontaneous gel auto-
combustion (Pechini) technique were strongly influenced by the presence of both 
dopant ions, resulting in a superparamagnetic behavior [23]. The decrease of MS 
values with increasing dopant ions content and decreasing particle size is due to the 
surface anisotropy of nanoferrites, while the decrease of HC values is the result of 
some structural defects, such as dislocations, grain boundaries and anisotropy. The 
obtained results recommended the Zn-Sr co-doped Co ferrite as excellent candidate 
for various applications such as information storage devices, contrast agents in 
magnetic resonance imaging and gas sensors [23].

The addition of surfactants assures the control of the crystal nucleation and 
growth, due to their capability to act as a protective coating for NPs, reduces 
coalescence and enhances the crystallite size, porosity and specific surface. All 
these parameters further allow the control of the magnetic properties. In this 
regard, Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 NPs prepared by co-precipitation method with ethanol as 
a surfactant show good MS and large HC [13]. When Co2+ ion with higher magnetic 
moment replaced Ni2+ ion with lower magnetic moment at B-sites, the HC and MR 
of CoxNi1−xFe2O4, (x = 0.0–0.4) [26] and NixCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) 
[27] increased, while MS changed randomly. This increase is the result of cations 
distribution at the octahedral (B) and tetrahedral (A) sites in lattice structure, in 
spin canting and spin disorder [26, 27]. The Ni1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 
0.6, 0.75, 0.9, 1.0) synthesized by Pechini’s sol-gel method showed an increase of 
MS, HC and TC by Co2+ doping. Also, the number of magnetic domains increases and 
domain wall movement is facilitated by increasing particle size [28].

The magnetic properties of Co ferrite are also modified by incorporating 
Mn2+ ions. In case of MnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) synthesized by sol-gel 
precipitation method, the MS increases (up to x = 0.4) and then decreases (up to 
x = 0.8) with increasing Mn2+ content, due to the surface disorders resulted from 
the distortion of the magnetic moments at the surface and to the antiferromagnetic 
nature of the Mn2+ ions. The K decreased with increasing Mn2+ content, indicat-
ing the interaction between grains [29]. The MS and magnetic moment increase 
with increasing Co2+ content in Mn1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) obtained by 
auto-combustion the ferrite structure [7].

4. Applications of antimicrobial activity

Nowadays, the alternative antimicrobials are highly considered due to the 
intense growing bacterial resistance towards conventional drugs [30]. In this 
regard, the development of novel multifunctional materials with antimicrobial 
properties that meet the requirements of a drug delivery system allowing the mini-
mization of antibiotic concentration is of great interest. The essential characteristics 
of ferrite nanoparticles such as the high surface-to-volume ratio and nanoscale 
particle size, improve their reaction with pathogenic microbes. Also, the high sur-
face area, low crystallite size and porosity have a significant role in improving the 
efficiency of NPs even at low (20 ppm) concentrations [31]. The main drawbacks 
in the use of these materials are that their antimicrobial properties easily change by 
varying their size, shape and crystallinity [32].

There are only few studies that investigate the antimicrobial effect of transi-
tion metal substituted Co ferrite nanopowders. Zhang et al. reported that the 
bactericidal effectiveness against gram-negative E. coli bacteria of CuxCo1−xFe2O4 
(x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0) NPs prepared by wet chemical co-precipitation method 
was enhanced by increasing Cu content [33]. The mechanisms involved in the 
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antibacterial activity of NPs are: (i) decomposition of ferrite and formation of 
reactive oxygen species, (ii) electrostatic interaction of nanomaterials with cell 
membrane and (iii) photocatalytic light activation of nanoparticles [34–37]. The 
particle size, morphology, surface area, increase in oxygen vacancies, chemical 
molecule diffusion ability and discharge of metal ions also play important roles in 
the bactericidal activity [38]. Good antibacterial activity against E. coli and gram-
positive S. aureus of Cu0.5Co0.5Fe1.9Bi0.1O4 NPs synthetized by combustion technique 
was obtained, due to the co-doping of Cu and Bi in Co ferrite [39].

The bacterial growth rate inhibition of Zn-substituted Co ferrite (ZnxCo1−

xFe2O4, x = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0) nanoparticles (NPs) obtained via sol-gel route was found 
to be higher for the methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) than for E. coli strains 
[40]. Oppositely, the antibacterial activity of the ZnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 
1.0) NPs obtained by sol-gel process using citric acid as chelating agent was higher 
against gram negative bacteria (E. coli) than against gram-positive bacteria (S. 
aureus). Generally, the antibacterial capacities increased with increasing Zn content 
[41]. The in vitro antimicrobial activity of Co0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 prepared by citrate-gel 
method tested against a wide range of gram-positive (B. subtilis, S. aureus,  
M. luteus) and gram-negative (E. coli, P. aeruginosa, K. planticola) bacteria revealed 
its efficiency in treatment of plants and trees affected by large microbial cells [42]. 
Good antibacterial effects of Zn-doped Co ferrite NPs prepared using curd as fuel 
via combustion method against gram-negative S. typhi and gram-positive S. aureus 
was also reported [43]. The obtained result indicated that Zn doped Co ferrite may 
be used as component in cosmetics, emulsions, creams, powders and lotions for 
dermatological and biomedical treatments (drug carriers, magnetically directed 
drug delivery, imaging factors and cancer therapy) [35].

The bactericidal activity of Co0.5Fe0.5Fe2O4 and Co0.2Fe0.8Fe2O4 NPs with aver-
age particle size of 5.0–6.4 nm, has been studied against gram-negative (E. coli), 
gram-positive (S. aureus), bacteria and fungi (C. parapsilosis and C. albicans), patho-
gens known to increasing mortality associated with multidrug resistance [5, 44]. 
Co0.2Fe0.8Fe2O4 NPs exhibited good antibacterial efficiency (21–70%) against all tested 
microorganisms. The number of colonies decreased considerable with increasing Co 
content in the investigated NPs [5].

Mn1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) prepared using open-air auto combus-
tion was found to have excellent antifungal activity against Rhizopus fungi and its 
efficiency increase with increasing Co content [7]. Ashour et al. demonstrated 
the antimicrobial activity of metal (Zn, Mn, Cu) doped Co ferrite nanopar-
ticles against B. subtilis, S. aureus, E. coli, P. aeruginosa and C. albicans. The 
Zn-substituted Co ferrite NPs, were more active against gram-positive than gram-
negative bacteria and had strong antifungal activity against C. albicans. Gamma-
irradiated Zn-substituted Co ferrite (150 kGy) was more active against S. aureus 
and P. aeruginosa, as a result of the decreasing crystallite size [35].

The MxCo1−xFe2O4 (M = Zn, Cu, Mn; x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75) NPs synthetized 
via sol-gel method were investigated as antibacterial agents towards bacteria that 
commonly diffused on the surfaces of the medical operating room walls (S. lentus, 
S. sciuri, S. vitulinus, S. aureus, A. viridians and E. columbae). The antibacterial activ-
ity is enhanced in the following order: MnxCo1−xFe2O4 > CuxCo1−xFe2O4 > ZnxCo1−

xFe2O4. The most effective ferrite was Zn0.75Co0.25Fe2O4 NPs which exhibited the 
highest activity towards all investigated pathogenic bacteria. The highest activity of 
Mn0.75Co0.25Fe2O4 was against S. vitulinus, while Cu0.75Co0.25Fe2O4 NPs were effective 
against S. aureus [31].

The antimicrobial performance of MxCo1−xFe2O4; (M = Zn, Cu, Mn; x = 0, 0.5) 
NPs prepared using a sol-gel method in the presence of citric acid and ethylene gly-
col upon pathogenic microorganisms infected urinary tract and blood samples was 
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investigated by Maksoud et al. The tested pathogens were gram-positive bacteria 
(S. epidermidis, S. aureus, MRSA and E. faecalis, B. subtilis), gram-negative bacteria 
(A. baumannii, E. cloacae, E. coli, K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa) and uni-cellular 
fungi (C. albicans). Zn-Co ferrite NPs displayed a maximum growth inhibition 
against K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa and C. albicans [30].

The antimicrobial activity of co-doped Co0.5M0.5Fe2O4 NPs (M = Cu, Zn, Mn, 
Ni) obtained by the sol-gel process using citric acid as the chelating agent tested 
against E. coli and S. aureus revealed that substituted Co ferrite NPs exhibited the 
most effective biocidal property, while the substitution of Zn and Cu in Co ferrite 
NPs considerably enhanced the antibacterial activity [45].

5. Applications of biological properties

The applications of nanotechnology in various medical areas, especially in 
drug delivery have been extensively explored lately. Considering the ultra-small 
(1–100 nm) and controllable size, high surface-to-mass ratio and high reactivity of 
NPs, they easily interact with biological systems [46].

The nanosized spinel ferrites and transition metal-substituted ferrites could 
successfully substitute some antibiotics that are currently used to combat patho-
genic bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract of animals, as well as other biomedical 
applications. Many studies reported the synthesis and characterization of transition 
metal substituted Co ferrite NPs, but the attention dedicated to their biocompat-
ibility in view of in vivo biomedical applications to assure their safe clinical use is 
still limited. The key criteria for their clinical applications are good biocompatibility 
and safety [47].

The use of magnetic nanoparticles in biomedical applications demands 
appropriate shape and size, high magnetization, good ability to deliver the phar-
macologically active compounds, non-toxicity and biodegradability. The overall 
biocompatibility of Co0.5M0.5Fe2O4 (M = Cu, Zn, Mn, Ni) NPs synthetized by the 
sol-gel process using citric acid as chelating agent decreased in the following order: 
Co0.5Mn0.5Fe2O4 < Co0.5Cu0.5Fe2O4 < Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 < Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4. The biocom-
patibility of NPs depended on the toxicity of transition metal and the releasing 
rate of transition metal ions into the cell culture medium [48]. Some possible 
mechanisms of magnetic NP-based antimicrobial drug delivery to microorganisms 
could be: (i) the NPs fuse with microbial cell wall or membrane and release the 
carried drugs into the bacteria cell; (ii) the NPs bind to cell wall and continuously 
release the drug, which diffuses into the interior of the microorganisms [49]. Iqbal 
et al. reported the development of Zn0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 NPs, with the required shape and 
size, as anti-cancer drug with passive targeting NPs delivering system into cancer-
ous cells by applying photodynamic therapy through controlling the particle size 
according to the human body (HepG2) cells [40].

The applications of ferrites in tissue engineering are limited due to their 
inertness towards bioactivity and release of some toxic elements into the human 
body fluid. However, the migration can be controlled by encapsulation of fer-
rite NPs by glass matrix. The addition of bioglass in the ferrite displays some 
biodegradability and supports better osteoblasts growth in vitro. In this regard, 
the bioactive glass containing Co0.2Cu0.8Fe2O4 prepared using self-propagating 
high-temperature synthesis, showed good potential in bone hyperthermia 
application [50]. In magnetic hyperthermia, the ferrite NPs are used as local 
heat dissolving agents in external magnetic field. After their introduction into 
the body through blood, the body’s immune system identifies them as foreign 
substances and the body rejects the material. To overcome this problem, the 
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biocompatible surface-coating (i.e. chitosan) helps to stabilize the ferrite NPs 
and provides an available surface area for the biomolecular conjugation for 
biomedical applications [51]. In this regard, the study of the effect of chitosan-
coated Co1−xMnxFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) NPs obtained via wet 
chemical co-precipitation on the hyperthermia temperature (directly related to 
specific loss power for cancer treatment) revealed that Co0.2Mn0.8Fe2O4 exhibited 
hyperthermia range [52].

6. Applications of catalytic activity

The catalysts are important players in numerous chemical processes, especially 
in organic synthesis or decomposition of persistent pollutants. In the last decade, 
the use of magnetic NPs as catalysts attracted considerable interest due to the 
enhancement of the reaction speed, possibility of catalyst separation from the reac-
tion medium by using an external magnet, without any filtration or centrifugation, 
and its reuse or recycling [53, 54]. In this regard, several conventional synthesis 
methods were replaced with more eco-friendly options that use magnetic nano-
sized catalysts. The catalytic processes that use magnetic NPs as catalysts include 
decomposition of recalcitrant organics, dehydrogenation, oxidation, alkylation and 
coupling reactions [9, 54].

The catalytic activity is influenced by the particle size, surface area, morphol-
ogy, nature and concentration of the catalyst [10, 53]. In spinel ferrites, the pres-
ence of cations with different charges determines its catalytic properties as it allow 
internal redox reactions [55]. The distribution of metal ions between tetrahedral 
(A) and octahedral (B) sites also influences the catalytic activity. Thus, by doping 
transition metal ions in the ferrite structure, the cationic distribution is changed 
resulting in modified catalytic activity [10].

One of the main applications of magnetic NPs as catalysts is in the photocatalytic 
degradation or organics in the presence of visible or UV light. The photocatalytic 
activity of NPs is based on their capacity to efficiently absorb photons, that excite 
electrons from the valence band into the conduction band, leaving positively 
charged vacancy to react with the water molecules and to generate active radicals 
such are hydroxyl (·OH) or superoxide (·O2) that further react with the pollutants 
[56]. Beside the ability to absorb photons, the reusability, recyclability, low cost, 
chemical stability and high corrosion resistance are important factors in the selec-
tion of photocatalysts [57]. The crystallite size, surface area, band gap, cations 
distribution among tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites and magnetic proper-
ties are influenced by the dopant type and amount [10, 43].

In the last decades, a wide range of non-biodegradable organic dyes, inks and 
pigments were identified in wastewaters from the leather, textile, printing, paper, 
food and cosmetics industries. These dyes may pose carcinogenic and mutagenic 
risks and are difficult to treat using conventional water treatment methods. 
Nanosized Co ferrite is a magnetic material with high HC and moderate MS, narrow 
band gap, low toxicity, low price and good catalytic activity [10, 58]. By doping, its 
structural and catalytic properties may be further enhanced. The doped and co-
doped Co ferrites are promising catalysts that may decompose recalcitrant organic 
chemicals from wastewaters or enhance the synthesis of organics [9, 52, 56, 59–61]. 
The doping of transition metal ions (Cr, Mn, Co, Zn) into the spinel lattice of Co 
ferrite influences the physicochemical properties and improves their stability [11]. 
Moreover, the doping favors the formation of mixed or inverse spinel structures 
and introduces new donor or acceptor levels, which boosts the visible light activated 
photocatalyst activity [62].
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investigated by Maksoud et al. The tested pathogens were gram-positive bacteria 
(S. epidermidis, S. aureus, MRSA and E. faecalis, B. subtilis), gram-negative bacteria 
(A. baumannii, E. cloacae, E. coli, K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa) and uni-cellular 
fungi (C. albicans). Zn-Co ferrite NPs displayed a maximum growth inhibition 
against K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa and C. albicans [30].

The antimicrobial activity of co-doped Co0.5M0.5Fe2O4 NPs (M = Cu, Zn, Mn, 
Ni) obtained by the sol-gel process using citric acid as the chelating agent tested 
against E. coli and S. aureus revealed that substituted Co ferrite NPs exhibited the 
most effective biocidal property, while the substitution of Zn and Cu in Co ferrite 
NPs considerably enhanced the antibacterial activity [45].

5. Applications of biological properties

The applications of nanotechnology in various medical areas, especially in 
drug delivery have been extensively explored lately. Considering the ultra-small 
(1–100 nm) and controllable size, high surface-to-mass ratio and high reactivity of 
NPs, they easily interact with biological systems [46].

The nanosized spinel ferrites and transition metal-substituted ferrites could 
successfully substitute some antibiotics that are currently used to combat patho-
genic bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract of animals, as well as other biomedical 
applications. Many studies reported the synthesis and characterization of transition 
metal substituted Co ferrite NPs, but the attention dedicated to their biocompat-
ibility in view of in vivo biomedical applications to assure their safe clinical use is 
still limited. The key criteria for their clinical applications are good biocompatibility 
and safety [47].

The use of magnetic nanoparticles in biomedical applications demands 
appropriate shape and size, high magnetization, good ability to deliver the phar-
macologically active compounds, non-toxicity and biodegradability. The overall 
biocompatibility of Co0.5M0.5Fe2O4 (M = Cu, Zn, Mn, Ni) NPs synthetized by the 
sol-gel process using citric acid as chelating agent decreased in the following order: 
Co0.5Mn0.5Fe2O4 < Co0.5Cu0.5Fe2O4 < Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 < Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4. The biocom-
patibility of NPs depended on the toxicity of transition metal and the releasing 
rate of transition metal ions into the cell culture medium [48]. Some possible 
mechanisms of magnetic NP-based antimicrobial drug delivery to microorganisms 
could be: (i) the NPs fuse with microbial cell wall or membrane and release the 
carried drugs into the bacteria cell; (ii) the NPs bind to cell wall and continuously 
release the drug, which diffuses into the interior of the microorganisms [49]. Iqbal 
et al. reported the development of Zn0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 NPs, with the required shape and 
size, as anti-cancer drug with passive targeting NPs delivering system into cancer-
ous cells by applying photodynamic therapy through controlling the particle size 
according to the human body (HepG2) cells [40].

The applications of ferrites in tissue engineering are limited due to their 
inertness towards bioactivity and release of some toxic elements into the human 
body fluid. However, the migration can be controlled by encapsulation of fer-
rite NPs by glass matrix. The addition of bioglass in the ferrite displays some 
biodegradability and supports better osteoblasts growth in vitro. In this regard, 
the bioactive glass containing Co0.2Cu0.8Fe2O4 prepared using self-propagating 
high-temperature synthesis, showed good potential in bone hyperthermia 
application [50]. In magnetic hyperthermia, the ferrite NPs are used as local 
heat dissolving agents in external magnetic field. After their introduction into 
the body through blood, the body’s immune system identifies them as foreign 
substances and the body rejects the material. To overcome this problem, the 
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biocompatible surface-coating (i.e. chitosan) helps to stabilize the ferrite NPs 
and provides an available surface area for the biomolecular conjugation for 
biomedical applications [51]. In this regard, the study of the effect of chitosan-
coated Co1−xMnxFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) NPs obtained via wet 
chemical co-precipitation on the hyperthermia temperature (directly related to 
specific loss power for cancer treatment) revealed that Co0.2Mn0.8Fe2O4 exhibited 
hyperthermia range [52].

6. Applications of catalytic activity

The catalysts are important players in numerous chemical processes, especially 
in organic synthesis or decomposition of persistent pollutants. In the last decade, 
the use of magnetic NPs as catalysts attracted considerable interest due to the 
enhancement of the reaction speed, possibility of catalyst separation from the reac-
tion medium by using an external magnet, without any filtration or centrifugation, 
and its reuse or recycling [53, 54]. In this regard, several conventional synthesis 
methods were replaced with more eco-friendly options that use magnetic nano-
sized catalysts. The catalytic processes that use magnetic NPs as catalysts include 
decomposition of recalcitrant organics, dehydrogenation, oxidation, alkylation and 
coupling reactions [9, 54].

The catalytic activity is influenced by the particle size, surface area, morphol-
ogy, nature and concentration of the catalyst [10, 53]. In spinel ferrites, the pres-
ence of cations with different charges determines its catalytic properties as it allow 
internal redox reactions [55]. The distribution of metal ions between tetrahedral 
(A) and octahedral (B) sites also influences the catalytic activity. Thus, by doping 
transition metal ions in the ferrite structure, the cationic distribution is changed 
resulting in modified catalytic activity [10].

One of the main applications of magnetic NPs as catalysts is in the photocatalytic 
degradation or organics in the presence of visible or UV light. The photocatalytic 
activity of NPs is based on their capacity to efficiently absorb photons, that excite 
electrons from the valence band into the conduction band, leaving positively 
charged vacancy to react with the water molecules and to generate active radicals 
such are hydroxyl (·OH) or superoxide (·O2) that further react with the pollutants 
[56]. Beside the ability to absorb photons, the reusability, recyclability, low cost, 
chemical stability and high corrosion resistance are important factors in the selec-
tion of photocatalysts [57]. The crystallite size, surface area, band gap, cations 
distribution among tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites and magnetic proper-
ties are influenced by the dopant type and amount [10, 43].

In the last decades, a wide range of non-biodegradable organic dyes, inks and 
pigments were identified in wastewaters from the leather, textile, printing, paper, 
food and cosmetics industries. These dyes may pose carcinogenic and mutagenic 
risks and are difficult to treat using conventional water treatment methods. 
Nanosized Co ferrite is a magnetic material with high HC and moderate MS, narrow 
band gap, low toxicity, low price and good catalytic activity [10, 58]. By doping, its 
structural and catalytic properties may be further enhanced. The doped and co-
doped Co ferrites are promising catalysts that may decompose recalcitrant organic 
chemicals from wastewaters or enhance the synthesis of organics [9, 52, 56, 59–61]. 
The doping of transition metal ions (Cr, Mn, Co, Zn) into the spinel lattice of Co 
ferrite influences the physicochemical properties and improves their stability [11]. 
Moreover, the doping favors the formation of mixed or inverse spinel structures 
and introduces new donor or acceptor levels, which boosts the visible light activated 
photocatalyst activity [62].
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The photocatalytic activity of a wide range of doped Co ferrites were tested on 
rhodamine B (RhB), methyl orange (MO), methylene blue (MB) and congo red 
(CR), synthetic dyes known to be highly toxic and carcinogenic. Nanocrystalline 
magnetic ZnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) with good photocatalytic 
activity was obtained by reverse micelle technique [63]. The doping with Zn 
increased the RhB degradation rate and reduced the degradation time, while, the 
band gap increased with increasing Zn content [63]. The photocatalytic degradation 
of CR and Evans blue by ZnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6) prepared using curd 
as a fuel through the combustion method was found also to increase with the increase 
of Zn doping up to x = 0.4, suggesting that Zn doped Co ferrite are better photocata-
lysts than Co ferrite [43]. The photocatalytic activity of MxCo1−xFe2O4 (M = Zn, Cu, 
Mn; x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75) NPs synthesized by citrate sol-gel method enhanced 
with increasing M content, but were lower than that of undoped Co ferrite in case of 
M = Cu and Zn and higher in case of M = Mn used for MB degradation [31].

The photocatalytic performance of Co0.6Zn0.4CuxFe2 − xO4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 
and 1.0) obtained by sol-gel auto combustion method was evaluated by MO dye 
degradation under visible light and presence of hydrogen peroxide. The results 
showed that the degradation of MO enhances as the content of Cu in Co-Zn ferrites 
increases, due to the strong preference of Cu2+ ions for the octahedral (B) sites 
[61]. The photocatalytic degradation of CR by Cu0.5Co0.5Fe1.9Bi0.1O4 NPs obtained 
by solution combustion technique was found to have around 90% efficiency, the 
photocatalyst being stable and reusable [39]. High removal percentage of CR and 
bisphenol A was reported for Co0.5Cu0.5Fe1.95Ce0.05O4 after exposure to both visible 
and UV-light [64].

The Zn1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.03, 0.1, 0.2) and CuxCo0.5 − xNi0.5Fe2O4 (x = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4) NPs obtained by facile reduction-oxidation route and respectively precipi-
tation method in the presence of oleic acid as a surfactant, were found to be able to 
photodegrade MB, the degradation efficiency decreasing with the increase of Zn 
and Cu content, respectively [57, 65].

Despite the high number of applications of transitional metal doped Co ferrites 
in the photocatalytic decomposition of various organic pollutants, there are only 
few studies on their use in organic synthesis. The Ni-substituted Co ferrite NPs sup-
ported on arginine-modified graphene oxide nanosheets (Ni0.5Co0.5Fe2O4@Arg–GO) 
were proven to be effective for the one-pot tandem oxidative synthesis of 2-phenyl-
benzimidazole derivatives [66]. NixCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) ferrite 
NPs obtained by microemulsion method were found to effectively reduce 4-nitro-
phenol to 4-aminophenol in the presence of NaBH4 as reducing agent [67].

Another important application of magnetic spinel NPs is in the field of renew-
able energy production and storage as catalysts for driving the water electrolysis by 
enhancing the hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions (HER, OER). Ni-Co ferrite 
(Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4) anchored on ultrathin conductive graphene oxide nanosheets 
acts as a highly active, stable and low-cost electrocatalyst in the water splitting 
processes, being a low-cost alternative to noble metal-oxides catalyst [68]. The 
OER and HER catalytic activity of CoxNi1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) NPs 
prepared by citric acid assisted sol-gel combustion method was found to be lower 
than bulk Ni ferrite, the Ni content increase improving the catalytic activity and the 
electron transfer rate [69].

7. Applications of dielectric properties

The significant progress in information technology, electronics and wire-
less communication devices together with a new trend of miniaturization and 
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multifunctionality led to the necessity of new materials with special characteristics. 
Considering the structural, electric and magnetic properties, the nanosized ferrites 
may become important candidates for applications in microwave communication 
systems, electromagnetic devices, resonators and filters for satellites, broadcasting 
equipment, batteries, supercapacitors and many other microwave devices [70].

The dielectric structure of ferrites consists in well conducting grains separated 
by highly resistive grain boundaries. The resistive grain boundaries are more 
effective at low frequencies, while the highly conducting grains act at high frequen-
cies [29]. The dielectric constant at low applied frequencies is determined by the 
space charge polarization favored by the electrons grouped along the resistive grain 
boundary [6, 29]. In case of doped Co ferrites, the dielectric constant depends on 
the content of Fe3+, Co2+ and other divalent transition ions present in the spinel 
structure [6]. Generally, the dielectric properties are strongly influenced by the 
grain size, porosity, synthesis method and annealing temperature [6, 29].

Considering its good chemical and thermal stability, high electrical resistivity, 
magnetic anisotropy, high HC, moderate MS, superparamagnetism, ferrimagnetism 
and dielectric structure, the Ni doped Co ferrite is a good candidate for microwave 
devices and data storage [71]. The Co1−xNixFe2O4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) synthesized using 
simple, low temperature auto-combustion method showed high resistance. As the 
Ni content increases, the dielectric constant and loss tangent decrease and remain 
constant at higher frequencies, while conductivity increases with increasing fre-
quency [71]. The use as supercapacitors of mixed ternary Cu-Co-Ni ferrites obtained 
by sol-gel synthesis and citric acid as chelating agent was investigated by Bhujun  
et al. [72]. The cyclic voltammogram profiles showed that the capacitive behavior is 
close to ideal rectangular shape, confirming the reversibility of the system and the 
decrease of specific capacitance value with the increase of the cycle numbers. The 
specific capacitance of Cu0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 (221 Fg−1) was higher than of Ni0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 
(60 Fg−1) and showed excellent cycling stability [72].

MnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) NPs synthesized by sol-gel precipitation 
method have dielectric properties that decrease with the increase of the doping ratio for 
x = 0.2–0.6 [29]. However, the Mn0.8Co0.2Fe2O4 was found to have the highest dielectric 
constant (8.38) at 100 Hz, due to the increasing porosity and grain boundaries between 
the small sized grains. The low HC and low dielectric loss between 100 and 100 kHz 
indicate its potential use as inductor and transformer for switch-mode power supplies 
[29]. MnCoFeO4 NPs with the average particle size in the range of 30–40 nm synthe-
sized via a simple one-pot co-precipitation method were also proven to be suitable as 
high-performance capacitors for electrical energy storage [73].

8. Conclusions and future perspectives

The Co ferrite continues to attract considerable attention due to its unique and 
exciting properties and opens new doors towards many potential applications. The 
properties of Co ferrite can be easily controlled by preparation technique, morphology, 
dopants type/content and cation distribution between tetrahedral (A) and octahedral 
(B) sites. There is a high number of studies that reported the physical, chemical, 
magnetic, electrical and optical properties of undoped and doped Co ferrites. Also, an 
increasing interest towards the incorporation of newer ions into the Co ferrite lattice in 
order to tailor its properties was noticed. The excellent properties of divalent transi-
tion metal doped Co ferrites, together with the possibility to tailor their particle size, 
shape, purity and chemical composition became a promising alternative for future 
generation nanomaterials designed for various industrial, environmental and medical 
applications.
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The photocatalytic activity of a wide range of doped Co ferrites were tested on 
rhodamine B (RhB), methyl orange (MO), methylene blue (MB) and congo red 
(CR), synthetic dyes known to be highly toxic and carcinogenic. Nanocrystalline 
magnetic ZnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) with good photocatalytic 
activity was obtained by reverse micelle technique [63]. The doping with Zn 
increased the RhB degradation rate and reduced the degradation time, while, the 
band gap increased with increasing Zn content [63]. The photocatalytic degradation 
of CR and Evans blue by ZnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6) prepared using curd 
as a fuel through the combustion method was found also to increase with the increase 
of Zn doping up to x = 0.4, suggesting that Zn doped Co ferrite are better photocata-
lysts than Co ferrite [43]. The photocatalytic activity of MxCo1−xFe2O4 (M = Zn, Cu, 
Mn; x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75) NPs synthesized by citrate sol-gel method enhanced 
with increasing M content, but were lower than that of undoped Co ferrite in case of 
M = Cu and Zn and higher in case of M = Mn used for MB degradation [31].

The photocatalytic performance of Co0.6Zn0.4CuxFe2 − xO4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 
and 1.0) obtained by sol-gel auto combustion method was evaluated by MO dye 
degradation under visible light and presence of hydrogen peroxide. The results 
showed that the degradation of MO enhances as the content of Cu in Co-Zn ferrites 
increases, due to the strong preference of Cu2+ ions for the octahedral (B) sites 
[61]. The photocatalytic degradation of CR by Cu0.5Co0.5Fe1.9Bi0.1O4 NPs obtained 
by solution combustion technique was found to have around 90% efficiency, the 
photocatalyst being stable and reusable [39]. High removal percentage of CR and 
bisphenol A was reported for Co0.5Cu0.5Fe1.95Ce0.05O4 after exposure to both visible 
and UV-light [64].

The Zn1−xCoxFe2O4 (x = 0.03, 0.1, 0.2) and CuxCo0.5 − xNi0.5Fe2O4 (x = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4) NPs obtained by facile reduction-oxidation route and respectively precipi-
tation method in the presence of oleic acid as a surfactant, were found to be able to 
photodegrade MB, the degradation efficiency decreasing with the increase of Zn 
and Cu content, respectively [57, 65].

Despite the high number of applications of transitional metal doped Co ferrites 
in the photocatalytic decomposition of various organic pollutants, there are only 
few studies on their use in organic synthesis. The Ni-substituted Co ferrite NPs sup-
ported on arginine-modified graphene oxide nanosheets (Ni0.5Co0.5Fe2O4@Arg–GO) 
were proven to be effective for the one-pot tandem oxidative synthesis of 2-phenyl-
benzimidazole derivatives [66]. NixCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) ferrite 
NPs obtained by microemulsion method were found to effectively reduce 4-nitro-
phenol to 4-aminophenol in the presence of NaBH4 as reducing agent [67].

Another important application of magnetic spinel NPs is in the field of renew-
able energy production and storage as catalysts for driving the water electrolysis by 
enhancing the hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions (HER, OER). Ni-Co ferrite 
(Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4) anchored on ultrathin conductive graphene oxide nanosheets 
acts as a highly active, stable and low-cost electrocatalyst in the water splitting 
processes, being a low-cost alternative to noble metal-oxides catalyst [68]. The 
OER and HER catalytic activity of CoxNi1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0) NPs 
prepared by citric acid assisted sol-gel combustion method was found to be lower 
than bulk Ni ferrite, the Ni content increase improving the catalytic activity and the 
electron transfer rate [69].

7. Applications of dielectric properties

The significant progress in information technology, electronics and wire-
less communication devices together with a new trend of miniaturization and 
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multifunctionality led to the necessity of new materials with special characteristics. 
Considering the structural, electric and magnetic properties, the nanosized ferrites 
may become important candidates for applications in microwave communication 
systems, electromagnetic devices, resonators and filters for satellites, broadcasting 
equipment, batteries, supercapacitors and many other microwave devices [70].

The dielectric structure of ferrites consists in well conducting grains separated 
by highly resistive grain boundaries. The resistive grain boundaries are more 
effective at low frequencies, while the highly conducting grains act at high frequen-
cies [29]. The dielectric constant at low applied frequencies is determined by the 
space charge polarization favored by the electrons grouped along the resistive grain 
boundary [6, 29]. In case of doped Co ferrites, the dielectric constant depends on 
the content of Fe3+, Co2+ and other divalent transition ions present in the spinel 
structure [6]. Generally, the dielectric properties are strongly influenced by the 
grain size, porosity, synthesis method and annealing temperature [6, 29].

Considering its good chemical and thermal stability, high electrical resistivity, 
magnetic anisotropy, high HC, moderate MS, superparamagnetism, ferrimagnetism 
and dielectric structure, the Ni doped Co ferrite is a good candidate for microwave 
devices and data storage [71]. The Co1−xNixFe2O4 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) synthesized using 
simple, low temperature auto-combustion method showed high resistance. As the 
Ni content increases, the dielectric constant and loss tangent decrease and remain 
constant at higher frequencies, while conductivity increases with increasing fre-
quency [71]. The use as supercapacitors of mixed ternary Cu-Co-Ni ferrites obtained 
by sol-gel synthesis and citric acid as chelating agent was investigated by Bhujun  
et al. [72]. The cyclic voltammogram profiles showed that the capacitive behavior is 
close to ideal rectangular shape, confirming the reversibility of the system and the 
decrease of specific capacitance value with the increase of the cycle numbers. The 
specific capacitance of Cu0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 (221 Fg−1) was higher than of Ni0.5Co0.5Fe2O4 
(60 Fg−1) and showed excellent cycling stability [72].

MnxCo1−xFe2O4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) NPs synthesized by sol-gel precipitation 
method have dielectric properties that decrease with the increase of the doping ratio for 
x = 0.2–0.6 [29]. However, the Mn0.8Co0.2Fe2O4 was found to have the highest dielectric 
constant (8.38) at 100 Hz, due to the increasing porosity and grain boundaries between 
the small sized grains. The low HC and low dielectric loss between 100 and 100 kHz 
indicate its potential use as inductor and transformer for switch-mode power supplies 
[29]. MnCoFeO4 NPs with the average particle size in the range of 30–40 nm synthe-
sized via a simple one-pot co-precipitation method were also proven to be suitable as 
high-performance capacitors for electrical energy storage [73].

8. Conclusions and future perspectives

The Co ferrite continues to attract considerable attention due to its unique and 
exciting properties and opens new doors towards many potential applications. The 
properties of Co ferrite can be easily controlled by preparation technique, morphology, 
dopants type/content and cation distribution between tetrahedral (A) and octahedral 
(B) sites. There is a high number of studies that reported the physical, chemical, 
magnetic, electrical and optical properties of undoped and doped Co ferrites. Also, an 
increasing interest towards the incorporation of newer ions into the Co ferrite lattice in 
order to tailor its properties was noticed. The excellent properties of divalent transi-
tion metal doped Co ferrites, together with the possibility to tailor their particle size, 
shape, purity and chemical composition became a promising alternative for future 
generation nanomaterials designed for various industrial, environmental and medical 
applications.
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Chapter 6

Twist Tetrahedral-Tilting 
Structure Built from 
Photoluminescent Cadmium 
Chalcogenide Clusters
Wen-Chia Wu, Chung-Sung Yang and Yan Xu

Abstract

The newly synthesized cadmium chalcogenide ternary cluster is composed by 
six [S3Se]2− tetrahedron units, coordinated with six Cd2+ cations. The potential 
cavity, calculated by the PLATON program, occupied 38.1% of crystal cell volume. 
The charge of unit cell is neutral. Therefore, the unit cell formula is determinate 
as [Cd6S18Se6]. Two strong solid-state luminescence peaks, centered at 450 nm 
and 498 nm, were observed from the ternary [Cd6S18Se6] clusters by λ = 370 nm 
radiation. The 450 nm peak is due to the porosity property of cadmium chalco-
genide clusters. However, the 498 nm peak has not been reported for the cadmium 
chalcogenide clusters before. In this study, we demonstrate that the 498 nm peak is 
attributed to the embedded Se atoms confined in the [S3Se]2− unit of [Cd6S18Se6] 
cluster. The luminescent output from the ternary [Cd8S18Se6] cluster is stable in 
room temperature for more than 6 months.

Keywords: cadmium chalcogenides, luminescence, porosity, quantum confinement

1. Introduction

For the past decade, an intensive interest has been shown in the area of develop-
ing porous optical supertetrahedral clusters, such as for selenides [1–5]. The direct 
assembly of chalcogenides into the cluster framework will be a benefit approach in 
the development of crystalline porous chalcogenides. Recently, the Tn supertetra-
hedral clusters [2–4] dominate the advantages in the field for using porous materials 
in luminescence application. The reason is that the larger size of the Tn supertetra-
hedral clusters usually leads to a highly open frame work with porosity higher than 
50% [1, 5, 6]. Such a property is suitable for studying optoelectronic properties 
induced by the quantum size cluster.

Another famous porous structure, the perovskite clusters with R3C space group, 
is known for its ternary ABX3 crystal structure as a light absorbent to be used in 
the solar cell area [7–9]. The porous spheres of perovskite SrTiO3 spheres present 
superior performance in photocatalytic oxygen evolution [10]. The porous structure 
existed in the R3C type structure could be envisioned as an alternating choice to 
study the optoelectronic properties due to quantum confinement. To date, the use 
of existed porosity in R3C structure for quantum size luminescence application 
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induced by the quantum size cluster.
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is known for its ternary ABX3 crystal structure as a light absorbent to be used in 
the solar cell area [7–9]. The porous spheres of perovskite SrTiO3 spheres present 
superior performance in photocatalytic oxygen evolution [10]. The porous structure 
existed in the R3C type structure could be envisioned as an alternating choice to 
study the optoelectronic properties due to quantum confinement. To date, the use 
of existed porosity in R3C structure for quantum size luminescence application 
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is very rare [11]. Here, we employ the Cd(SC6H4Me-4)2 as the starting material to 
prepare a novel ternary cadmium chalcogenide cluster [Cd6S18Se6] for studying 
the effect of crystalline porous frameworks in quantum size luminescence. The 
[Cd6S18Se6] cluster is potentially with porous R3C structure. The simpler atomic 
composition of R3C structure apparently allows one to manipulate the replaced site 
with more flexibility. Such an opportunity cannot be easily obtained from the larger 
Tn clusters [1, 4]. Thus, these ternary clusters will be more applicable in the study 
of the optoelectronic luminescent phenomena created by the embedded hetero-
atoms (i.e., Se) in the quantum size cluster. Therefore, the quantum confinement 
luminescence induced by the Se atom confined in [S3Se]2− tetrahedron is able to be 
observed in the ternary [Cd6S18Se6] cluster.

2. Experimental

The starting material, Cd(SC6H4Me-4)2, was prepared according to reference 
[12]. The product is white precipitate with yield up to 75% in weight. The typical 
target cadmium chalcogenides compound, denoted as NCYU-6, was prepared as 
follows. Cd(SC6H4Me-4)2 (100 mg), thiourea powder (50 mg, 99%, Alfa Aesar), 
tettrahydrofuran (4.5 mL, 99.9%, Pharmco), selenium powder (10 mg, 99.5%, 
Acros), and de-ionized H2O (2.1 mL) were dissolved in a 33 mL stainless steel 
autoclave with lined Teflon. The reactants were stirred for 60 min before the sealed 
vessel was heated at 85°C for 28 days. When the reaction is finished, the autoclave 
was cooled down to room temperature for several hours in atmosphere. The product 
was then washed by a mixture of ethanol and methanol several times to remove 
any residue on crystals. The crystal is pale yellow and is stable in air, water, or polar 
solvents for several months. The yield is generally below 30% in weight. It is worthy 
to note that the weight ratio between Se and S should be carried out very precisely. 
If the derivation of Se/S weight ratio is higher than ±5%, no crystal could be found 
in the final product. For the experimental purpose, a yellow crystal, NCYU-7, was 
prepared via the same route as that of NCYU-6, except the addition of selenium 
powder in the reactants. The yield of NCYU-7 is ~50% in weight.

3. Result and discussion

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of NCYU-6 is shown in 
Figure 1(a). The geometry of NCYU-6 is tetragonal. The qualitative energy 
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum, Figure 1(b), confirms the existence of Cd 
(Lα = 3.13 eV, Lβ = 3.528 eV), S (Kα = 2.31 eV), and Se (L α = 1.388 eV) in NCYU-6. 
The geometry of NCYU-7 is similar to NCYU-7. The EDX spectrum shows that the 
Se peak is lack of in NCYU-7. Crystallographic structures were solved via single-
crystal X-ray diffraction. Data were collected at room temperature on a SMART 
CCD diffractometer with Mo-Kα radiation. All framework atoms can be determined 
and a brief crystal data of NCYU-6 is given in Table 1. The most unique structure 
in NCYU-6 is the [S3Se] tetragon that is built up by three corner sulfur sites and 
one center Se site. Each corner sulfur site is bonded to two Cd atoms, two S atoms 
of tetragon, and the center Se atom. By using the bond valence sum theory [13], 
the bond order between corner S site and center Se site is 4/3. The bond order 
between S and S is 1/3. The local structure illustration of [S3Se] tetragon moiety 
is given in Figure 2(a). On the other hand, the Cd atom is coordinated with six 
S atoms of [S3Se]2− tetrahedron units for charge balance. Each [S3Se] tetragon is 
twisted 180° with adjacent [S3Se]2− tetragon. The bond order between S site and 
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Cd site is assigned as 1/3. The local structure illustration of Cd atom coordinated 
with six S atoms of [S3Se]2− units is given in Figure 2(b). In the determination of Se 
location, the refined bond length data are used to verify the Se locations obtained 
from the R(F) value method. The bond lengths for six Cd-S locations are varied 
from 2.3476 Å to 2.3498 Å. The bond length of S1a to center atom site (1.281 Å) is 
larger than the covalent radius of Se (1.16 Å) or (1.02 Å) [14]. Under the circum-
stance, replacement of the center site from S to Se is allowed by the architecture of 

Figure 1. 
(a) The SEM image of NCYU-6. The geometry of NCYU-6 is tetragonal. (b) the X-ray EDX spectrum 
confirms the existence of Cd (Lα = 3.13 eV, Lβ = 3.528 eV), S (Kα = 2.31 eV), and Se (L α = 1.388 eV) in 
NCYU-6.

Name NCYU-6

Empirical formula Cd6S18 Se6

Formula weight 1490.74

Temperature 295(2) K

Crystal system Trigonal

Space group R-3c

Unit cell dimensions a = 4.9727(5) Å, α = 90°

b = 4.9727(5) Å, β = 90°

c = 16.981(3) Å, γ = 120°

Volume 363.64(9) Å3

Z 1

Density (calculated) 6.807 Mg/m3

Crystal size 0.05 × 0.03 × 0.03 mm3

Reflections collected 949

Independent reflections 104 [R(int) = 0.0964]

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.331

Final R indices [I > 2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0735, wR2 = 0.2331

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0739, wR2 = 0.2344

Table 1. 
Summary of crystal data and refinement for NCYU-6.
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is very rare [11]. Here, we employ the Cd(SC6H4Me-4)2 as the starting material to 
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tetragon, as shown in Figure 2(a). During the crystallography determination for 
the location of Se, we found that the refined R(F) value is only slightly increased 
by an arbitrarily replacement of the center site of tetragon from S to Se atoms. For 
example, R(F)all data = 7.39% for [Cd6S18Se6] and 5.27% for [Cd6S24]. Nevertheless, 
the arbitrarily replacement of the corner S site of tetragon by Se atom will make 
the R(F) value increase more than 60%, R(F)all data ~ 11.73%. Moreover, the size 
of thermal ellipsoids in ORTEP for the bridging location with Cd will increase to 
unreasonably large size. It is clear that the bridging location occupied by S atom 
is reasonable [1]. On the contrary, the size of thermal ellipsoids in ORTEP for the 
center site in tetragon is smaller, in comparison with the other corner S sites [1]. The 
center site occupied by Se atom is probable. The calculated occupancy possibility of 
the center site for Se to S is about ~80%. The occupancy possibility of the bridging 
site in tetragon cluster for Se to S is about ~20%. The temperature is an important 
factor in the refinement of S and Se locations. The results suggest that the center site 
of tetragon may have an affinity for Se atom and the hetero-atom substitution leads 
the new tetragonal-title architecture stable.

The atomic ratio for the NCYU-6 and NCYU-7 clusters was determined by 
the EDX spectrum qualitatively and the ICP-MS quantitatively. The quantitative 
elemental microanalysis of Cd/S for NCYU-7 is about 6:24 that is consistent with 
the composition and structure assignment by the crystallography. As for NCYU-6, 
the ratio of Se/S is analyzed as a function of the atom ratio (Se/S) of Se and S by 
ICP-MS. Four samples are prepared for the element concentration analysis for S 
and Se. The 5% HNO3 solution is employed to dissolve nine single crystals for the 
first and second ICP-MS measurements. As for the third, and forth measurements, 
12 single crystals are picked up, respectively. The quantitative microanalysis data, 
provided in Table 2, show that the atomic ratio of Se (108 ppb) to S (335 ppb) in 
NCYU-6 is ~32.3%, i.e., Se/S ~ 1:3. By the combination of the data obtained from 
the above experiments, the unit cell formula is determined as [Cd6S18Se6] for 
NCYU-6 (Figure 3). The unit cell formula for NCYU-7 is [Cd6S24].

The porosity data of the NCYU-6 were calculated by the PLATON crystal-
lographic program, a versatile SHELX97 compatible multipurpose crystallographic 

Figure 2. 
(a) The local structure illustration of [S3Se] tetragon moiety. The center site is marked with tangerine ball for 
Se atom. (b) the local structure illustration of Cd atom coordinated with six [S3Se]2− units. One [S3Se] tetragon 
is shown to compare the size of thermal ellipsoids in ORTEP between S and Se. If the other five center S sites are 
replaced by Se, the R(F)all data slightly increases from 5.27 to 7.39%.
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toolkit software program [15]. In per unit cell of NCYU-6 (363.64 Å3), the volume 
occupied by solvent is 138.5Å3. The potential cavity occupied 38.1% of crystal cell 
volume. The percentage of cavity derived from NCYU-6 suggests that considerable 

Wavelength S = 180.771 nm Se = 196.126 nm

Sample_Name Cc (ppb) RSD (%) Cc (ppb) RSD (%)

1 351 2.2 117 2.8

2 347 1.1 118 2.9

3 326 0.9 103 1.5

4 326 0.9 102 1.5

Avg 337 108

Table 2. 
Summary of ICP-MS data of S and Se concentration in NCYU-6.

Figure 3. 
The unit cell formula is determined as [Cd6S18Se6] for NCYU-6. The blue ball stands for Cd atom. Dark yellow 
ball stands for S atom. Tangerine ball stands for Se atom.
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amount of guest molecules, i.e., tetrahydrofuran, presents in the structure of open 
framework. The guest molecules possibly occupied two domains to make this mate-
rial with porosity. The possible domains are the in-plane pore window and the space 
between layers. Since the framework of the layer is wavy, the distance between 
layers is flexible and is adjustable by the template.

The UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectrum (DRS) of NCYU-6 and NCYU-7 are 
given in inset of Figure 4(a) and (b), respectively. The bandgap of the NCYU-6 
is 390 nm (3.14 eV) is 380 nm (3.26 eV) for NCYU-7. The suitable bandgaps make 
these two compounds possible to be used in photocatalytic reaction of hydrogen 
generation under UV and visible blue light irradiation [16–18].

Solid-state photoluminescence spectra (PL) were carried on Hitachi F-2500 
fluorescence spectrophotometer. The emission spectra were excited at 370 nm at 
room temperature (RT). In the RT spectra, two emission peaks, centered at about 
450 nm and 498 nm, are revealed from NCYU-6, and only one peak (450 nm) 
is observed for NCYU-7 (Figure 4(a) and (b)). The peak at 450 nm is generally 
attributed to the porosity property of open framework [1, 5]. The porosity created 
by the tilt-tetragonal structure allows the insertion of organic template molecule, 
tetrtahydrofuran [1, 5]. Thus, the conversion of UV radiation (370 nm) to visible 
violet light, ~450 nm, is possible. The reason is that the emission peak is induced 
by the interaction between the inorganic and organic phosphors [19, 20]. So far, the 
498 nm emission peak has not been reported for the title-tetragonal R-3c structure 
before. The replacement of S atom(s) by Se atom(s) in the NCYU-6 is expected to 
output an absorption peak due to the quantum confinement of Se atom(s) [1, 5]. 
More experimental data are needed to explore the shift mechanism of the PL peak. 
However, it is believed that the red-shifted band-edge emission (P-type dopant) is 
relevant with the center site of Se atoms in tilt-tetragonal R−3c structure.

4. Conclusion

The novel ternary [Cd6S18Se6] cluster is prepared via a hydrothermal method. 
The space group of [Cd6S18Se6] is R3C. The six [S3Se] tetragon units of [Cd6S18Se6] 
are twisted 180 degree with each other. The cavity occupied 38.1% of [Cd6S18Se6] 
crystal cell volume. In the solid-state PL spectra, the peak centered at 450 nm 

Figure 4. 
Solid-state PL spectra were excited at 370 nm at RT. (a) Two emission peaks, centered at 450 nm and 498 nm, 
are revealed from NCYU-6. (b) Only one peak (450 nm) is observed from NCYU-7. The inset figures are DRS 
spectra for NCYU-6 and NCYU-7, respectively.
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is induced by the porosity property of cadmium chalcogenides clusters, i.e., the 
interaction between the inorganic and organic phosphors inside the cavity of unit 
cell. The peak located at 498 nm is due to the quantum confinement of Se atom(s) 
in [S3Se] tetragon unit.
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Chapter 7

Transition Metal Chalcogenides
for the Electrocatalysis of Water
Chi-Ang Tseng and Chuan-Pei Lee

Abstract

Sustainable energy technology has received enormous attention in recent years.
Specifically, electrochemical water splitting is considered to be the cleanest tech-
nique for the production of promising fuels, for example, hydrogen and oxygen,
where transition metal (di)chalcogenides (TMCs) as electrocatalysts for hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) have been a grow-
ing interest. In this chapter, the typical preparation methods of TMCs such as
chemical vapor phase deposition (CVD) and solvothermal synthesis are introduced.
Then, several TMC materials for catalyzing HER and OER are reviewed. Most
importantly, this chapter also introduced some in situ approaches to realize the
mechanism of electrocatalytic behavior toward HER and OER. Finally, the conclu-
sion and futuristic prospects of TMCs in HER and OER are discussed.

Keywords: energy conversion, hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen
evolution reaction (OER), transition metal chalcogenides (TMCs)

1. Introduction

Energy crisis and environmental pollution arising from the burning of carbon-
based fossil fuel in the past decades facilitate people to reconsider the way we
utilized the resource on earth. Hydrogen as an ideal energy source came up to the
stage due to its high energy density and environmental benignity [1, 2]. Electro-
chemical water splitting is not only regarded as the cleanest technique for hydrogen
generation but also suitable to perform on a large scale. The appropriate
electrocatalysts are developed to boost the cathodic hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) and anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER) because of the sluggish kinetics
of these two core reactions [overpotential (η), Figure 1a]. Although platinum-based
and iridium/ruthenium-based catalysts, respectively, have shown very promising
performance in HER and OER, the industrial application is restricted due to their
high cost and limited availability [3, 4]. Thus, developing alternative
electrocatalysts based on non-noble metals or earth-abundant elements is still
highly demanded.

The realization of HER and OER mechanisms plays a crucial role to design the
efficient electrocatalysts, so the brief discussions on their mechanisms were
introduced.

Two kinds of HER mechanisms have been completely studied and widely
accepted [5, 6]. The first step, a proton from the solution adsorbs onto the catalytic
sites of the electrode with a reduction process, is called as Volmer step:
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Hþ
aqð Þ þ e� ! H•

adsð Þ (1)

Then, either the recombination of two adsorbed hydrogen atoms on the elec-
trode surface is called as Tafel step:

H•
adsð Þ þH•

adsð Þ ! H2 gð Þ (2)

or the reaction of an adsorbed hydrogen atom with the hydrated proton, which
proceeds with an electron transfer from the electrode surface, is called as
Heyrovsky step:

H•
adsð Þ þHþ

aqð Þ þ e� ! H2 gð Þ (3)

Nørskov et al. proposed a Volcano curve showing that experimental exchange
currents of materials are as a function of the Gibbs free energy of the adsorbed
hydrogen (ΔGH) (Figure 1b) [7, 8]. Ideally, the interaction of hydrogen with the
electrode surface should be thermoneutral (ΔGH ffi 0), otherwise either Heyrovsky
or Tafel step (strong bonding) or Volmer step would become the rate-determining
step. In the case of the OER, many researchers have proposed possible mechanisms
at the anode in acidic electrolyte (Eqs. (4)–(8)). However, there are some differ-
ences around the reaction of forming oxygen. One route of forming oxygen is
through the direct recombination of two MO (M represents Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni
metals) (Eq. (6)), while the other route of forming oxygen is through the decom-
position of the MOOH intermediate (Eq. (8)).

MþH2O lð Þ ! MOHþHþ þ e� (4)

MOHþOH� ! MOþH2O lð Þ þ e� (5)

2MO ! 2M5þ O2 gð Þ (6)

MOþH2O lð Þ ! MOOHþHþ þ e� (7)

MOOHþH2O lð Þ ! MþO2 gð Þ þHþ þ e� (8)

2. Preparations of TMCs

2.1 CVD synthesis of TMCs

The preparation methods of TMCs layers can be categorized into two main
approaches: top-down and bottom-up methods (Figure 2). The TMC layers

Figure 1.
(a) Polarization curves for HER and OER [9] and (b) volcano plot of exchange current density (j0) as a
function of DFT-calculated Gibbs free energy (ΔGH) of adsorbed atomic hydrogen on pure metals [7].
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prepared from their bulk material by mechanical exfoliation are called the top-
down method, while the TMC layers were produced from the elemental precursors
on the target substrate in the bottom-up method, such as chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) approach. The CVD method for TMC synthesis has been widely used due to
its unique advantages such as scalable size, high crystallinity, and controllable
thickness of TMCs [10–13]. One of the most classic TMCs, molybdenum sulfide
(MoS2), has been developed via CVD synthesis to replace the zero bandgap
graphene. [14] There are two routes to synthesize MoS2 layer by CVD (Figure 3a).
One is a two-step growth route, where the Mo-based precursors are first deposited
and then conducted the sulfurization or decomposition process to form MoS2 (route
1, Figure 3a). The other growth way of MoS2 layer is an one-step growth, where the
gaseous Mo- and S-based precursors are simultaneously introduced and react to
form MoS2 on a substrate (route 2, Figure 3a). Recent reports have also demon-
strated to grow MoS2 on other kinds of insulating substrates such as quartz, mica,
and sapphire (Figure 3b) [15, 16]. Figure 3c shows a typical experimental setup for
the low-pressure CVD synthesis of MoS2. The formation of entire MoS2 would be
prevented according to the ternary ModOdS phase diagram (Figure 3d) if the
reducing atmosphere is too weak [17]. Figure 3e displays two possible mechanisms
for the growth of MoS2. The well-established CVD synthesis of MoS2 is regarded as
a prototype for the synthesis of other TMCs such as MoSe2 andWS2 [18, 19]. Except
from the VI B group metals such as molybdenum and tungsten, the research works

Figure 2.
Two routes of the TMC layer preparation: (top) a schematic representation of the top-down method –
mechanical exfoliation and (bottom) a schematic illustration of the bottom-up method – CVD [22].
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of TMCs based on VIII B group metals such as cobalt [20] and nickel [21] are also
widely studied in recent years.

2.2 Solvothermal synthesis of TMCs

Wet chemical synthesis, a bottom-up process, is broadly used to synthesize TMC
nanosheets with tunable thickness and size [24–26]. The desired nanosheets form
directly in solution or onto substrate in high yield. The synthesis of TMCs via wet
chemical method usually relies on the chemical reaction of metal salts and
sulfur/selenide-based materials as precursors. The solvothermal method is one of
the most typical routes of wet chemical method, in which the reaction is conducted
in a sealed autoclave at suitable temperature (Figure 4) [27]. As a representative
example, Xie et al. [28] synthesized oxygen incorporated MoS2 nanosheets from the

Figure 3.
The general introduction to the CVD synthesis, CVD setup, and growth mechanism of MoS2 layer [23].

Figure 4.
The synthesis process of MoS2 nanosheets via a simple hydrothermal method [27].
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precursors of (NH4)6Mo7O24�4H2O and thiourea through a solvothermal method.
By tuning the synthetic temperatures, the disordered structure and intrinsic con-
ductivity of MoS2 could be controlled to a moderate degree. Thus, the optimal
catalyst for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction exhibits onset
overpotential as low as 120 mV. It is well known that the materials with different
crystal orientations have the anisotropic properties. This phenomenon appears in
TMCs depending on stacking sequence of the chalcogen and transition-metal coor-
dination. The commonly found polymorphs in TMC materials are the so-defined
1 T, 2H, and 3R, where the number and letter, respectively, indicate the layer
number in the unit cell and the type of symmetry with T, H, and R representing for
tetragonal, hexagonal, and rhombohedral, respectively (Figure 5). For example,
Zhang et al. synthesized metallic CoS2 nanopyramid array on carbon fiber paper by
an one-step solvothermal synthesis [29]. In brief, the carbon fiber papers were
transferred to the precursor solution containing CoCl2�6H2O and CS(NH2)2, which
was maintained at 180°C for 12 hours. The unique 3D nanostructure and intrinsic
metallic properties of the CoS2 by this method contribute to the ultrahigh activity
toward hydrogen evolution reaction.

3. Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) based on TMC electrodes

In order to improve HER performance, three main factors including the number
of active sites, intrinsic catalytic activity, and the conductivity of TMCs play crucial
roles. In 2005, Hinnemann et al. suggested the active sites for HER only exist in the
edges of TMCs by density functional theory (DFT) calculation [30]. Thus, many
research works are dedicated to enrich the defect sites and/or active sites by
nanostructural engineering [31–33]. Zhang et al. synthesized the edge-rich 3D MoS2
coupling with conductive polymer polyaniline (PANI) as catalyst (Figure 6) [34].

Figure 5.
Different metal coordination and stacking sequence in TMC unit cells [10].
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The MoS2 grown on 3D PANI substrate tends to grow vertically and expose abun-
dant edge sites for HER. Consequently, excellent HER performance can be achieved
with a low onset potential of 100 mV and a small Tafel slop of 45 mV dec�1.

Figure 6.
The defect-rich 3D MoS2/PANI catalyst for HER (a) the morphologies of synthesized 3D MoS2/PANI and
(b) the electrochemical performance of 3D MoS2/PANI catalyst [34].

Figure 7.
(a) Electron microscopy characterization of as-grown 2H-MoS2 nanostructures. (b) Comparison of as-grown
and exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets. (c) Electrocatalytic performance of chemically exfoliated and as-grown MoS2
nanosheets [36].
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Additionally, MoS2/PANI achieved superior stability for HER electrocatalysis.
Although the promising catalytic activity of MoS2 for HER was achieved by creating
abundant edge sites and/or active sites, the performance was still limited by its
intrinsic properties such as poor electrical transport and inefficient electrical con-
tact to the catalyst [35]. Lukowski et al. reported that the metallic nanosheets of 1T-
MoS2, which were chemically exfoliated by lithium intercalation of semiconducting
2H-MoS2 nanostructures, dramatically enhanced HER performance (Figure 7) [36].
The current density of 10 mA cm�1 can be reached at a low overpotential of
�187 mV with a Tafel slope of 43 mV dec�1. The excellent performance can be
attributed to the favorable kinetics, metallic conductivity, and increasing number of
active sites in the metallic 1T-MoS2 nanosheets, which was proven by the dramati-
cally decrease of charge-transfer resistance from 232 Ω of 2H-MoS2 nanostructures
to 4 Ω of metallic 1T-MoS2 nanosheets. This finding proves that the metallic 1T
polymorph of TMCs is competitive to earth-abundant catalysts in heterogeneous
catalysis.

Figure 8.
(a) The schematic illustration for the synthesis of beaded stream-like CoSe2 nanoneedles, (b) the SEM images of
beaded stream-like (CoSe2) nanoneedle array, and (c) the electrochemical measurements of Co-BSND, CoSe2-
PA, and CoSe2-BSND electrodes [37].
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(b) the electrochemical performance of 3D MoS2/PANI catalyst [34].

Figure 7.
(a) Electron microscopy characterization of as-grown 2H-MoS2 nanostructures. (b) Comparison of as-grown
and exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets. (c) Electrocatalytic performance of chemically exfoliated and as-grown MoS2
nanosheets [36].
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Additionally, MoS2/PANI achieved superior stability for HER electrocatalysis.
Although the promising catalytic activity of MoS2 for HER was achieved by creating
abundant edge sites and/or active sites, the performance was still limited by its
intrinsic properties such as poor electrical transport and inefficient electrical con-
tact to the catalyst [35]. Lukowski et al. reported that the metallic nanosheets of 1T-
MoS2, which were chemically exfoliated by lithium intercalation of semiconducting
2H-MoS2 nanostructures, dramatically enhanced HER performance (Figure 7) [36].
The current density of 10 mA cm�1 can be reached at a low overpotential of
�187 mV with a Tafel slope of 43 mV dec�1. The excellent performance can be
attributed to the favorable kinetics, metallic conductivity, and increasing number of
active sites in the metallic 1T-MoS2 nanosheets, which was proven by the dramati-
cally decrease of charge-transfer resistance from 232 Ω of 2H-MoS2 nanostructures
to 4 Ω of metallic 1T-MoS2 nanosheets. This finding proves that the metallic 1T
polymorph of TMCs is competitive to earth-abundant catalysts in heterogeneous
catalysis.

Figure 8.
(a) The schematic illustration for the synthesis of beaded stream-like CoSe2 nanoneedles, (b) the SEM images of
beaded stream-like (CoSe2) nanoneedle array, and (c) the electrochemical measurements of Co-BSND, CoSe2-
PA, and CoSe2-BSND electrodes [37].
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Lee et al. developed earth-abundant nanostructuring beaded stream-like cobalt
diselenide (CoSe2) nanoneedles (CoSe2-BSND) as electrocatalyst for HER [37]. The
CoSe2 nanoneedles derived from the cobalt oxide (Co3O4) nanoneedle array directly
formed on flexible titanium foils after selenization treatment (Figure 8). The
CoSe2-BSND can drive the HER at a current density of 20 mA cm�2 with a small
overpotential of 125 mV. Also, it possesses a small Tafel slope of 48.5 mV dec�1

suggesting that the HER follows the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism where a fast
discharge of protons is followed by rate-determining electrochemical desorption.
Moreover, the CoSe2-BSND electrode achieved great stability in an acidic electro-
lyte for 3000 cycles. The enhanced electrochemical activity is attributed to the
highly accessible surface active sites, the improved charge transfer kinetics, and the
super hydrophilic surface of CoSe2-BSND electrode.

4. Oxygen evolution reaction (OER) based on TMC electrodes

The TMC materials have shown promising performance toward HER as we
mentioned above. Researchers are searching for the possibility of bifunctional
electrocatalysts for both HER and OER to perform the overall water-splitting reac-
tion. Moreover, TMC electrocatalysts have attracted tremendous attentions since
Alonso-vante and coworker discovered that Mo4Ru2Se8 had a ORR activity compa-
rable to platinum [38]. As compared to ruthenium (Ru) and Rhenium (Rh), the low
cost and earth abundant transition metals such as iron-, nickel- and cobalt-based
TMCs have much attention for OER [39–41]. Liu and coworkers discovered that
electrodeposited CoS nanosheet films on Ti mesh show high activity toward OER
(Figure 9) [42]. The CoS nanosheets tend to drive a current density of 10 mA cm�2

with an overpotential of 361 mV. In addition, this electrode maintains highly cata-
lytic activity for at least 20 hours. The superior catalytic activity along with excel-
lent stability of CoS nanosheets offers the good opportunity to become a cost-
effective and industry-feasible electrode toward OER. On the other hand, Swesi
et al. first reported that the catalytic activity of OER was observed by the nickel
selenide (Ni3Se2) in alkaline condition (Figure 10) [43]. The low overpotential

Figure 9.
(a) The surface morphology and crystal structure of electrodeposited CoS nanosheets and (b) the electrochemical
performance and stability toward OER on CoS nanosheets [42].
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required to reach 10 mA cm�2 was 290 mV, suggesting that this catalyst exhibits its
competitivity among the oxide-based electrocatalysts. The catalytic ability of Ni3Se2
can be further improved through the modification of Se-deficient phase in Ni3Se2.
Moreover, electrodeposited Ni3Se2 catalysts exhibited exceptional stability under
OER for 42 hours. The effect of the underlying substrates such as glassy carbon,
ITO-coated glass, and Ni foam on OER was also investigated. The results revealed
that the glassy carbon substrate exhibited the lowest onset potential and the highest

Figure 10.
(a) The morphological characterization of Ni3Se2 grown by electrochemical deposition and (b) the crystal
structure identification and OER performance of Ni3Se2 electrocatalyst [43].

Figure 11.
(a) The structural and morphological characterizations of different P-doped CoSe2, (b) electrochemical OER
activities of the different P-doped CoSe2 and standard RuO2 electrodes, (c) in situ STEM images of the P-doped
CoSe2 catalyst taken at different times after immersing in the KOH solution, and (d) in situ Co K-edge XANES
spectra of different P-doped CoSe2 electrodes for HER and OER processes [3].
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current density, suggesting that the interaction between the underlying substrate
and the Ni3Se2 may play a role in O2 evolution reaction.

Although the electrocatalytic performance of TMCs toward OER was signifi-
cantly enhanced, the reaction mechanism and actual active sites responsible for the
reaction were in dispute. Recently, operando or in situ experiments like in situ
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, in situ Raman spectroscopy, and in situ
X-ray absorption/diffraction are commonly carried out to provide atomic-level
information [3, 44, 45]. Zhu and coworkers [3] conducted in situ X-ray absorption
spectroscopy, in situ liquid-phase TEM, and in situ Raman spectroscopy, revealing
that P-doped CoSe2 in an alkaline solution was acting as the “pre-catalyst” rather
than the real reactive species, which has been debated for a while (Figure 11). They
found that the introduction of phosphorus would generate more vacancies, which
facilitated the structural transformation into the real active electrocatalyst, such as
metallic cobalt for HER and cobalt oxyhydroxide (CoOOH) for OER. CoSe1.26P1.42
shows the best OER performance among all catalysts, which requires an
overpotential of 255 mV to reach the current density of 10 mA cm�2. Furthermore,
the CoSe1.26P1.42 catalyst with a Tafel slop of 87 mV dec�1 exhibits a slightly lower
than those of the other P-doped CoSe2 catalysts. Such performance is comparable to
many leading earth-abundant HER and OER catalysts in alkaline electrolyte.

5. Conclusion

Electrocatalysts for HER and OER play an important role for sustainable energy,
which require converting renewable energy to storable chemical fuels or employing
clean energy. In this article, we have partially reviewed the promising candidates,
transition metal (di)chalcogenides (TMCs), from preparation methods to electro-
chemical measurements toward HER and OER. It can be concluded that a good
electrocatalyst should possess good conductivity and moderate adsorption energy to
reactive species and/or intermediates. In addition, the large number of active/defect
sites would be favorable for catalytic ability. The future challenges for TMCs toward
HER and OER are summarized as follows. The realization of the mechanisms
toward the HER and OER plays a key role to design a perfect electrocatalyst. The
development of in situ or operando techniques shines the light on this difficulty.
Most importantly, the understanding of HER and OER mechanisms offers the
significant information to many other fields due to the similar operating concepts in
electrocatalytic and photocatalytic applications.
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Chapter 8

A Novel MDD-Based BEM Model
for Transient 3T Nonlinear
Thermal Stresses in FGA Smart
Structures
Mohamed Abdelsabour Fahmy

Abstract

The main objective of this chapter is to introduce a novel memory-dependent
derivative (MDD) model based on the boundary element method (BEM) for solving
transient three-temperature (3T) nonlinear thermal stress problems in functionally
graded anisotropic (FGA) smart structures. The governing equations of the consid-
ered study are nonlinear and very difficult if not impossible to solve analytically.
Therefore, we develop a new boundary element scheme for solving such equations.
The numerical results are presented highlighting the effects of the MDD on the
temperatures and nonlinear thermal stress distributions and also the effect of
anisotropy on the nonlinear thermal stress distributions in FGA smart structures.
The numerical results also verify the validity and accuracy of the proposed meth-
odology. The computing performance of the proposed model has been performed
using communication-avoiding Arnoldi procedure. We can conclude that the results
of this chapter contribute to increase our understanding on the FGA smart struc-
tures. Consequently, the results also contribute to the further development of
technological and industrial applications of FGA smart structures of various
characteristics.

Keywords: boundary element method, memory-dependent derivative,
three-temperature, nonlinear thermal stresses, FGA smart structures

1. Introduction

Smart materials, which are also called intelligent materials, are engineered
materials that have the ability to respond to the changes that occur around them in a
controlled fashion by external stimuli, such as stress, heat, light, ultraviolet, mois-
ture, chemical compounds, mechanical strength, and electric and magnetic fields.
We can simply define smart materials as materials which adapt themselves as per
required condition. The history of the discovery of these materials dates back to the
1880s when Jacques and Pierre Curie noticed a phenomenon that pressure generates
electrification around a number of minerals such as quartz and tourmaline, and this
phenomenon is called piezoelectric effect, so the piezoelectric materials are the
oldest type of smart materials, which are utilized extensively in the fabrication of
various devices such as transducers, sensors, actuators, surface acoustic wave
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devices, frequency control, etc. There are a lot of smart material types like
piezoelectric materials, thermochromic pigments, shape memory alloys,
magnetostrictive, shape memory polymers, hydrogels, electroactive polymers and
bi-component fibers, etc.

Anisotropic smart structures (ASSs) are getting great attention of researchers
due to their applications in textile, aerospace, mass transit, marine, automotive,
computers and other electronic industries, consumer goods applications, mechani-
cal and civil engineering, infertility treatment, micropumps, medical equipment
applications, ultrasonic micromotors, microvalves and photovoltaics, rotating
machinery applications, and much more [1–12].

The classical thermoelasticity (CTE) theory of Duhamel [13] and Neumann [14]
has two shortcomings based on parabolic heat conduction equation of this theory:
the first does not involve any elastic terms, while the second has infinite propaga-
tion speeds of thermoelastic waves. In order to overcome the first shortcoming, Biot
[15] proposed the classical coupled thermoelasticity (CCTE). But CTE and CCTE
have the second shortcoming. So, several generalized thermoelasticity theories have
been developed to overcome the second shortcoming of CTE. Among of these
theories are Lord and Shulman (LS) [16], Green and Lindsay (GL) [17], and Green
and Naghdi [18, 19] theories of thermoelasticity with and without energy dissipa-
tion, dual-phase-lag thermoelasticity (DPLTE) [20, 21] and three-phase-lag
thermoelasticity (TPLTE) [22]. Although thermoelastic phenomena in the majority
of practical applications are adequately modeled with the classical Fourier heat
conduction equation, there are an important number of problems that require
consideration of nonlinear heat conduction equation. It is appropriate in these cases
to apply the nonlinear generalized theory of thermoelasticity; great attention has
been paid to investigate the nonlinear generalized thermoelastic problems by using
numerical methods [23–34]. Fahmy [35–39] introduced the mathematical founda-
tions of three-temperature (3T) field to thermoelasticity.

The fractional calculus is the mathematical branch that used to study the
theory and applications of derivatives and integrals of arbitrary non-integer order.
This branch has emerged in recent years as an effective tool for modeling and
simulation of various engineering and industrial applications [40, 41]. Due to the
nonlocal nature of fractional order operators, they are useful for describing the
memory and hereditary properties of various materials and processes. Also, the
fractional calculus has drawn wide attention from the researchers of various
countries in recent years due to its applications in solid mechanics, fluid dynam-
ics, viscoelasticity, heat conduction modeling and identification, biology, food
engineering, econophysics, biophysics, biochemistry, electrochemistry, electrical
engineering, finance and control theory, robotics and control theory, signal and
image processing, electronics, electric circuits, wave propagation, nanotechnol-
ogy, etc. [42–44].

Several mathematics researchers have contributed to the history of fractional
calculus, where Euler mentioned interpolating between integral orders of a
derivative in 1730. Then, Laplace defined a fractional derivative by means of an
integral in 1812.

Lacroix presented the first formula for the fractional order derivative appeared
in 1819, where he introduced the nth derivative of the function y ¼ xm as follows:

dn

dxn
¼ Γ mþ 1ð Þ

Γ m‐nþ 1ð Þ x
m‐n (1)

Liouville supposed that dv
dxv eaxð Þ ¼ aveax for v>0 to get the following fractional

order derivative:
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dvx‐a

dxv
¼ �1ð Þv Γ aþ vð Þ

Γ að Þ x‐a‐v (2)

By using Cauchy’s integral formula for complex valued analytical functions,
Laurent defined the integration of arbitrary order v>0 as

cDv
xf xð Þ ¼ cD

m‐ρ
x f xð Þ ¼ dm

dxm
1

Γ ρð Þ
ðx
c
x‐tð Þρ‐1f tð Þdt

� �
, 0< ρ≤ 1 (3)

where cDv
x denotes differentiation of order v of the function f along the x-axis.

Cauchy presented the following fractional order derivative:

f αð Þ
þ ¼

ð
f τð Þ t� τð Þ�α�1

Γ �að Þ dτ (4)

In 1967, the Italian mathematician Caputo presented his fractional derivative of
order α>0 as

Dα
∗ f tð Þ ¼ 1

Γ m� αð Þ
ðt
0

f mð Þ τð Þ
t� τð Þαþ1�m dτ,m� 1< α<m, α<0 (5)

Diethelm [45] has suggested the Caputo derivative to be in the following form:

Dζ
af τð Þ ¼

ðτ
a
Kζ τ‐ξð Þ f mð Þ ξð Þ dξ (6)

where f(m) is the mth order derivative and m is an integer such that m‐1< ζ≤m

Kζ τ‐ξð Þ ¼ τ‐ξð Þm‐ζ‐1

Γ m‐ζð Þ (7)

Wang and Li [46] have introduced a memory-dependent derivative (MDD)

Dζ
ωf τð Þ ¼ 1

ω

ðτ
τ‐ω

Kζ τ‐ξð Þ f mð Þ ξð Þ dξ (8)

where the first-order ζ ¼ 1ð Þ of MDD for a differentiable function f τð Þ can be
expressed as

Dωf τð Þ ¼ 1
ω

ðτ
τ‐ω

K τ‐ξð Þ f 0 ξð Þ dξ (9)

Based on several practical applications, the memory effect needs weight
0≤K τ‐ξð Þ< 1 for ξ∈ τ‐ω, τ½ �, so the MDD magnitude Dωf τð Þ is usually smaller than
f 0 τð Þ, where the time delay ω>0ð Þ and the kernel function (0≤K τ‐ξð Þ≤ 1 for
ξ∈ τ‐ξ, τ½ �) can be chosen arbitrarily on the delayed interval τ‐ω, τ½ �, the practical
kernel functions are 1, 1� τ‐ξð Þ½ � and 1� τ‐ξ

ω

� �p
, p ¼ 1

4 , 1, 2, etc. These functions are
monotonically increasing with K ¼ 0 for the past time τ‐ξ and K ¼ 1 for the present
time τ. The main feature of MDD is that the real-time functional value depends also
on the past time τ‐ξ‐τ½½ . So, Dω depends on the past time (nonlocal operator), while
the integration does not depend on the past time (local operator).
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As a special case K τ‐ξð Þ � 1, we have

Dωf τð Þ ¼ 1
ω

ðτ
τ�ω

f 0 ξð Þdξ ¼ f τð Þ � f τ� ωð Þ
ω

! f 0 τð Þ (10)

The above equation shows that the common derivative d
dτ is the limit of Dω as

ω ! 0. That is,

Dωf τð Þ≤ ∂f
∂τ

����
���� ¼ lim

ω!0

f τ þ ωð Þ � f τð Þ
ω

(11)

Now, the boundary element method (BEM) [47–80] is widely adopted for solving
several engineering problems due to its easy implementation. In the BEM, only the
boundary of the domain needs to be discretized, so it has a major advantage over
other methods requiring full domain discretization [81–87] such as finite difference
method (FDM), finite element method (FEM), and finite volume method (FVM) in
engineering applications. This advantage of BEM over domain methods has signifi-
cant importance for modeling of nonlinear generalized thermoelastic problems which
can be implemented using BEM with little cost and less input data. Previously scien-
tists have proven that FEM covers more engineering applications than BEM which is
more efficient for infinite domain problems. But currently BEM scientists have
changed their thinking and vision on BEM, where the BEM researchers developed the
BEM technique for solving inhomogeneous and nonlinear problems involving infinite
and semi-infinite domains by using a lot of software like FastBEM and ExaFMM.

The main objective of this chapter is to introduce a novel memory-dependent
derivative model for solving transient three-temperature nonlinear thermal stress
problems in functionally graded anisotropic (FGA) smart structures. The governing
equations of the considered model are nonlinear and very difficult if not impossible
to solve analytically. Therefore, we develop a new efficient boundary element
technique for solving such equations. Numerical results show the effects of MDD on
the three-temperature distributions and the influence of MDD and anisotropy on
the nonlinear thermal stresses of FGA smart structures. Also, numerical results
demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the proposed model.

A brief summary of the chapter is as follows: Section 1 introduces the back-
ground and provides the readers with the necessary information to books and
articles for a better understanding of smart material problems, memory-dependent
derivative history, and their applications. Section 2 describes the physical modeling
of memory-dependent derivative problems of three-temperature nonlinear thermal
stresses in FGA structures. Section 3 outlines the BEM implementation for obtaining
the temperature field of the considered problem. Section 4 outlines the BEM imple-
mentation for obtaining the dispacement field of the considered problem. Section 5
introduces computing performance of the proposed model. Section 6 presents the
new numerical results that describe the effects of memory-dependent derivative
and anisotropy on the problem’s field variations. Lastly, Section 7 outlines the
significant findings of this chapter.

2. Formulation of the problem

With reference to a Cartesian system x1, x2, x3ð Þ with a configuration R bounded
by a closed surface S as shown in Figure 1.
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The governing equations for the transient three-temperature nonlinear thermal
stresses problems of FGA smart structures with memory-dependent derivatives can
be written as [35].

σij,j þ ρFi ¼ π ̈ui (12)

Di,i ¼ 0 (13)

where

σij ¼ xþ 1ð Þm Cijkleδij‐βab Tα‐Tα0 þ τ1 _Tα

� �� �
(14)

Di ¼ xþ 1ð Þm eijkεjk þ f ikEk
� �

εij ¼ 1
2

ui,j þ u j,i
� �

, (15)

where σij, Fi, εij, εijk, ui, and ρ are the force stress tensor, mass force vector, strain
tensor, alternate tensor, displacement vector, and density, respectively,

Cijkl Cijkl ¼ Cklij ¼ Cjikl
� �

is the constant elastic moduli, e is the dilatation, βij βij ¼ βji

� �

are the stress-temperature coefficients, Di is the electric displacement, eijk is the
piezoelectric tensor, f ik is the permittivity tensor, and Ek is the electric field vector.

The two-dimensional three-temperature (2D-3T) radiative heat conduction
equations can be expressed as

ce
∂Te r; τð Þ

∂τ
� 1
ρ
∇ Ke∇Te r; τð Þ½ � ¼ �Wei Te � Tið Þ �Wep Te � Tp

� �
(16)

ci
∂Ti r; τð Þ

∂τ
� 1
ρ
∇ Ki∇Ti r; τð Þ½ � ¼ Wei Te � Tið Þ (17)

cpT3
p
∂Tp r; τð Þ

∂τ
� 1
ρ
∇ Kp∇Tp r; τð Þ� � ¼ Wep Te � Tp

� �
(18)

where e, i,∧ p denote electron, ion, and phonon, respectively; ce, ci, cp
� �

,
Ke,Ki,Kp
� �

, and Te,Ti,Tp
� �

are specific heat capacities, conductive coefficients,

Figure 1.
Computational domain of the considered smart structure.
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and temperature functions, respectively; Wei is the electron-ion coefficient; and
Wep is the electron-phonon coefficient.

3. BEM solution of temperature field

This section concerns using a boundary element method to solve the tempera-
ture model.

The above 2D-3T radiative heat conduction Eqs. (16)-(18) can be expressed in
the context of nonlinear thermal stresses of FGA smart structures as in [36].

∇ δ1jKα þ δ2jK ∗
α

� �
∇Tα r, τð Þ� �� Ẃ r, τð Þ ¼ cαρδ1δ1jDωαTα r, τð Þ (19)

which can be written in the following form:

LabTα r, τð Þ ¼ f ab (20)

where

Lab ¼ ∇ δ1jKα þ δ2jK ∗
α

� �
∇

� �
(21)

f ab ¼ Ẃ r, τð Þ þ Ẃ r, τð Þ (22)

where

Ẃ r, τð Þ ¼
ρWei Te � Tið Þ þ ρWer Te � Tp

� �þ Ẃ, α ¼ e, δ1 ¼ 1

�ρWei Te � Tið Þ þ Ẃ, α ¼ i, δ1 ¼ 1

�ρWer Te � Tp
� �þ Ẃ, α ¼ p, δ1 ¼ T3

p

8>><
>>:

(23)

Ẃ r, τð Þ ¼ F r, τð Þ � δ2jKα

ωα

ðτ
τ�ωα

K τ � ξð Þ ∂

∂ξ
∇2Tα r, τð Þ� �

dξ

þ ρCαδ1δ1j
ωα

ðτ
τ�ωα

K τ � ξð Þ ∂

∂ξ
Tα r, τð Þð Þdξ

þ ρCα τ0 þ δ1jτ2 þ δ2j
� �

ωα

ðτ
τ�ωα

K τ � ξð Þ ∂
2

∂ξ2
Tα r, τð Þð Þdξ (24)

F r, τð Þ ¼ βabTα0 Å δ1júa,b þ τ0 þ δ2j
� �

úa,b
h i

(25)

and

Wei ¼ ρAeiT�2=3
e ,Wer ¼ ρAerT�1=2

e ,Kα ¼ AαT5=2
α , α ¼ e, i,Kp ¼ ApT3þB

p (26)

where δij, i, j ¼ 1, 2ð Þ, ωα 0ð Þ α ¼ e, i ∧ pð Þ, and K τ � ξð Þ are the Kronecker delta,
delay times, and kernel function, respectively.

The total energy can be expressed as

P ¼ Pe þ Pi þ Pp0Pe ¼ ceTe,Pi ¼ ciTi,Pp ¼ 1
4
cpT4

p (27)

Initial and boundary conditions can be expressed as

Tα x, y, 0ð Þ ¼ T0
α x, yð Þ ¼ g1 x, τð Þ (28)
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α
∂Tα

∂n

����
Γ1

¼ 0, α ¼ e, i,Tp
��
Γ1

¼ g2 x, τð Þ (29)

α
∂Tα

∂n

����
Γ2

¼ 0, α ¼ e, i, p (30)

By using the fundamental solutions T ∗
α that satisfies the following differential

equation:

LabT ∗
α ¼ f ab (31)

Now, by implementing the technique of Fahmy [35], we can write (19) as

CTα ¼ D
α

ðτ
O

ð

S
Tαq ∗ ‐T ∗

α q
� �

dSdτ þ D
α

ðτ
O

ð

R
bT ∗

α dRdτ þ
ð

R
Ti
αT

∗
α

��
τ¼0dR (32)

which can be written in the absence of heat sources as follows:

CTα ¼
ð

S
Tαq ∗ � T ∗

α q
� �

dS‐
ð

R

α

D
∂T ∗

α

∂τ
Tα dR (33)

In order to transform the domain integral in (33) to the boundary, we approxi-
mate the temperature time derivative as

∂Tα

∂τ
ffi

XN
i¼1

f j rð Þ ja j τð Þ (34)

where f j rð Þ are known functions and a j τð Þ are unknown coefficients.

We assume that T
_ j

α is a solution of

∇2T
_ j

α ¼ f j (35)

Then, Eq. (33) leads to the following boundary integral equation

CTα ¼
ð

S
Tαq ∗ ‐T ∗

α q
� �

dSþ
XN
i¼1

a j τð ÞD�1 CT
_ j

α‐
ð

S
T j
αq

∗ ‐q̂ jT ∗
α

� �
dS

� �
(36)

where

q̂ j ¼ ‐α
∂T

_ j

α

∂n
(37)

and

a j τð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

f ‐1ji
∂Tα ri, τð Þ

∂τ
(38)

where f�1
ji are the coefficients of F�1 which are defined as [58].

Ff gji ¼ f j rið Þ (39)
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By discretizing Eq. (36) and using Eq. (38), we get [35].

C _Tα þHTα ¼ GQ (40)

where Q is the heat flux vector and H and G are matrices.
The diffusion matrix can be defined as

C ¼ � HT
_

α �GQ
_

h i
F�1D�1 (41)

where

T
_

n o
ij
¼ T

_ j
xið Þ (42)

Q
_

n o
ij
¼ q̂ j xið Þ (43)

To solve numerically Eq. (41), the functions Tα and q were interpolated as

Tα ¼ 1� θð ÞTm
α þ θTmþ1

α (44)

q ¼ 1� θð Þqm þ θqmþ1 (45)

where 0≤0 ¼ τ�τm

τmþ1‐τm ≤ 1 determines the practical time τ of the current time step.
By time differentiation of Eq. (44), we obtain

_Tα ¼ dTα

dθ
dθ
dτ

¼ Tmþ1
α ‐Tm

α

τmþ1‐τm ¼ Tmþ1
α ‐Tm

α

Δτm
(46)

By substitution from (44)–(46) into (40), we get

C
Δτm

þ θH
� �

Tmþ1
α � θGQmþ1 ¼ C

Δτm
‐ 1� θð ÞH

� �
Tm
α þ 1� θð ÞGQm (47)

By considering the initial and boundary conditions, we can write the following
system of equations

aX ¼ b (48)

We apply an explicit staggered algorithm to solve the system (48) and obtain the
temperature in terms of the displacement field.

4. BEM solution of displacement field

By using the weighted residual method, we can write (12) and (13) in the
following form:

ð

R
σij,j þUi
� �

u ∗
i dR ¼ 0 (49)

ð

R
D,ið ÞΦ ∗

i dR ¼ 0 (50)

where
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Ui ¼ ρFi‐ρ€ui, (51)

where u ∗
i and Φ ∗

i are weighting functions and ui and Φi are approximate
solutions.

Now, we assume the following boundary conditions:

ui ¼ ui on S1 (52)

λi ¼ σijn j ¼ λi on S2 (53)

Φ ¼ Φ on S5 (54)

Q ¼ ∂Φ
∂n

¼ Q on S6 (55)

By integration by parts for the first term of Eqs. (49) and (50), we have

�
ð

R
σij u ∗

i,j dRþ
ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR ¼ �
ð

S2
λi u ∗

i dS (56)

�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼ �
ð

S6
QiΦ ∗

i dS (57)

Based on Huang and Liang [88], the boundary integral equation can be
expressed as

�
ð

R
σij,j u ∗

i dRþ
ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼
ð

S2
λi � λi
� �

u ∗
i dSþ

ð

S1
ui � uið Þλ ∗

i dS

þ
ð

S6
Qi � Qi
� �

Φ ∗
i dS

þ
ð

S5
Φi �Φi
� �

Q ∗
i dS

(58)

By integrating by parts for the left-hand side of (58), we get

�
ð

R
σij ε

∗
ij dRþ

ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼ �
ð

S2
λiu ∗

i dS�
ð

S1
λiu ∗

i dS�

þ
ð

S1
ui � uið Þλ ∗

i dS�
ð

S6
QiΦ ∗

i dS

�
ð

S5
QiΦ ∗

i dSþ
ð

S5
Φi �Φi
� �

Q ∗
i dS

(59)

Based on Eringen [89], the elastic stress can be expressed as

σij ¼ ijkl εkl, (60)

where

ijkl ¼ klij (61)

Hence, Eq. (59) can be rewritten as
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where
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Ui ¼ ρFi‐ρ€ui, (51)

where u ∗
i and Φ ∗

i are weighting functions and ui and Φi are approximate
solutions.

Now, we assume the following boundary conditions:

ui ¼ ui on S1 (52)

λi ¼ σijn j ¼ λi on S2 (53)

Φ ¼ Φ on S5 (54)

Q ¼ ∂Φ
∂n

¼ Q on S6 (55)

By integration by parts for the first term of Eqs. (49) and (50), we have

�
ð

R
σij u ∗

i,j dRþ
ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR ¼ �
ð

S2
λi u ∗

i dS (56)

�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼ �
ð

S6
QiΦ ∗

i dS (57)

Based on Huang and Liang [88], the boundary integral equation can be
expressed as

�
ð

R
σij,j u ∗

i dRþ
ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼
ð

S2
λi � λi
� �

u ∗
i dSþ

ð

S1
ui � uið Þλ ∗

i dS

þ
ð

S6
Qi � Qi
� �

Φ ∗
i dS

þ
ð

S5
Φi �Φi
� �

Q ∗
i dS

(58)

By integrating by parts for the left-hand side of (58), we get

�
ð

R
σij ε

∗
ij dRþ

ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼ �
ð

S2
λiu ∗

i dS�
ð

S1
λiu ∗

i dS�

þ
ð

S1
ui � uið Þλ ∗

i dS�
ð

S6
QiΦ ∗

i dS

�
ð

S5
QiΦ ∗

i dSþ
ð

S5
Φi �Φi
� �

Q ∗
i dS

(59)

Based on Eringen [89], the elastic stress can be expressed as

σij ¼ ijkl εkl, (60)

where

ijkl ¼ klij (61)

Hence, Eq. (59) can be rewritten as
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�
ð

R
σij ∗ εij dRþ

ð

R
Ui u ∗

i dR�
ð

R
DΦ ∗

i,i dR ¼ �
ð

S2
λi u ∗

i dS�
ð

S1
λi u ∗

i dS

þ
ð

S1
ui � uið Þλ ∗

i dS�
ð

S6
QiΦ

∗
i dS

�
ð

S5
QiΦ ∗

i dSþ
ð

S5
Φi �Φi
� �

Q ∗
i dS

(62)

By integration by parts again, we obtain

ð

R
σ ∗
ij,iuidR ¼ �

ð

S
u ∗
i λi dS�

ð

S
Φ ∗

i Qi dSþ
ð

S
λ ∗
i ui dSþ

ð

S
Q ∗

i Φi dS (63)

The weighting functions of Ui ¼ Δn and Vi ¼ 0 along e1 can be obtained as
follows:

σ ∗
1j,j þ Δne1 ¼ 0 (64)

According to Dragos [90], the fundamental solution can be written as

u ∗
i ¼ u ∗

1i e1,Φ
∗
i ¼ Φ ∗

1i e1, λ
∗
i ¼ λ ∗

1i e1, Q
∗
i ¼ Q ∗

1i e1 (65)

The weighting functions of Ui ¼ 0 and Vi ¼ Δn along e1 can be written as
follows:

σ ∗
ij,j ¼ 0 (66)

Based on Dragos [90], the fundamental solution can be obtained analytically as

u ∗
i ¼ u ∗ ∗

1i e1,Φ ∗
i ¼ Φ ∗ ∗

1i e1, λ ∗
i ¼ λ ∗ ∗

1i e1, Q ∗
i ¼ Q ∗ ∗

1i e1 (67)

By using the weighting functions of (65) and (67) into (63), we have

Cn
1iu

n
i ¼ �

ð

S
λ ∗
1i ui dS�

ð

S
Q ∗

1i Φi dSþ
ð

S
u ∗
1i λi dSþ

ð

S
Φ ∗

1i Qi dS (68)

Cn
1iω

n
i ¼ ‐

ð

S
λ ∗ ∗
1i ui dS�

ð

S
Q ∗ ∗

1i Φi dSþ
ð

S
u ∗ ∗
1i λi dSþ

ð

S
Φ ∗ ∗

1i Qi dS (69)

Thus, we can write

Cnqn ¼ �
ð

S
p ∗ qdSþ

ð

S
q ∗ pdSþ

ð

S
d ∗ Φdsþ

ð

S
f ∗ ∂Φ

∂n
dS (70)

where

Cn ¼ C11 C12

C21 C22

� �
, q ∗ ¼

u ∗
11 u ∗

12 0

u ∗
21 u ∗

22 0

u ∗ ∗
31 u ∗ ∗

32 0

2
64

3
75, p ∗ ¼

λ ∗
11 λ ∗

12 0

λ ∗
21 λ ∗

22 0

λ ∗ ∗
31 λ ∗ ∗

32 0

2
64

3
75, q ¼

u1
u2
ω3

2
64

3
75,

p ¼
λ1

λ

μ3

2
64

3
75, d ∗ ¼

d ∗
1

d ∗
2

0

2
64

3
75, f ∗ ¼

f ∗
1

f ∗
2

0

2
64

3
75 (71)
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In order to solve (70) numerically, we suppose the following definitions:

q ¼ ψ q j, p ¼ ψ p j,Φ ¼ ψ0Φ j,
∂Φ
∂n

¼ ψ0
∂Φ
∂n

� � j

(72)

Substituting from (72) into (70) and discretizing the boundary, we obtain

Cn qn ¼
XNe

j¼1

�
ð

Γ j

p ∗ ψ dΓ

" #
q j þ

XNe

j¼1

ð

Γ j

q ∗ ψ dΓ

" #
p j þ

XNe

j¼1

ð

Γ j

d ∗ ψ0 dΓ

" #
Φ j

þ
XNe

j¼1

ð

Γ j

f ∗ ψ0 dΓ

" #
∂Φ
∂n

� � j

(73)

Equation after integration can be written as

Ciqi ¼ �
XNe

j¼1

̂
ij
q j þ

XNe

j¼1

̂
ij
p j þ

XNe

j¼1

̂
ij
Φi þ

XNe

j¼1

̂
ij ∂Φ

∂n

� � j

(74)

By using the following representation:

ij ¼ ̂
ij

if i 6¼ j

̂
ij þ Ci if i ¼ j

(
(75)

Thus, we can write (74) as follows:

XNe

j¼1

ij q j ¼
XNe

j¼1

̂
ij
p j þ

XNe

j¼1

̂
ij
Φ j þ

XNe

j¼1

̂
ij ∂Φ

∂n

� � j

(76)

The global matrix equation for all i nodes can be expressed as

 ¼ þ Θþ  (77)

where  is the displacement vector,  is the traction vector, Θ is the electric
potential vector, and  is the electric potential gradient vector.

Substituting the boundary conditions into (77), we obtain the following system
of equations:

 ¼  (78)

We apply an explicit staggered algorithm to solve the system (78) and obtain the
temperature and displacement fields as follows:

1.From Eq. (48) we obtain the temperature field in terms of the displacement
field.

2.We predict the displacement field and solve the resulted equation for the
temperature field.

3.We correct the displacement field using the computed temperature field for
Eq. (78).
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R
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i dR�
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R
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S2
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i dS�
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λi u ∗

i dS

þ
ð

S1
ui � uið Þλ ∗

i dS�
ð

S6
QiΦ

∗
i dS

�
ð

S5
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i dSþ
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S5
Φi �Φi
� �

Q ∗
i dS
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The global matrix equation for all i nodes can be expressed as

 ¼ þ Θþ  (77)

where  is the displacement vector,  is the traction vector, Θ is the electric
potential vector, and  is the electric potential gradient vector.

Substituting the boundary conditions into (77), we obtain the following system
of equations:

 ¼  (78)

We apply an explicit staggered algorithm to solve the system (78) and obtain the
temperature and displacement fields as follows:

1.From Eq. (48) we obtain the temperature field in terms of the displacement
field.

2.We predict the displacement field and solve the resulted equation for the
temperature field.

3.We correct the displacement field using the computed temperature field for
Eq. (78).
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An explicit staggered algorithm based on communication-avoiding Arnoldi as
described in Hoemmen [91] is very suitable for efficient implementation in Matlab
(R2019a) with the aim of specifically improving its performance for the solution of
the resulting linear algebraic systems.

5. Computational performance of the problem

According to Fahmy [35], the computer performance with simulation can be
computed based on account and communication process, elements underlying the
hardware and functional computation. The main objective of our proposed technique
during simulation process is to use the preconditioners which are efficient to improve
the overall CPU utilization of the cluster, accelerate the iterative method, and reduce
the input/output and the interprocessor communication costs. Also, Fahmy [35]
compared the communication-avoiding Krylov methods that are based on the s-step
Krylov methods such as communication-avoiding generalized minimal residual
(CA-GMRES) of Saad and Schultz [92], communication-avoiding Arnoldi (CA-
Arnoldi) of the Arnoldi [93] and communication-avoiding Lanczos (CA-Lanczos) of
Lanczos [94], with their corresponding standard Krylov methods. CA-Arnoldi which
is also called Arnoldi (s, t) algorithm is different from standard Arnoldi (s) s, t ¼ 1ð Þ,
where s is the number of inner iteration steps and t is the number of outer iteration
steps. According to [35], the CA-Arnoldi has numerical stability, convergence, and
performance due to the implementation of algorithm shown in Figure 2, which is
based on the QR factorization update and block classical Gram-Schmidt (block CGS)
approach or block modified Gram-Schmidt (block MGS) approach where

Vk ¼ vskþ1, vskþ2, … , vskþs½ � (79)

Figure 2.
CA-Arnoldi iteration algorithm.
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and

Qk ¼ Q0,Q1, … , Q k�1½ � (80)

The generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method of Saad and Schultz [92] is a
Krylov subspace method for solving nonsymmetric linear systems. The CA-GMRES
algorithm is based on Arnoldi (s, t) and equivalent to standard GMRES in exact
arithmetic. Also, the GMRES or CA-GMRES are convergent at the same rate for
problems, but Hoemmen [91] proved that CA-GMRES algorithm shown in Figure 3
converges for the s-step basis lengths and restart lengths used for obtaining maxi-
mum performance. Lanczos method can be considered as a special case of Arnoldi
method for symmetric and real case of A or Hermitian and complex case of A.
Symmetric Lanczos which is also called Lanczos is different from nonsymmetric
Lanczos. We implemented a communication-avoiding version of symmetric
Lanczos (CA-Lanczos) for solving symmetric positive definite (SPD) eigenvalue
problems. Also, we implement CA-Lanczos iteration algorithm shown in Figure 4,
which is also called Lanczos (s, t), where s is the s-step basis length and t is the outer
iterations number before restart. This algorithm is based on using rank revealing-
tall skinny QR-block Gram-Schmidt (RR-TSQR-BGS) orthogonalization method

Figure 3.
CA-GMRES iteration algorithm.
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which connects between TSQR and block Gram-Schmidt, where we have been
using the right-shifted basis matrix at outer iteration k as follows:

V 0
k ¼ Vskþ2, … , vskþs½ � (81)

and

V 0
k ¼ V 0

k, vskþsþ1
� �

(82)

For more details about the considered preconditioners and algorithms, we refer
the interested readers to [91].

The main objective of this section is to implement an accurate and robust
preconditioning technique for solving the dense nonsymmetric algebraic system of
linear equations arising from the BEM. So, a communication-avoiding Arnoldi of
the Arnoldi [93] has been implemented for solving the resulting linear systems in
order to reduce the iteration number and CPU time. The BEM discretization is
employed in 1280 quadrilateral elements, with 3964 degrees of freedom (DOF). A
comparative performance of preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers (CA-Arnoldi,
CA-GMRES, and CA-Lanczos) has been shown in Table 1, where the number of
DOF is 3964 and “–” was defined as the divergence process. From the results of
Table 1. The CA-Arnoldi, CA-GMRES, and CA-Lanczos are more cost-effective
than the other Krylov subspace methods Arnoldi, GMRES, and Lanczos, respec-
tively. Also, CA-Arnoldi, CA-GMRES, and CA-Lanczos have been compared with
each other in Table 2. It can be seen from this table that the performance of CA-
Arnoldi is superior than the other iterative methods.

Figure 4.
CA-Lanczos iteration algorithm.
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Methods Preconditioning
techniques

Iterations Residual Time of each iterative
step (s)

Time of
solution

Direct
methods

NO — — — 9 min 50 s

Arnoldi NO 174 7.21E–07 3.85 11 min 25 s

JOBI 26 5.22E–07 3.86 2 min 38 s

BJOB 22 1.34E–06 3.86 2 min 23 s

ILU3 47 1.66E–06 3.84 4 min 2 s

ILU5 48 1.38E–06 3.89 4 min 6 s

DILU 48 1.53E–06 5.45 4 min 18 s

CA–Arnoldi NO 360 6.96E–07 1.95 11 min 53 s

JOBI 20 4.42E–07 1.96 1 min 30 s

BJOB 20 2.30E–08 1.96 1 min 30 s

ILU3 40 7.87E–07 1.96 2 min 11 s

ILU5 60 1.28E–08 1.96 2 min 48 s

DILU 60 1.59E–07 3.07 4 min 1 s

GMRES NO 280 2.36E–08 1.90 6 min 20 s

JOBI 40 5.01E–13 1.91 2 min 10 s

BJOB 40 2.05E–11 1.91 2 min 10 s

ILU3 40 4.70E–08 1.91 2 min 10 s

ILU5 40 3.13E–08 2.60 2 min 10 s

DILU 40 6.19E–08 3.07 2 min 48 s

CA–GMRES NO 120 6.89E–07 3.78 7 min 57 s

JOBI 12 1.00E–05 3.76 1 min 41 s

BJOB 12 2.22E–06 3.76 1 min 42 s

ILU3 26 3.63E–06 3.75 2 min 34 s

ILU5 22 4.05E–06 3.75 2 min 20 s

DILU 25 5.19E–06 5.93 3 min 18 s

Lanczos NO 135 7.24E–07 3.80 8 min 41 s

JOBI 22 4.87E–07 3.75 2 min 33 s

BJOB 18 9.27E–07 5.18 3 min 2 s

ILU3 42 2.41E–07 3.81 3 min 48 s

ILU5 36 6.41E–07 3.78 3 min 18 s

DILU 38 2.04E–07 5.00 3 min 32 s

CA–Lanczos NO 129 1.30E–04 3.75 9 min 22 s

JOBI 16 8.64E–07 3.76 2 min 3s

BJOB 14 1.69E–07 3.77 2 min 0 s

ILU3 24 9.29E–07 3.87 2 min 31 s

ILU5 31 1.91E–07 3.90 3 min 1 s

DILU 27 8.11E–07 5.95 3 min 31 s

Table 1.
Performances of preconditioned Krylov subspace iterative methods for DOF 3964.
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methods

NO — — — 9 min 50 s
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JOBI 26 5.22E–07 3.86 2 min 38 s

BJOB 22 1.34E–06 3.86 2 min 23 s

ILU3 47 1.66E–06 3.84 4 min 2 s

ILU5 48 1.38E–06 3.89 4 min 6 s

DILU 48 1.53E–06 5.45 4 min 18 s

CA–Arnoldi NO 360 6.96E–07 1.95 11 min 53 s

JOBI 20 4.42E–07 1.96 1 min 30 s

BJOB 20 2.30E–08 1.96 1 min 30 s

ILU3 40 7.87E–07 1.96 2 min 11 s

ILU5 60 1.28E–08 1.96 2 min 48 s

DILU 60 1.59E–07 3.07 4 min 1 s

GMRES NO 280 2.36E–08 1.90 6 min 20 s

JOBI 40 5.01E–13 1.91 2 min 10 s

BJOB 40 2.05E–11 1.91 2 min 10 s

ILU3 40 4.70E–08 1.91 2 min 10 s

ILU5 40 3.13E–08 2.60 2 min 10 s

DILU 40 6.19E–08 3.07 2 min 48 s

CA–GMRES NO 120 6.89E–07 3.78 7 min 57 s

JOBI 12 1.00E–05 3.76 1 min 41 s

BJOB 12 2.22E–06 3.76 1 min 42 s

ILU3 26 3.63E–06 3.75 2 min 34 s

ILU5 22 4.05E–06 3.75 2 min 20 s

DILU 25 5.19E–06 5.93 3 min 18 s

Lanczos NO 135 7.24E–07 3.80 8 min 41 s

JOBI 22 4.87E–07 3.75 2 min 33 s

BJOB 18 9.27E–07 5.18 3 min 2 s

ILU3 42 2.41E–07 3.81 3 min 48 s

ILU5 36 6.41E–07 3.78 3 min 18 s

DILU 38 2.04E–07 5.00 3 min 32 s

CA–Lanczos NO 129 1.30E–04 3.75 9 min 22 s

JOBI 16 8.64E–07 3.76 2 min 3s

BJOB 14 1.69E–07 3.77 2 min 0 s

ILU3 24 9.29E–07 3.87 2 min 31 s

ILU5 31 1.91E–07 3.90 3 min 1 s

DILU 27 8.11E–07 5.95 3 min 31 s

Table 1.
Performances of preconditioned Krylov subspace iterative methods for DOF 3964.
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6. Numerical results and discussion

In order to illustrate the numerical results of this study, we consider a mono-
clinic graphite-epoxy as an anisotropic smart material which has the following
constants [35].

The elasticity tensor is expressed as

Cp jkl ¼

430:1 130:4 18:2 0 0 201:3

130:4 116:7 21:0 0 0 70:1

18:2 21:0 73:6 0 0 2:4

0 0 0 19:8 �8:0 0

0 0 0 �8:0 29:1 0

201:3 70:1 2:4 0 0 147:3

2
666666664

3
777777775
GPa (83)

The mechanical temperature coefficient is

βp j ¼
1:01 2:00 0

2:00 1:48 0

0 0 7:52

2
64

3
75 � 106 N=km2 (84)

The thermal conductivity tensor is

kp j ¼
5:2 0 0

0 7:6 0

0 0 38:3

2
64

3
75W=km (85)

Mass density ρ ¼ 7820 kg=m2 and heat capacity c ¼ 461 J=kg k.
The technique that has been proposed in the current chapter can be applicable to

a wide range of three-temperature nonlinear thermal stress problems of FGA struc-
tures. The main aim of this chapter is to assess the impact of MDD and anisotropy
on the three-temperature nonlinear thermal stress distributions.

Solvers DOF

965 1505 3380 3964 6005

CA–Arnoldi Residual 6.81E–12 5.38E–12 4.13E–11 4.17E–11 7.57E–11

CPU time (s) 4.96 10.78 99.24 134.26 293.29

Iterations 25 25 25 25 25

CA–GMRES Residual 2.98E–12 1.90E–12 1.28E–11 1.36E–11 1.22E–11

CPU time (s) 5.06 11.49 126.38 164.09 445.51

Iterations 50 50 50 50 50

CA– Lanczos Residual 7.20E–11 3.35E–11 2.72E–11 3.97E–11 8.33E–11

CPU time (s) 5.05 11.47 139.07 180.49 514.72

Iterations 22 26 28 30 32

Table 2.
The CPU time and the number of iterations for some communication–avoiding Krylov subspace solvers.
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The proposed technique that has been implemented in the current study can be
applicable to a wide variety of FGA smart structure problems involving three
temperatures. All the physical parameters satisfy the initial and boundary condi-
tions. The efficiency of our BEM modeling technique has been improved using an
explicit staggered algorithm based on communication-avoiding Arnoldi procedure
to decrease the computation time.

Figure 5 shows the variations of the three temperatures Te, Ti and Tp with the
time τ in the presence of MDD. Figure 6 shows the variations of the three temper-
atures Te, Ti and Tp with the time τ in the presence of MDD. It can be seen from
Figures 5 and 6 that the MDD has a significant effect on the temperature
distributions.

Figure 5.
Variation of the three-temperature (with memory) with time τ.

Figure 6.
Variation of the three-temperature (without memory) with time τ.
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Variation of the three-temperature (without memory) with time τ.
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In order to study the anisotropy and MDD effects on the nonlinear thermal
stresses, we assume the following four cases: A, B, C, and D, where case A denotes
the nonlinear thermal stress distribution in the isotropic material without MDD
effect, case B denotes the nonlinear thermal stress distribution in isotropic material
with MDD effect, case C denotes the nonlinear thermal stress distribution in aniso-
tropic material without MDD effect, and case D denotes nonlinear thermal stress
distribution in anisotropic material with MDD effect.

Figures 7–9 show the variation of the nonlinear thermal stresses σ11, σ12 and σ22
with the time τ. It is clear from these figures that both anisotropy and MDD have a
significant influence on the nonlinear thermal stress distributions.

Since there are no available results for the considered problem in the literature.
Therefore, we only considered the one-dimensional special case for the variations of
the nonlinear thermal stress σ11 with the time τ as shown in Figure 10. The validity
and accuracy of our proposed technique was confirmed by comparing graphically

Figure 8.
Variation of the nonlinear thermal stress σ12 with time τ.

Figure 7.
Variation of the nonlinear thermal stress σ11 with time τ.
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our BEM results with those obtained using the FDM of Pazera and Jędrysiak [95]
and FEM of Xiong and Tian [96] results based on replacing one-temperature heat
conduction with the total three-temperature T T ¼ Te þ Ti þ Trð Þ heat conduction.
It can be noticed that the BEM results are found to agree very well with the FDM
and FEM results.

7. Conclusion

The main aim of this chapter is to introduce a new MDD model based on BEM
for obtaining the transient three-temperature nonlinear thermal stresses in FGA
smart structures. The governing equations of this model are very hard to solve
analytically because of nonlinearity and anisotropy. To overcome this, we propose a

Figure 10.
Variation of the nonlinear thermal stress σ11 with time τ.

Figure 9.
Variation of the nonlinear thermal stress σ22 with time τ.
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new boundary element formulation for solving such equations. Since the CA kernels
of the s-step Krylov methods are faster than the kernels of standard Krylov
methods. Therefore, we used an explicit staggered algorithm based on CA-Arnoldi
procedure to solve the resulted linear equations. The computational performance of
the proposed technique has been performed using communication-avoiding Arnoldi
procedure. The numerical results are presented highlighting the effects of MDD on
the three-temperature distributions and the influence of MDD and anisotropy on
the nonlinear thermal stresses of FGA smart structures. The numerical results also
demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the proposed technique. It can be con-
cluded from numerical results of our current general problem that all generalized
and nonlinear generalized thermoelasticity theories can be combined with the
three-temperature radiative heat conduction to describe the deformation of FGA
smart structures in the context of memory-dependent derivatives. From the
research that has been performed, it is possible to conclude that the proposed BEM
technique is effective and stable for transient three-temperature thermal stress
problems in FGA smart structures.

The numerical results for our complex and general problem can provide data
references for computer scientists and engineers, geotechnical and geothermal
engineers, designers of new materials, and researchers in material science as well as
for those working on the development of anisotropic smart structures. In the appli-
cation of three-temperature theories in advanced manufacturing technologies, with
the development of soft machines and robotics in biomedical engineering and
advanced manufacturing, transient thermal stresses will be encountered more often
where three-temperature radiative heat conduction will turn out to be the best
choice for thermomechanical analysis in the design and analysis of advanced smart
materials and structures.
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Chapter 9

Self-Healing in Titanium Alloys:  
A Materials Science Perspective
Paul Sunday Nnamchi and Camillus Sunday Obayi

Abstract

Self-healing materials (SHM’s) is an emerging class of smart materials, which 
are capable of autonomous or spontaneous repair of their damage under external 
stimuli, such as heat, light, and solvent, to the original or near original functional-
ities much like the biological organisms. The emergence of self-healing in metallic 
materials presents an exciting paradigm for an ideal combination of metallic and 
biological properties. The driving force behind this effort is to decrease the conse-
quences of accidents, reduction of cost and extending the service life of metallic 
components. While previous reviews have focused on self-healing in polymers, 
composite, concrete and cementous materials, and ceramic, discussions about self-
healing in metallic materials remains scarce and the survey of literatures suggests 
Ti-based self-healing materials known to be biocompatible in human body is rare. 
The present chapter examines the art of self-healing in titanium-based alloys with 
the scope to provide an overview of recent advancements and to highlight current 
problems and perspectives with respect to potential application.

Keywords: self-healing metals, self-healing coating, Ti-based alloys, shape memory 
effect (SME), autonomous repair, damage, design strategy

1. Introduction and background

Historically, solving material reliability issues has been an old and long term 
quest of material scientist and engineers, due to their implications for material 
safety. Considering the fact that structural materials degrade irreversibly over time 
owing to proliferation of damage like microscopic cracks: the growth of which 
eventually results in failure. And most times, these internal defects or damage are 
deep inside materials and difficult to perceive and repair. Recently, there has been a 
huge interest in materials that can self-heal, as this property can potentially extend 
materials lifetime, minimize replacement costs, and improve product safety and 
reliability [1]. Thus, having materials with intrinsic self-repair capabilities—a sort 
of biomimetic healing functionality, may then allow failures to be averted and the 
useful lives of components and structures to be extended [2, 3].

Although self-healing is an exclusive specialty of living organisms of biological 
origin and not easy to put in place in non-biological materials, continuous efforts 
are now being made to mimic natural materials and to integrate self-healing capa-
bility into polymers and polymer composites. Self-engineered healing properties, 
which are applied in closing and healing crack initiated in a material during its 
utilization, have been described in cementous [4] and polymer materials [5]. Self-
healing approaches mostly gained by surface modification [6–9] or by the creation 
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of a composite material with some other smart material like NiTi [10, 11] are been 
utilized in metals and other inanimate materials. For example, damage to oxide 
films, which normally protect the surfaces of metals such as aluminum (Al) and 
titanium (Ti) from corrosion, can be repaired by reoxidation in air, which can be 
seen as a form of self-repair. Also identified are the self-healing properties obtained 
by encapsulating a solder material into a metallic matrix [11–13]. Self-healing 
behavior was also observed in a commercial Al alloy after suitable heat treatment 
[14] and some other precipitation-forming systems [15, 16]. Healing can be initi-
ated by means of an external source of energy as was shown in the case of a bullet 
penetration [17] where the ballistic impact caused local heating of the material by 
allowing self-healing of ionomers.

There are several different strategies to impart self-healing functionality that 
have been developed and the number of publications dealing with various aspects 
of self-healing materials has increased markedly in recent years. On the whole, the 
vast majority of the articles deal with polymer composites and cementous materials. 
Research in the field of metallic systems is still in its infancy. However, the emer-
gence of self-healing in metallic materials, such as titanium adjured to be biocom-
patible and explored here presents an exciting paradigm for an ideal combination of 
metallic and biological properties in application traditionally dominated by metallic 
materials. Depending on the method of healing, self-healing in metallic system can 
be classified into two categories: (i) intrinsic ones that are able to heal cracks or 
repair damage by the metals themselves and (ii) extrinsic in which healing agent 
has to be pre-embedded.

This chapter begins with an overview on the importance of titanium as an engi-
neering of self-healing materials. Since all processes of self-repair, including healing 
in living bodies depends on rapid transportation of repair substance to the injured 
part and reconstruction of the tissues, Therefore, the knowledge of basic principle 
of solid state diffusion is essential for understanding the self-repair processes, such 
as phase transformation, precipitation and shape memory effects taking place tita-
nium and other alloys, were briefly discussed. The chapter concludes by considering 
future research.

2. Titanium: A special engineering material

Titanium has been an important development in the history of non-ferrous 
industry. Titanium is an attractive material with excellent corrosion resistance and 
high strength-to-weight ratio. It combines the strength of iron and steel with the 
light weight of aluminum, which accounts for its widespread use. Industrial appli-
cations of titanium materials have recently expanded widely in many areas such 
as the aerospace, chemical plants, automobiles, and aviation industries, and even 
in high performance sports equipment, and in the medical field for bone. Their 
biological compatibility is particularly of interest to the medical industry implants 
and replacement devices [17]. Currently, the chemical industry is the largest user 
of titanium due to its excellent corrosion resistance, particularly in the presence of 
oxidizing acids. The ballistic properties of titanium are also excellent on a density-
normalized basis. Some physical properties as compared with other engineering 
materials by Hanson are presented in Table 1 [18]. Detailed discussions on other 
applications of titanium in other areas can be found elsewhere [18, 19].

Besides the areas mentioned above, building applications such as exterior walls 
and roofing material have emerged as a new market for titanium. Using CP titanium 
as building material has become especially popular in Japan [20]. One example 
is the Fukuoka Dome, built in 1993, which is covered with titanium roofing, 
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retractable for multi-role and all-weather purposes (Figure 1) [20]. Each of these 
building projects uses large quantities of CP titanium leading to the increased usage 
in the civil engineering area in Japan. Another “new area” in which titanium use 
is growing is the area of consumer products, such as spectacle frames, cameras, 
watches, jewelry, and various kinds of sporting goods. The largest application in the 
area of sporting goods is golf club heads. Other examples are tennis rackets, bicycle 

Table 1. 
Physical properties of titanium compared with other metals [18].

Figure 1. 
(a) Arial approach view of the Fukuoka dome, built in 1993, which is covered with (b) titanium roofing, 
retractable for multi-role and all-weather purposes.

Table 2. 
Physical properties of titanium and some of its alloys [18].
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frames, spikes in sprinters. Their low coefficient of thermal expansion is also an 
important factor. The ballistic properties of titanium are also excellent on a density-
normalized basis. Future applications are likely to be in the areas of steam turbine 
blading, flue gas desulphurization plant consumer products and many marine 
applications. Some of the basic characteristics of titanium and its alloys are listed in 
Table 2 in [18] and compared to those of other structural metallic materials based 
on Fe, Ni, and Al. Detailed discussions on other applications of titanium in other 
areas can be found elsewhere [4].

3. Crystallographic structures in titanium metal and alloys

Generally, all property of materials depends directly or indirectly on the type 
of crystallographic phase and its constructions. The stable structure of pure Ti is 
the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure (α phase) at room temperature, which 
transforms to the body-centered cubic (bcc) structure (β phase) at high temperature. 
Apart from these stable phases, other metastable phases can emerge in a quenched 
alloy such as (α′) martensite with hexagonal structure, martensite with orthorhom-
bic (α″) structure or the β phase [20] or an omega (ω) phase. There are two types of 
omega ω phases with hcp structure, one is athermal, which forms during quenching 
from β-phase at high temperature and this type is cooling rate dependent. The other 
is isothermal ω phases, which precipitate during aging at certain temperatures. 
However, the exact relationship between the two omega ω phases and the α″ mar-
tensite phase for reversible transformation is still a subject of many research studies.

For this, interests in titanium-base alloys as structural materials has inspired 
several studies of their phase relationships. These have provided the background 
essential to the development of commercial alloys, but have also revealed some 
unexpected, and still to some extent unexplained, aspects that are of considerable 
scientific interest [2]. Although the exact transus point is dependent on the com-
position and processing treatment for the alloy, for alloyed Ti based materials, the 
transformation of crystallographic phase could also be driven by alloying elements.

Titanium alloys are stabilized by solute elements that have strong effect on the 
transformation temperature. Alloying elements of titanium are typically grouped 
based on their effect on the beta-transus temperature. They are often termed as 
neutral, alpha stabilizers, or beta-stabilizers. According to this classification scheme 
the alpha stabilizing alloying elements extend the room temperature hexagonal 
alpha phase field to elevated temperatures, while beta-stabilizing elements shift 
the high temperature beta phase field to lower temperatures. Neutral elements have 
only minor influence on the beta-transus temperature. Among the alpha stabiliz-
ing elements aluminum is by far the most important alloying element of titanium. 
The interstitial elements oxygen O2, nitrogen N, and carbon C also belong to this 
category, which are referred to as α-stabilizers [20] (see Figure 2).

Some of the high temperature β phase stabilizing elements are Nb Mo; V; W; Fe; 
Cr; Mn; Co; Cu; Si, H and Ta at room temperature. For β-stabilizers, a minimum 
concentration β element is required to fully stabilize the β-phase following a quench 
from the high temperature. The β stabilizing elements are categorized into two 
groups, namely:

i. β eutectoid stabilizers are elements (which lead to a partially stabilized β 
phase) such as Fe; Cr; Mn; Co; Cu; Si and H.

ii. β isomorphous forming elements are heavy refractory BCC elements such as 
Mo; V; W; Nb and Ta.
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The β phase can be easily transformed to hexagonal (a′ and ω) or orthorhombic 
( α ″) phases depending on the contents of the β stabilizing elements at room tem-
perature. The ( α ″) phase has more slip systems than that in the hexagonal phases 
but fewer than in the β phase.

Although it might be that no metallic element is purely neutral, some elements 
are classified as neutral because they have a minor influence on the transus temper-
ature. They can lower the β transus slightly, but again increase it at a higher con-
centration. These elements include Sn, Zr and Hf, which may slightly lower the α/β 
transformation temperatures after certain threshold concentrations. Zr and Sn are 
the commonly used neutral stabilizing elements. Zr and Hf are isomorphous with 
titanium and therefore exhibit the same allotropic phase transformation from β to 
α and are completely soluble in both the α and β phases. Zr also substitutes titanium 
in a multicomponent alloy and thereby indirectly has a α stabilizing effect [20].

4. Some self-healing assisting phenomena in titanium metal and alloys

4.1 Phase transformation in titanium metal and alloys

Phase transformation occurs whenever a materials system is not at equilibrium, 
or changes its microstate, as a result of external constraints such as pressure or 
temperature. In effect, these materials adopt different crystal structures favorable 
for the minimization of their free energy. In general, the microstructural features 
and the order in the system changes, leading to variations in most of the important 
properties. By so doing, phase transformation provides an effective way to modify 
the microstructure of solids. If it can be activated by a mechanical or other physical 
force, it becomes part of the deformation process and directly affects the properties 
of materials as well [22].

In CP titanium and titanium alloys, the most common equilibrium phases 
are those of  α  and  β , phases. The transformation of high temperature phase can 
occur by martensitic or by a diffusion controlled nucleation and growth process 
depending on cooling rate and alloy composition. Their relationship was confirmed 
for Zirconium by Burger [23, 24] and later for titanium by [22]. This Burgers 

Figure 2. 
(a) Unit cell of  α  type titanium phase (b) unit cell of  β  type titanium phase [21].
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relationship is closely obeyed for both the martensite transformation and the dif-
fusional transformations (see Figure 3).

Thus, during phase transition from  β  to  α , several slip systems operate within the 
α titanium alloys system. The most common slip direction is 〈11‾20〉. The    → a    direction 
slip occurs in one (0002) basal plane, three {10‾20} prism planes, and six {10‾11} 
pyramidal planes [21, 26–29]. They are therefore responsible for the four indepen-
dent slip systems. The fifth slip system required for homogeneous deformation of 
polycrystals (Von-Mises criteria) is provided by the two basal slips that occur in the 
〈112‾3〉 direction and in the {11‾22} plane. If the slip systems are unable to operate, 
twinning occurs in α titanium. The main twinning modes are {10‾12} and {11‾21} in 
tension and {1122} in tension and {1122} in compression loading [21, 30–32].

4.2 Martensitic transformation in titanium metal and alloys

Phase transformation provides an effective way to modify microstructure 
and property of solids. It becomes part of a deformation process, when it can be 
activated by mechanical or other physical forces. Titanium and its alloy undergo 
a series of stable and metastable allotropic transformations, depending on alloy 
elements and process. The exact transus point is dependent on the composition and 
processing treatment for the alloy. Apart from the stable phase(s), other metastable 
phases can emerge in a quenched alloy such as martensite with hexagonal structure, 
martensite with orthorhombic structure or the metastable β phase (see Figure 4).

Some striking characteristics distinguish martensite transformations from any 
other [34]. First, the martensite phase is either a substitutional or interstitial solid 
solution. Secondly, the transformation takes place in a very short time (i.e.) very 
rapid. This can only be measured by high speed cameras. The complexity inherent 
in its measurements is an added problem to its study. The third is that it is accompa-
nied by a shape change (surface relief) of a definite value. This has been confirmed 
metallographic ally by scratch line test [34]. The fourth is that martensite crystal has 
a specific habit plane; interfacing between the parent phase and martensite phase 

Figure 3. 
Schematic illustration of the Burgers’ lattice correspondence model of bcc-hcp transformation. The two 
simultaneous shears are marked by the red ellipses [25].
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which lie along the shear plane during the transformation. This implies that an 
orientation relationship exist between the two phase lattices. The presence of lattice 
defects will necessarily exist in martensite crystal due to shearing. The list of alloy 
components where martensitic transformation can be exploited are not exhaustible 
and still growing with research in the field of Titanium [35–37].

The recent innovative drive for Ti-alloys has drifted to many other areas such as 
the formation of SIM for electrical appliances, GUM metal for industrial applications, 
bio-implants resulting from its excellent compatibility with body tissues, better the 
mechanical and physical properties. There is an agreement among researchers that the 
formation is due to deformation by twinning (A twinning process is shown in Figure 5 
as culled adapted from [38]) of β-phase material to a type of martensite α″ with 

Figure 4. 
A schematic illustration showing the lattice correspondence between the β and α″ phases, after Kym et al. [33].

Figure 5. 
Schematic 2D representation of a collective displacement of the atoms during deformation twinning according 
to (a) simple shear, (b) angular distortion.
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Figure 3. 
Schematic illustration of the Burgers’ lattice correspondence model of bcc-hcp transformation. The two 
simultaneous shears are marked by the red ellipses [25].
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which lie along the shear plane during the transformation. This implies that an 
orientation relationship exist between the two phase lattices. The presence of lattice 
defects will necessarily exist in martensite crystal due to shearing. The list of alloy 
components where martensitic transformation can be exploited are not exhaustible 
and still growing with research in the field of Titanium [35–37].

The recent innovative drive for Ti-alloys has drifted to many other areas such as 
the formation of SIM for electrical appliances, GUM metal for industrial applications, 
bio-implants resulting from its excellent compatibility with body tissues, better the 
mechanical and physical properties. There is an agreement among researchers that the 
formation is due to deformation by twinning (A twinning process is shown in Figure 5 
as culled adapted from [38]) of β-phase material to a type of martensite α″ with 

Figure 4. 
A schematic illustration showing the lattice correspondence between the β and α″ phases, after Kym et al. [33].

Figure 5. 
Schematic 2D representation of a collective displacement of the atoms during deformation twinning according 
to (a) simple shear, (b) angular distortion.
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orthorhombic structure. It is also thought that over a narrow compositional average 
the β-phase material is said to transform to martensite under an applied stress.

4.3 Shape memory effect and super-elasticity in titanium alloys

Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) are special materials with great potential in vari-
ous engineering applications since they possess a number of unique characteristics, 
including superior energy dissipation capacity compared to normal metallic materi-
als [39]. Other beneficial properties, apart from SMEs, including superelasticity, 
favorable damping ability and other important characteristics of shape memory 
alloys, allow it to be applied in a wide range of fields, including electronic, chemi-
cal, medical devices, electricity, aerospace, etc. [40].

The value and demand of SMAs was not positively understood for most engi-
neering and technological applications until William Buehler and Frederick Wang 
discovered the shape memory effect (SME) in a nickel-titanium (NiTi) alloy in 
1962 [41]. Thereafter, the use of SMAs, has expanded and the research interests and 
patents have become quite large. Examples of the possible beneficiaries of these 
materials abound in a variety of fields, such as automobile and mechanical engi-
neering applications [42, 43], automotive [42], aerospace [44], mini actuators and 
micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [45], robotics [35], biomedical [36] and 
even in clothing/fashion industries [37]. Titanium (Ti) alloys are one of the most 
important SMAs and until now, development of new Ti-based SMAs is still one 
of the most important directions of metal intelligent materials. The Ti-Nb based 
[35–37, 45], Ti-Ta based [46], Ti-Mo based [46–48] and Ti-Zr based [49] SMAs are 
developed in recent years.

The interest in using shape memory alloys (SMAs) stems from the fact that they 
can “remember” their original shape. When subjected to an external force above a 
threshold, they exhibit stress-induced martensitic transformation from austenite 
into martensite through twinning, and can recover the apparent permanent strains, 
returning to the original form. An Illustration of the superelastic response in shape 
memory alloys (deformation at a temperature N austenite finish temperature Af). 
This important attribute exhibited by many titanium based alloy can be exploited 
to accelerate the self-healing process in metallic materials. In addition by adjusting 
the hysteresis width can allow materials scientists to precisely adjust temperature 
change ∆T during the self-healing process. One of the probable set back is the func-
tional degradation in properties that manifested as a reduction in the superelastic 
strains (εSE) and accumulation of residual strains (εresidual).

4.4 Diffusion in titanium metals and alloys

It is well known that atoms in almost all metals and alloys crystallize or has a 
tendency to pack in dense structural arrangement at room temperature, due to 
the strong bond that bind atom together in a metallic substance. This architecture 
determines how fast or how slow a healing mechanism would autonomously 
respond when a metallic component fails. Therefore, it is rational to deduce that 
triggering autonomous self-healing should be easier if the rate of diffusion of the 
part is high enough to be transported to the point where it fails. The molecular 
diffusion or atomic transport of matter by diffusion is represented ideally by the 
net flux, J, of atoms per second per unit area of reference plane in opposite direc-
tions (±x) in the presence of a concentration gradient, dc/dx, as given by Fick’s 
first law:

  J = − D (dc / dx) .  (1)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, given by:

  D = Do exp . (− Q / RT) .  (2)

Do (the frequency factor in cm2/s), Q (the activation energy for diffusion in 
kJ/mol) and R (the gas constant, 8.314510 J/Kmol) are all constants, so the only 
variable is the temperature T, in Kelvin. In other words, In Dvs. 1/T forms a single 
straight line. In the case of Ti, higher temperature induces thermal diffusion needed 
to increase the kinetic energy needed to overcome the binding energy of the metal-
lic substance. In addition to Vacant lattice sites or other in homogeneities within a 
metal, molecular transport can also be influenced by pressure and electrical and 
magnetic activations, chemical process and mechanical agitation of atoms.

There have been several improvement in the study of diffusivity in the case of 
in titanium alloys, beginning with the work documented in German by Zwicker in 
1974 [50]. On transformation from the α (hcp) to the β(bcc) phase, the diffusiv-
ity shows some changes. With respect to the widely used Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Liu and 
Welsch in 1987 studied the diffusivities of oxygen, aluminum, and vanadium in  α  
and  β  titanium [33]. Zwicker observed in the plot that the self-diffusion of titanium 
in the β phase is about three orders of magnitude faster than the self-diffusion in the  
α  phase [50] (see Figure 6). The diffusion rates of substitutional elements in the β 
phase can be either slower or faster than the self-diffusion of titanium [33].  

Figure 6. 
Temperature dependence of self- and temperature diffusivity in β type titanium alloy (as called from [33]).
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Al and Mo are shown as examples of slow diffusing elements from the group of slow 
diffusing elements, Others includes the other alloying elements, such as, V and Sn, 
which are close to Al, and Nb lies in between Al and Mo. Element Fe is shown as an 
example in the group of fast diffusing elements in the figure. However, Ni is slightly 
faster, whereas Cr and Mn fall in between Fe and the βTi-self-diffusion line.

Subsequently systematic measurements were hitherto made for the diffusion 
of Fe [51] Ni, [52] Mn, [53]Cr [54] and P [55]. On the other hand, Raiszinen and 
Keinonen measured diffusivities of Al [56] and Si [56] in polycrystalline Ti by a 
nuclear-reaction method. A detailed analysis of the data is compiled in the form of 
Arrhenius plots in the review by [57] and presented in Figure 7. The findings has 
shown that transition metal elements and phosphorus exhibit fast diffusion, which 
are three to five orders of magnitude faster than the self-diffusion. While, measure-
ments done on ultrahigh purity α titanium with respect to Fe, Ni, and Co impurities 
resulted in very low diffusivity rates for self-diffusion in titanium and about two 
orders of magnitude slower than Fe, Co, and Ni [58].

5. Self-healing concepts in titanium based materials

It is well known that research in the field metallic self-healing is still in its 
infancy stage. Self-healing metallic materials has received attention only in the past 
decade [13, 18]. While previous reviews on self-healing materials [59] have focused 

Figure 7. 
Temperature dependence of impurity diffusion coefficient in  α  titanium: Co, Fe, Ni, Mn, Cr and P in single 
crystal and Si, Al and Ti in polycrystal, culled from [33].
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on describing the various routes to obtain self-healing mostly in polymeric materi-
als, the present chapter is directed toward physical or chemical mechanism can be 
used to engineer self-healing in Ti-metals and its alloys.

5.1 Electrochemically induced self-healing

Self-healing coatings inspired by biological systems possess the ability to repair 
physical damage or recover functional performance with minimal or no intervention. 
When the kinetics are extremely fast, the phenomenon is controlled by the diffusion 
(mass transport) of the species that enters or leaves the surface of the material under 
consideration. Consequently, the composition of the system will also be changing. 
Analogous effects have been found by other workers in systems of biological interest, 
e.g., with processes involving membranes and enzymes. It is well known that the basic 
diffusion controlled modes, such as surface diffusion, Ds; grain boundary diffusion, 
Dgb; vacancy diffusion, Dv and pipe diffusion, Dp, are fundamental to determine the 
rate of atomic diffusion in polycrystalline metals. In general, surface diffusion occurs 
much faster than grain boundary diffusion, and grain boundary diffusion occurs 
much faster than lattice diffusion. Atomic diffusion and indeed electrochemical-
induced self-healing in polycrystalline materials is therefore often modelled using 
a combination of diffusion kinetics (see previous section). More details of the 
transformation modes in titanium have been discussed elsewhere [31–33]. For this, 
electrochemically induced self-healing are said to be a good strategy to be exploited 
in metals. For instance, a damage to oxide films, which normally protect the surfaces 
of Ti materials from corrosion, can be repaired by reoxidation in air. Recently, Gang 
Lu et al. [60] studied the oxidation of a polycrystalline titanium surface by oxygen 
and water and found that at 150 K O2 can oxidize Ti to Ti5, Ti3 and Ti2, while exposure 
of Ti to H2O at this temperatures only produces Ti2 species. At temperatures above 
300 K, H2O can by both O2 and H2O slightly increases a further oxidize Ti2 to higher 
oxidation states. They observed rising temperature promotes the diffusion of oxygen 
into the bulk of the sample, which increasing overall oxidation. This is because the 
thickness of the oxide coating on Ti surface depends on both the duration of O2 expo-
sure and on the sample temperature. At a given temperature, Ti oxidation by both O2 
and H2O slightly increases as exposure increases.

Additionally, a crack on the surface of a titanium component can also be healed, 
when the oxidation reaction products fill up the crack cap. Therefore, cracks devel-
oped due to operational related stress can be autonomously self-healed or repaired by 
re-oxidative reaction that occur in Ti-based materials. Although self-healing coatings 
are considered as an alternative route for efficient anti-corrosion protection, intense 
research and development effort are been done in the area of corrosion protection 
coatings of metals and alloys. However, in order to improve the equipment service 
prediction capabilities of infrastructure, the use of Ti-based materials in infrastruc-
tures are beneficial as it can act as a second line of safety assurance even after the 
coating has failed. In this context, autonomic healing materials respond without 
external intervention to environmental stimuli, and have great potential for advanced 
engineering systems [61]. However, the limitation of this self-healing approach is that 
the extent of oxidation depends on sample temperature. A recent study identified 
550–600 K as maximum oxidation in Ti based alloy. Upon heating the oxidized Ti 
above 850 K the titanium oxide layer is completely reduced to Tio, which is effective.

5.2 Thermally activated solid phase healing in titanium

This mechanism is based on a thermoelastic displacive phase transforma-
tion design methodology. Certain strongly ordered intermetallic systems exhibit 
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shear-dominated thermoelastic displacive transformations that involve minimal 
volume dilatation, a high degree of crystallographic reversibility, and a low-tem-
perature allotrope that readily twins during plastic deformation. This combination 
gives rise to the well-known shape-memory effect in which plastic deformation 
imparted to the low-temperature martensitic phase can be reversed almost com-
pletely during transformation to the high-temperature austenitic phase.

In a recently study, by Elena et al. [62] thermally engineered self-healing was 
proven by observation of crack healing after annealing. Microscopic deformation 
and recovery of a shape-memory nickel-titanium alloy were studied. The defor-
mation was induced by microindentation using spherical and Vickers diamond 
indenters. The recovery of the indents, caused by thermal annealing, was measured 
quantitatively using an optical surface profiler. Microindents formed by a spherical 
diamond in an equiatomic nickel-titanium martensite almost completely recover 
at low indentation load when moderately heated [63]. A smaller recovery ratio 
was observed for microindents formed by Vickers indenters. These observations 
suggest that the shape-memory effect exists at the microscopic level and under 
complex loading conditions. The observations were rationalized using the concept 
of representative strain and maximum stress under the spherical and pyramidal 
indenters. A representative surface profiles measured before and after heating for 
both spherical and Vickers indents are shown in Figure 8(a) and (b), respectively. 
The degree of indent recovery was determined quantitatively from the surface 
profiles by defining a recovery ratio, d, as.

5.3 Precipitation in under-aged alloys

This is an approach, of self “healing” is likened to an established metallurgical 
process of aging. In this mechanism, a defect sites (primarily microscopic voids) 
serve as nucleation centers for diffusion driven precipitation of oversaturated 

Figure 8. 
A representative three-dimensional profile of a spherical indent at load of 15 N: (a) fresh indent and (b) after 
heating above the austenite finish temperature.
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solute in the alloy and are thereby immobilized from further growth until failure. 
Consequently, the newly formed voids are sealed before they grow and this results 
in improvement of creep and fatigue properties of the alloy. This form of ‘preven-
tive’ healing has been used Al-Cu alloys, known for decreasing solute solubility 
with decreasing temperatures. The process involves a high-temperature solution 
treatment, accompanied by quenching and annealing for relatively short periods of 
time, results in an underage microstructure that maintains substantial amounts of 
solute and serves as the healing agent. The processes of “secondary precipitation” in 
Al-Cu alloys that results into much finer precipitates from low-temperature aging 
[64] and investigations into dynamic precipitation in Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloys occurring 
in response to moving dislocation generation under load [65], have been identified 
as potential healing mechanisms during fatigue and creep. This can be extended to 
other metallic materials. The limitation to this approach is that not all Ti alloy is heat 
treatable like Al-Cu alloys.

5.4  Micro-encapsulated low-melting healing agent reinforced metal matrix 
composites (MMCs)

This technique derives its inspiration from polymer healing and was recently 
conceptualized by Rohatgi et al. [63] includes the embedding of a hollow reinforce-
ment (micro-sphere, micro-tube) containing a low-melting alloy in a higher melt-
ing metal matrix. The encapsulation of a metallic healing agent, however, allows the 
microcapsule to serve as a diffusion barrier and the interface should be sufficiently 
fragile to break upon an advancing crack and not deflect.

In the line of work done on hollow fibers reinforced polymers [66], attempts 
were also made to integrate hollow microfibers containing low-melting healing 
agents into metallic systems [67]. This attempted healing was implement by incor-
porating indium as a healing agent in carbon tubes embedded in a higher melting 
solder matrix. Upon heating beyond the Indium melting point, a macroscopic 
crack that was directed downward to gravity was repaired. Computational fluid 
dynamics studies were conducted by Lucci et al. [67] on this healing method and 
interface wettability and gravity-related crack orientation were highlighted as major 
factors affecting the flow of healing liquid, with more wetting systems and gravity-
oriented cracks being more desirable to fill.

5.5 Shape memory alloy (SMA) reinforced metal matrix composites (MMCs)

In one of the earliest trial, Manuel and co-workers [68] used this approach to 
heal Sn and Mg based metallic materials. The method involves reinforcing an alloy 
matrix with wires made of a shape-memory alloy (SMA), such as nitinol (NiTi). 
SMA wires have the ability to recover their original shape when heated above a criti-
cal temperature [69]. Thus, when the metal matrix composite cracks, the resulting 
plastic strain stretches the SMA that bridges the crack. On heating above the shape 
transformation temperature of the SMA, the wire shrinks back to its original shape 
applying compressive force to the matrix and clamping the crack. This is accompa-
nied by welding of the crack in the matrix alloy which is so-designed as to partially 
liquefy at the healing temperature [70].

6. Summary

Although the production of autonomous self-healing in metallic materials has 
been the subject of numerous studies and will continue to be in the near future. 
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solute in the alloy and are thereby immobilized from further growth until failure. 
Consequently, the newly formed voids are sealed before they grow and this results 
in improvement of creep and fatigue properties of the alloy. This form of ‘preven-
tive’ healing has been used Al-Cu alloys, known for decreasing solute solubility 
with decreasing temperatures. The process involves a high-temperature solution 
treatment, accompanied by quenching and annealing for relatively short periods of 
time, results in an underage microstructure that maintains substantial amounts of 
solute and serves as the healing agent. The processes of “secondary precipitation” in 
Al-Cu alloys that results into much finer precipitates from low-temperature aging 
[64] and investigations into dynamic precipitation in Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloys occurring 
in response to moving dislocation generation under load [65], have been identified 
as potential healing mechanisms during fatigue and creep. This can be extended to 
other metallic materials. The limitation to this approach is that not all Ti alloy is heat 
treatable like Al-Cu alloys.

5.4  Micro-encapsulated low-melting healing agent reinforced metal matrix 
composites (MMCs)

This technique derives its inspiration from polymer healing and was recently 
conceptualized by Rohatgi et al. [63] includes the embedding of a hollow reinforce-
ment (micro-sphere, micro-tube) containing a low-melting alloy in a higher melt-
ing metal matrix. The encapsulation of a metallic healing agent, however, allows the 
microcapsule to serve as a diffusion barrier and the interface should be sufficiently 
fragile to break upon an advancing crack and not deflect.

In the line of work done on hollow fibers reinforced polymers [66], attempts 
were also made to integrate hollow microfibers containing low-melting healing 
agents into metallic systems [67]. This attempted healing was implement by incor-
porating indium as a healing agent in carbon tubes embedded in a higher melting 
solder matrix. Upon heating beyond the Indium melting point, a macroscopic 
crack that was directed downward to gravity was repaired. Computational fluid 
dynamics studies were conducted by Lucci et al. [67] on this healing method and 
interface wettability and gravity-related crack orientation were highlighted as major 
factors affecting the flow of healing liquid, with more wetting systems and gravity-
oriented cracks being more desirable to fill.

5.5 Shape memory alloy (SMA) reinforced metal matrix composites (MMCs)

In one of the earliest trial, Manuel and co-workers [68] used this approach to 
heal Sn and Mg based metallic materials. The method involves reinforcing an alloy 
matrix with wires made of a shape-memory alloy (SMA), such as nitinol (NiTi). 
SMA wires have the ability to recover their original shape when heated above a criti-
cal temperature [69]. Thus, when the metal matrix composite cracks, the resulting 
plastic strain stretches the SMA that bridges the crack. On heating above the shape 
transformation temperature of the SMA, the wire shrinks back to its original shape 
applying compressive force to the matrix and clamping the crack. This is accompa-
nied by welding of the crack in the matrix alloy which is so-designed as to partially 
liquefy at the healing temperature [70].

6. Summary

Although the production of autonomous self-healing in metallic materials has 
been the subject of numerous studies and will continue to be in the near future. 
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It is still at the infancy stage. Thus far, the field of autonomous self-healing engi-
neering materials has been dominated by polymeric based substances for several 
years with only one route and mechanism, that of the encapsulated liquid adhesive 
route. The current chapter discusses the framework for engineered self-healing 
Ti-alloys has been presented with some practical examples revealing how self-
healing functionality can be incorporated in Ti alloys. Nonetheless, the functional-
ity of the mechanism comes down to the turning these experimental approaches 
under laboratory conditions into commercially available materials and products. 
Albeit, the studies conducted thus far in Ti and indeed metals have been relatively 
limited, the information contained within this chapter should not be considered 
exhaustive, and should be open to further improvement, modification and discus-
sion. There are obvious indications that, the once impossible task of achieving 
autonomously engineered self-healing metallic materials in service will be feasible 
in no distant time.
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Abstract

A way to avoid or minimize the side effect that could result in drug delivery to 
cells with increased efficiency and performance in the health rehabilitation process 
is to use biocompatible and biodegradable drug carriers. These are essentially 
biomaterials that are metallic, ceramic, or polymeric in nature. The sources of these 
materials must be biological in its entire ramification. The classification, synthesis, 
processing, and the applications to which these materials are put are the essential 
components of having suitable target cell drug carriers. This chapter will be devoted 
to discussing biomaterials suitable as drug carrier for use in the health-related 
 matters of rehabilitation.
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1. Introduction

The quest for controlled drug release emanating from side effects associ-
ated with the application and delivery of conventional drugs has necessitated 
the need for materials that can transport drugs to target site without difficulty 
or problem during and after delivery. Normally, drugs are delivered repeatedly 
on prescription to the body in measures that will bring about remediation and 
quick recovery to the patient during the treatment period. In this wise, drug 
concentration levels will increase and when above the body’s tolerance level, the 
problems associated with over therapeutic concentrations could occur that could 
result into toxic side [1]. It is also possible that the drug release rate is so fast that 
therapeutic actions are no longer effective owing to low drug concentrations at 
the delivery site, which may occur through drug metabolism, degradation, and 
transport out of the target [1]. Consequently, this phenomenon would result in 
drug wastage and transport medium loss with high risk offside effects on sur-
rounding body cells, tissues, and organs. The solution to these problems is to 
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transport out of the target [1]. Consequently, this phenomenon would result in 
drug wastage and transport medium loss with high risk offside effects on sur-
rounding body cells, tissues, and organs. The solution to these problems is to 
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have drug carriers that can provide controlled release rate to the target and would 
allow for complete therapeutic rehabilitation before degradation and transport 
of excess concentration of drug and carrier medium [2]. The drug and its carrier 
in form of capsules are orally administered and may be formulated for parenteral 
administration [3]. The drug release rate of the capsule can be controlled via the 
use of cellulose coatings exhibiting slow dissolution, incorporation of drug-
complexing elements or compounds which hinder fast dissolution of drug, use 
of compressed tablets, and the inclusion of emulsion and suspensions. Materials 
that can permit drug release without changing or decaying over time with longer 
therapeutic windows (days to years) are required. These carries are such that 
they can be injected and/or implanted directly to target diseased tissues/cells 
for enhancing delivery efficiency [4]. To achieve target drug delivery, the use 
of affinity ligands deposited on biomaterial surfaces to allow for a set  retention 
and usage by infirm tissues and cells have been employed [5]. The design of 
 biomaterials for drug carriers aside permitting surface modification using 
ligands should also shield drugs from speedy break down and/or degeneracy 
within the target site.

Thus, the design parameters include: (i) the encapsulation of the sufficient 
drug of the biomaterial for lengthened release pattern to achieve efficient healing, 
(ii) sustaining drug stability for effective therapeutics through body transport and 
at the target site while preserving biological activity, (iii) predictable release rate 
in the therapeutic period from days to years, (iv) biomaterials and its degradation 
products must be biocompatible and nontoxic within the body, and (v) the cost of 
biomaterial synthesis and/or fabrication.

2. Health implications of materials used for drug delivery

Lupron Depot, a poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) microsphere encap-
sulating the hormone leuprolide, for the treatment of advanced prostate can-
cer, and endometriosis [6], PLGA, poly (lactic acid) (PLA), and polyglycolic 
acid (PGA) materials have FDA approval as micro-particle depot systems as 
they versatile in controlling material biodegradation time, are biocompatible 
with nontoxic natural degradation products (lactic acid and glycolic acid). 
Clinical nanoparticles with FDA approval for cancer nanomedicine treatment of 
Kaposi’s sarcoma (approved 1995) and for recurrent ovarian cancer (approved 
1998) is Doxil [7], a poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) coated (i.e., PEGylated) 
liposomal encapsulating the chemotherapeutic doxorubicin [8]. This enhances 
circulation half-life and tumor uptake of the drug, and also reduces its toxi-
cological activity in patients in comparison to the use of free drug [9]. Other 
approved nanoparticle drug carriers include Marqibo, a liposomal encapsulating 
vincristine for rare leukemia treatment [10] and Abraxane an albumin-bound 
paclitaxel nanoparticle for the treatment of breast cancer [11]; Duragesic-
transdermal drug delivery system patch containing the opioid fentanyl embed-
ded within an acrylate polymer matrix, in the treatment of chronic pain [12]; 
and OROS, an osmotically controlled oral drug delivery technology, incorpo-
rated into several oral delivery products including Concerta [13]. Implantable 
biomaterials used include the Gliadel wafer, which consists of dime-sized wafers 
comprised of the chemotherapeutic agent carmustine and a polymer matrix 
made of poly (carboxyphenoxy-propane/sebacic acid), which are surgically 
inserted into the brain post-tumor resection [14–16] use as an adjunct to surgery 
in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme.
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3. Bioresponsive polymers: from design to implementation

An ideal therapeutic drug is expected to treat or cure a disease without resulting 
to any side effects [17–19]. However, this goal has not been achieved. Many che-
motherapeutics are found to destroy both cancerous and healthy cells within the 
vicinity of the target site [20]. An efficient chemotherapeutics would administer 
drug, directly to diseased cell populations. Polymers have been found to permit the 
creation of “responsive” materials within the host environment and can be for-
mulated with drugs to control release [21]. This polymer attribute is due to tuning 
propensity of the molecular weight of polymers that can be controlled via monomer 
stoichiometry using controlled polymerization strategies like ATRP [22], RAFT 
[23], NMO [24], and ROMP [25]. A bioresponsive material is one that can respond 
to a specific “trigger” inside or outside of the human body. Because the body have 
unique pathological parameters as pH gradients, temperatures, enzymes, small 
molecules, etc., the creation of materials that will respond to physiological altera-
tions in both space and time are required.

Triggers include chemical, biological, and physical stimuli [26, 27], the chemical 
and biological ones are intrinsic to the body, while the physical stimuli are extrinsic 
to the body can thus be used to quicken sole drug delivery.

4. Redox-sensitive polymers

Bioresponsive materials are initiated by redox potential difference tissue 
environment and its surrounding [28]. There are materials that can respond to 
both oxidation and reduction triggers, which are incorporated into responsive 
polymers, e.g., diselenides with chemical structure like those of disulfides 
[29]. Diselenides allows for alternative triggers within nano-biotechnology 
 applications [30].

5. pH-responsive polymers

The constituents of the human body such as tissues, fluids, and organelles have 
varied pH values. Areas like stomach, vagina, and lysosomes display acidic pHs 
(<7); ocular surface (7.1), the blood (≈7.4), and bile (7.8) [21]. Owing to these varied 

Figure 1. 
Schematic illustration of drug loading and controlled release of poly (ethylene glycol) [34]. DOX, doxorubicin; 
PAE, poly (β-amino esters); PEG, poly (ethylene glycol).
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pHs of systems and organs in the body improvement in the efficacy and precision 
of therapeutic molecules will necessitate the design of polymeric drug delivery 
systems that are pH specific. pH-responsive materials have been useful in nucleic 
acid delivery, doxorubicin delivery, and taste masking [31, 32]. The target treatment 
of tumors has been enhanced using the pH-responsive materials. Such known target 
delivery includes multifunctional acid sensitive nanocomposites for anticancer 
drugs and acid-responsive poly(ethylene glycol) derivatives [33] for the controlled 
release of therapeutics in tumor target treatment (Figure 1).

6. Hydrolysis and enzymatically responsive polymers

Hydrolysis prone materials can be degraded by body fluid via nucleophilic addi-
tion of water into an electrophilic functional group on a polymer. The electrophilic 
functional groups often used on polymers include esters and anhydrides [35]. The 
Gliadel wafer consisting of chemotherapeutic Carmustine impregnated within a 
polyanhydride material has been demonstrated as hydrolysis-sensitive materials for 
drug delivery [36] in the treatment of brain tumors. Enzyme-responsive polymers 
such as matrix metallo-proteins, hyaluronidases, phospholipases, and prostate-
specific antigen [21] have been incorporated into polymers for target drug delivery 
in areas like tumor imaging, doxorubicin delivery, and minimization of inflamma-
tion in the colon [37].

7. Temperature-responsive polymers

Another drug delivery vehicle is the temperature-sensitive polymers that can 
operate at both human body temperature of 37°C and at ambient temperature such 
as 25°C [38]. These polymers include poloxamers, poly(N-alkyl acryl amides), 
poly(N vinyl caprolactams), cellulose, xyloglucan, and chitosan. These thermo-
responsive polymers can be modified via [39] varying the ratio of monomers, end-
group modifications, and post-polymerization modifications to make them suitable 
for varying applications [40].

8. Magnetic-responsive polymers

Magnetic-responsive polymers are therapeutic drug-loaded polymers that work 
under the influence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to delivery its drug to 
the target [41]. These include the following: systematic release of dopamine from 
alginates impregnated with magnetic beads; targeted plasmid delivery to the lung 
via chitosan nanoparticles; and insulin delivery [42].

9. Light-responsive polymers

Light-responsive polymers are used as external drug delivery systems that use 
noninvasive and painless techniques [26, 43–48] as drugs are delivered by light 
UV- and visible-wavelength irradiation stimulation. In this technique, a remote-
activated approach without direct patient contact is used [49]; this includes the 
release of drugs from a light-responsive azobenzene modified amphiphilic block 
copolymer to target melanoma cells [50].
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10. Swelling and contracting polymers

There are polymers that can swell or shrink in response to external stimuli 
[51]. This phenomenon can have stemmed from changes in porosity occasioned as 
ionic cross-linking molecules are leached, resulting in alteration of the diffusion 
pathways for sensing molecules. Alginate is a commonly employed polymer that is 
isolated from seaweed, is relatively biocompatible, and has been used for sus-
tained delivery of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to a target within 
the body.

11. Biomaterial-based drug delivery systems

While a limited number of affinity-based delivery systems have been developed 
for the delivery of neurotrophic factors, we also examine the broad spectrum of 
reservoir-based delivery systems, including microspheres, electrospun nanofibers, 
hydrogels, and combinations of these systems.

Drug delivery systems transport biological active agents, such as growth fac-
tors and genetic material, into the desired location to promote beneficial effects 
for the treatment of diseases and disorders [52], osmotic pumps for the delivery of 
neurotrophic factors [53] to target site, affinity-based delivery systems (ABDS) in 
which drug loading and controlled release are achieved through the interactions of 
therapeutic drug and the delivery system, and reservoir-based delivery systems, 
where a polymer structure encapsulates the drug while its release is controlled via 
the material properties.

12. Affinity-based delivery systems (ABDS)

ABDS operate through the noncovalent interactions between device mate-
rial and target drug [54] in a similar pattern to the interactions that occur in the 
extracellular matrix where the delivery of proteins and other biomolecules are 
controlled [55]. ABDS include molecular imprinting, cyclodextrin-based delivery, 
and heparin-based delivery [56]. Molecular imprinting uses polymer networks 
synthesized via a precursor molecule that is removed to reveal an imprint that 
acts as an affinity binding zone. In cyclodextrin-based delivery systems, small 
hydrophobic drugs are attracted to the hydrophobic center of an oligosaccharide 
cyclodextrin torus, which permits the complexes formation with enhanced 
solubility when compared to the drug itself. ABDS is observed to be superior to 
traditional reservoir-based systems as the release characteristics are dependent on 
the activities occurring between the drug and the matrix in a way not affected by 
the matrix properties [57].

13. Reservoir-based delivery systems (RBDS)

Reservoir-based delivery systems (RBDS) are porous with drug release rate con-
trolled by diffusion [58]. In RBDS, the drug is immersed or dissolved in a polymer 
solvent/reservoir. The drug penetrates via the biodegradable polymer structure to 
control the initial release followed by another release as surface and bulk erosion 
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trolled by diffusion [58]. In RBDS, the drug is immersed or dissolved in a polymer 
solvent/reservoir. The drug penetrates via the biodegradable polymer structure to 
control the initial release followed by another release as surface and bulk erosion 
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occurs in polymer reservoir. RBDS include nanogels, nanoparticles, micelles, 
hydrogels, microspheres, and electrospun nanofibers.

14. Microspheres

Microspheres are usually used as controlled drug release systems for stereo-
tactic injections to isolated disease or injury sites in medicine and pharmacol-
ogy [59]. Drugs like neurotransmitters, hormones, and neurotrophic factors 
have been encapsulated using microspheres obtained from biodegradable poly-
mers [60]. These polymers include poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid) 
(PGA), and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL). Microsphere-based drug delivery uses 
localized surgical injection to circumvent the blood-brain barrier; this is better 
in performance to orthodox methods like intravenous injection and oral drug 
delivery. The parameters of the microsphere such as the particle size, polymer 
degradation rate, and method of erosion (bulk versus surface degradation) can 
be utilized to control the rate of drug delivery rates [61]. PCL has been found 
useful as a microsphere for the carrier of sustained long period drug delivery as 
it demonstrates the slowest degradation rate [62]. The double emulsion method 
is often used in synthesizing of microspheres. The method involves dissolving 
the desired polymer in a nonpolar solvent to form an oil emulsion. The hydro-
philic compound that is to be encapsulated is dissolved in an aqueous solution 
and then emulsified with the dissolved polymer-solvent solution to give a 
water-in-oil emulsion. After this the solvent evaporates, the polymer solidifies 
as it forms microspheres that encapsulated the inner aqueous  
solution [63].

15. Electrospun nanofibers

Electrospinning process involves the application of an electric potential to 
draw out thin nanometer to micrometer diameter polymer fibers (natural or 
synthetic). A viscous solution of the polymer is prepared (at room or elevated 
temperature), then pumped via a spinneret nozzle (positive terminal) into an 
electric field such that the applied force due to the high voltage counters the 
surface tension leading to the formation of fiber droplets onto a collector plate 
that serves as negative terminal. The nanofibers produced are often used as drug 
based-reservoir delivery systems as the pores in the matrix serves as receptive sites 
for bioactive agents [64]. This fiber production process advantages include surface 
flexibility with respect to function or application, reduced initial burst release, 
and the possibility of producing different fiber configuration depending on 
usage [65]. Drugs are embedded in the pores of electrospun nanofibers by emul-
sion electrospinning; the target drug is dissolved in a desired polymer solution 
[64] such as in diclofenac sodium (DS) and human serum albumin (HSA) [66]. 
Electrospun nanofibers show some draw backs that include formation of drug 
aggregates during encapsulation along nonsmooth fibers, maintaining uniform 
fiber size distribution, the use of toxic solvents to form polymer-drug emulsion 
in drug delivery and its attendant health concerns. Despite these drawbacks, 
advances in the development of less toxic electrospun fibers, which contain 
extracellular matrix components such as keratin and collagen, have been devel-
oped for wound healing application. The biocompatibility potential of PVA with 
the bioactive nature of keratin, CoQ10, and antimicrobial mupirocin has been 
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evaluated for wound care due to its ability to support the growth of keratinocytes 
and hasten skin regeneration [67].

16. Hydrogels

Hydrogel is a hydrophilic network of cross-linked polymer chains with 
swelling capability but does not dissolve in aqueous solution in the presence of 
water to create a three-dimensional gel-like structure. The synthesis of hydrogels 
is through polymerization [68], its properties, and drug release mechanism 
that depend on the polymer type used. The mechanisms involved in the drug 
delivery of hydrogel may be diffusion controlled, chemical controlled, swelling 
controlled, and modulated release systems. The use of acetyl-(Arg-Ala-Asp-
Ala)4-CONH2 self-assembling peptide hydrogel to carry model factors such as 
lysozyme, trypsin inhibitor, BSA, and IgG [69] reveals the potential of these 
hydrogels carriers of therapeutic agents with the preservation of protein activity. 
An agarose hydrogel has been found capable of delivering sustained bioactive 
lysozyme release [70] and was used for the local delivery of BDNF in adult rat 
models.

17. Surface-modified biomaterials

The biomaterial surface chemistry and topography impact protein adsorp-
tion, cell interaction, and host site response. Monocyte adhesion in vitro [71] have 
been shown to be altered by its surface chemistry, while in vivo surface chemistry 
does not significantly influence the foreign body reaction. Polymeric, ceramic, or 
metallic-based biomaterials exhibit variability in surface properties such as hydro-
philic to hydrophobic; hard to soft in vivo [72].

18. Surface specificity

Cell adhesion to adsorbed proteins is achieved via integrin and other 
 receptors in the cell membrane and the occurrence of this triggered  
intracellular signaling events. Thus, the control of protein adsorption on 
biomaterials surfaces is crucial to controlling and directing cell responses. 
Oligopeptides with specific binding sites have been incorporated to control cell 
adsorption to the protein surface and these include short oligopeptide, e.g., 
adhesive oligopeptide is an arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (or RGD) [73] that is 
found in a number of different extracellular matrix proteins, such as fibronectin 
[74], laminin [75], collagen [76], and vitronectin [77]. Short oligopeptides are 
less expensive, easy to synthesize, and has greater flexibility for surface modifi-
cation compared to bulky and labile intact proteins. To a surface modified using 
nonfouling PEG (99%) and RGD (1%), the protein adsorption was minimal 
(2 ng/cm2) leaving the sufficient RGD sites for fibroblast cell adhesion [78]. 
Structure and conformation of oligopeptides influence modulating cell adhe-
sion as demonstrated with the use of immobilized cyclic RGD peptide which 
increased human bone marrow stromal cell adhesion to that of linear RGD 
peptides [79] (Table 1).
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Hydrogel is a hydrophilic network of cross-linked polymer chains with 
swelling capability but does not dissolve in aqueous solution in the presence of 
water to create a three-dimensional gel-like structure. The synthesis of hydrogels 
is through polymerization [68], its properties, and drug release mechanism 
that depend on the polymer type used. The mechanisms involved in the drug 
delivery of hydrogel may be diffusion controlled, chemical controlled, swelling 
controlled, and modulated release systems. The use of acetyl-(Arg-Ala-Asp-
Ala)4-CONH2 self-assembling peptide hydrogel to carry model factors such as 
lysozyme, trypsin inhibitor, BSA, and IgG [69] reveals the potential of these 
hydrogels carriers of therapeutic agents with the preservation of protein activity. 
An agarose hydrogel has been found capable of delivering sustained bioactive 
lysozyme release [70] and was used for the local delivery of BDNF in adult rat 
models.

17. Surface-modified biomaterials

The biomaterial surface chemistry and topography impact protein adsorp-
tion, cell interaction, and host site response. Monocyte adhesion in vitro [71] have 
been shown to be altered by its surface chemistry, while in vivo surface chemistry 
does not significantly influence the foreign body reaction. Polymeric, ceramic, or 
metallic-based biomaterials exhibit variability in surface properties such as hydro-
philic to hydrophobic; hard to soft in vivo [72].
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Cell adhesion to adsorbed proteins is achieved via integrin and other 
 receptors in the cell membrane and the occurrence of this triggered  
intracellular signaling events. Thus, the control of protein adsorption on 
biomaterials surfaces is crucial to controlling and directing cell responses. 
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less expensive, easy to synthesize, and has greater flexibility for surface modifi-
cation compared to bulky and labile intact proteins. To a surface modified using 
nonfouling PEG (99%) and RGD (1%), the protein adsorption was minimal 
(2 ng/cm2) leaving the sufficient RGD sites for fibroblast cell adhesion [78]. 
Structure and conformation of oligopeptides influence modulating cell adhe-
sion as demonstrated with the use of immobilized cyclic RGD peptide which 
increased human bone marrow stromal cell adhesion to that of linear RGD 
peptides [79] (Table 1).
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19. Nonfouling surfaces

Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), or poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) having nonfouling 
surfaces demonstrates protein and cell resistance capabilities. PEG have been attached 
to materials in such a manner to render them nonfouling through processes like covalent 
immobilization, adsorption, or interpenetration. PEG has been covalently attached to 
mussel adhesive protein to form a nonfouling and a sticky segment copolymer [94] with 
gold and titanium surfaces attached to the sticky segment, while the PEG chains occur 
at the new interface. It should be noted that the nonfouling ability/attribute of PEG is 
dependent on the surface chain density that is prone to oxidants damaged. However, the 
use of plasma deposition of tetra ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (tetraglyme) on PEG 
will reduce protein surface adsorption [95]. Other materials with nonfouling surfaces 
include phospholipid surfaces [96] and saccharide surfaces [97], and these biomaterials 
ensure increased compatibility issues between the drug carrier systems and biological 
systems to which they are introduced to elicit a pharmacological activity.

20. Smart biomaterials

Materials which respond to environmental changes are attractive particularly in 
vivo as these can be utilized to control drug release, cell adhesiveness, mechanical 
properties, or permeability. These environmental changes can be brought about by 
stimulants like pH [98], temperature [99], and light [100]. The body employs changes 
in pH to facilitate a range of different processes. For example, along the gastrointesti-
nal track, food is broken down into nutritive substances in the stomach under acidic 
pH ∼ 2 and subsequently absorbed in the small intestine (pH ∼ 7). Patient often 
prefers the oral drug delivery requiring routine, periodic delivery of drugs and for 
effectiveness, the drug must resist the stomach acidic pH. The pH-sensitive materials 
that are mindful of gastrointestinal tract pH variation have been developed to trans-
port drugs successfully through the stomach to the small intestine. Such successful 
materials include pH responsive hydrogels prepared from poly(methacrylic acid) 
grafted with poly(ethylene glycol) (PMAA-g-PEG) that swells in response to pH. For 
instance, the gel shrinks by trapping the drug cargo pH ∼ 2 as interpolymer complexes 
are formed, but at physiological pH ∼ 7, the gel can swell 3–25 times based on its com-
position as it releases its cargo in the target site [101]. Insulin-loaded PMAA-g-PEG gels 
have been orally delivered to diabetic mice with a significant decrease in glucose levels 
as protein function is protected in acidic and digestive enzymes environments [102].

20.1 Self-assembled biomaterials

Self-organization or self-assembly is based on the formation of weak noncovalent 
bonds, like hydrogen, ionic, or Van der Waals bonds or hydrophobic interactions 
[103]. In amphiphilic molecules, there are hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments 
that self-assemble to form nanometer 3D structures like micelles, vesicles, and 
tubules, which depend on the molecule’s length and composition [104–107]. When 
any of these are dispersed in aqueous solvent, the hydrophobic segments agglomer-
ate and water is expelled to produce a well-ordered structure useful in biomedical 
applications. Phospholipid a naturally occurring amphiphilic molecule that is largely 
compose of cell membrane is one such amphiphilic molecules while an oligomer, 
a polymer of amino acids, can be synthesized to have hydrophobic, hydrophilic, 
charged, etc., regions that can self-assemble into a macroscopic hydrogel [108]. The 
self-assembled biomaterials can be engineered for use in nanotechnology, tissue 
engineering for drug and cell carriers.
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19. Nonfouling surfaces

Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), or poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) having nonfouling 
surfaces demonstrates protein and cell resistance capabilities. PEG have been attached 
to materials in such a manner to render them nonfouling through processes like covalent 
immobilization, adsorption, or interpenetration. PEG has been covalently attached to 
mussel adhesive protein to form a nonfouling and a sticky segment copolymer [94] with 
gold and titanium surfaces attached to the sticky segment, while the PEG chains occur 
at the new interface. It should be noted that the nonfouling ability/attribute of PEG is 
dependent on the surface chain density that is prone to oxidants damaged. However, the 
use of plasma deposition of tetra ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (tetraglyme) on PEG 
will reduce protein surface adsorption [95]. Other materials with nonfouling surfaces 
include phospholipid surfaces [96] and saccharide surfaces [97], and these biomaterials 
ensure increased compatibility issues between the drug carrier systems and biological 
systems to which they are introduced to elicit a pharmacological activity.
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grafted with poly(ethylene glycol) (PMAA-g-PEG) that swells in response to pH. For 
instance, the gel shrinks by trapping the drug cargo pH ∼ 2 as interpolymer complexes 
are formed, but at physiological pH ∼ 7, the gel can swell 3–25 times based on its com-
position as it releases its cargo in the target site [101]. Insulin-loaded PMAA-g-PEG gels 
have been orally delivered to diabetic mice with a significant decrease in glucose levels 
as protein function is protected in acidic and digestive enzymes environments [102].

20.1 Self-assembled biomaterials

Self-organization or self-assembly is based on the formation of weak noncovalent 
bonds, like hydrogen, ionic, or Van der Waals bonds or hydrophobic interactions 
[103]. In amphiphilic molecules, there are hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments 
that self-assemble to form nanometer 3D structures like micelles, vesicles, and 
tubules, which depend on the molecule’s length and composition [104–107]. When 
any of these are dispersed in aqueous solvent, the hydrophobic segments agglomer-
ate and water is expelled to produce a well-ordered structure useful in biomedical 
applications. Phospholipid a naturally occurring amphiphilic molecule that is largely 
compose of cell membrane is one such amphiphilic molecules while an oligomer, 
a polymer of amino acids, can be synthesized to have hydrophobic, hydrophilic, 
charged, etc., regions that can self-assemble into a macroscopic hydrogel [108]. The 
self-assembled biomaterials can be engineered for use in nanotechnology, tissue 
engineering for drug and cell carriers.
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21. Controlled drug delivery

Polymers are large molecules formed from simple monomers and may be 
synthetic or biopolymers that are the constituents of living organisms like proteins, 
nucleic acids, and sugars. Biopolymers are active in controlling and regulating many 
biochemical and biophysical functions of living cells, and thus can participate 
in cooperative interactions, resulting in nonlinear response to external stimuli. 
The cooperative interaction mechanism of biopolymers is utilized in producing 
synthetic polymers that are similar in behavior to biopolymers, which are used as 
biomaterials with ability to interface with biological systems for a variety of living 
cells functions.

Polymeric, biodegradable materials are often useful in biomedical applications, 
as the polymers degrade into normal metabolites of the body or eliminated from the 
body with or without further metabolic transformation [109, 110]. Developed poly-
meric biomaterials have physical and chemical properties that are maintained and 
are not tampered with during synthesis. The use of synthetic polymeric biomateri-
als includes artificial corneal substitute, blood contacting devices, hip joint replace-
ments, and formation of intraocular lenses [111, 112]. Biodegradable polymers are 
either natural or synthetic. Natural polymers are derived from natural resources 
and have potential to be considered for biomedical and pharmaceutical applica-
tions owing to biocompatibility, biomimicking environments, unique mechanical 
properties, and biodegradability. Natural polymers are prone to viral infection, 
antigenicity, and unstable material supply, which limit biomedical application. On 
the other hand, synthetic polymers are flexible in synthesis procedure technique 
with excellent reproducibility which made them useful for surgical and short-term 
medical application, orthopedic applications that may slowly transfer the load as it 
degrades [113].

The drug administration into the body is either via an oral or intravenous route with 
repeated administration done to increase concentration and performance. But this may 
reach an extreme level before it declines rapidly especially when the elimination rate 
from the body is high. A too low or too high drug concentration in the body will not 
benefit the patient because of the side effects. This phenomenon then becomes a con-
cern requiring the use of controlled drug release mechanism which can only be offered 
by biomaterials [114]. For controlled drug release, the therapeutic and bioactive agents 
are enveloped or encapsulated in an insoluble biodegradable subnano, nano, micropoly-
mer matrix cavity where the therapeutic agents are released in a controlled fashion.

22. Various drug delivery systems

Widely used drug delivery systems include a liposomal drug delivery system 
[115, 116] that consists of phospholipids, i.e., fatty acid esters and fat alcohol 
ethers of glycerol phosphatides; they are negatively charged at physiological pH 
due to their phosphate groups. Cationic liposomes are prepared using lipid mol-
ecules having a quaternary ammonium head group. Because cellular membranes 
carry negative charges, cationic liposomes interact with these cellular membranes 
[117]. The stability of liposomes in biological environment is improved with steric 
stability that can extend its blood circulation time after being administered [118]. 
Biodegradable polymers are usually used to enhance the steric stability of the lipo-
somes. Natural biodegradable polymers that are suitable for drug delivery systems 
include proteins (collagen, gelatin, albumin, etc.) and polysaccharides (starch, 
dextran, chitosan, etc.) [119].
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22.1 Polysaccharides

Polysaccharides are many monosaccharide repeating units with high molecular 
weight. It is biodegradable, biocompatible, and water soluble which make suitable 
for drug delivery. There are several different types of polysaccharides having differ-
ent functional groups, which are as follows:

22.2 Alginic acid or alginates

Alginic acid is a linear hetero polysaccharide, nonbranched, high-molecular-
weight binary copolymer of (1–4) glycosidic linkage with β-D-mannuronic acid 
and α-L guluronic acid monomers [120, 121]. Natural alginic acid can be obtained 
from the cell walls of brown algae. Its acidic nature helps in its spontaneous forma-
tion of salts and later gels in the presence of divalent cations like calcium ions. This 
occurs by the interaction of divalent cations with guluronic acid blocks present on 
other polysaccharide chains. The gel property paves way for the encapsulation of 
molecules that can act as drugs within alginate gels with negligible side effects. The 
drug delivery mechanism of alginates is hinged on the drug polymer interaction and 
chemical immobilization of the drug on the polymer backbone via reactive carbox-
ylate groups [122–124].

22.3 Starch

Starch, which is a carbohydrate source can be isolated from corn, wheat, potato, 
tapioca, rice, etc., and consists of two glucosidic macromolecules: 20–30% of 
linear molecule—amylase and 70–80% of branched molecule—amylopectin. The 
products of starch processing include thin films, fibers, and porous matrices. It is 
an important polymer for thermoplastic biodegradable materials due to its low cost, 
availability, biocompatibility, biodegradability, and having renewable resources 
[125]. The products of starch degradation include fructose and maltose that are 
low molecular weight sugar [126]. Microspheres from starch have bioadhesive drug 
delivery system potential for nasal delivery of proteins [127].

22.4 Dextran

Dextran is a natural polysaccharide of large glucose molecules with long 
and branched chains of varying lengths from 3 to 2000 Kd at 1,6- and partly at 
1,3-glucosidic linkages. It is synthesized from sucrose via lactic-acid bacteria 
like Leuconostoc mesenteroides, Streptococcus mutans, and lactic acid bacterium 
Lactobacillus brevis. It is colloidal and hydrophilic in nature; it is inert to the in vivo 
environment with no effect on cell viability [128]. Dextran is used as an antithrom-
botic (antiplatelet), to reduce blood viscosity, and as a volume expander in anemia 
[129]. Dextran can be degraded by enzyme dextranase in the colon and thus can 
serve as a colonic drug delivery system.

22.5 Pullulan

Pullulan occurs naturally as linear homopolysaccharide polymer with malto-
triose units of 3-glucose or D-glucopyranose units which are linked by α-(1 → 4) 
glycosidic linkages. It is edible, bland, and tasteless and thus is added to food and 
beverages. It serves as a coating agent in pharmaceutics, breath fresheners, or oral 
hygiene products [130]. Consecutive maltotriose units are linked to one another via 
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α-(1 → 6) glycosidic bond. The pullulan backbone structure is similar to dextran, as 
both are plasma expanders. Pullulan is commercially synthesized via fermentation 
process involving the growth of fungus Aureobasidium pullulans on a carbohydrate 
substrate, which is then harvested. This process is followed by the rupture of cell 
using either an enzyme or a physical force, and pullulan is then extracted via simple 
water extraction method [130]. This method does not constitute any threat to the 
environment and therefore it is ecofriendly. This then makes pullulan suitable as a 
drug delivery vehicle. Pullulan hydrogel micro and nanoparticles are employed in 
oral administration of gastro-sensitive drugs.

22.6 Hyaluronic acid

Hyaluronic acid also a natural occurring negatively charged linear polysaccha-
ride made of repeating disaccharide units of D-glucuronic acid and 2-acetamido-
2-deoxy-D-glucose monosaccharide units. It exists majorly in articular cartilage, 
connective tissues, synovial fluids of mammals and the mesenchyme of developing 
embryos. It is water soluble and forms highly viscous solutions and therefore suit-
able for use as wound dresser as it can act as scavenger for free radicals in wound 
sites to modulate inflammation [131]. Its use in tissue repair application include to 
protect delicate tissue in the eye in removal of cataract, corneal transplantation, and 
glaucoma surgery, as vitreous substitute in retina re-attachment surgery, to relieve 
pain and improve joint mobility in osteoarthritis (knee) patients suffering and 
accelerate bone fracture healing [132].

22.7 Chitin and chitosan

Chitin a natural occurring polysaccharide of 1 → 4 β-linked glycan containing 
2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucose is a component of shells of crustaceans, cell walls 
of fungi, etc. When chitin is deacetylated chitosan a semi-crystalline linear copo-
lymer polysaccharide is produced with (1 → 4) β-linked D-glucosamine and some 
N-acetyl glucosamine groups. The degree of deacetylation (DD) of chitosan may be 
from 70% and 90% and the MW is in between 10 and 1000 k [133]. While chitin 
is insoluble in regular solvents, chitosan is fully soluble in aqueous solutions with 
pH <5.0 [134]. Chitosan degrades in vivo enzymatically via lysozyme to nontoxic 
products [134]. Chitosan is easy to process and applied, oxygen permeability, 
water absorptivity, hemostatic property, and ability to induce interleukin-8 from 
fibroblasts. It uses include wound and burn dressing material, drug delivery and 
controlled drug release.

22.8 Polyurethane

Polyurethane is a polymer with a chain of organic units linked by carbamate 
(urethane), which is formed from two or several bi- or higher-functional mono-
mers, one having two or more isocyanate functional groups (–N=C=O) and the 
other with two or more hydroxyl groups (–OH) [135]. It is a material with similar 
elasticity to rubber, possess toughness and durability comparable to metal, and is 
chemically inert. Polyurethane micelles are suitable drug delivery systems.

23. Conclusion

Advances in medical research have led to the exploration of various materials as 
drug carriers for suitable delivery. Biomaterials are currently well explored in recent 
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SeDeM-ODT Expert System:
A Solution to Challenges
in Characterization of
Pharmaceutical Powders
and Powdered Material
Amjad Khan, Shabnam Nazir, Hamad S. Alyami
and Aman Ullah

Abstract

In the field of pharmaceutical sciences, material characterization has been a
focus of research as properties of the powder ingredients govern characteristics of
the finished dosage form. It has been a tedious and time-consuming job to develop a
correlation between the characteristics of powder material and final dosage form.
Extensive experimentation is carried out at different stages of formulation devel-
opment to optimize the final blend and produce a product fulfilling official
requirements. Various approaches have been applied for the purpose with varying
degree of applications. SeDeM-ODT expert system is a novel pre-formulation tech-
nique developed for characterization of powder material of varying nature. Exper-
imental and quantitative determination of various parameters provides a basis for
SeDeM-ODT expert system. The system predicts suitability of powder material
(APIs and excipients) for tablet preparation by direct compression technology and
disintegration behavior of the resultant dosage form. It provides a basis for selection
of excipients, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The present study covers area of
powder characterization at pre-formulation level of pharmaceutical product devel-
opment. SeDeM-ODT expert system reduces lead time for pre-formulation studies
and provides formulations with minimum number of excipients. SeDeM-ODT
expert system has been successfully applied for material characterization (APIs and
excipients) before processing and after processing.

Keywords: direct compression, powder characterization, pharmaceutical powders,
pre-formulation study, SeDeM-ODT expert system

1. Introduction

Tablets are the most preferred dosage form with respect to patient acceptability,
flexibility in dose adjustment, easy manufacturing, and better stability [1, 2].
Irrespective of the nature of the drug and its manufacturing technique, tablets
should meet some strict requirements in terms of mechanical strength,
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opment. SeDeM-ODT expert system reduces lead time for pre-formulation studies
and provides formulations with minimum number of excipients. SeDeM-ODT
expert system has been successfully applied for material characterization (APIs and
excipients) before processing and after processing.
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1. Introduction

Tablets are the most preferred dosage form with respect to patient acceptability,
flexibility in dose adjustment, easy manufacturing, and better stability [1, 2].
Irrespective of the nature of the drug and its manufacturing technique, tablets
should meet some strict requirements in terms of mechanical strength,
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disintegration, and drug release [3–5]. A variety of techniques are available for
tablet preparation among which direct compression is mostly preferred due to
simplicity, cost-effectiveness, and less number of involved steps [6, 7]. However it
can be applied only to the powder blend having optimum rheological characteris-
tics, mechanical strength, and disintegration behavior, i.e., the powder blend should
flow efficiently, and the resultant tablet should have sufficient mechanical strength
with acceptable disintegration behavior [8–10]. All these characteristics are
interlinked, and usually improvement of one characteristic can adversely affect the
other. Hit and trial is the mostly applied method for optimization of powder char-
acteristics which is laborious and material consuming. Optimization of powder
blend is carried out, mostly, in the last stage of formulation development (following
pre-formulation studies). Usual reported time for formulation development is in
the range of 14–20 days, which can further extend in certain cases. There was a
need for a technique that can avoid the experimentation for optimization of powder
characteristics and help in excipient selection, i.e., select proper quantity of an
excipient with desired characteristics. SeDeM-ODT expert system is a pre-
formulation tool and has solved most of the problems associated with material
characterization at pre-formulation level. SeDeM-ODT expert system minimizes
experimentation and facilitates the process of formulation development by
helping in excipient selection (in terms of desired characteristics and required
quantity).

2. SeDeM-ODT expert system

SeDeM-ODT expert system is novel pre-formulation technique applied for
development of a solid dosage form (tablets) by direct compression technology
[11]. The system characterizes powder substance on the basis of various parameters
related to flow, compressibility, and disintegration behavior. Physical profile of
powder substance is developed, suggesting its suitability for direct compression and
bucco-dispersibility [12, 13]. SeDeM expert system can be segmented into the
following:

SeDeM expert system: It determines suitability of the powder substance for
direct compression only [11, 13]. That is, the system characterizes powder
substance with respect to its rheological characteristics and compressibility.

SeDeM-ODT expert system: It is the newest version of SeDeM expert system
and characterizes the powder substances with respect to rheological characteristics,
compressibility, and disintegration behavior, simultaneously [14]. Three extra
parameters related to characterization of disintegration behavior are included in the
SeDeM-ODT expert system.

The SeDeM-ODT expert system has been introduced with the aim of designing
oro-dispersible tablets (ODTs) by direct compression [14]. This system is unique
as it provides an oro-dispersible tablet formulation by direct compression, i.e.,
it links prediction of suitability of powder for direct compression and rapid
disintegration of the tablets. SeDeM-ODT expert system is used for evaluation of
critical quality attributes of powder substance, having an impact on the final
product. Quality by Design guidelines ICH-Q8 [15] provides the basis for
SeDeM-ODT expert system.

SeDeM-ODT expert system also calculates the amount of excipients with certain
characteristic required for the correction of a particular property in order to make a
final blend suitable for direct compression [14]. Several parameters have been
selected that must be fulfilled by the formulation (excipients) to ensure successful
and robust processing by direct compression technology.
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2.1 Parameters determined for characterization of powder material

On the basis of physical characteristics and functionality of the ingredients,
various parameters are grouped into six factors, as follows:

2.1.1 Dimension factor

Parameters included in this factor affect the size of the tablet and its ability to
pile up. Results of these parameters are also used in the mathematical calculation
of other indices related to powder compressibility. Parameters included in this
group are:

• Bulk density

• Tapped density

2.1.2 Compressibility factor

The factor comprised of the parameters related to compressibility of powder and
includes the following:

• Inter-particle porosity

• Carr’s index

• Cohesion index

2.1.3 Flow ability/powder flow factor

This factor governs flow ability of the powder during compression and includes
the following:

• Hausner ratio

• Angle of repose

• Flow ability

2.1.4 Lubricity/stability factor

Lubricity during compression and stability of the compressed tablets are
affected by the parameters included in this factor. These are the following:

• Loss on drying

• Hygroscopicity

This incidence factor shows the rheological properties and stability of the pow-
der and depends upon the intrinsic moisture and hygroscopicity of the material
[14]. The low value of this incidence factor shows that the product will absorb
moisture from the atmosphere, worsening its rheological properties (flow and
compression) and consequently altering product stability. In case of values below
the acceptable limit, the following measures are taken:
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• Drying of material to reduce its loss on drying.

• Product should be processed in a controlled environment at low humidity.

2.1.5 Lubricity/dosage factor

Parameters included in this factor affect the lubricity and dosage of the tablet
and comprised of the following:

• Particles having size below 50 μm

• Homogeneity index

2.1.6 Disgregability

Parameters included in disgregability factor govern disintegration behavior of
the final product and are specified for fast dispersible tablets. Parameters included
in this factor are as follows:

• Effervescence test

• Disintegration time with disk

• Disintegration time without disk

Incidence factor Parameter Symbol Unit Equation Limits Applied factor

Dimension Bulk density Da g/mL Da = P/Va 0–1 10 V

Tapped density Dc g/mL Dc = P/Vc 0–1 10 V

Compressibility Inter-particle
porosity

Ie — Dc – Da/Dc �
Da

0–1.2 10 V/1.2

Carr’s index Ic % 100 (Dc–Da)/
Dc

0–50 V/5

Cohesion index Icd N *Experimental 0–200 V/20

Flow ability/powder
flow

Hausner ratio IH — Dc/Da 3–1 (30–10 V)/2

Angle of repose (α) o tan�1 (h/r) 0–50 10 – (V/5)

Powder flow t″ S Experimental 0–20 10 – (V/2)

Lubricity/stability Loss on drying %HR % Experimental 0–10 10 – V

Hygroscopicity %H % Experimental 0–20 10 – (V/2)

Lubricity/dosage Particles <50 %Pf % Experimental 0–50 10 – (V/5)

Homogeneity index IѲ — Fm/100 + ΔFmn 0–2 �
10�2

500 V

Disgregability Effervescence time DE Min Experimental 0–5 (5 – V) � 2

D. time with disk DCD Min Experimental 0–3 (3 – V) � 3.333

D. time without disk DSD Min Experimental 0–3 (3 – V) � 3.333

D. time with disk: Disintegration time with disk.
D. time without disk: Disintegration time without disk.
*Experimental; The parameter was determined experimentally.

Table 1.
Basic parameters of SeDeM-ODT expert system divided into different incidence factors.
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Table 1 shows the basic parameters determined according to the SeDeM-ODT
expert system along with their symbols, units, and classification into different
incidence factors.

3. Methodology for powder characterization by SeDeM-ODT expert
system

To determine the suitability of powder/powder blend for direct compression and
bucco-dispersibility, SeDeM-ODT expert system needs 15 parameters to be found
out. The individual parameters of SeDeM-ODT expert system are determined
according to their respective pharmacopoeial methods, reported methods, or calcu-
lation on the basis of other basic parameters.

Characterization of powder according to the SeDeM-ODT expert system [11, 14]
involves the following:

• Determination/calculation of basic parameters

• Conversion of experimental values to “r” values by applying specific factors
and graphical presentation of results

• Calculation of various indices on the basis of “r” values

3.1 Determination/calculation of basic parameters of SeDeM-ODT expert
system

SeDeM-ODT expert system is based on 15 basic parameters [14] which are
determined experimentally or calculated on the basis of other included parameters.
Procedures for the determination of basic parameters are given below:

3.1.1 Bulk density

Bulk density of the powder substance is determined according to the USP using
graduated cylinder method [16]. The volume of the weighed amount of powder is
determined using a graduated cylinder, and the density is calculated using the
following equation:

D ¼ m
V

(1)

where D is the density of the powder (g/mL), m is the weight of the powder (g),
and v is the volume of the powder (mL).

3.1.2 Tapped density

Tapped density of powdered material is determined according to the USP by
tapping known volume of powder taken in a graduated cylinder and noting the
volume reduction [16]. Tapping can be carried out manually or using mechanical
tappers.
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3.1.3 Inter-particle porosity

Values of bulk density and tapped density are used for the calculation of inter-
particle porosity [17], using the following equation:

Ie ¼ Dc� Da
Dc x Da

(2)

where Ie is the inter-particle porosity, Dc is the tapped density (g/mL), and Da is
the bulk density (g/mL).

3.1.4 Carr’s index

Carr’s index is calculated on the basis of tapped density and bulk density of
powder [16]:

C:I: ¼ Dc� Da
Dc

x 100 (3)

where C.I. is the Carr’s index of the powder (%), Dc is the tapped density of the
powder (g/mL), and Da is the bulk density of the powder (g/mL).

3.1.5 Cohesion index

Cohesion index is the crushing strength of powder compressed, preferably in an
eccentric press under maximum pressure without capping and lamination [11]. The
mean crushing strength is calculated for at least 10 compacts, indicating the cohe-
sion index of the powder. The raw powder is tested for compressibility, and in case
of failure, 3.5% of the following mixture is added to the mix:

• Talc 2.36%

• Aerosil® 200 0.14%

• Magnesium stearate 1.00%

3.1.6 Hausner ratio

Hausner ratio is calculated from bulk density and tapped density of powder [16]
according the equation given below:

Hr ¼ Dc
Da

(4)

where Hr is the Hausner ratio of the powder, Dc is the tapped density of the
powder (g/mL), and Da is the bulk density of the powder (g/mL).

3.1.7 Angle of repose

Angle of repose is determined by funnel method [18]. The test powder is allowed
to flow from a glass funnel fitted at certain height, and angle of repose was deter-
mined using the equation:
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∝ ¼ tan �1 H
r

� �
(5)

where α is the angle of repose of powder (o), H is the height of the cone formed
by powder (cm), and r is the radius of the base of cone formed by powder (cm).

3.1.8 Powder flow

Powder flow is determined, in accordance with the European Pharmacopeia, by
measuring the time required for the powder (100 g) to flow through the orifice of a
glass funnel fitted at certain height [19].

3.1.9 Loss on drying

Loss on drying is determined gravimetrically according to the USP [20], using a
halogen moisture analyzer. The powder (1 g) is loaded into the pan of moisture
analyzer and heated for specified time at 100°C, and the value of percent loss is
noted.

3.1.10 Hygroscopicity

Hygroscopicity is measured by placing the accurately weighed amount of pow-
der in a climatic chamber at 75 � 5% relative humidity for 24 h at ambient temper-
ature. The material is analyzed after 24 h for percent weight gain by reweighing
[13], indicating its hygroscopicity.

3.1.11 Particle size distribution

Sieve shaker fitted with standard sieves of pore size 850, 600, 425, 300, and
250 μm is used for the determination of particle size distribution. The powder
(100 g) is loaded on the top sieve and the sieve shaker is vibrated for 10 min. The
percent amount of the powder retained over each mesh is calculated [21].

3.1.12 Homogeneity index

Homogeneity index is determined according to the European Pharmacopoeia
[21]. The powder (100 g) is loaded to a sieve shaker fitted with sieves of 850, 500,
425, 300, 250, and 50 μm pore size, and the sieve shaker is vibrated for 10 min. The
percent amount of powder retained over each sieve and that passed through a
50 μm sieve is calculated. Homogeneity index of the material is calculated using the
equation mentioned below:

Iθ ¼ Fm
100þ ΔFmn

(6)

where Iθ is the relative homogeneity index and Fm is the percentage of particles
in the majority range.

If the percentage is higher than that calculated in the complete sieve test, it is
because some of the particles become adhered to the product retained in the sieves
during the grain size test, and the percentage of particles below 50 μm particles
found may be lower than the true figure. The following equation (Eq. (7)) is then
applied to the data obtained.
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Iθ ¼ Fm=100þ dm� dm� 1ð Þ Fm� 1þ dmþ 1� dmð Þ Fmþ 1
þ dm� dm� dm� 2ð Þ Fm� 2þ dmþ 2� dmð Þ Fmþ 2þ …

þ dm� dm� dm� nð Þ Fm� nþ dmþ n� dmð Þ Fmþ n (7)

where Iθ is the relative homogeneity index and particle size homogeneity in the
range of the fractions studied; Fm is the percentage of particles in the majority
range; Fm � 1 is the percentage of particles in the range immediately below the
majority range; Fm + 1 is the percentage of particles in the range immediately above
the majority range; n is the order number of the fraction studied under a series, with
respect to the major fraction; dm is the diameter of the particles in the major
fraction; dm � 1 is the mean diameter of the particles in the fraction of the range
immediately below the majority range; and dm + 1 is the mean diameter of the
particles in the fraction of the range immediately above the majority range.

The major fraction (Fm) corresponds to the interval from 0.100 to 0.212 mm,
because it falls in the middle of the other fractions of the table. This interval is
calculated as the proportion in which the powder particles are found in each frac-
tion considered in the table (as described above). Those particles located in the
major fraction (Fm) in a proportion of 60% are considered to represent the mini-
mum acceptable value of 5. The distributions of the other particles are considered to
be Gaussian. The limits for the homogeneity index are set between 0 and 0.02.

3.1.13 Effervescence time

Effervescence test for powder compact is determined as per official monograph
[22]. The powder is compressed into tablets undermaximumpressure without any
capping and lamination. One tablet is placed in a beaker containing 200mL of purified
water at ambient temperature. Time taken by the tablet to disperse completely is taken
as its effervescence time. Tablet is said to be dispersed completely when there is no
agglomerate of the particles. In the context of SeDeM expert system, effervescence
does notmean conventional acid-base reaction rather refers to dispersion of the com-
pact inwater. Effervescence time is an indicator for oro-dispersible tablets.When
tablet disaggregates in less than 5min, it is considered suitable for oral disintegration.

3.1.14 Disintegration time with disk

The powder is compressed under maximum pressure without any capping or
lamination and subjected to the determination of disintegration time using USP disin-
tegration apparatus. Disintegration time with disk is determined for at least six tablets,
using de-ionized water as a medium held at 37� 2°C [23], and their mean is calculated
(n = 6).

3.1.15 Disintegration time without disk

Disintegration time is determined as described in the previous section without
any disk [23].

All the basic parameters of SeDeM-ODT expert system, along with symbols,
units, and acceptable limits, are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Conversion of experimental values (V) to radius values (r) and graphical
presentation of results

Results of SeDeM-ODT expert system are graphically presented as SeDeM-ODT
diagram built on the basis of basic parameters. Values obtained from the
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experimental determination or calculations of various parameters are converted to
“r” values by applying specific factors, representing radii of the diagram. The
diagram is formed by connecting radius values with linear segment [13], having 0 as
a minimum value, 10 as maximum value, and 5 as minimum acceptable value as
shown in Figure 1. The resultant diagram indicates suitability of the material to be
compressed by direct compression.

3.3 Calculation of various indices

Optimum mechanical strength, disintegration behavior, and rheological charac-
teristics of powder are estimated on the basis of the following indices [11, 14]
calculated using “r” values of the basic parameters.

3.3.1 Parametric index

Parametric index is the ratio of number of parameters having “r” values equal to
or greater than 5 to the total number of parameters determined during the study.
Parametric index was calculated using the following equation:

I:P ¼ No:P≥ 5
No:Pt

(8)

where I.P. is the parametric index, No. P ≥ 5 is the number of parameters with
“r” values equal to or more than 5, and No. Pt is the total number of parameters
determined.

Acceptability limit corresponds to a score of 5.

3.3.2 Parameter profile index

Parameter profile index is the average of “r” values of all the parameters deter-
mined in the study, and its acceptable limit corresponds to a score of 5.

IPP = Average of “r” value of all parameters

Figure 1.
Diagrammatic presentation of (A) SeDeM-ODT and (B) SeDeM expert system. Da, bulk density; %HR, loss
on drying; dc, tapped density; %H, hygroscopicity; Ie, inter-particle porosity; %Pf, particle size; IC, Carr’s
index; Iθ, homogeneity index; ICd, cohesion index; DE, effervescence test; IH, Hausner ratio; DCD,
disintegration time with disk; Α, angle of repose; DSD, disintegration time without disk; t″, flow ability.
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3.3.3 Good compressibility and bucco-dispersibility index

Good compressibility and bucco-dispersibility index (IGCB) is the product of
parameter profile index and reliability factor:

I:G:C:B ¼ I:P:P x f (9)

where f is the reliability factor.
Inclusion of more parameters in the study will increase reliability factor. Its

values are as follows:

• For infinite number of parameters, f = 1 (maximum value)

• For 15 parameters, f = 0.971

• For 12 parameters, f = 0.952

• For 08 parameters, f = 0.900

3.4 Determination of acceptable limit values for each parameter of
SeDeM-ODT expert system

Certain limit values are set for each parameter included in SeDeM-ODT expert
system on the basis of experimental results and values described in the Handbook of
Pharmaceutical Excipients [24]. The rationale for establishing limit values for each
parameter is given below.

Limit values of bulk density, tapped density, inter-particle porosity, and Carr’s
index are calculated from the extreme values of these parameters given in the
Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients and official monograph.

Limit of Icd is obtained by compressing powder into tablet under maximum
compression force to get tablets without capping. Maximum hardness at which
tablets are compressed without any capping is taken as upper limit, while 0 is taken
as lower limit. 0 shows that powder cannot be compressed into tablet.

Limits for angle of repose, IH, and powder flow were set as per official mono-
graph. Table 2 shows correlation of flow characteristics of powder to various
rheological parameters on the basis of the USP [20].

Limits for hygroscopicity are based upon the Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excip-
ients [24]. As per published literature [25–27], rheological and compression

Flow characteristics Carr’s index Hausner ratio Angle of repose

Excellent ≤10 1.00–1.11 25–30

Good 11–15 1.12–1.18 31–35

Fair—aid not needed 16–20 1.19–1.25 36–40

Passable—may hang up 21–25 1.26–1.34 41–45

Poor—must agitate, vibrate 26–31 1.35–1.45 46–55

Very poor 32–37 1.46–1.59 56–65

Very very poor >38 >1.6 >66

Table 2.
Relationship between flow characteristics and various rheological parameters.
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problems are encountered when the ratio of the fine particles exceeds 25% of the
formulation.

Size distribution of the particles provided a basis for assigning limit values to
homogeneity index. Table 3 indicates the size of the sieve (in mm), average particle
size in each fraction, the difference in average particle size in the fraction between
0.100 and 0.212, and others.

As the sieve range 0.100–0.212 mm falls in the middle of other factions, it corre-
sponds to major fraction. A proportion of 60% in major fraction (Fm) is considered to
be the minimum acceptable value, that is, 5. Distribution of particles into other
fractions is considered to be Gaussian. Limit of homogeneity index is 0–0.02.

Initially, relative humidity was calculated based on the establishment of three
intervals because the percentage relation obtained from the measurement of the
humidity of the substance does not follow a linear relation with respect to the
correct behavior of the dust. Humidity below 1% makes the powder too dry, and
electrostatic charge is induced, which affects the rheology. Furthermore, low
humidity percentages do not allow compression of the substance (moisture is nec-
essary for compacting powders). Moreover, more than 3% moisture causes caking,
in addition to favoring the adhesion to punches and dyes. Consequently, it was
considered that this parameter should present optimal experimental values from 1
to 3%. Nevertheless, experience using the SeDeM diagram has demonstrated no
significant variations in the results, so the previous three intervals of relative
humidity can be simplified to the calculation of the parameter; thus, finally, the
linear criterion of treatment of results is adopted.

4. Practical applications of SeDeM-ODT expert system

The SeDeM/SeDeM-ODT expert system is based on the experimental study and
quantitative determination of the characterization parameters of powdered sub-
stances, with the aim to determine suitability for producing tablets by direct com-
pression technology. Additionally, this expert system also provides formulations
with a minimum number of excipients and reduces the lead time during formula-
tion development [11]. Some of the reported applications of SeDeM-ODT expert
system are summarized below:

4.1 Formulation development by direct compression technology

Direct compression is the most preferred technique for tablet manufacturing
due to simplicity, material safety, and cost-effectiveness. Direct compression tech-
nique cannot be applied for every formulation because of some strict requirements

Sieve size
(mm)

Fraction Average diameter of
particles of fraction

Corresponding diameter
(dm …dm � n)

Difference of dm
with major fraction

0.355–0.500 Fm + 2 427 dm + 2 271

0.212–0.355 Fm + 1 283 dm + 1 127

0.100–0.212 Fm 156 dm 0

0.050–0.100 Fm �1 75 dm �1 81

<0.050 Fm �2 25 dm �2 131

Table 3.
Particle size distribution for the determination of homogeneity index.
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to 3%. Nevertheless, experience using the SeDeM diagram has demonstrated no
significant variations in the results, so the previous three intervals of relative
humidity can be simplified to the calculation of the parameter; thus, finally, the
linear criterion of treatment of results is adopted.
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The SeDeM/SeDeM-ODT expert system is based on the experimental study and
quantitative determination of the characterization parameters of powdered sub-
stances, with the aim to determine suitability for producing tablets by direct com-
pression technology. Additionally, this expert system also provides formulations
with a minimum number of excipients and reduces the lead time during formula-
tion development [11]. Some of the reported applications of SeDeM-ODT expert
system are summarized below:

4.1 Formulation development by direct compression technology

Direct compression is the most preferred technique for tablet manufacturing
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nique cannot be applied for every formulation because of some strict requirements
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in terms rheological characteristics and compressibility [2, 3]. Intensive experi-
mentation is carried out to get a final powder blend suitable for direct compression.
SeDeM-ODT expert system has been applied for characterization of powder to
predict its suitability for direct compression. The main advantage of the expert
system is to avoid extra experimentation during formulation development, reduc-
ing time and cost of formulation development [11]. Various mathematical equations
are used for powder characterization, and a data base is developed which facilitates
the selection of excipients having desired characteristics, at pre-formulation level.

Johny et al. applied SeDeM expert system in formulation development of oro-
dispersible tablets of ibuprofen by direct compression [11]. They developed formu-
lation after characterization of API (ibuprofen) and 21 disintegrants. Various
parameters were determined for all the 21 disintegrants, according to the standard
protocols, converted to “r” values by applying specific factors, and presented as
SeDeM diagram (Figure 2). Deficiencies were found out for each disintegrant and
were solved by proper selection of other excipients.

In another study SeDeM expert system was applied for formulation develop-
ment of effervescent tablets of domperidone by direct compression [28]. During the
study SeDeM profile was developed for domperidone, effervescent pair (citric acid,
tartaric acid, and sodium bicarbonate), and two diluents (Tablettose-80 and

Figure 2.
SeDeM diagram of various disintegrants [11].
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microcrystalline cellulose). The model drug, domperidone, was characterized,
according to the established procedure, and was found deficient in dimension,
compressibility, and flowability/powder flow factors. Index of good compressibility
(IGC) value of domperidone was below the acceptable limit. Combination of dilu-
ents was used to get a diluent system (Figure 3) capable of compensating lower IGC
value of domperidone. The developed formulations resulted in tablets fulfilling the
official requirements without any stability issue with minimum experimental work.

In a study SeDeM expert system was applied for establishing a design space and
determination of critical quality attributes during formulation development of cap-
topril SR matrix by direct compression [29].

Cefuroxime axetil and paracetamol have poor rheological characteristics and
compressibility. Inderbir and Pradeep [30] applied the SeDeM expert system for
formulation of these two APIs by direct compression. Both the APIs were charac-
terized following standard procedure, and excipients were selected on the basis of
mathematical calculations [14].

4.2 Determination of the amount of excipient required for the compression of
an API

Josep et al. developed a mathematical Equation [14] for the calculation of the
amount of diluent required for the preparation of tablets by direct compression
containing glucosamine salt (750 mg). Glucosamine is used in high dose (750 mg/
tablet) and presents poor rheological characteristics and compressibility. Six direct
compression diluents were characterized according to the SeDeM expert system,
and mathematical equation was applied for the calculation of the amount of excip-
ient to compensate the deficiencies. The theoretical model was validated by study-
ing the calculated amounts experimentally.

CP ¼ 100� RE� R
RE� RP

� �
� 100Þ (10)

Figure 3.
SeDeM diagram of microcrystalline cellulose and Tablettose-80 [28].
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where CP is the % of corrective excipient, RE is the mean-incidence radius value
(compressibility) of the corrective excipient, R is the mean-incidence radius value
to be obtained in the blend, RP is the mean-incidence radius value (compressibility)
of the API to be corrected, and R is the 5 as 5 is the minimum value that is regarded
as necessary in order to achieve good compression [14].

Figure 4 presents a strategy for the development of orally disintegrating tablets
by direct compression by applying the proposed equation (Eq. (10)).

4.3 Elucidation of the effect of processing on characteristics of powder
substances

SeDeM-ODT expert system has been applied for elucidation of the effect of
processing parameters on characteristics of powder substance. Amjad et al. applied
SeDeM-ODT expert system for predicting the effect of taste masking on the rheo-
logical characteristics, mechanical strength, and disintegration behavior of highly
water-soluble drug (Itopride HCl) [31]. Itopride HCl is a bitter-tasting, highly
water-soluble drug with poor rheological characteristics. Taste of Itopride HCl was
masked by water-based wet granulation technique using HPMC as taste masking
polymer. Itopride HCl powder was the subjected characterization as per SeDeM-
ODT expert system, before and after taste masking, and results were compared
(Figure 5) to evaluate the effect on rheological characteristics, disintegration
behavior, and mechanical strength. Dimension factor and flowability/powder flow
factors were below the acceptable limit. Comparison of results before and after taste
masking showed that taste masking significantly improved the mechanical strength
and rheological characteristics and decreased the disintegration behavior of powder.
It was concluded that in order to formulate by direct compression, the formulation
will require large amount of disintegrant to overcome increase in mechanical
strength after taste masking.

Amjad [32] has applied SeDeM-ODT expert system for the optimization of
process variables of roller compaction. He studied ribavirin powder and powder

Figure 4.
Strategy proposed by SeDeM expert system to develop orally disintegrating tables [14].
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blend containing ribavirin and other ingredients included in granule formulation.
Powder blend was compacted under varying degree of experimental conditions,
and selected in the optimal conditions with better granule characteristics. He
claimed that it decreased experimental work and resulted in granules suitable for
compression and encapsulation.

4.4 Prediction of behavior of a new pharmaceutical ingredient (APIs and
excipients)

SeDeM-ODT expert system has been applied for the determination of suitability
of new powdered substances for direct compression. The powder substance may be
a new API or excipients which are intended to be used in formulation of compact
solid dosage forms.

Sune-Negre et al. used the SeDeM method to characterize an active product
ingredient in powder form (API SX-325) and to determine whether it is suitable for
direct compression [12], applying the profile to the SeDeM diagram. Twelve
parameters were determined for the powdered raw material according to the stan-
dard protocols, presented as SeDeM diagram, indicating suitability of the material
for direct compression. Findings of the study implied deficient rheological charac-
teristics and poor stability. The product was declared hygroscopic on the basis of
SeDeM profile and tended to capture moisture, worsening rheological characteris-
tics and impairing its stability. Various precautionary measures were suggested for
prevention of negative effects like drying of the material and tablet preparation in
an environment of controlled humidity (relative humidity below 25%).

Sune-Negre et al. applied SeDeM expert system for characterization of 51
directly compressible excipients [12]. On the basis of the results, directly com-
pressible excipients were classified into different groups with different rheological
and compressibility capability, and a periodic table of directly compressible excipi-
ents was developed, as shown in Figure 6.

They showed that the best excipient for direct compression should have an index of
good compressibility of 8.832 [12]. SeDeM expert system has been applied for the

Figure 5.
SeDeM-ODT diagram for Itopride HCl before and after taste masking [33].
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of new powdered substances for direct compression. The powder substance may be
a new API or excipients which are intended to be used in formulation of compact
solid dosage forms.

Sune-Negre et al. used the SeDeM method to characterize an active product
ingredient in powder form (API SX-325) and to determine whether it is suitable for
direct compression [12], applying the profile to the SeDeM diagram. Twelve
parameters were determined for the powdered raw material according to the stan-
dard protocols, presented as SeDeM diagram, indicating suitability of the material
for direct compression. Findings of the study implied deficient rheological charac-
teristics and poor stability. The product was declared hygroscopic on the basis of
SeDeM profile and tended to capture moisture, worsening rheological characteris-
tics and impairing its stability. Various precautionary measures were suggested for
prevention of negative effects like drying of the material and tablet preparation in
an environment of controlled humidity (relative humidity below 25%).

Sune-Negre et al. applied SeDeM expert system for characterization of 51
directly compressible excipients [12]. On the basis of the results, directly com-
pressible excipients were classified into different groups with different rheological
and compressibility capability, and a periodic table of directly compressible excipi-
ents was developed, as shown in Figure 6.

They showed that the best excipient for direct compression should have an index of
good compressibility of 8.832 [12]. SeDeM expert system has been applied for the

Figure 5.
SeDeM-ODT diagram for Itopride HCl before and after taste masking [33].
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determinationof reproducibility of variousbatches of pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs
and excipients). Various batches were characterized according to the SeDeM expert
system, and reproducibilitywas estimated on thebasis of consistency of the results [13].

4.5 Optimization of powder characteristics

Josep et al. [33] applied SeDeM expert system for the optimization of Hausner
ratio and relative humidity. The proposed optimization did not involve any con-
ceptual change in the parameters considered or did a significant change in the
results obtained compared with the previous calculation methodology initially
established, meaning that the conclusion obtained by applying this method is
equivalent [33].

4.6 Quality control of batches of pharmaceutical powders (APIs and
excipients) prepared by the same procedure

SeDeM expert system can be applied for the determination of reproducibility of
manufacturing process of pharmaceutical powder substance (API and excipients).
By establishing specifications for different parameters as per SeDeM-ODT expert
system, variation among different batches of a product produced by the same
manufacturing process can be determined [34]. Figure 7 shows the SeDeM diagram
of different batches of glucosamine sulfate, prepared by the same manufacturing
procedure.

4.7 Differentiation of excipients with same functionality

SeDeM-ODT expert system has been applied for the differentiation of excipients
having the same chemical nature and function on the basis of physical

Figure 6.
Correction of “compressibility” and “flowability” of APIs with excipient [12].
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characteristics [35]. For example, various disintegrants and diluents were charac-
terized on the basis of the expert system [13], and the suitable one is selected for a
particular formulation. Various parameters are determined according to the SeDeM
expert system, deficiencies are defined, and an adequate substance can be selected
to get a final blend suitable for direct compression. In a study [11] several lactose
were characterized and differentiated on the basis of SeDeM expert system.

5. Conclusions

SeDeM-ODT expert system is a novel tool for the characterization of powder
substances on the basis of their physical parameters. The system has been success-
fully applied for the determination of rheological characteristics, mechanical
strength, and disintegration behavior of pharmaceutical powders (APIs and excipi-
ents) and determination of suitability for direct compression and bucco-
dispersibility. SeDeM-ODT expert system facilitates the process of excipient selec-
tion and calculation of their relative proportion in oral solid dosage form. A data
base can be developed for various excipients which will help in the selection of
excipients having desired characteristics. It avoids extra experimentation for opti-
mization of various characteristics of powder blend, reducing the cost and time
span of formulation development process. This method characterizes the individual
components of a formulation and applies a mathematical analysis to determine the
exact amount of each ingredient in the final formulation. This innovative tool is
consistent with the current requirements of regulatory health authorities such as the
FDA and ICH, whereas data generated on the basis of the system can contribute to
the concept of Quality by Design. SeDeM-ODT expert system has certain limita-
tions, and misleading results are possible in certain cases. Suitability of material for
direct compression is decided on the basis of index of good compressibility value,
which is based on “r” values of the individual parameters. Substances having high
“r” values will raise IGC value and vice versa. So suitability of a material should not
be judged on the basis of IGC value. The incidence factor value should be consid-
ered, and outliers in “r” value of the individual factors, if present, should be
properly addressed. Overall SeDeM-ODT expert system is an unmatched tool for
material characterization at pre-formulation level and has significantly decreased
time span and cost of pharmaceutical formulation development process.

Figure 7.
SeDeM diagram of different batches of glucosamine sulfate [35].
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Chapter 12

Self-Healing Concrete and
Cementitious Materials
Tanvir Qureshi and Abir Al-Tabbaa

Abstract

Concrete is one of the most used materials in the world with robust applications
and increasing demand. Despite considerable advancement in concrete and cemen-
titious materials over last centuries, infrastructure built in the present world with
these materials, such as dams, roads, bridges, tunnels and buildings requires inten-
sive repair and maintenance throughout its design life. Self-healing concrete and
cementitious materials, which have the ability to recover after initial damage, have
the potential to address these challenges. Self-healing technology in concrete and
cementitious materials can mitigate the unnecessary repair and maintenance of
built infrastructure as well as overall CO2 emission due to cement production. This
chapter provides the state-of-the-art of self-healing concrete and cementitious
materials, mainly focusing on autogenic or intrinsic self-healing using fibre, shrink-
able polymers, minerals and supplementary cementitious materials, and autonomic
self-healing using non-traditional concrete materials such as microscale to macro-
scale capsule as well as vascular systems with polymeric, mineral and bacterial
agents.

Keywords: concrete, autogenic self-healing, autonomic self-healing,
healing process, mineral, polymer, microstructure

1. Introduction

Concrete is the most used and efficient construction material in the world. It is
durable, can resist high compressive stress, is cheaper than most of the construction
materials and can be moulded in a wide variety of shapes. Despite that concrete
cracks due to its weakness in tension, shrinkage, fatigue loading, and under the
action of environmental conditions. These microcracks can reduce concrete’s
toughness, increase permeability, which can ultimately lead to the reduction of
concrete’s structural integrity, durability and life span. Self-healing concrete in that
context offers an actual solution.

Any process whereby concrete recovers its performance after initial damage is
termed self-healing in concrete [1]. A typical self-healing in cementitious materials
is presented in Figure 1. The concept of concrete self-healing has evolved from that
found in biological life forms, that is, plants and animals that naturally exhibit
self-healing performance when any damage appears.

According to Schlangen and Joseph (Cited in [2]), the strength of concrete
gradually decreases when the first repair is required. Also, commonly, a second
repair is required in concrete after 10–15 years. However, the initial repair period
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can be extended considerably with the application of self-healing technology in
concrete. Self-healing leads to a longer material lifetime, and it involves no repair
and maintenance costs.

This chapter presents the state-of-the-art of self-healing in concrete and cement-
based materials. It discusses advancements in this field and limitations. The next
section (Section 2) presents the concept of self-healing in concrete and measure-
ment techniques. Then the chapter describes major developments in different
self-healing concrete field.

2. Self-healing concrete systems and measurement techniques

The self-healing system in concrete is principally divided into two types, auto-
genic and autonomic [1]. Autogenic self-healing in concrete is an intrinsic material-
healing property wherein the self-healing process initiates from the generic mate-
rials present. For example, cementitious materials exhibit a self-repairing ability
due to the rehydration property of unhydrated cement remaining on the crack
surface. In contrast, a self-healing process that involves the incorporation of mate-
rial components that are not traditionally used in the concrete is termed autonomic
self-healing [1].

Figure 2 presents the developed autogenic and autonomic self-healing systems.
One of the principal causes of autogenic self-healing is the hydration of unhydrated
cement remaining in the matrix. Then again, the volume of healing products
formed in this process is limited. Hence, the autogenic self-healing is effective
within the crack width up to 50–150 μm [4]. Autogenic self-healing performance is
higher in early age due to high content of unhydrated cement, and parameters such
as compressive stress [5] to restrict crack and wet-dry cycles [6] can increase the
healing performance. Autogenic healing performance can also be enhanced using
fibres to restrict crack opening and the use of superplasticizer in engineered
cementitious composite (ECC) to reduce w/c ratio [6]. Cardiff University research
group introduced polyethylene terephthalate (PET) tendons [7], a shrinkable poly-
mer activated with a heating system inside the concrete structural element to
compress and close the crack enhancing the autogenous healing process. Consider-
able enhancement in healing performance is also possible to achieve using optimum
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) and smart expansive minerals
[3, 8–22]. Autonomic self-healing in concrete, in contrast to the autogenous healing

Figure 1.
Example of self-healing concrete and cementitious systems (Adopted from [3]).
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process, requires the release of the healing agent from reserved encapsulation or a
continuous vascular network. Common encapsulating shell materials are glass
[23, 24] and polymers [1, 25, 26]. Healing agents in autonomic self-healing are
epoxy resins, cyanoacrylates (super glues), alkali-silica solutions [23, 24, 27, 28],
methyl methacrylate [24, 28], expansive minerals [16, 29], hydrogel [30] and
bacteria-based microorganisms [31–33].

Figure 2.
Self-healing concrete systems.

Figure 3.
Self-healing performance in concrete measurement techniques.
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Self-healing performance in concrete is assessed using visual observation,
mechanical strength recovery, permeability, durability improvement and micro-
structural evaluation (Figure 3). There are three fundamental factors in evaluating
the self-healing: visual crack sealing and the identification of healing compounds
causing it, the improvement of the durability performance and the recovery of
mechanical strength properties [3, 15–21]. The mechanical strength recovery is
limited in most of the concrete self-healing process. Hence, the most reliable self-
healing performance is based on the physical crack closure, durability improve-
ment, that is, permeability reduction parameters, and microstructural evaluations.

3. Autogenous self-healing of cement and concrete

Autogenous self-healing in cement was spotted early in the twentieth century by
Lauer and Slate [34], and the concept was gradually established by different
researchers [35, 36]. The crystallisation of calcium carbonate within the crack is the
primary process in autogenous self-healing of matured concrete [35]. Reactions
involved in the deposition of calcium carbonate are presented in Eqs. (1)–(3). In
those reactions, CO2 dissolved in water from the air, and the calcium ion Ca2+ is
derived from concrete.

H2Oþ CO2 $ H2CO3 $ Hþ þHCO3
� $ 2Hþ þ CO3

2� (1)

Ca2þ þ CO3
2� $ CaCO3 pHWATER > 8

� �
(2)

Ca2þ þHCO3
� $ CaCO3 þHþ 7:5<pHwater < 8

� �
(3)

Reasons for autogenous self-healing proposed by different researchers [36] are:
(i) Further reaction of the unhydrated cement, (ii) expansion of the concrete in the
crack flanks, (iii) crystallisation of calcium carbonate, (iv) closing of the cracks by
fine particles existing in the water and (v) closing of the cracks by spilling off loose
concrete particles resulting from the cracking. This five action model is schemati-
cally presented in Figure 4.

The understanding and improvement of autogenous self-healing have developed
in four major directions (Figure 2). These are: (i) manipulation of existing

Figure 4.
A model of five steps taking place within three processes, physical, chemical and mechanical (Reproduced
from [1]).
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conditions, such as age, compressive stress and curing condition (e.g. wet-dry
cycle); (ii) fibres to restrict cracks (e.g. ECC); (iii) shrinkable polymers to initiate
internal stress after cracking to shrink the cracks and (iv) cement-compatible min-
eral additives.

3.1 Existing condition influence in autogenous self-healing

Autogenous self-healing of concrete is significantly influenced by its age, internal
stress and curing conditions. Early age concrete naturally heals rapidly due to autog-
enous healing. Concrete prisms with cracks up to 50 μmwere autogenously healed
under 0.1, 1 and 2 Mpa compressive stresses [5] (Figure 5a). The crack face comes
into contact by the impelled compressive stress. Hence, the concrete specimens
cured under any amount of compressive stress healed much better than specimens
cured under no compression stress (Figure 5b). Only a specific amount of compres-
sion is required to keep the crack faces in contact. Samples that are submerged in
water during curing recovered their strength. In contrast, specimens stored in 95%
RH for 3 months did not heal at all. This is due to insufficient hydration in the high
humid condition, which is not enough to trigger the healing process.

3.2 Fibre action in autogenous self-healing

Fibres can restrict the propagation of crack width, and smaller crack width is
favourable for enhanced autogenous healing in concrete. Fibre is a common feature
in Fibre-Reinforced Composite Concrete (FRCC) and ECC. Randomly distributed
fibres can bridge over cracks, which can decrease the crack width and block the
migration of aggressive agents (e.g. chloride ions and CO2) [6, 37]. These properties
improve the autogenous self-healing capacity of concrete and composites. A series
of wetting and drying cycles on ECC was carried out by [6] to mimic self-healing
performance in outdoor environments. Through self-healing, crack-damaged ECC
recovered 76–100% of its initial resonant frequency value and attained a distinct
rebound in stiffness. The tensile strain capacity after self-healing recovered close to
100% that of virgin specimens without any preloading. This was found even for the
specimens deliberately pre-damaged with microcracks by loading up to 3% tensile
strain. It takes about four to five wet-dry cycles to attain the full benefit of
self-healing. The use of high cement content, low water-to-cement ratio also
increases the autogenous self-healing capacity of ECC. However, FRCC, ECC and

Figure 5.
(a) Application of compression and (b) stress-displacement curve of specimens after healing with and without
applied compressive stress. (Both figures reproduced from [5]).
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HFRCC are costly and maintaining homogeneity of fibres in the matrix for consis-
tent self-healing is challenging.

3.3 Shrinkable polymers action in autogenous self-healing

The shrinkable polymers such as PET can shrink when activated by heating in a
specific condition. This shrinkage stress can be used for pre-stressing the concrete
thus bringing crack-tip closure for efficient healing. Cardiff University self-healing
research team is working with the original crack-closure system for cementitious
materials using shrinkable polymer tendons [7]. The system involves the incorpo-
ration of unbonded pre-oriented polymer tendons in cementitious beams
(Figure 6). Crack closure is achieved by thermally activating the shrinkage mecha-
nism of the restrained polymer tendons (PTs) after the cement-based material has
undergone initial curing. Upon activation, the polymer tendon completely closes
the preformed macrocracks and imparts significant stress across the crack faces.
This enhances the autogenous self-healing process in concrete.

3.4 Mineral admixture in autogenous self-healing

Supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) and expansive minerals compat-
ible with cement can improve the self-healing capacity of concrete. Depending on
minerals, it can serve either or both functionalities, that is, to remain considerably
un-hydrated after the initial mixing stage, and to produce compatible expansive
hydrated compounds that can heal cracks [19]. Both these functionalities contribute
to the autogenous healing process. A summary of mineral additives use for self-
healing is illustrated in Table 1. SCMs such as fly ash, silica fumes and blast-furnace
slag, and expansive minerals such as MgO, calcium sulphoaluminate (CSA), lime,
bentonite clay and crystalline additive (CA), have been mostly used for improving
the concrete autogenous self-healing performance.

Figure 6.
(a) Schematic of shape memory PET polymer tendon, and (b) photo of the setup (Both reproduced from [7]).
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Minerals Composition Damage type Curing
condition

Performance (healed
crack width in time
etc.)

Source

CSA, aH, bA,
cL, Mont.

Up to 10% (concrete) 3 PB,
mechanical

Water 160–220 μm in 33d
Calcite, CASH

[8]

CSA 4.44 and 15.24% of
cement (concrete)

Tension force Still/
continuous
flow water

Reduced flow in 100
μm cracks, continuous
flow is efficient

[38]

CSA, CA,
aH, bA, cL,
Mont.

PC with 10% CSA
and 1.5% CA

Sp. tensile test Water 100–400 μm in 56 d
Calcite

[9]

Silica, dCEA,
bentonite,
CA

8% individual
combination up to
14%

Compression,
sp. tensile

Water, wet-
dry, air,
freeze–thaw

220 μm in 2 weeks
dCEA (individually
efficient)
silica, bent., CA
(combination is
efficient)

[11]

FA, SF, CA OPC, OPC + 30%FA,
OPC + 10%SF,
OPC + 1%CA

Splitting
tensile test

Water 50 μm in 12d
larger cracks heal
efficiently with SF

[39]

FA 15–20% with PC
(paste)

Shrinkage
microcracks

Water Meso-macro pores at
91, 182 and 364 d

[40]

FA 5–15% wt. of sand
(concrete)

Freeze–thaw Water Improve eDME over
90% in 28d

[41]

BFS OPC + 50% BFS Mechanical Water Product formation is
three times faster for
CEM I

[42]

FA, slag 30–40% of cement
(mortar)

Shrinkage Water Improvement in
compressive strength

[43]

cL, slag, FA 30, 50% FA; 50, 75,
85% slag (paste/
mortar)

3 PB,
mechanical

Water 200 μm in 42d [12]

Slag 66% of cement
(paste)

Sliced,
mechanical

Ca(OH)2
solution

60% of 10 μm in 240 h
C-S-H, ettringite,
hydrogenate etc.

[44]

Bentonite Nanoclay in mortar
as internal water
reservoir

Mechanical Water Enhanced hydration for
self-healing

[45]

Bentonite,
slag, cL

2% PVA by vol.
Length = 8 mm,
dia = 40 μm

4 PB Water, wet-
dry cycle, air

Nanoclay improves the
reloading deflection
capacity

[46]

Quicklime,
FA

(3%) on fly ash-PC
cement pastes

Mechanical Water Increased SiO2

solubility
extra Ca(OH)2

[14]

Expanded
clay LWAs

Na-MFP and PC
coated (mortar)

Mechanical Water Absorption decrease
sodium, phosphorous
and fluoride, CH

[47]

CSA PVA coated, up to
10% by wt. of cement
(mortar, 1:3)

3 PB Water <100 μm in 11d,
100–200 μm in 14d,
>200 μm in 16d

[48]

CA: cement
+ sand +
microsilica

1–2% of cement 4 PB Water, open
air

60% cracks sealed
under open air
condition

[49]
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sodium, phosphorous
and fluoride, CH

[47]

CSA PVA coated, up to
10% by wt. of cement
(mortar, 1:3)

3 PB Water <100 μm in 11d,
100–200 μm in 14d,
>200 μm in 16d

[48]

CA: cement
+ sand +
microsilica

1–2% of cement 4 PB Water, open
air

60% cracks sealed
under open air
condition

[49]
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3.4.1 SCMs to enhance autogenous self-healing

Fly ash (FA) and silica fume (SF) and blast furnace slag (BFS) are mostly used as
SCMs in the OPC system to improve concrete self-healing performance [12, 13, 37–43].

The substitution of FA 15–20% in OPC paste system has increased the volume of
C-S-H gel and reduced meso-macropores, increasing the autogenous self-healing
performance [40]. Watanabe et al. [41] replaced about 5–15% wt. of sand with FA
in concrete and found a better dynamic modulus of elasticity recovery at 5%
replacement and improving trend at 15% under the non-destructive ultrasonic test
method. While freezing and thawing decreased dynamic modulus to 80% of the
initial state, curing in water recovered it to over 93–98% after 28 days.

FA and SF, and a crystalline additive (CA) mineral were used for improving the
self-healing performance of concrete [39]. CA was composed of 35.58% CaO,
16.81% SiO2, 15.22% Na2O, 1.98% Fe2O3, 1.93% Al2O3 and 1.29% MgO. Four differ-
ent mixes (OPC, OPC + 30%FA, OPC + 10%SF, and OPC + 1%CA) were compared.
Larger cracks (0.05–0.30 mm) healed better with SF additives. Microcracks in the
range of 0–0.05 mm in CA additive mixes completely healed within 12 days.

The blast furnace slag (BFS) was used individually and in combination with FA
and other minerals for improving self-healing properties. Fibre-reinforced cement
composition with a local waste BFS and limestone powder (LP) in a mix proportion
of 1:1.2:2 (C:BFS:LP), 0.5 w/b-ratio and 0.018% total mass of superplasticizer dem-
onstrated improved self-healing performance [13]. The specimens cured under
water recovered 65–105% deflection capacity compared to virgin specimens, while
specimens cured in the air recovered only 40–60%. Small 25-μm cracks were healed
efficiently, while larger cracks such as 60 μm were not healed completely. A higher
proportions of BSF (50%) substitution in OPC decreases the formation of the
healing material at an early age, which alters after 22 days [42]. However, optimum
self-healing ability for the mixing content of slag and FA were 30 and 40%,
respectively [43].

A considerable proportion (up to 70% of total weight) of slag and two classes fly
ash (FA) were used as SCMs in ECC for improving autogenous self-healing perfor-
mance [50]. Microscopic observation showed that slag-ECC healed up to 100-μm
width crack. On the other hand, both F- and C-Class FA containing ECC sealed up
to 50- and 30-μm width cracks, respectively. A microstructural investigation on the
self-healed materials revealed that it was mostly composed of calcite and C-S-H gels
and that composition varied with the supplementary minerals used (Figure 7).

Minerals Composition Damage type Curing
condition

Performance (healed
crack width in time
etc.)

Source

MgO 4–12% of cement Drying
shrinkage,
3 PB

Water <500 μm in 28d
durability improved

[3]

aH = hauyne.
bA = anhydrite.
cL = lime/limestone powder.
dCEA = chemical expansive agent.
3/4 PB = Three/four-point bending, OPC = ordinary Portland cement, CASH = calcium aluminosilicate hydrate,
CSA = calcium sulphoaluminate, CA = crystalline additive, FA = fly ash, SF = silica fume, eDME = dynamic modulus
of elasticity, LWAs = lightweight aggregates, Na-MFP = sodium mono fluorophosphate (Na2FPO3, Na-MFP)

Table 1.
Advancement in autogenous self-healing of cementitious materials with mineral additives (Adopted from [17]).
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A higher amount of healing products of slag-ECC formed due to the higher pH
value of pore solution and CaO content.

3.4.2 Expansive minerals to improve autogenous self-healing

Several types of expansive minerals can enhance autogenous self-healing per-
formance of concrete. Calcium sulphoaluminate (CSA) is one of the popular
expansive minerals used for improving healing capacity in concrete [8, 9]. A self-
healing agent (SHA) composed of silicon oxide (71.3%) and sodium aluminium
silicate hydroxide [Na0.6Al4.70Si7.32O20(OH)4] (15.4%) along with various types of
carbonates such as NaHCO3, Na2CO3 and Li2CO3 (etc.), and minerals such as
bentonite clay (montmorillonite), feldspar and quartz was also used as an expansive
self-healing agent [8]. Cracks of about 150 μm were healed within 33 days in the
concrete with SHA, forming alumina silicate and modified gehlenite phases (CASH:
calcium aluminosilicate hydrate). The reported healing mechanism was a swelling
effect initiated by montmorillonite, and then expansion and re-crystallisation trig-
gered by aluminosilicate with calcium ion. Ferrara et al. [51] used an active silica-
based crystalline admixture (CA) as an expansive agent in cement and sand to
improve the self-healing potential of raw concrete structures. Crack sealing of over
70–80% was required for reasonable mechanical performance to be recovered, such
as stiffness (larger than 20%). The healing compounds formed by the crystalline
admixture are similar to cement hydration products such as ettringite and calcium
silicate hydrates.

Magnesium oxide (MgO), bentonite clay and quicklime were used in different
proportions to enhance the autogenous self-healing capacity of concrete and
cementitious materials [3, 16–21]. Substitution of PC with up to 12.5–15% by a mix
of the three expansive mineral agents, MgO 5–7.5%, bentonite clay 2.5–5%, and
quicklime 2.5–5%, results in optimum enhancement of the autogenous self-healing
in the cement mix [17, 18]. A typical crack healing image is presented in Figure 8
that shows how efficiently the expansive mineral containing PC mix sealed 17o-μm
crack in 28 days. The flexural strength recovery and crack sealing efficiency of early
age (1 day) cracked specimen was enhanced up to 48 and 39%, respectively, in an
expansive mineral containing cement mix, compared to the 100% PC cement mix.
The permeability (gas permeability coefficient) decreased by about 70% in the

Figure 7.
Self-healing materials, (a) XRD and (b) SEM image with EDX element detection (Both reproduced
from [50]).
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efficiently, while larger cracks such as 60 μm were not healed completely. A higher
proportions of BSF (50%) substitution in OPC decreases the formation of the
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respectively [43].
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to 50- and 30-μm width cracks, respectively. A microstructural investigation on the
self-healed materials revealed that it was mostly composed of calcite and C-S-H gels
and that composition varied with the supplementary minerals used (Figure 7).
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formance of concrete. Calcium sulphoaluminate (CSA) is one of the popular
expansive minerals used for improving healing capacity in concrete [8, 9]. A self-
healing agent (SHA) composed of silicon oxide (71.3%) and sodium aluminium
silicate hydroxide [Na0.6Al4.70Si7.32O20(OH)4] (15.4%) along with various types of
carbonates such as NaHCO3, Na2CO3 and Li2CO3 (etc.), and minerals such as
bentonite clay (montmorillonite), feldspar and quartz was also used as an expansive
self-healing agent [8]. Cracks of about 150 μm were healed within 33 days in the
concrete with SHA, forming alumina silicate and modified gehlenite phases (CASH:
calcium aluminosilicate hydrate). The reported healing mechanism was a swelling
effect initiated by montmorillonite, and then expansion and re-crystallisation trig-
gered by aluminosilicate with calcium ion. Ferrara et al. [51] used an active silica-
based crystalline admixture (CA) as an expansive agent in cement and sand to
improve the self-healing potential of raw concrete structures. Crack sealing of over
70–80% was required for reasonable mechanical performance to be recovered, such
as stiffness (larger than 20%). The healing compounds formed by the crystalline
admixture are similar to cement hydration products such as ettringite and calcium
silicate hydrates.

Magnesium oxide (MgO), bentonite clay and quicklime were used in different
proportions to enhance the autogenous self-healing capacity of concrete and
cementitious materials [3, 16–21]. Substitution of PC with up to 12.5–15% by a mix
of the three expansive mineral agents, MgO 5–7.5%, bentonite clay 2.5–5%, and
quicklime 2.5–5%, results in optimum enhancement of the autogenous self-healing
in the cement mix [17, 18]. A typical crack healing image is presented in Figure 8
that shows how efficiently the expansive mineral containing PC mix sealed 17o-μm
crack in 28 days. The flexural strength recovery and crack sealing efficiency of early
age (1 day) cracked specimen was enhanced up to 48 and 39%, respectively, in an
expansive mineral containing cement mix, compared to the 100% PC cement mix.
The permeability (gas permeability coefficient) decreased by about 70% in the
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Self-healing materials, (a) XRD and (b) SEM image with EDX element detection (Both reproduced
from [50]).
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expansive mineral containing mix compared to the 100% PC cement mix. Besides
common healing compounds, calcite, portlandite, ettringite and C-S-H, MgO
formed brucite, other magnesium hydro-carbonate products. Although, the healing
capacity of cementitious materials decreases with the increase in the age of cement
paste mix at crack formation, expansive minerals improved the autogenous self-
healing capacity of PC mixes at all ages compared to the 100% PC paste [18].

Expansive minerals combination, that is, MgO, bentonite clay and quicklime can
improve the autogenous self-healing capacity of drying shrinkage cracks in the
cementitious materials. The maximum healable drying shrinkage cracks width in

Figure 8.
The typical crack sealing pattern in 28 days: (a) 100% PC cement mix and (b) cement with expansive
minerals (Reproduced from [17]).

Figure 9.
Ternary diagrams of healing compounds EDX computed atomic mass percentage formed in PC-MgO cement
mixes (Reproduced from [2]).
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100% PC and PC-expansive minerals mixes were up to 160 and 400–500 μm,
respectively, after 28 days healing in water [3, 19]. Contained expansive minerals,
such as reactive MgO can enhance healing compounds within the crack (Figure 9)
to effectively heal the crack.

Expansive minerals can also improve the self-healing capacity of ECCs [46, 52].
Bentonite (Na-Montmorillonite) as a nanoclay was mixed with slag and limestone
powder and used in ECC to improve its self-healing performance [46]. An ECC-
MgO system resulted in higher flexural strength recovery of pre-cracked prismatic
specimens cured under accelerated autoclaved conditions compared to their pre-
cracked ECC without MgO [52]. The combined effect of fibre to restrict crack and
the expansive minerals to heal the crack is promising.

4. Autonomic self-healing system in concrete

In the autonomic self-healing system, different kinds of active healing agents are
encapsulated into the concrete or composites. Popular encapsulation systems are
microvascular glass tube network [23, 24] and microcapsules [1, 25, 26]. Table 2
presents an overall conception of encapsulation materials and technical develop-
ments for the autonomic self-healing process. Typically a mobile liquid healing
agent is always required. Less viscosity of healing agents is expected so that it can
enrich a longer crack path in the damage zone, including microcracks [54]. Healing
agents also should possess the ability to make a strong bond between the crack
faces.

4.1 Autonomic microvascular and tabular capsules for self-healing

Capillary glass tubes are a popular choice for the microvascular network or
tabular system to carry the healing agent into the concrete matrix [23, 24, 27, 28].
Diameters of the glass tubes typically range from 0.8 mm [23] to 4 mm [55]. A
cyanoacrylate (<5 cP viscosity) enclosed in capillary tubes (0.8 mm inner diameter
and 100 mm length), with 50 μl capacity and sealed the end with silicon consider-
ably recovered flexural stiffness in beams [23]. Mihashi et al. [28] used embedded
glass pipes with two types of healing agent, alkali-silica based and two-part epoxy
resin. Considerable strength recovery performance was noted with both types of the
healing agent within the crack range between 300 and 500 μm. Nevertheless,
efficient mixing of two-component resin inside the crack was a challenging issue.

Cardiff University researchers have investigated the type of healing agent,
delivery technique, mortar mix design and the quantity of steel reinforcement used
[27]. They used three popular healing agents, (i) epoxy resins following [28], (ii)
cyanoacrylates following [23] and (iii) alkali-silica solutions following [28]. During
the first and second loading cycles under a three-point bend test, both primary and
secondary healing occurs. Low-viscosity (typically 5 cP) single-agent cyanoacrylate
adhesive resulted in optimum self-healing due to its efficient infiltration into
microcracks. However, healing agents carried into the cracks are limited due to the
capillary action [27]. This limitation can be eliminated with the use of an open-
ended system.

The most recent advancement of a vascular network system in concrete was
used in a filed trail of a road improvement scheme by Materials for Life (M4L)
project [56]. The vascular network systems with shape memory polymer tendons
(PET) were combined in large-scale structural elements (Figure 10). The self-
healing performances were promising in this field trial.
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100% PC and PC-expansive minerals mixes were up to 160 and 400–500 μm,
respectively, after 28 days healing in water [3, 19]. Contained expansive minerals,
such as reactive MgO can enhance healing compounds within the crack (Figure 9)
to effectively heal the crack.

Expansive minerals can also improve the self-healing capacity of ECCs [46, 52].
Bentonite (Na-Montmorillonite) as a nanoclay was mixed with slag and limestone
powder and used in ECC to improve its self-healing performance [46]. An ECC-
MgO system resulted in higher flexural strength recovery of pre-cracked prismatic
specimens cured under accelerated autoclaved conditions compared to their pre-
cracked ECC without MgO [52]. The combined effect of fibre to restrict crack and
the expansive minerals to heal the crack is promising.

4. Autonomic self-healing system in concrete

In the autonomic self-healing system, different kinds of active healing agents are
encapsulated into the concrete or composites. Popular encapsulation systems are
microvascular glass tube network [23, 24] and microcapsules [1, 25, 26]. Table 2
presents an overall conception of encapsulation materials and technical develop-
ments for the autonomic self-healing process. Typically a mobile liquid healing
agent is always required. Less viscosity of healing agents is expected so that it can
enrich a longer crack path in the damage zone, including microcracks [54]. Healing
agents also should possess the ability to make a strong bond between the crack
faces.

4.1 Autonomic microvascular and tabular capsules for self-healing

Capillary glass tubes are a popular choice for the microvascular network or
tabular system to carry the healing agent into the concrete matrix [23, 24, 27, 28].
Diameters of the glass tubes typically range from 0.8 mm [23] to 4 mm [55]. A
cyanoacrylate (<5 cP viscosity) enclosed in capillary tubes (0.8 mm inner diameter
and 100 mm length), with 50 μl capacity and sealed the end with silicon consider-
ably recovered flexural stiffness in beams [23]. Mihashi et al. [28] used embedded
glass pipes with two types of healing agent, alkali-silica based and two-part epoxy
resin. Considerable strength recovery performance was noted with both types of the
healing agent within the crack range between 300 and 500 μm. Nevertheless,
efficient mixing of two-component resin inside the crack was a challenging issue.

Cardiff University researchers have investigated the type of healing agent,
delivery technique, mortar mix design and the quantity of steel reinforcement used
[27]. They used three popular healing agents, (i) epoxy resins following [28], (ii)
cyanoacrylates following [23] and (iii) alkali-silica solutions following [28]. During
the first and second loading cycles under a three-point bend test, both primary and
secondary healing occurs. Low-viscosity (typically 5 cP) single-agent cyanoacrylate
adhesive resulted in optimum self-healing due to its efficient infiltration into
microcracks. However, healing agents carried into the cracks are limited due to the
capillary action [27]. This limitation can be eliminated with the use of an open-
ended system.

The most recent advancement of a vascular network system in concrete was
used in a filed trail of a road improvement scheme by Materials for Life (M4L)
project [56]. The vascular network systems with shape memory polymer tendons
(PET) were combined in large-scale structural elements (Figure 10). The self-
healing performances were promising in this field trial.
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4.2 Autonomic microcapsule self-healing system

Microcapsules are developed to avoid challenging issues in tubes-based
capsulation systems incorporation in bulk concrete production. In this healing
technique, microcapsules preserving reactive healing agents are ruptured by the
forces imposed on capsules’ shell due to the cracks propagation in the matrix. The
released healing agent then reacts with the cementitious matrix crack surface to
form healing compounds that bridge the gap and eventually heal the cracks.

The compatibility of microcapsules with bulk concrete depends on a wide vari-
ety of factors. Major influencing factors are the size and volume fraction of micro-
capsules used, the capsules’mechanical properties and interlock properties between
the capsules and the surrounding materials [57]. The shape of the embedded capsule
is another major factor that should be considered for compatibility issues. Spheri-
cally shaped capsules provide a more controlled and enhanced release of the healing
agent upon breakage. It also reduces the stress concentrations around the void left
from the empty capsule. However, a tubular capsule can cover a larger internal area
of influence on the concrete for the same volume of a healing agent (higher surface
area to volume ratio).

Yang et al. have investigated methyl methacrylate (MMA) as a monomer and
triethylborane (TEB) as the healing agent and the catalyst [25]. In the investigation,
about 50.2 and 66.8% reduction in permeability has been achieved within 3 and
30 days, respectively. Microscopic imaging confirms that some ruptured microcap-
sules existed and filled the cracks of the sample after 80% ultimate compressive
strength at 28 days.

About 2% crystalline sodium silicate in polyurethane-encapsulated microcap-
sules with a diameter ranging from 40 to 800 μm increased 24% mechanical load
recovery compared to 12% in the control samples [58]. However, the compressive
strength of the composite reduced by 12% compared to that of the control mix. In
the concrete containing microcapsules, sodium silicate reacts with calcium hydrox-
ide of cement and produces a calcium-silica-hydrate (C-S-H) gel that heals the
cracks partially. The C-S-H further reacts with dissolved CO2 in water and sodium
oxide, which produced calcium carbonate. This is similar to the main hydration
phase of cement, which causes strengthening.

Sodium silicate encapsulated in double-walled polyurethane/urea-formaldehyde
(PU/UF) was reported in [59]. The addition of 2.5 and 5% microcapsules resulted in
about 24 and 35% healing efficiency based on the crack depth measurements.

Figure 10.
(a) Vascular network in concrete slab panel and (b) vascular network combination with PET in field trial
(Reproduced from [56]).
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Further advancement with sodium silicate encapsulated in gelatin and gum arabic
shell materials (Figure 11) was found in recent studies [57, 60]. These microcap-
sules survive mixing with cement and rupture successfully upon crack formation
and release sodium silicate solution. Although increasing microcapsules volume
fractions in a �24% reduced the mechanical properties, the crack sealing was just
under 100%. Besides, the crack depth and sorptivity coefficient were decreased by
70 and 54%, respectively. These microcapsules were also successfully implemented
in the filed trail of a road improvement scheme by M4L project [61].

The colloidal silica solution capsules up to 16 vol% in PC grout increased the
sealing efficiency from �20% for the only PC to �85% in 28 days [62]. However,
monodisperse photo-polymerised acrylate shell with hydrophilic mineral core
microfluidic droplets are further advancement in the self-healing microcapsule
field [63].

4.3 Coated minerals (pellets and granules) for self-healing

Although the direct addition of potential minerals to the concrete mix improves
autogenous self-healing performance, protecting those minerals in initial mixing
may further enhance the healing process. With this in mind, pellets of potential
healing mineral agents have been used for improved concrete self-healing.
Sisomphon et al. [47] used expanded lightweight clay aggregates (LWAs) impreg-
nated with a solution of sodium mono fluorophosphate (Na2FPO3, Na-MFP) and
coated by cement paste layers. The entire mechanism is schematically presented in
Figure 12a. Pellets with expansive minerals such as a reactive MgO were spray-
coated (10–50 μm) with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) to produce PVA-coated MgO
pellets for self-healing concrete applications (Figure 12b). A PVA-coated granu-
lated CSA (calcium sulpho aluminate)-based expansive mineral was used for
improving the self-healing performance of cementitious materials [48]. Replace-
ment of CSA pellets was up to 10% by wt. of cement and mortar was prepared with
1:3 cement-to-sand ratio and w/c = 0.5. Cracks in the range of 0.1–0.2 mm were
healed completely within 14 days whereas larger crack >0.2 healed within 16 days.

Granules of expansive self-healing agent coated with an extra layer of cement
compounds were investigated by [64]. The self-healing concept is schematically

Figure 11.
(a) Microscopic image of microcapsules (scale bars correspond to 500 μm) and (b) ruptured microcapsules
appearing as ‘wet’ spots on the digital image of the split face (Both reproduced from [60]).
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presented in Figure 13. The fundamental concept is that the surface of the coating
may hydrate during initial production and mixing while the core healing mineral
agent remains unhydrated; this may then dissolute and diffuse into the crack
surface after crack propagation and form new products for self-healing.

4.4 Bacteria-based self-healing in concrete (bioconcrete)

Alkali-resistant endospore-forming bacteria that precipitate calcite through bio-
logical metabolism are used for self-healing in concrete. Examples of these bacteria
are B. cohnii, B. pseudofirmus and B. sphaericus. The process involved in calcite
production is termed as microbiologically induced calcite precipitation (MICP)
[32]. There are two conventional MICP processes: firstly, the urease system, which

Figure 12.
(a) Impregnation of LWAs to prepare pellet and self-healing concept: I-V (Reproduced from [49]), and
(b) spraying PVA coating solution on the MgO pellets in the disc pelletizer and a microscopic image of a pellet
covered by PVA (Adopted from [29]).

Figure 13.
Concept of self-healing concrete with granules containing expansive mineral agents (Reproduced from [64]).
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is initiated by the hydrolysis of urea by the bacteria, secreted enzyme urease (urea
aminohydrolase) as a catalyst [33] and secondly, calcium lactate-based MICP [65].

In the urea-based MICP process, hydrolysis of urea with urease results in
ammonia and carbonate ions, which increase the pH value into the bacteria cell.
Researchers have experimented with urea as a mineral precursor for bio-
cementation using bacteria [33, 66]. In the presence of CaCl2 as a source of Ca

2+,
high pH content bacteria cause CaCO3 crystal precipitation from the solution.
Typically, bacteria shell made with various ions are negatively charged to attract
positive cautions Ca2+ ions surrounding the cell wall, which reacts with CO3

2� and
precipitate CaCO3 around the cell [66].

Calcium lactate (CaC6H10O6) is a crystalline salt, typically produced from the
reaction of lactic acid with calcium carbonate or hydroxide. This was used as an
alternative of urea-CaCl2, as a precursor for bacterial metabolism in concrete to avoid
ammonia production in hydrolysis reactions. According to [65], metabolic absorption
and breakdown of calcium lactate with bacteria lead to the precipitation of CaCO3.

Bacteria cannot survive long if they are mixed directly with fresh cement. The
survivability of bacterial spores was optimized in [65], through the technique of
packing bacterial spores and organic mineral precursor compounds in porous
expanded clay particles before mixing in the concrete matrix. The pellets (2–4 mm)
were principally made with the three components of a solid mixture, and they were
used as a replacement of some of the similar size coarse aggregate. A high concentra-
tion of calcite precipitation has been found in concrete specimens with bacteria
incorporated expended clay particles, which efficiently acted in crack-plugging and
reduced permeability (Figure 14). About to micron sized (0.15 mm width), cracks
were sealed. However, the main drawback in the bacterial pellet process is the

Figure 14.
Microscopic images of bacteria based self-healing concrete, (a) Stereomicroscopic image of crack sealing,
(b) Stereomicroscopic close-up image of massive columnar precipitate (c–e) ESEM images of top part of massive
columnar precipitate indicated in image by dotted square (Reproduced from [65]).
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is initiated by the hydrolysis of urea by the bacteria, secreted enzyme urease (urea
aminohydrolase) as a catalyst [33] and secondly, calcium lactate-based MICP [65].

In the urea-based MICP process, hydrolysis of urea with urease results in
ammonia and carbonate ions, which increase the pH value into the bacteria cell.
Researchers have experimented with urea as a mineral precursor for bio-
cementation using bacteria [33, 66]. In the presence of CaCl2 as a source of Ca

2+,
high pH content bacteria cause CaCO3 crystal precipitation from the solution.
Typically, bacteria shell made with various ions are negatively charged to attract
positive cautions Ca2+ ions surrounding the cell wall, which reacts with CO3

2� and
precipitate CaCO3 around the cell [66].

Calcium lactate (CaC6H10O6) is a crystalline salt, typically produced from the
reaction of lactic acid with calcium carbonate or hydroxide. This was used as an
alternative of urea-CaCl2, as a precursor for bacterial metabolism in concrete to avoid
ammonia production in hydrolysis reactions. According to [65], metabolic absorption
and breakdown of calcium lactate with bacteria lead to the precipitation of CaCO3.

Bacteria cannot survive long if they are mixed directly with fresh cement. The
survivability of bacterial spores was optimized in [65], through the technique of
packing bacterial spores and organic mineral precursor compounds in porous
expanded clay particles before mixing in the concrete matrix. The pellets (2–4 mm)
were principally made with the three components of a solid mixture, and they were
used as a replacement of some of the similar size coarse aggregate. A high concentra-
tion of calcite precipitation has been found in concrete specimens with bacteria
incorporated expended clay particles, which efficiently acted in crack-plugging and
reduced permeability (Figure 14). About to micron sized (0.15 mm width), cracks
were sealed. However, the main drawback in the bacterial pellet process is the

Figure 14.
Microscopic images of bacteria based self-healing concrete, (a) Stereomicroscopic image of crack sealing,
(b) Stereomicroscopic close-up image of massive columnar precipitate (c–e) ESEM images of top part of massive
columnar precipitate indicated in image by dotted square (Reproduced from [65]).
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negative impact on the mechanical performance of concrete. About 50% of the total
aggregate volume requires replacing with bacterial pellets for satisfactory self-healing
performance, which negatively impacts the mechanical strength of concrete.

An encapsulation of bacterial spores inside microcapsules is a recent advance-
ment in this field [26]. These microcapsules were reported flexible in humid/water
conditions and becoming brittle in the dry environment. With their bacterial
encapsulation systems, about 970-μm width cracks were healed successfully, which
was four times greater than for non-bacterial mixes. Nevertheless, bacterial activity
reduces dramatically with the increase in the pH (>12) value in concrete.

5. Conclusions

Concrete being one of the most-used construction development materials, early
damage and failure within a structure’s design lifetime is a threat to infrastructure
industries. A self-healing concrete has great potential to mitigate this challenge.
Self-healing in concrete can be broadly classified into two categories: autogenic and
autonomic healing [1].

The autogenous self-healing capacity of concrete could be enhanced through
restricting crack growth, wet-dry cycle, using SCM’s such as GGBS, fly ash, and
silica fume, and using expansive minerals such as MgO, bentonite clay, quicklime,
CSA and crystalizing mineral agents. However, the effectiveness of autogenous self-
healing is considerably dependant on the remaining unhydrated cement or mineral
in the concrete. This is hitherto restricted to smaller healable crack widths, more
extended healing periods and the strength recovery.

Autonomic healing in concrete, in contrast to autogenous healing, requires the
release of the self-healing triggering agent from reserved encapsulation or a contin-
uous supply network. This is to further improve the self-healing efficiency of
concrete compared to the autogenous healing process. Popular autonomic self-
healing systems are microencapsulation, microvascular and pellets with different
autonomic healing agents such as epoxies, cyanoacrylates, methyl methacrylate,
alkali-silica solutions, minerals and microorganisms.

The self-healing concrete technology can be adopted in developing smart and
resilient infrastructure development. Different self-healing concrete technology can
be utilized depending on different applications. The greatest challenges of all self-
healing technology in the concrete industry remain the difficulties in widespread
uptake, the additional costs involved and the validation of long-term durability
performances. Field trials such as those initiated by the University of Cambridge,
Cardiff University and the University of Bath through Materials for Life (M4L) and
Resilient Materials for Life (RM4L) research projects are significantly crucial for
self-healing concrete validation in large scale.
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Autonomic healing in concrete, in contrast to autogenous healing, requires the
release of the self-healing triggering agent from reserved encapsulation or a contin-
uous supply network. This is to further improve the self-healing efficiency of
concrete compared to the autogenous healing process. Popular autonomic self-
healing systems are microencapsulation, microvascular and pellets with different
autonomic healing agents such as epoxies, cyanoacrylates, methyl methacrylate,
alkali-silica solutions, minerals and microorganisms.

The self-healing concrete technology can be adopted in developing smart and
resilient infrastructure development. Different self-healing concrete technology can
be utilized depending on different applications. The greatest challenges of all self-
healing technology in the concrete industry remain the difficulties in widespread
uptake, the additional costs involved and the validation of long-term durability
performances. Field trials such as those initiated by the University of Cambridge,
Cardiff University and the University of Bath through Materials for Life (M4L) and
Resilient Materials for Life (RM4L) research projects are significantly crucial for
self-healing concrete validation in large scale.
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Chapter 13

Exploits, Advances and Challenges 
in Characterizing Self-Healing 
Materials
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Abstract

Characterization is an indispensable tool for understanding the structure– 
property-processing relationship in all material classes. However, challenges in self-
healing materials characterization arise from the preparation routes, material types, 
damage mechanism and applications. Here, the discourse surveys the exploits, 
advances and challenges encountered within various characterization methods 
that have been exploited to reveal the damage-restoring processes in some material 
classes, namely metals, polymers, ceramics, concretes and coatings. Since there is 
no unified characterization procedure for the different classes of materials display-
ing self-repairing capabilities, the outcome of this discourse contributes to the 
advancement of knowledge about understanding self-healing testing procedures. 
An overview of methods, challenges and prospects toward self-healing property 
standardization at different length scales has been discussed.

Keywords: material characterization, properties, processing, challenges,  
test standardization, self-healing materials

1. Introduction

Characterization is a vital tool in elucidating the characteristics of material 
systems and ascertaining their suitability for various applications. Characterization 
is also an indispensable technique for quantifying self-repairing capabilities of vari-
ous material classes. A self-healing material is a material designed to mimic nature, 
self-repair and restore its partial or original characteristics, thereby prolonging 
its service life like a biological system after encountering some form of damage 
induced by its service environment [1, 2].

Developing a man-made material capable of sensing and self-repairing in 
response to changes in the operating environment is a challenging task. This is 
because it takes a great exploit to design and process a synthetic material to mimic 
very closely the nature-designed mechanism of self-repair obtained in complex 
biological architectures. Numerous design approaches and preparatory routes have 
been attempted by research community to create self-healing abilities in different 
material classes for many applications. The material classes exploited so far include 
polymers, metals, ceramics, cements, coatings and composites [3].

Another huge task is quantifying the material’s capability to self-repair 
and its suitability for a specific application via characterization techniques. 
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Several techniques have been employed to evaluate and quantify self-healing 
capacities and effectiveness in each of above material classes. Nevertheless, chal-
lenges arise in the characterization of self-healing materials as evaluation methods 
are not only materials and application specific, but also depend on the mechanism 
of the self-healing process. More so, self-healing processes take place on a very small 
length scale requiring sophisticated experimental procedures and equipment to 
unravel the mechanism of self-healing. Furthermore, it is important to establish 
a uniform testing procedure and standard for different material groups for better 
understanding of the concept [4]. This chapter surveys the main techniques applied 
to reveal the damage-restoring mechanisms in some material classes, but begins 
with a brief survey of preparatory routes and mechanisms of self-repair in the dif-
ferent materials classes.

2. Self-healing materials

Self-healing is the capability of a material to recover from any kind of damage 
automatically without any external intervention as obtainable in biological systems 
or with external stimulation such as heat, light, electrical stimulus and solvent. The 
materials that exhibit self-healing without any external intervention or stimuli are 
said to be autonomic while self-healing that involves human or external influence 
to induce healing is said to be nonautonomic in nature [5, 6]. One of the major 
problems encountered in the use of materials in diverse fields is how to ensure their 
durability and minimize structural failures [7]. A self-healing material is therefore 
an artificial material designed with built-in ability to detect failure and respond 
automatically to restore partial or full properties or function of the structure after 
encountering in-service damage [3, 7].

This in-service damage, which is usually in form of micro-scratches, surface 
and internal cracks, voids or other defects [8, 9], is majorly responsible for failure 
in materials systems. Over time, these micro-cracks accumulate and grow until 
catastrophic failure of the entire product or system occurs. Since this source of 
failure normally initiates at the nanoscale level and progresses subsequently to the 
micro- and macroscale levels until failure occurs, an ideal self-healing material 
would without any external influence prevent initiation of failure at these small 
length scales or repair already nucleated damage, thereby restoring the original 
material properties in a shortest time [3, 7]. Since the greater of the in-service 
damage encountered in material systems is usually in form of micro-cracks, voids 
or other defects, the objective of designing self-healing materials is to impart them 
with the capabilities to prevent the initiation of micro-cracks and voids or fill and 
seal them automatically.

For so many years now, the strategies of fabricating synthetic materials with 
the capability to self-heal like a biological system or as envisaged above have been 
exploited greatly. This huge interest is anchored on benefits of self-healing in 
materials. These benefits include enhancing materials’ service lifetime, reduction 
in replacement costs and improvement in product safety [7]. Great advances have 
been witnessed in creation of self-healing materials since the birth of the concept. 
The concept has been exploited in almost all materials classes including polymers, 
metals, ceramics, cements, coatings and composites [3]. The design strategies and 
processing routes involved in creating self-healing capabilities in these material 
classes are different, just like their self-healing reactions to damage encountered 
during their lifetimes. The next subsection takes a look at the creation of self-
healing abilities in these systems, the prevalent mode of failures and mechanisms of 
self-repairing.
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3. Preparatory routes and mechanisms of self-healing

3.1 Self-healing polymers and polymer matrix composites

The self-healing concept has been most successful in the development of 
self-healing polymer-based systems [10, 11]. This emanates from the fast diffu-
sion rate and high plasticity due to open-molecular structures in polymers, which 
facilitate diffusion of healing agents to fill and seal voids or micro-cracks [10] even 
at room temperature. Unlike metallic and ceramic systems, polymeric systems are 
light weight, chemically stable and can be easily processed [4]. These properties 
are exploited in developing efficient self-repairing polymers and polymer-based 
fiber-reinforced composites, which have applications in transportation, electronics, 
defense, biomedicine and construction industries [7, 12, 13].

Based on the strategies exploited to achieve self-repair, polymers are generally 
grouped into extrinsic and intrinsic self-healing systems [14]. Intrinsic self-repair 
is achieved by synthesis of smart polymers containing functional groups with the 
inherent ability to reversibly polymerize or cross-link their bonds in the presence of 
a stimulus like light or heat [15] and by so doing act as healing agents. The processes 
for obtaining extrinsic self-healing include (a) embedding microcapsules contain-
ing curable healing agents into polymer networks; and (b) incorporation of healing 
agents into polymer networks via microvascular channels [5, 16].

The microcapsule in (a) could be in form of capsule containing healing agent 
and catalyst or twin microcapsules each containing a monomer/resin and its 
hardener [5, 16, 17] while that in (b) can be in form of fibrous composite archi-
tecture impregnated with a microvessel filled with reactive healants [18]. Unlike 
extrinsic routes where healing agents are consumed during the curing process and 
are not replenished, intrinsic approaches have the advantage of multiple healing of 
damage in the same area owing to reversible polymerization [19]. Self-healing has 
been exploited and accomplished in thermoplastic, thermosetting and elastomeric 
systems.

The mode of damage often encountered in polymers and structural composites 
is in form of matrix micro-cracking, fiber breakage or delamination and fiber-
matrix debonding [7, 20, 21]. Self-healing mechanism or recovery or recuperation 
takes place when a damage/crack is encountered and is healed by intrinsic polymer-
ization or polymerization of healing agent as crack ruptures the capsules as in (a) or 
by favorable reaction kinetics and post-polymerization as in (b).

3.2 Self-healing metals

When compared to other material systems, it is much difficult to achieve self-
healing in metals [22–24]. This is as a result of their high melting temperatures 
and strong atomic bonds, which limit diffusion of healing agents/solute atoms 
to sites of damage at low temperatures [22, 23]. There is also further restriction 
due to the relative small size and volume of the solute atoms. As a result, rate of 
mass transport to fill damage sites is intrinsically low at the usual low operating 
temperatures [23, 25].

The major factor limiting the useful life of metals is the occurrence of internal 
damage such as voids and cracks during processing or service. These defects usually 
initiate as nano- or micro-cracks in the bulk or on the surface, grow and propagate 
and eventually lead to failure. The self-healing process in metals in response to crack 
initiation follows the sequence of diffusion or release or transport of healing agents 
or atoms into the void or crack to fill and seal it, thereby restoring partially or fully 
the mechanical properties such as fatigue strength, stiffness and fracture toughness.
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The approaches that have been proposed and attempted in developing self-
healing in metallic systems according to [22] include: (a) precipitation-induced 
self-healing approach at low and high temperatures [26]; (b) dispersion of nano-
shaped memory alloy (SMA) in off-eutectic metal matrix [27–29]; (c) SMA-clamp 
and melt [30]; (d) solder tubes/capsules; (e) coating agent [31] and (f) electro-
healing [32, 33]. Blazej Grabowski and C. Cem Tasan [22] classified these concepts 
into two based on the healing length scale as (i) healing of nanoscale voids (which 
includes approaches a and b) and (ii) healing of macroscale cracks (which includes 
approaches c, d, e and f) [22]. One (I) and two (II) above were earlier classified 
into damage prevention and damage management by Van der Zwag et al. [34], 
respectively. This implies that healing at nanoscale targets prevention of macroscale 
damage while healing at macroscale focuses on management of macroscale dam-
age to prevent total failure. Manuel [30] further classified approaches a and b as 
solid-state healing; approaches c, d and e as liquid-state healing and approach f as 
electrolyte-assisted healing. The self-healing concepts in metals and metal matrices 
are summarized in Figure 1 and details of the features of these concepts are avail-
able in Ref. [22].

3.3 Self-healing ceramics

Ceramics are very important engineering material and are widely applied in 
electrical, magnetic, chemical, nuclear and biomedical fields [35]. However, ceram-
ics have major shortcomings of being inherently porous and brittle in nature. As a 
result, ceramics have low strengths and fracture toughness as the components are 
prone to catastrophic failure by crack damage even at subcritical loading [36, 37]. 
Thus, self-healing concept in ceramics targets induced healing of structural defects 
(cracks and pores) in order to prolong lifetime [38].

Figure 1. 
Self-healing concepts in metals and metal matrices adapted from Ref. [22].
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Self-healing in brittle ceramics has also witnessed extensive studies like poly-
mers, but healing in ceramics is difficult to achieve at temperatures below 1000°C 
[35]. This is because self-repairing in ceramics takes place readily via solid-state 
diffusion, which requires high activation energy. This thermally activated solid-
state reaction has the disadvantage of inhibiting long-range transport of material 
required to heal macro-cracks. More so, the healing of nano-cracks is inhibited by 
crack surface relaxation phenomena triggered by the ionic and covalent bonding 
character in ceramics [39]. Although, processing of self-healing ceramic materials is 
regarded as a high-temperature healing process, processing at lower temperatures is 
being pursued.

Some healing routes have been adopted to repair crack damages in ceramics 
at elevated temperatures. The important ones include crack closure enabled by 
diffusion-controlled sintering; crack opening rebonding promoted by viscous flow 
of glass phase; filling the crack opening space with products of oxidation reaction 
as obtainable in silicon carbide composites [35, 40] and healing of multicomponent 
and multiphase ceramic materials through local particle rearrangement-induced 
eutectic melt or phase transition [41]. Damage mechanisms and crack healing 
have been widely studied in various ceramic materials including single crystalline, 
polycrystalline and amorphous glasses.

3.4 Self-healing concrete materials

Concrete is the most popular cement-based material and most widely used 
constructional material [42, 43]. Concrete is regarded as a composite material made 
up of water (H2O), cement, fine and coarse aggregates. It has many good qualities 
such as availability and affordability of its constituent materials, versatility, durabil-
ity and low maintenance [42–45]. Concrete exhibits superior compressive strength, 
but low tensile strength. In order to improve its tensile strength, it is reinforced with 
steel bars [43]. However, the major limitation of concrete is its high susceptibility 
to cracking [43, 44]. The causes of cracks at both micro- and macro levels include 
preparation processes, temperature differences, shrinkage, fatigue loads and 
settlement of structures [42, 44]. The cracks serve as channels for water, dissolved 
particles in fluids and unwanted acidic gasses to penetrate the concrete [42, 45], 
attacking the concrete and corroding the steel reinforcement [44, 45]. Thus, the 
susceptibility of concrete to crack leading to structural failures is a major concern 
and has remained unsolved in industry [43].

However, concrete has been known to exhibit natural or autonomous self-
healing to a certain extent under a long-term hydration [45]. It has been proved that 
some initial cracks in concrete can be suddenly closed when un-hydrated cement 
reacts with carbon dioxide dissolved in water, producing calcium carbonate, CaCO3 
[46, 47]. Thus, self-healing in cementitious materials can be obtained naturally or 
artificially [42]. The blocking of cracks through natural routes occurs owing to the 
following: expansion of hydrated cementitious matrix; precipitation of CaCO3; 
presence of impurities in H2O and further hydration of unreacted cement [42].

The artificial approach toward the development of self-healing cementitious 
materials targets enhancing the natural abilities of cement-based materials by 
engineering artificial healing abilities [42]. The artificial route focuses on filling of 
cracks by use of microorganism, polymers and addition of supplementary cement-
ing materials to the concrete mix or steel fibers [45]. Microorganisms are biological 
agents and they are added in cement directly or in encapsulated forms to promote 
the precipitation of sealing compound such as CaCO3 in a crack opening [48, 49]. 
Crack closure can also be achieved by addition of extra cement or other additives 
like fly ash to initial mix design to promote continuing hydration or stimulate a 
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healing to a certain extent under a long-term hydration [45]. It has been proved that 
some initial cracks in concrete can be suddenly closed when un-hydrated cement 
reacts with carbon dioxide dissolved in water, producing calcium carbonate, CaCO3 
[46, 47]. Thus, self-healing in cementitious materials can be obtained naturally or 
artificially [42]. The blocking of cracks through natural routes occurs owing to the 
following: expansion of hydrated cementitious matrix; precipitation of CaCO3; 
presence of impurities in H2O and further hydration of unreacted cement [42].

The artificial approach toward the development of self-healing cementitious 
materials targets enhancing the natural abilities of cement-based materials by 
engineering artificial healing abilities [42]. The artificial route focuses on filling of 
cracks by use of microorganism, polymers and addition of supplementary cement-
ing materials to the concrete mix or steel fibers [45]. Microorganisms are biological 
agents and they are added in cement directly or in encapsulated forms to promote 
the precipitation of sealing compound such as CaCO3 in a crack opening [48, 49]. 
Crack closure can also be achieved by addition of extra cement or other additives 
like fly ash to initial mix design to promote continuing hydration or stimulate a 
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reaction process releasing self-sealing products [50, 51]. Self-healing in cementi-
tious materials has also been attempted by incorporating polymers containing 
healing agents and shape memory materials into cement matrices [52, 53].

3.5 Self-healing coatings

Coatings can be defined as any thin layer of covering applied to the surface of a 
material. The basic objective of traditional coating is to separate material surfaces, 
especially metal surfaces from environmental corrosive attack. Most metal-
lic materials have the intrinsic weakness of being corrodible in aqueous service 
environments. Corrosion normally starts at the surface and is adjudged one of the 
major causes of material failures. Coating acts as a barrier, limiting the diffusion of 
oxidation species such as oxygen and moisture to the metal surface [54]. For effec-
tive protection, the coating must maintain its adherence, structural integrity and 
not break down in the presence of operating factors such as mechanical stresses, 
abrasions, changes in pH, surface tension and temperature [54, 55].

However, over time, these operating factors lead to formation of scratches, surface 
and internal micro-cracks or even delamination, requiring human intervention to pre-
vent or stop the interaction of the coated material surface and the unfriendly environ-
ment [55, 56]. The development of self-healing/smart coatings is driven by the need 
for damaged protective coatings to automatically sense or respond to damages and 
repair without human intervention when in service. Besides corrosion sensing, smart 
coatings have been applied to achieve self-cleaning and antifouling functions [54]. 
Intrinsic and extrinsic strategies have been adopted to impart self-healing capabilities 
in coatings using different materials of both organic and inorganic origins [54, 56], 
such as polymeric compounds [57], metals [58], ceramics [59] and composites [60].

Intrinsic self-healing coating can be obtained by using organic materials that 
undergo reversible chemistry [56] or self-reactions [61]. Extrinsic self-repair in 
organic coatings can be achieved by embedding self-healing agents or corrosion 
inhibitors in the structure of a polymer coating. The two popular methods of doing 
this are encapsulating healing agent in microcapsules (microencapsulation) or 
storing healing agents in capillary tubes (vascular networks) [55, 62]. Healing takes 
place when microcapsules or capillary tubes containing the healing/anticorrosion 
agents are ruptured by damage and release their contents, which flow into and heal 
the damaged areas [55, 62, 63]. The process of healing can come in form of blocking 
the active sites on the exposed metal surface after encountering damage. Besides 
storing healing agents in open polymer structures, nano-sized containers based on 
inorganic systems such silica, ceramic and TiO2 have been reported to have high 
storing and release abilities [64–67].

In order to overcome the limitation of low storage capacity in microencapsula-
tion-based polymeric and inorganic self-healing systems, nano-sized core-shell and 
microfiber containers are being exploited [68]. The major limitation of polymeric 
and inorganic containers is low storage capacity, depletion and noncontinuous 
replenishment of the healing agent contained within it on rupturing of a micro-
capsule. Currently, these concepts are being extended to layer-by-layer deposition, 
multi-shell-core microcapsules that can contain artificial or green anticorrosive 
agents that enable two-in-one action of self-healing and anticorrosion [69].

4. Characterization of self-healing materials

It has been obvious from past reviews on different materials systems that the 
major source of failures in materials is the presence of faults/damage such as voids, 
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cracks or other defects introduced in the materials during processing or developed 
during utilization. Damage initiation usually starts with one or more cracks at 
microscopic level [70], which gradually propagate and grow in size and eventually 
lead to unexpected failure of the material [70, 71]. Hence, damage can be regarded 
as an accumulation of micro-damages that ultimately lead to material rupture if 
it is not repaired in due time [71]. Great efforts are spent in designing, processing 
and characterization to prevent the development of the damage or manage it using 
different self-healing strategies enabling longer service lives, greater safety and 
reduced maintenance costs.

For the above, self-repairing strategies target preventing, curing, by closing or 
filling or sealing of these cracks or voids on the surface or in the bulk of the materi-
als by exploiting different self-healing approaches, whereas characterization focuses 
on proving that self-healing has taken place by determining the extent of recovery 
or restoration of initial properties after encountering damage(s). Much earlier than 
now, the characterization of self-healing capabilities in material systems concen-
trated mainly on the well-known macroscale evaluation, neglecting micro- and 
nanoscale events, responsible for initiation of material failure [71].

On the other hand, macroscale evaluation is not always sufficient, because it 
cannot provide comprehensive information about self-healing at all length scales 
or levels as it is focused mainly on the restoration of observable properties after the 
damage has occurred. However, it has the advantage of easier standardization when 
compared to microscale methods [72] as it is observable and the procedures most 
times are well known. To obtain a quantitative assessment and better understanding 
of the materials’ self-healing abilities, there is need to complement macroscopic 
investigation with microscopic and nanoscale measurements [4, 6, 42] as self-heal-
ing processes take place on various length scales that might require sophisticated 
experimental procedures and equipment to reveal the mechanism of self-healing 
operation.

The quantification formula for estimating the capability of a given material to 
self-repair is the self-healing efficiency ɳ, defined as the ability of a given mate-
rial to recover a particular property relative to the virgin or undamaged material 
[73]. This formula, which was initially applied to polymeric materials [74], is now 
commonly adopted for comparing healing efficiencies in many material classes 
subjected to macroscopic quasi-static and dynamic tests. The expression for healing 
efficiency is shown in Eq. (1).

 η = X 100%healed

virgin

f
f

 (1)

where f is a certain property of a particular material such as tensile strength, 
fracture toughness, tear strength, fatigue strength, flexural strength, creep rupture 
strength etc.

However, unlike other testing methods, monitoring or testing of self-healing 
materials in most cases entails inducing controlled damage such as a crack in 
the material and allowing it to heal using a particular healing treatment. This is 
followed by testing both the healed and virgin materials to failure. The extent of 
recovery of properties of the healed material is compared to original or virgin 
material properties using Eq. (1). The sequence of characterization is shown in 
Figure 2a.

Numerous quantification methods have been used for the assessment of self-
healing capabilities for the different material systems. The characterization method 
adopted to quantify self-healing effectiveness should take into consideration the 
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inhibitors in the structure of a polymer coating. The two popular methods of doing 
this are encapsulating healing agent in microcapsules (microencapsulation) or 
storing healing agents in capillary tubes (vascular networks) [55, 62]. Healing takes 
place when microcapsules or capillary tubes containing the healing/anticorrosion 
agents are ruptured by damage and release their contents, which flow into and heal 
the damaged areas [55, 62, 63]. The process of healing can come in form of blocking 
the active sites on the exposed metal surface after encountering damage. Besides 
storing healing agents in open polymer structures, nano-sized containers based on 
inorganic systems such silica, ceramic and TiO2 have been reported to have high 
storing and release abilities [64–67].

In order to overcome the limitation of low storage capacity in microencapsula-
tion-based polymeric and inorganic self-healing systems, nano-sized core-shell and 
microfiber containers are being exploited [68]. The major limitation of polymeric 
and inorganic containers is low storage capacity, depletion and noncontinuous 
replenishment of the healing agent contained within it on rupturing of a micro-
capsule. Currently, these concepts are being extended to layer-by-layer deposition, 
multi-shell-core microcapsules that can contain artificial or green anticorrosive 
agents that enable two-in-one action of self-healing and anticorrosion [69].
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It has been obvious from past reviews on different materials systems that the 
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cracks or other defects introduced in the materials during processing or developed 
during utilization. Damage initiation usually starts with one or more cracks at 
microscopic level [70], which gradually propagate and grow in size and eventually 
lead to unexpected failure of the material [70, 71]. Hence, damage can be regarded 
as an accumulation of micro-damages that ultimately lead to material rupture if 
it is not repaired in due time [71]. Great efforts are spent in designing, processing 
and characterization to prevent the development of the damage or manage it using 
different self-healing strategies enabling longer service lives, greater safety and 
reduced maintenance costs.

For the above, self-repairing strategies target preventing, curing, by closing or 
filling or sealing of these cracks or voids on the surface or in the bulk of the materi-
als by exploiting different self-healing approaches, whereas characterization focuses 
on proving that self-healing has taken place by determining the extent of recovery 
or restoration of initial properties after encountering damage(s). Much earlier than 
now, the characterization of self-healing capabilities in material systems concen-
trated mainly on the well-known macroscale evaluation, neglecting micro- and 
nanoscale events, responsible for initiation of material failure [71].

On the other hand, macroscale evaluation is not always sufficient, because it 
cannot provide comprehensive information about self-healing at all length scales 
or levels as it is focused mainly on the restoration of observable properties after the 
damage has occurred. However, it has the advantage of easier standardization when 
compared to microscale methods [72] as it is observable and the procedures most 
times are well known. To obtain a quantitative assessment and better understanding 
of the materials’ self-healing abilities, there is need to complement macroscopic 
investigation with microscopic and nanoscale measurements [4, 6, 42] as self-heal-
ing processes take place on various length scales that might require sophisticated 
experimental procedures and equipment to reveal the mechanism of self-healing 
operation.

The quantification formula for estimating the capability of a given material to 
self-repair is the self-healing efficiency ɳ, defined as the ability of a given mate-
rial to recover a particular property relative to the virgin or undamaged material 
[73]. This formula, which was initially applied to polymeric materials [74], is now 
commonly adopted for comparing healing efficiencies in many material classes 
subjected to macroscopic quasi-static and dynamic tests. The expression for healing 
efficiency is shown in Eq. (1).
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where f is a certain property of a particular material such as tensile strength, 
fracture toughness, tear strength, fatigue strength, flexural strength, creep rupture 
strength etc.

However, unlike other testing methods, monitoring or testing of self-healing 
materials in most cases entails inducing controlled damage such as a crack in 
the material and allowing it to heal using a particular healing treatment. This is 
followed by testing both the healed and virgin materials to failure. The extent of 
recovery of properties of the healed material is compared to original or virgin 
material properties using Eq. (1). The sequence of characterization is shown in 
Figure 2a.

Numerous quantification methods have been used for the assessment of self-
healing capabilities for the different material systems. The characterization method 
adopted to quantify self-healing effectiveness should take into consideration the 
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material properties developed, repairing mechanism and its intended application as 
shown in Figure 2b adapted from Ref. [6]. This subchapter considers quantification 
of healing efficiencies at different length scales in the above material classes.

4.1 General self-healing characterization techniques

4.1.1 Characterization of self-healing polymers and polymer matrix composites

Over the last few years, several testing methods have been used to assess 
self-repairing in polymers (thermosets, thermoplastics and elastomers) and 
polymer-based fiber-reinforced composites before and after repairing at macro-, 
micro- and nano/molecular levels. Even computational and/or predictive 
approaches have been attempted for deeper understanding of self-healing pro-
cesses in polymer systems.

Macroscale healing evaluation leverages on fracture mechanics test procedures. 
Evaluation of healing requires inflicting some form of controlled crack/damage that 
resembles the mode of damage during utilization on the virgin polymer [73, 75, 76] by 
application of mechanical loads. This is accompanied by applying similar mechanical 

Figure 2. 
(a) Steps in characterization of self-healing materials, and (b) interrelationship among material properties, 
self-healing mechanism, characterization method and application adapted from Ref. [6].
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load of damage to the healed polymer and evaluation of recovery of the polymer from 
the fracture.

Depending on the mode of fracture, fracture evaluation loads could be in form 
of impact, fatigue, quasi-static fracture, tensile, compressive and flexural loads for 
mode I (opening) or mode III (tearing) fracture processes [71]. Also based on the 
type of polymeric system and the type of crack it develops under stress, the test 
samples have special geometries such as tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB); 
compact tension (CT) test specimens and width-tapered double-cantilever beam 
(WTDCB); double-cleavage drilled compression (DCDC); double-cantilever beam 
(DCB) and others [71]. These geometries and their suitability for evaluating the 
mechanical healing efficiencies in different polymers and polymer matrix compos-
ites are described in detail in Ref. [71].

The extent of recovery of various material properties (healing efficiency) is 
estimated using various forms of Eq. (1) after subjecting the damaged and undam-
aged samples to any or combination of the above mechanical loads as shown in 
Eqs. (2)–(6). The recovery of fracture toughness, flexural, tensile, impact and tear 
strengths has been quantified in different polymer healing systems with healing 
efficiencies ranging from 23 to 100% [7].

For instance, crack healing efficiency (η) for mode I type of healing can be 
estimated using Eq. (2) [7, 77].

 η = 100%
healed
IC
virgin
IC

K X
K

 (2)

where healed
ICK  is the fracture toughness of a healed fracture specimen and virgin

ICK  
is the fracture toughness of the virgin specimen.

An alternative expression for healing efficiency based on fracture energy 
[74, 77] is

 η = 100%
healed
IC
healed
IC

G X
G

 (3)

where healed
ICG  and virgin

ICG  are the critical energy release rate from testing the 
healed fracture and virgin specimens, respectively.

Crack healing efficiency has also been defined in terms of fatigue life-extension 
[77, 78] as

 η −= controlhealed N
d

control

N
N

 (4)

where healedN  and controlN  are the total number of cycles to failure for a self-
healing sample and for similar sample without healing, respectively.

For elastomeric self-healing materials, the recovery of tear strength is used to 
define healing efficiency as

 η = 100%healed

virgin

T X
T

 (5)

where healedT  is the tear strength of the healed material and virginT  is tear strength 
of virgin material.

Healing efficiency has also been estimated based on change in stiffness and 
recovery in a damaged and healed polymer [79] as
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load of damage to the healed polymer and evaluation of recovery of the polymer from 
the fracture.

Depending on the mode of fracture, fracture evaluation loads could be in form 
of impact, fatigue, quasi-static fracture, tensile, compressive and flexural loads for 
mode I (opening) or mode III (tearing) fracture processes [71]. Also based on the 
type of polymeric system and the type of crack it develops under stress, the test 
samples have special geometries such as tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB); 
compact tension (CT) test specimens and width-tapered double-cantilever beam 
(WTDCB); double-cleavage drilled compression (DCDC); double-cantilever beam 
(DCB) and others [71]. These geometries and their suitability for evaluating the 
mechanical healing efficiencies in different polymers and polymer matrix compos-
ites are described in detail in Ref. [71].

The extent of recovery of various material properties (healing efficiency) is 
estimated using various forms of Eq. (1) after subjecting the damaged and undam-
aged samples to any or combination of the above mechanical loads as shown in 
Eqs. (2)–(6). The recovery of fracture toughness, flexural, tensile, impact and tear 
strengths has been quantified in different polymer healing systems with healing 
efficiencies ranging from 23 to 100% [7].

For instance, crack healing efficiency (η) for mode I type of healing can be 
estimated using Eq. (2) [7, 77].

 η = 100%
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where healed
ICK  is the fracture toughness of a healed fracture specimen and virgin

ICK  
is the fracture toughness of the virgin specimen.

An alternative expression for healing efficiency based on fracture energy 
[74, 77] is
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where healed
ICG  and virgin

ICG  are the critical energy release rate from testing the 
healed fracture and virgin specimens, respectively.

Crack healing efficiency has also been defined in terms of fatigue life-extension 
[77, 78] as

 η −= controlhealed N
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 (4)

where healedN  and controlN  are the total number of cycles to failure for a self-
healing sample and for similar sample without healing, respectively.

For elastomeric self-healing materials, the recovery of tear strength is used to 
define healing efficiency as

 η = 100%healed

virgin

T X
T

 (5)

where healedT  is the tear strength of the healed material and virginT  is tear strength 
of virgin material.

Healing efficiency has also been estimated based on change in stiffness and 
recovery in a damaged and healed polymer [79] as
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 η = 100%healed

virgin

E X
E

 (6)

Besides the macroscale methods used for mechanical performance evaluation 
of self-healing materials, evaluation at smaller length scale (micro- and nanoscale 
levels) is necessary to reveal the underlying healing mechanisms in polymers and 
deepen understanding of self-healing [6]. Characterization techniques at this scale 
enable the monitoring of the whole process of self-healing from stage of inflicting 
damage to identifying interactions and confirmation of healing functionality at 
molecular/nanolevels [16, 80]. The techniques include imaging, spectrometric, 
scattering, rheological and thermal techniques [6].

4.2 Characterization of self-healing metals

Self-healing efficiency quantification of metals based on the bulk material 
properties can also be carried out by subjecting pre-cracked samples to various 
mechanical tests and self-healing efficiency determined using Eq. (1). For instance, 
the self-healing efficiency of metallic system based on precipitation-induced 
approach can be evaluated by subjecting the age-hardened alloy (virgin alloy) 
and its pre-cracked counterpart but filled low-melting alloy to tensile loading to 
fracture. Alaneme and Omosule [81] used this method to determine the self-healing 
efficiency of underaged Al-Mg-Si alloys and 60Sn-40Pb alloy-reinforced aluminum 
metal–metal composites. The self-healing efficiency, ɳ, was estimated using relation 
based on the tensile strength criterion given by Eq. (7):

 σ
η

σ
= 100%healed

tensile
virgin

X  (7)

where σ virgin  is the tensile strength of the virgin specimen and σ healed  is the tensile 
strength of the healed specimen.

Other experimental techniques used to characterize solid materials subjected 
cyclic or creep loads can also be adapted to evaluate bulk metallic material systems.

Mechanical evaluation of materials using micro-indentation techniques is a 
widely accepted tool to reveal information on the surfaces of bulk hard materials 
[4] and it can be readily applied to study healing at micron scale. Self-mending 
at this length scale can be studied by inducing mechanical damage through 
micromachining accompanied by imaging of the repairing process. The imaging 
can be done using low and high imaging equipment such as optical microscope, 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope 
(EDS) and environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) or X-ray 
micro-tomography instrument to provide details concerning crack propagation 
arrest [31] and evolution of self-healing reactions and to reveal evolved micro-
structures and morphology [4]. The results obtained at micro- and nanolevels 
are used to buttress results at macrolevels.

Most research conducted on self-healing metals focused on either solid-state 
diffusion healing of micro-cracks, or shape memory alloy (SMA)-reinforced 
“off-eutectic” matrices. It is worthwhile to conduct tests at nanolevels to elucidate 
the bonding at the interface between the diffusing species and the metal matrices. 
Laha et al. [82] applied nanoscale investigation using Auger spectroscopy to show 
that boron (B) atom acts as a solute healing agent in 347-austenitic stainless steel 
by diffusing to the nano voids and precipitating at the void surfaces. He et al. [83] 
equally used positron annihilation spectroscopy to confirm that the addition of B 
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and nitrogen (N) maximally accelerates the precipitation of copper (Cu) in iron-
copper (Fe-Cu) alloy closing nano-voids in the system.

4.3 Characterization of self-healing ceramics

The current fracture mechanic tests used to assess self-healing capabilities 
in hard materials are also applicable to advanced ceramics, but the difficulty in 
creating controlled cracks in ceramic materials limits this application. Unlike other 
hard materials that exhibit some level of plasticity, ceramic materials are very brittle 
in nature and are prone to unwanted fast fracture under mechanical and thermal 
stresses [71]. Another limitation is that it is difficult achieve crack closure in 
ceramics at low temperatures. The most common procedure for creating controlled 
micro-cracks and quantifying healing efficiency is indentation method [84]. The 
healing efficiency is evaluated in terms of crack closure by comparing the control 
samples with the healed specimens.

For instance Nam and Hwang [40] investigated crack healing behavior of 
ZrO2/SiC composite ceramics with TiO2 additive. Cracks of about 100 μm were 
made on the sample surfaces using Vickers indenter. Since self-healing in ceramics 
is a high-temperature process, the indented samples were heat-treated to stimu-
late healing, but the test was conducted at room temperature. This was followed 
by observing the pre- and post-healed indents with X-ray diffractometer (XRD). 
The strength of crack closure was determined using three-point bending test. 
Li et al. [85] also used flexural test to evaluate the multiple healing of titanium 
aluminum carbide (Ti2AlC) ceramic damaged by indentation in terms of crack 
propagation.

Besides using bending tests, tensile and the biaxial ball-on-three balls (B3B) tests 
have been used to study healing efficiencies in ceramics at room temperatures. Gao 
and Suo [86] assessed adhesion healing efficiency in a ceramic coating by perform-
ing tensile tests and correlating the healing time and residual stress while Harrer 
et al. [87] studied the healing of surface defects induced by different machining 
conditions on silicon nitride ceramic using biaxial ball-on-three balls.

All these tests are usually performed at room temperature while the healing 
process takes place at elevated temperatures >1000°C with the attendant oxidative 
atmosphere and thermal stresses. At high temperatures, the internal structure and 
mechanical performance of the ceramics could change due to the accompanying 
local melting and phase transformations [88]. Since mechanical performance 
under the above atmosphere will be different from that at low temperatures, there 
is the need to develop a more suitable method for the quantification of self-healing 
efficiency in ceramics [71] that takes into consideration the real service conditions. 
Attempts in this direction have been made by Ando et al. [89, 90], who determined 
in situ crack healing ability by conducting mechanical tests on some ceramics at 
elevated temperatures [89, 90].

4.4 Characterization of self-healing concrete

The major cause of mechanical failure in concrete is cracks. A crack not only 
lowers strength, but exposes the reinforcing steel components to corrosion. Self-
healing targets crack closure or prevention of crack propagation to retain strength 
and reduce water permeability in order to maintain durability. Self-healing effi-
ciency of concrete in hardened form has been determined by conducting tests at 
macro-, micro-, and nanoscale levels. Majority of the researchers evaluated the 
self-healing efficiency at macrostructural level, some at microscale level and very 
few authors at nanostructure level [42].
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[4] and it can be readily applied to study healing at micron scale. Self-mending 
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and nitrogen (N) maximally accelerates the precipitation of copper (Cu) in iron-
copper (Fe-Cu) alloy closing nano-voids in the system.
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micro-cracks and quantifying healing efficiency is indentation method [84]. The 
healing efficiency is evaluated in terms of crack closure by comparing the control 
samples with the healed specimens.

For instance Nam and Hwang [40] investigated crack healing behavior of 
ZrO2/SiC composite ceramics with TiO2 additive. Cracks of about 100 μm were 
made on the sample surfaces using Vickers indenter. Since self-healing in ceramics 
is a high-temperature process, the indented samples were heat-treated to stimu-
late healing, but the test was conducted at room temperature. This was followed 
by observing the pre- and post-healed indents with X-ray diffractometer (XRD). 
The strength of crack closure was determined using three-point bending test. 
Li et al. [85] also used flexural test to evaluate the multiple healing of titanium 
aluminum carbide (Ti2AlC) ceramic damaged by indentation in terms of crack 
propagation.

Besides using bending tests, tensile and the biaxial ball-on-three balls (B3B) tests 
have been used to study healing efficiencies in ceramics at room temperatures. Gao 
and Suo [86] assessed adhesion healing efficiency in a ceramic coating by perform-
ing tensile tests and correlating the healing time and residual stress while Harrer 
et al. [87] studied the healing of surface defects induced by different machining 
conditions on silicon nitride ceramic using biaxial ball-on-three balls.

All these tests are usually performed at room temperature while the healing 
process takes place at elevated temperatures >1000°C with the attendant oxidative 
atmosphere and thermal stresses. At high temperatures, the internal structure and 
mechanical performance of the ceramics could change due to the accompanying 
local melting and phase transformations [88]. Since mechanical performance 
under the above atmosphere will be different from that at low temperatures, there 
is the need to develop a more suitable method for the quantification of self-healing 
efficiency in ceramics [71] that takes into consideration the real service conditions. 
Attempts in this direction have been made by Ando et al. [89, 90], who determined 
in situ crack healing ability by conducting mechanical tests on some ceramics at 
elevated temperatures [89, 90].

4.4 Characterization of self-healing concrete

The major cause of mechanical failure in concrete is cracks. A crack not only 
lowers strength, but exposes the reinforcing steel components to corrosion. Self-
healing targets crack closure or prevention of crack propagation to retain strength 
and reduce water permeability in order to maintain durability. Self-healing effi-
ciency of concrete in hardened form has been determined by conducting tests at 
macro-, micro-, and nanoscale levels. Majority of the researchers evaluated the 
self-healing efficiency at macrostructural level, some at microscale level and very 
few authors at nanostructure level [42].
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Just like other hard materials, quantification of healing efficiency on one hand 
relies on fracture mechanics tests, which involve creation of controlled cracks 
on concrete. The mechanical characterization procedure follows the sequence 
of controlled crack initiation in the matrix using the standard compression and 
bending tests, healing processing and retesting of the healed concrete using the 
same pre-cracking procedure [91]. The initiation of cracks without causing failure 
at certain level of stress and detection of crack development are very important in 
testing of concrete. To control crack initiation, some authors have applied a notch 
in the middle point of test sample [92] while some used three-point bending or 
four-point bending technique found to be more effective in crack initiation without 
causing failure [93–95].

Besides conducting compressive and flexural tests [45, 96, 97], the performance 
of concrete has also been assessed by other mechanical tests such as split tensile and 
toughness tests [98, 99] and stiffness tests [100]. Detection of crack initiation and 
its degree have been carried out using nondestructive complementary tests such as 
acoustic emission analysis [101], linear variable differential transformer [102] and 
ultrasonic pulse velocity [103, 104].

On the other hand, efficiency is also evaluated by conducting permeability tests 
on the pre-cracked concrete. Permeability test aims at determining how effective 
self-healing concrete can shield steel bars from corrosion [105]. Permeability tests 
are performed in simulated environments containing fluids such as chlorine or 
water under certain temperature [94, 105].

Microscale tests are employed to identify and characterize the deposited materi-
als within cracks in the concrete after self-healing and are used to complement and 
reinforce reliability of macroscale tests [42]. These deposited materials are the cal-
cium carbonate precipitation by different bacterial strains, hydration product as well 
as polymerized products. Several of these tests are conducted using the following 
sensitive equipment: scanning electron microscope (SEM), field emission scanning 
electron microscope (FESEM), and X-ray diffractometer (XRD). SEM is used to 
identify the morphology of the deposited materials within the cracks [106]. Self-
healing performance is also assessed using Raman spectroscopy [16]. Furthermore, 
nanostructure test has been used to evaluate self-healing efficiency of concrete [107]. 
Tests conducted at nanoscale help in the determination of bonding strength at the 
interface between the deposited materials in the cracks and the concrete.

4.5 Characterization of self-healing coatings

The basic function of a traditional coating is to shield material surfaces, 
especially metal surfaces from fast corrosion in the environment. Smart coatings 
provide a spontaneous protection to metal surfaces upon chemical or mechanical 
damage [108]. This is achieved by release of inhibiting species in the coating archi-
tectures, which inhibits electrochemical interaction between the metal substrates 
and the environment [109]. The characterization techniques highlighted here are 
those traditionally used to study corrosion, but adapted for studying self-healing 
coatings on metals.

The testing techniques used to ascertain the self-healing properties of coat-
ings have been generally grouped into two: electrochemical [55, 109, 110] and 
non-electrochemical techniques or physicochemical characterization as shown 
in Figure 3 [55, 109]. Electrochemical techniques enable the quantification of 
self-healing efficiency by providing important information about kinetics of 
protection; formation of protective films and isolation of redox species [109]. The 
electrochemical techniques are further divided into conventional (global) electro-
chemical methods and localized electrochemical techniques [55, 109].
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The global electrochemical methods provide kinetic and deterministic informa-
tion on self-healing processes, but they do not supply information about local 
reactions taking place at the site of damage. They include potentiodynamic polariza-
tion (PP), open circuit potential (OCP), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) and they are the popular methods used for the study of corrosion and self-
healing research [109]. For instance, PP and EIS give quantitative results about 
self-healing process enabling the determination of corrosion rate and protection 
efficiency [55]. Aramaki [111] employed the PP method to estimate the protection 
efficiency η p  of a protective polymer coating on an iron electrode surface using 
Eq. (8):

 η
−

=
0

0 100corr corr
p

corr

i i x
i

 (8)

where corri  is the corrosion current density with coating and 0
corri  the is corrosion 

current density without coating.
Information about evolution of damage and healing of damage is provided by 

the local electrochemical methods, including micro-capillary cell, scanning vibrat-
ing electrode technique (SVET), scanning ion-selective electrode technique (SIET), 
scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM) or scanning probe technique (SKP) 
and localized electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (LEIS).

Each of these methods has advantages and limitations and should be used in 
combinations for detailed study of self-healing processes in coatings. Besides this, 

Figure 3. 
Techniques for evaluating self-healing coatings adapted from [55].
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ings have been generally grouped into two: electrochemical [55, 109, 110] and 
non-electrochemical techniques or physicochemical characterization as shown 
in Figure 3 [55, 109]. Electrochemical techniques enable the quantification of 
self-healing efficiency by providing important information about kinetics of 
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these electrochemical techniques should be complemented by conducting non-elec-
trochemical or physicochemical analysis. Physicochemical analysis is majorly aimed 
at studying mechanism of self-healing coating protection—elemental analysis, 
interaction mechanisms between the metal substrate and the coating, morphology 
or phase transformation of the coating before and after healing. Surface analysis 
can be carried out with OM, SEM and CLSM, while energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), 
EPMA and XPS are useful for elemental analysis. The detailed description of the 
above test methods can be found in Refs. [55, 109, 112].

4.6 Challenges in the characterization of self-healing materials

Developing an artificial material to self-heal like a biological system comes as a 
huge task to the scientist or engineer. But more challenging is proving the material’s 
self-healing capability and suitability for a particular application via characteriza-
tion. Different approaches are used to achieve self-healing in different material 
classes based on their inherent properties. A self-healing material is an advanced 
material, a new product with new properties different from its original properties. 
It is important that the characteristics of the new product should be determined 
qualitatively or quantitatively. It is also important to monitor the changes during 
processing that led to the new properties. As a result, specific characterization 
methods are required to quantify self-healing efficiencies in each of the material 
classes. Most times, the equipment might not be common and sometimes unavail-
able unless improvised.

Unlike other characterization methods, evaluation of self-healing materials in 
most cases entails inducing a minimal expected mode of damage or failure during 
utilization on the material and using different methods to determine the extent of 
recovery/restoration of properties compared to original or virgin materials properties 
and to understand the mechanism of recovery. The methods of inducing the damage 
are different for the various material classes and even in the same material group. 
Inducing the appropriate damage simulating the real-life scenario is challenging. Also 
tasking is the selection of an appropriate testing procedure from an extensive range 
of known materials testing procedures that is adaptable and suitable for a particular 
self-healing concept. The field of self-healing materials is relatively new but a richly 
rewarding venture. The understanding of self-healing mechanisms in a variety 
of self-repairing material classes is still evolving. So also are the characterization 
methods needed to elucidate the dynamics of self-healing process. The challenges of 
harmonization of these methods in various research groups are yet to be resolved.

More so, the mode of damage is different and unique to the damaged material 
and its intended applications. Even within the same material class, there are various 
self-healing approaches and evaluation strategies. This makes the adopted routine 
of assessing the performance of the modified material and comparing its proper-
ties to the unmodified, virgin material complex. This makes it equally arduous to 
establish a common testing procedure for similar or for different materials classes.

5. Prospects for standardization of characterization techniques

Most of the current characterization methods used to quantify the healing per-
formance focused on the macroscopic evaluation of recovery from macroscopically 
applied damage. However, early stage of damage and recovery occur at sub-macro 
level. Therefore, macroscopic evaluation cannot by itself be sufficient enough for 
self-healing quantification [4]. As the materials’ failure normally starts at nano- and 
microscale levels, a sufficient and necessary quantification approach should take 
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into consideration the damaging and healing events at these small length scales 
[71], more so, when they can easily be prevented or healed faster at the sublevels.

However, inflicting of macroscopic damage on hard self-healing materials, 
though far from the actual utilization conditions, can be easily replicated and holds 
the promise of easier standardization and comparison across similar materials [71]. 
Since damage initiation inherently starts at the microscopic/nanoscale level, inflict-
ing of damage protocol can be done at microscopic level using nano- or/and micro-
indentation techniques. Mechanical damage can be induced using micromachining, 
accompanied by imaging of the mending process using high-resolution imaging 
equipment such as environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) [4]. 
Currently, micro-indentation testing protocol is widely accepted and standardized 
tool for mechanical testing of materials [113]. In situ measurement techniques can 
also be very helpful in such environment, where dynamic and on process conditions 
can be captured or easily replicated. At the heart of this standardization prospect is 
the operator’s skill.

Microscopic evaluation has limitations. One challenge is the requirement of very 
small volume of samples, which makes sampling difficult due to the nonhomoge-
neous composition of some materials [4]. Another is that it is not very suitable for 
testing soft materials. However, most of the self-healing material classes are hard 
materials. Some polymers, metals, ceramics, concrete and some coatings, especially 
inorganic coatings are all hard materials. Testing using micro-indentation technique 
complemented with macroscopic methods could be a useful step toward standard-
ization of quantification in hard self-healing materials.

In practical situations, a single applied load affects more than one specific mate-
rial’s property and self-healing efficiency is regarded as the ability of a given mate-
rial to recover a specific property relative to the virgin specimen. In this situation, 
efficiency calculation should take the combined properties of the material affected 
by the load into consideration and should be reported as an average or overall 
efficiency. The use of overall efficiency as a method of assessing performance of 
distinct materials using different test methods opens a path toward standardization 
irrespective of testing method and material class [71].

6. Future trends

The adopted routine of assessing the performance of self-healing materials has 
been to characterize the modified self-healing material and compare its properties 
to the unmodified, virgin material. An extensive literature survey indicated that it 
was difficult to find researchers who evaluated self-healing performance at macro-, 
micro- and nanostructural levels simultaneously. This is probably because the field 
is relatively new. Today, it is becoming obvious that an appropriate performance 
assessment method should take into account the damaging and healing at macro-
scopic as well as microscale/nanoscale levels. In order to achieve this, a combined 
suitable and reproducible evaluation procedure must be exploited for a better 
understanding of damage mechanism and healing process.

It is equally hard to find researchers who investigated several properties at the 
same time in one material. In real-life situations, the damage initiation and even-
tual failure can be caused by combined factors/loads-tensile, compressive, cyclic, 
bending, creep, thermal loads and others. The self-healing efficiency is defined as 
the ability of a given material to recover a specific property relative to the virgin 
or undamaged specimen [75]. For instance, a single applied load affects more than 
one specific material’s property and efficiency calculation should take into account 
other properties of the materials affected by the load [71]. Therefore, the most 
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rewarding venture. The understanding of self-healing mechanisms in a variety 
of self-repairing material classes is still evolving. So also are the characterization 
methods needed to elucidate the dynamics of self-healing process. The challenges of 
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More so, the mode of damage is different and unique to the damaged material 
and its intended applications. Even within the same material class, there are various 
self-healing approaches and evaluation strategies. This makes the adopted routine 
of assessing the performance of the modified material and comparing its proper-
ties to the unmodified, virgin material complex. This makes it equally arduous to 
establish a common testing procedure for similar or for different materials classes.
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Most of the current characterization methods used to quantify the healing per-
formance focused on the macroscopic evaluation of recovery from macroscopically 
applied damage. However, early stage of damage and recovery occur at sub-macro 
level. Therefore, macroscopic evaluation cannot by itself be sufficient enough for 
self-healing quantification [4]. As the materials’ failure normally starts at nano- and 
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into consideration the damaging and healing events at these small length scales 
[71], more so, when they can easily be prevented or healed faster at the sublevels.

However, inflicting of macroscopic damage on hard self-healing materials, 
though far from the actual utilization conditions, can be easily replicated and holds 
the promise of easier standardization and comparison across similar materials [71]. 
Since damage initiation inherently starts at the microscopic/nanoscale level, inflict-
ing of damage protocol can be done at microscopic level using nano- or/and micro-
indentation techniques. Mechanical damage can be induced using micromachining, 
accompanied by imaging of the mending process using high-resolution imaging 
equipment such as environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) [4]. 
Currently, micro-indentation testing protocol is widely accepted and standardized 
tool for mechanical testing of materials [113]. In situ measurement techniques can 
also be very helpful in such environment, where dynamic and on process conditions 
can be captured or easily replicated. At the heart of this standardization prospect is 
the operator’s skill.

Microscopic evaluation has limitations. One challenge is the requirement of very 
small volume of samples, which makes sampling difficult due to the nonhomoge-
neous composition of some materials [4]. Another is that it is not very suitable for 
testing soft materials. However, most of the self-healing material classes are hard 
materials. Some polymers, metals, ceramics, concrete and some coatings, especially 
inorganic coatings are all hard materials. Testing using micro-indentation technique 
complemented with macroscopic methods could be a useful step toward standard-
ization of quantification in hard self-healing materials.

In practical situations, a single applied load affects more than one specific mate-
rial’s property and self-healing efficiency is regarded as the ability of a given mate-
rial to recover a specific property relative to the virgin specimen. In this situation, 
efficiency calculation should take the combined properties of the material affected 
by the load into consideration and should be reported as an average or overall 
efficiency. The use of overall efficiency as a method of assessing performance of 
distinct materials using different test methods opens a path toward standardization 
irrespective of testing method and material class [71].

6. Future trends

The adopted routine of assessing the performance of self-healing materials has 
been to characterize the modified self-healing material and compare its properties 
to the unmodified, virgin material. An extensive literature survey indicated that it 
was difficult to find researchers who evaluated self-healing performance at macro-, 
micro- and nanostructural levels simultaneously. This is probably because the field 
is relatively new. Today, it is becoming obvious that an appropriate performance 
assessment method should take into account the damaging and healing at macro-
scopic as well as microscale/nanoscale levels. In order to achieve this, a combined 
suitable and reproducible evaluation procedure must be exploited for a better 
understanding of damage mechanism and healing process.

It is equally hard to find researchers who investigated several properties at the 
same time in one material. In real-life situations, the damage initiation and even-
tual failure can be caused by combined factors/loads-tensile, compressive, cyclic, 
bending, creep, thermal loads and others. The self-healing efficiency is defined as 
the ability of a given material to recover a specific property relative to the virgin 
or undamaged specimen [75]. For instance, a single applied load affects more than 
one specific material’s property and efficiency calculation should take into account 
other properties of the materials affected by the load [71]. Therefore, the most 
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appropriate evaluation approach should be the one that takes into account more 
than one property and reports combined efficiencies or overall efficiency, equal to 
prime average of the efficiency obtained for each material property [71].

A case could also be made to suggest or define effective predictive approaches or 
methods that would lead to faster evaluation and design of self-healing quantifica-
tions in materials at various length scales.

7. Concluding remarks

The development of self-healing materials comes as a huge challenge to the 
scientist or engineer—the challenge of synthesizing smart materials that can 
self-repair, elucidating the healing mechanism and proving their self-healing 
capabilities through characterization. There are many material classes and differ-
ent approaches have been attempted to achieve self-healing capabilities in these 
materials. For close to two decades, several self-healing materials have been devel-
oped and many methods have been employed to assess self-healing behavior and 
determine healing efficiency of these materials. As the materials are different, so 
are the evaluation techniques utilized to characterize the healing behaviors. Besides 
taking into consideration the type of material, the healing-enabling preparatory 
route and repairing mechanism, the most suitable test method should fit the 
intended application. For completeness, effective characterization should be the 
one encompassing all length scales—macro-, micro- and nanoscale levels. Thus, an 
ideal quantification approach needs to take into account the macroscopic as well as 
microscale aspects of damaging and healing.

Among the several characterization methods utilized to investigate self-healing 
behavior and determine healing efficiency in metals, polymers and polymer 
composites, ceramics and concrete at macroscale evaluation focusing on restora-
tion of mechano-physical properties is popular. Typically, most characterization 
methods in metals are carried out at the macroscale level, but healing takes place 
at nanoscale level. This can be a fundamental limitation in the characterization 
process for metals. However, evaluation techniques at micro- and nanoscale levels 
have been employed to link and correlate mechanical healing with underlying 
molecular processes in particular polymeric materials. However, testing of polymers 
and other material systems do come with their own challenges, including getting 
reliable information from testing of modified materials only with the available 
small-scale samples and at laboratory conditions. Long-time instability of polymers 
is also a problem as it has been demonstrated that the healing efficiency of extrinsic 
self-healing systems decreases over time.

In ceramics and concrete, initiation of controlled damage is somewhat tasking 
due to their inherent brittleness and low diffusion rate of healing agents. This is also 
likened to metals, whose self-healing mostly occurs faster at high temperature, but 
damage initiates at low temperature. Therefore, simulating the real condition of 
damage and healing simultaneously is a herculean task. On the other hand, coating 
is used in various conditions, but the nanoscale evaluation of indentation is car-
ried out at controlled environments, which are different from its real application 
condition.
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prime average of the efficiency obtained for each material property [71].

A case could also be made to suggest or define effective predictive approaches or 
methods that would lead to faster evaluation and design of self-healing quantifica-
tions in materials at various length scales.

7. Concluding remarks

The development of self-healing materials comes as a huge challenge to the 
scientist or engineer—the challenge of synthesizing smart materials that can 
self-repair, elucidating the healing mechanism and proving their self-healing 
capabilities through characterization. There are many material classes and differ-
ent approaches have been attempted to achieve self-healing capabilities in these 
materials. For close to two decades, several self-healing materials have been devel-
oped and many methods have been employed to assess self-healing behavior and 
determine healing efficiency of these materials. As the materials are different, so 
are the evaluation techniques utilized to characterize the healing behaviors. Besides 
taking into consideration the type of material, the healing-enabling preparatory 
route and repairing mechanism, the most suitable test method should fit the 
intended application. For completeness, effective characterization should be the 
one encompassing all length scales—macro-, micro- and nanoscale levels. Thus, an 
ideal quantification approach needs to take into account the macroscopic as well as 
microscale aspects of damaging and healing.

Among the several characterization methods utilized to investigate self-healing 
behavior and determine healing efficiency in metals, polymers and polymer 
composites, ceramics and concrete at macroscale evaluation focusing on restora-
tion of mechano-physical properties is popular. Typically, most characterization 
methods in metals are carried out at the macroscale level, but healing takes place 
at nanoscale level. This can be a fundamental limitation in the characterization 
process for metals. However, evaluation techniques at micro- and nanoscale levels 
have been employed to link and correlate mechanical healing with underlying 
molecular processes in particular polymeric materials. However, testing of polymers 
and other material systems do come with their own challenges, including getting 
reliable information from testing of modified materials only with the available 
small-scale samples and at laboratory conditions. Long-time instability of polymers 
is also a problem as it has been demonstrated that the healing efficiency of extrinsic 
self-healing systems decreases over time.

In ceramics and concrete, initiation of controlled damage is somewhat tasking 
due to their inherent brittleness and low diffusion rate of healing agents. This is also 
likened to metals, whose self-healing mostly occurs faster at high temperature, but 
damage initiates at low temperature. Therefore, simulating the real condition of 
damage and healing simultaneously is a herculean task. On the other hand, coating 
is used in various conditions, but the nanoscale evaluation of indentation is car-
ried out at controlled environments, which are different from its real application 
condition.
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Chapter 14

Smart E-Textile Materials
Dilan Canan Çelikel

Abstract

Smart textiles are one of the areas that provides added value to textile materials. 
It is a sector that has been developed with new technologies, new fibers, and textile 
materials. The production of smart or intelligent textiles cooperate with other 
branches of science like nanotechnology, materials science, design, electronics, and 
computer engineering, etc. Smart textiles are classified into three groups as  passive 
smart textiles, active smart textiles and ultra smart textiles according to their 
performance characteristics. Passive smart textiles are the first generation of smart 
textiles and sense the external conditions; for instance, UV protecting clothing, 
conductive fibers, etc. As active smart textiles respond to external conditions, ultra 
smart textiles sense, react, and adopt themselves to conditions. Shape memory 
materials, chromic materials, heat storage, and thermo-regulated fabrics are the 
typical applications of active smart textiles.

Keywords: smart textiles, E-textiles, intelligent textiles, color-changing materials, 
phase-changing materials

1. Introduction

Textiles, with the basic characteristics of clothing, protection, and esthetics, 
are the indispensable part of our lives, but in recent years with the development of 
technology and the variation of requirements, the demand to smart materials and 
intelligent textiles grows increasingly all over the world. In other words, technology 
has also taken control of textile industry. Smart textiles have superior performance 
and functionalities for the applications ranging from simple to more complicated 
uses such as military, healthcare, sportswear, etc. Smart or intelligent textiles can 
also be called as the next-generation textiles.

Many classifications related to smart textiles are available in the literature. In 
this chapter, the classifications based on the esthetic and performance functions are 
mentioned as two categories. Esthetic smart textiles use the technology for fashion 
design, because of their ability to light up and change color. Light-emitting clothes 
and luminous dresses are the typical and commercial examples for esthetic smart 
textiles. As for the performance, smart textiles are classified into three categories as 
passive smart textiles, active smart textiles, and ultra smart textiles.

Passive smart textiles can only sense the environment, as they are just sensors. 
UV protecting clothing, conductive fibers, plasma-treated clothing, and waterproof 
fabrics are the typical examples of passive smart textiles. Active smart textiles can 
sense the stimuli from the environment and also react to them; besides the  sensor 
function, they also have an actuator function. Phase change materials, shape 
memory materials, and heat sensitive dyes are active smart textile applications.
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Ultra smart textiles take a step further. Ultra smart textiles are materials that 
sense, react, monitor, and adopt themselves according to the stimuli or environmen-
tal conditions, such as thermal, mechanical, chemical, magnetic, or other sources. 
An ultra smart or intelligent textile essentially consists of a unit which works like a 
brain, with cognition, reasoning, and activating capacities. For instance, spacesuits, 
musical jackets, and wearable computers are ultra smart materials [1, 2] (Table 1).

In the mid-1970s, with the development of personal computers, a technological 
explosion was recorded in all the areas of human activity for any purposes. In the 
early 1990s, the benefits of smart textiles became apparent. Many researchers have 
studied on smart materials and textiles. Chan Vili studied the use of shape memory 
materials in developing high performance smart textiles, taking into consideration 
the ways for enhancing the esthetics of woven interior textiles. Dunne et al. pro-
vided an overview on textile integration strategies and component attachments. 
Choi and Jiang presented a system intended for cardiorespiratory measurement 
to monitor sleep condition. Mattmann et al. analyzed a yarn sensor that is nearly 
hysteresis-free while measuring elongation along body parts, for example, the back. 
Paradiso et al. presented a smart garment that can be used as wearable healthcare 
system. Cho et al. compared different conductive textiles and their performance for 
measuring joint angles.

The market for smart textile is growing with a high potential globally. The rise 
in demand for smart textile products is causing the existing market to expand, 
leading the way to new players to enter the smart textile market. In the emerging 
economies, the market share of smart textile consumed relative to conventional 
textile products is increasing. The global smart textile market size is expected to 
reach $5369 million by 2022 from $943 million in 2015, with a CAGR of 28.4% from 
2016 to 2022. The global smart textile market is thriving and witnessing significant 
growth owing to the numerous applications in various industries.

2. Functions of smart textiles

Smart textiles are smart systems that can both perceive or communicate the 
environmental conditions and can detect and process the wearer’s condition. They 
can use electrical, heat, mechanical, chemical, magnetic, and other detection 
systems to detect them. Smart garments are separated from wearable computing 
systems by revealing the importance of the garment on which they are integrated. 
Wearable computing systems are formed by the traditional systems being attached 
to the garment in some way. The equipment used is placed in non-textile ways 
without being integrated. Although some electronic materials have been reduced to 
be used in garments, the actual smart garments should use materials made entirely 
by textile production. The electronic materials to be placed must not impair the 
comfort of the standard textile material garment. Therefore, providing this combi-
nation is vital for wearability in smart garment and textile manufacturing. It is clear 
that smart textiles are simple computer systems and have five functions basically 

Sensing external conditions Reacting Responding and adopting

Passive smart textiles √

Active smart textiles √ √

Ultra smart textiles √ √ √

Table 1. 
Classification of smart textiles.
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as sensors, data processing, actuators, storage, and communication (Figure 1). But 
it must be compatible with the function of clothing such as comfort, durability, 
resistant to regular textile maintenance processes, and so on [1, 2].

2.1 Sensors

Sensors are the components that transform one type of signal into another type 
of signal. There are already systems in the textiles that measure heart, breath rate, 
temperature, movement, and moisture, but these systems work with the installa-
tion of traditional sensors in textiles. At the present stage of intelligent textiles, the 
sensors are produced from real textile material, and the heart, breath, and move-
ment sensitive sensors are already produced with satisfactory results. There are also 
different materials and structures that have the capacity of transforming signals:

• Thermal sensors: a thermal sensor detects thermal change, for example, a 
thermistor that changes resistance due to thermal change. Another example is 
the stimuli-responsive hydrogels that swell in response to a thermal change.

• Light sensors: these sensors that convert light energy into voltage output, for 
example, photoresistors.

• Sound sensors: these converts sound into an electrical signal, for example, 
piezoelectric materials.

• Humidity sensors: these sensors measure absolute or relative humidity. An 
example that can be interesting for textile use is the capacitive device that 
changes dielectric properties with the absorption of moisture.

• Pressure sensors: these sensors convert pressure to an electrical signal. A 
pressure sensor can be based on simple operations such as opening or closing a 
circuit. But they may also be based on more sophisticated forms like capacitive 
or piezoelectric phenomena.

Figure 1. 
Functions of smart textiles.
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• Strain sensors: these sensors convert strain into an electrical signal. Strain 
sensors may be based on semiconducting materials, strain sensing structures, 
or piezoelectric effects.

• Chemical sensors: these are a series of sensors that detect presence and/or 
concentration of chemical/chemicals.

• Biosensor: it is a sensing device that contains biological elements which is the 
primary sensing element. This element responds with a property change to an 
input analyte, for example, the sensing of blood glucose levels [3–5].

2.2 Data processing

Data processing is one of the components that is required only when active 
processing is necessary. According to information theory, it is necessary to 
process every collected information and data and obtain the desired output. 
Therefore, in order to obtain the desired output by processing the parameters col-
lected by the sensors, a processor suitable for the relevant purpose is required in 
smart textiles. The information processing element is only needed when the tex-
tile is actively processing information. Textile sensors can provide information to 
a large extent, but the main problem lies in how the information is evaluated and 
the processor component comes to the fore. Variation of signals and analysis of 
signals are main problems for data processors. Furthermore, the energy required 
for the processor is another problem encountered today. Since the electronic 
components required for energy do not have sufficient smallness and flexibility, 
they differ from the structure of the textile. The waterproofing requirement of 
these energy units and other electronic units is another problem. However, these 
problems are generally seen more in the garment-type smart textiles. In the case 
of vehicles, this is not a problem; the information processing elements can be 
mounted inside the vehicle [4, 6].

2.3 Actuators

Actuators are the devices designed to perform the necessary action according 
to signals from the sensor or processor. These devices are also called actuators. 
Actuators act by an effect sent from the sensor and possibly by first passing this 
effect through an information processor to perform objects such as moving objects, 
releasing materials, and making noise. Shape memory materials are the best 
examples in this field. Shape memory alloys can be formed in the form of lattice. 
Its responsiveness to heat changes enables shape memory materials to be used as an 
actuator and meets the requirements of intelligent textiles very well. Another type 
of actuator is the materials that are capable of releasing certain chemicals under 
certain conditions, which can be trapped in protective microcapsules or chemically 
bound to the fiber polymer. Such secretory materials have various commercial 
applications. Odors, skin protectors, antimicrobial products, and so on. Application 
studies have been started with active secretion methods and some simple projects 
have been implemented yet. It is contemplated that the release will be effected by 
triggering other environment variables such as temperature, pH, humidity, chemi-
cal substance, and the like. In one view, a system capable of actively controlling 
drug secretion would integrate the body with a smart suit capable of receiving 
simple health findings. For this reason, it is expected that the actuators will have 
some technological and mechanical components and will bring problems in both 
fields [6, 7].
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2.4 Storage

Storage is another component of smart textiles. Although not a fundamental 
goal, smart suits are expected to need a storage capacity to operate on their own. 
While the information to be stored in smart textiles is usually information or 
energy, examples such as textiles that inject or emit drugs or odors indicate that this 
storage unit will also serve different areas. Detection, computing, actuators, and 
communication units generally require energy, especially electrical energy. Efficient 
energy management is achieved by combining the energy source and storage in an 
appropriate manner. Examples of the energy sources that can be used in clothing 
are body temperature, mechanical movement (the energy generated by movement 
resulting from the elasticity of fabrics or kinetic energy from body movement), 
radiation (solar energy), and so on. The energy source required for the operation 
of sensors, processors, and moving systems in smart textiles should be combined 
with energy storage capability. Nowadays, very small and light batteries are avail-
able, and this solution of this energy requirement is a method that comes to mind 
in the first place. Even if the flexible ones are manufactured, they are not sufficient 
in performance and are still under development. On the other hand, the situation is 
easier and the energy requirement can be achieved by direct contact with clothing 
or by wireless connection [8, 9].

2.5 Communication

One of the components of smart textiles is the communication component, which 
is shaped according to the type and need of communication. There are many types 
of communication within smart textiles. Some of the basic situations in which smart 
textiles are contacted are as follows: in one element of the garment itself; can be 
mounted between two different elements of the garment; and in order to command 
the garment by the wearer, contact is made to inform the wearer or his surroundings. 
In today’s prototypes, communication within the garment is provided by optical 
fibers or by conductive fine wires. They are naturally woven and can be placed in 
textiles without the use of stitches. A specific communication protocol is followed 
to communicate with the wearer. The outlines of this protocol can be provided by 
the technologies described below. Optical fibers are used in the creation of optical 
screens, and France Telecom has managed to produce several prototypes by produc-
ing a sweater and a backpack. On the other hand, since it requires more than one 
fiber for a pixel, it appears that the present situation needs further consideration. 
Another communication protocol in smart textiles is pressure-transmission systems. 
Information can be provided to the garment with pressure-sensitive textile materi-
als, and a data processing element needs to process these entered orders. In some 
intelligent textile applications, communication with wider environmental elements 
is important. For example, there are many situations in which the suit is required 
to interact with the vehicle when 41 drivers are handled. The first thing that comes 
to mind in the communication of the dress with the vehicle is the seat in which it is 
in direct contact. A wireless connection can be achieved by integrating an antenna 
into the suit. This antenna is integrated into the clothes. The major advantage of this 
integration of antennas to the garment is that a large area can be used for communi-
cation without the user even being aware of it. In the summer of 2002, a prototype 
was produced in Philips Research Laboratories. With regard to road safety or driving 
comfort, a lot of data about the driver, such as heat comfort, concentration etc., can 
be obtained using intelligent textiles for a better and safer driving quality. For risky 
human profiles, for example, heart patients can anticipate the problems of cloth-
ing and provide information to stop the vehicle or even call for help if necessary. 
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• Strain sensors: these sensors convert strain into an electrical signal. Strain 
sensors may be based on semiconducting materials, strain sensing structures, 
or piezoelectric effects.

• Chemical sensors: these are a series of sensors that detect presence and/or 
concentration of chemical/chemicals.
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input analyte, for example, the sensing of blood glucose levels [3–5].
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signals are main problems for data processors. Furthermore, the energy required 
for the processor is another problem encountered today. Since the electronic 
components required for energy do not have sufficient smallness and flexibility, 
they differ from the structure of the textile. The waterproofing requirement of 
these energy units and other electronic units is another problem. However, these 
problems are generally seen more in the garment-type smart textiles. In the case 
of vehicles, this is not a problem; the information processing elements can be 
mounted inside the vehicle [4, 6].

2.3 Actuators

Actuators are the devices designed to perform the necessary action according 
to signals from the sensor or processor. These devices are also called actuators. 
Actuators act by an effect sent from the sensor and possibly by first passing this 
effect through an information processor to perform objects such as moving objects, 
releasing materials, and making noise. Shape memory materials are the best 
examples in this field. Shape memory alloys can be formed in the form of lattice. 
Its responsiveness to heat changes enables shape memory materials to be used as an 
actuator and meets the requirements of intelligent textiles very well. Another type 
of actuator is the materials that are capable of releasing certain chemicals under 
certain conditions, which can be trapped in protective microcapsules or chemically 
bound to the fiber polymer. Such secretory materials have various commercial 
applications. Odors, skin protectors, antimicrobial products, and so on. Application 
studies have been started with active secretion methods and some simple projects 
have been implemented yet. It is contemplated that the release will be effected by 
triggering other environment variables such as temperature, pH, humidity, chemi-
cal substance, and the like. In one view, a system capable of actively controlling 
drug secretion would integrate the body with a smart suit capable of receiving 
simple health findings. For this reason, it is expected that the actuators will have 
some technological and mechanical components and will bring problems in both 
fields [6, 7].
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Storage is another component of smart textiles. Although not a fundamental 
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While the information to be stored in smart textiles is usually information or 
energy, examples such as textiles that inject or emit drugs or odors indicate that this 
storage unit will also serve different areas. Detection, computing, actuators, and 
communication units generally require energy, especially electrical energy. Efficient 
energy management is achieved by combining the energy source and storage in an 
appropriate manner. Examples of the energy sources that can be used in clothing 
are body temperature, mechanical movement (the energy generated by movement 
resulting from the elasticity of fabrics or kinetic energy from body movement), 
radiation (solar energy), and so on. The energy source required for the operation 
of sensors, processors, and moving systems in smart textiles should be combined 
with energy storage capability. Nowadays, very small and light batteries are avail-
able, and this solution of this energy requirement is a method that comes to mind 
in the first place. Even if the flexible ones are manufactured, they are not sufficient 
in performance and are still under development. On the other hand, the situation is 
easier and the energy requirement can be achieved by direct contact with clothing 
or by wireless connection [8, 9].

2.5 Communication

One of the components of smart textiles is the communication component, which 
is shaped according to the type and need of communication. There are many types 
of communication within smart textiles. Some of the basic situations in which smart 
textiles are contacted are as follows: in one element of the garment itself; can be 
mounted between two different elements of the garment; and in order to command 
the garment by the wearer, contact is made to inform the wearer or his surroundings. 
In today’s prototypes, communication within the garment is provided by optical 
fibers or by conductive fine wires. They are naturally woven and can be placed in 
textiles without the use of stitches. A specific communication protocol is followed 
to communicate with the wearer. The outlines of this protocol can be provided by 
the technologies described below. Optical fibers are used in the creation of optical 
screens, and France Telecom has managed to produce several prototypes by produc-
ing a sweater and a backpack. On the other hand, since it requires more than one 
fiber for a pixel, it appears that the present situation needs further consideration. 
Another communication protocol in smart textiles is pressure-transmission systems. 
Information can be provided to the garment with pressure-sensitive textile materi-
als, and a data processing element needs to process these entered orders. In some 
intelligent textile applications, communication with wider environmental elements 
is important. For example, there are many situations in which the suit is required 
to interact with the vehicle when 41 drivers are handled. The first thing that comes 
to mind in the communication of the dress with the vehicle is the seat in which it is 
in direct contact. A wireless connection can be achieved by integrating an antenna 
into the suit. This antenna is integrated into the clothes. The major advantage of this 
integration of antennas to the garment is that a large area can be used for communi-
cation without the user even being aware of it. In the summer of 2002, a prototype 
was produced in Philips Research Laboratories. With regard to road safety or driving 
comfort, a lot of data about the driver, such as heat comfort, concentration etc., can 
be obtained using intelligent textiles for a better and safer driving quality. For risky 
human profiles, for example, heart patients can anticipate the problems of cloth-
ing and provide information to stop the vehicle or even call for help if necessary. 
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Although these developments are considered unquestionable, it is thought that these 
studies can only be implemented in the future with more advanced technology due 
to the limited information that can be obtained from the human body and the lack of 
materials and concepts for the systems to process this information [8, 9].

3. Applications of smart textiles

3.1 Shape memory textiles

Materials capable of remembering the original shape are called shape memory 
materials. Materials are shaped out of its original shape as the temperature change 
returns to its original shape with a chemical, mechanical, magnetic, or electrical 
external effect. There are many classes of shape memory materials such as alloys, 
polymers, gels, and ceramics. Shape memory alloys and shape memory polymers 
are the types of shape memory materials with applications in textiles. The impor-
tant point in these applications is that the material used exhibits the shape memory 
effect at temperatures close to body temperature.

Shape memory alloys are composed of a combination of two or more elements 
with the properties of hardness and elasticity that vary considerably at certain 
temperatures. An example of the application of shape memory alloys in textiles is 
a nickel-titanium alloy, which is used in protective clothing against fire and high 
temperatures and provides different levels of protection according to temperature.

Under the degree of activation, the easily deformable alloy becomes more rigid 
at the degree of activation, taking its original shape. Alloy applied to the fabric in 
the form of a flat surface takes the form of spring with the effect of temperature, 
increasing the air gap in the fabric, thus increasing the protection of the garment 
and the formation of second-degree burns under the same conditions.

The degree of activation can be adjusted by changing the ratio of nickel to 
titanium in the alloy. T-shirts developed by an Italian company Corpo Nove shortens 
the sleeves with the increase in temperature and do not require ironing, which is 
another example of the application of shape memory alloys in textiles.

Shape memory polymers can be used in fiber production or can be applied to the 
fabric by finishing, coating, or lamination processes. Polymers have different water 
vapor permeability, air permeability, modulus of elasticity, refractive index, and 
expansion properties below and above the glass transition temperature (Tg).

The shape-memory polymer, placed between two layers of fabric, has a tight 
structure below a certain temperature and prevents heat, water and wind circula-
tion around the body. By the increase in temperature it starts the molecules motion 
and becomes a porous structure resulted with the expulsion in body heat. This flex-
ible barrier function makes it possible to adjust the insulation properties of the gar-
ment to temperature changes and to provide optimum comfort in any environment.

The crystal structure of a material at a given temperature determines its many 
physical properties. During the phase change, besides microscopic changes, mac-
roscopic changes such as modulus of elasticity, coefficient of friction, electrical 
conductivity, and hardness occur. One of the important applications using these 
changes is surgical yarns.

Self-tangled surgical threads are designed for endoscopic surgery, and implants 
that are small in normal ambient conditions are designed for use in endoscopic sur-
gery. Thus, it will be possible to perform operations with small incisions, shortening 
the healing time and reducing the risk of infection. Shape memory textiles can also 
be used for esthetic and decorative purposes. Textile materials that deform with the 
stimulating effect acquire a third dimension [1, 8, 9].
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3.2 Color-changing textiles

They are intelligent textile materials that have the ability to change color with 
an external stimulus effect. They are obtained by incorporating color-changing 
materials into the structure of textile materials. Color-changing materials are 
chromic materials or chameleon materials. There are many different color-changing 
mechanisms, but mostly the electron density or molecular structure of the material 
changes due to the external stimulus effect and the color change occurs; when the 
stimulus effect disappears, they return to their initial state where they are more 
stable and get their first color.

Color changing materials are specified according to the effect mechanism. Light, 
heat, pH change, solution, friction and pressure are basic effect parameters. They are 
also called by the effect type as photochromic (light effected), thermochromic (heat 
effected), electrochromic (electric effected), solventchromic (solution effected), 
halochromic (pH effected), tribochromic (friction effected), mechanochromic 
(pressure effected).

The application of chromic materials to textile materials can be done by different 
methods at different stages. For example, a chromic dyestuff can be used for dyeing 
fibers by conventional dyeing methods; the fibers can be added to the fiber struc-
ture at the polymer stage; color-changing fibers can be obtained by melt spinning 
or wet spinning; they can be mixed with resin and coated onto the fabric surface, 
thereby using them for fabric printing or dyeing.

Smart textiles change colors depending on environmental factors; they are 
important because of their esthetic advantages. It is thought that the use of color-
changing textiles will become more widespread in the future in the field of fashion 
and will change the color depending on many other effects besides the existing 
ones. Photochromic, thermochromic, electrochromic, and solventchromic textile 
applications can be seen in fashion and decoration. They are available for T-shirts, 
bags, and hats.

The reversible color-changing property of thermochromic dyes indirectly 
changes the heat absorbing property of the textile material. While light reflection 
increases, darker colors increase heat absorption. Because of these properties, ther-
mochromic dyestuffs are used to coat the uniforms of firefighters who turn white 
under very high temperatures and reflect the heat in this way and also in building 
coatings. The fact that thermochromic dyes accelerate the dimensional change 
of fibers provides another thermoregulation effect. At high temperatures, fibers 
containing thermochromic dyestuff shorten. The pores of the fabric are enlarged so 
that a large amount of air is introduced in and consequently the body temperature 
decreases. At low temperatures, the fibers are elongated, the pores are closed, and 
the fabric maintains the body’s temperature [1, 2, 10, 11].

3.3 Phase-changing textiles

Phase change materials, with a textile substrate, are basicly thermo regulating 
materials. When the melting temperature of the material is reached during the 
heating process, the transition from solid state to liquid, that is, a phase change 
occurs, during which the phase change material absorbs and stores a large amount 
of heat. The temperature of the phase-changing material remains virtually constant 
during the entire phase change. During cooling of the same material, the stored 
heat is transferred to the medium and the transition from liquid to solid state takes 
place. Again, the temperature of the material remains constant throughout the 
phase change process. If the temperature change continues except for phase change, 
the temperature of the material also changes.
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Although these developments are considered unquestionable, it is thought that these 
studies can only be implemented in the future with more advanced technology due 
to the limited information that can be obtained from the human body and the lack of 
materials and concepts for the systems to process this information [8, 9].

3. Applications of smart textiles

3.1 Shape memory textiles

Materials capable of remembering the original shape are called shape memory 
materials. Materials are shaped out of its original shape as the temperature change 
returns to its original shape with a chemical, mechanical, magnetic, or electrical 
external effect. There are many classes of shape memory materials such as alloys, 
polymers, gels, and ceramics. Shape memory alloys and shape memory polymers 
are the types of shape memory materials with applications in textiles. The impor-
tant point in these applications is that the material used exhibits the shape memory 
effect at temperatures close to body temperature.

Shape memory alloys are composed of a combination of two or more elements 
with the properties of hardness and elasticity that vary considerably at certain 
temperatures. An example of the application of shape memory alloys in textiles is 
a nickel-titanium alloy, which is used in protective clothing against fire and high 
temperatures and provides different levels of protection according to temperature.

Under the degree of activation, the easily deformable alloy becomes more rigid 
at the degree of activation, taking its original shape. Alloy applied to the fabric in 
the form of a flat surface takes the form of spring with the effect of temperature, 
increasing the air gap in the fabric, thus increasing the protection of the garment 
and the formation of second-degree burns under the same conditions.

The degree of activation can be adjusted by changing the ratio of nickel to 
titanium in the alloy. T-shirts developed by an Italian company Corpo Nove shortens 
the sleeves with the increase in temperature and do not require ironing, which is 
another example of the application of shape memory alloys in textiles.

Shape memory polymers can be used in fiber production or can be applied to the 
fabric by finishing, coating, or lamination processes. Polymers have different water 
vapor permeability, air permeability, modulus of elasticity, refractive index, and 
expansion properties below and above the glass transition temperature (Tg).

The shape-memory polymer, placed between two layers of fabric, has a tight 
structure below a certain temperature and prevents heat, water and wind circula-
tion around the body. By the increase in temperature it starts the molecules motion 
and becomes a porous structure resulted with the expulsion in body heat. This flex-
ible barrier function makes it possible to adjust the insulation properties of the gar-
ment to temperature changes and to provide optimum comfort in any environment.

The crystal structure of a material at a given temperature determines its many 
physical properties. During the phase change, besides microscopic changes, mac-
roscopic changes such as modulus of elasticity, coefficient of friction, electrical 
conductivity, and hardness occur. One of the important applications using these 
changes is surgical yarns.

Self-tangled surgical threads are designed for endoscopic surgery, and implants 
that are small in normal ambient conditions are designed for use in endoscopic sur-
gery. Thus, it will be possible to perform operations with small incisions, shortening 
the healing time and reducing the risk of infection. Shape memory textiles can also 
be used for esthetic and decorative purposes. Textile materials that deform with the 
stimulating effect acquire a third dimension [1, 8, 9].
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3.2 Color-changing textiles

They are intelligent textile materials that have the ability to change color with 
an external stimulus effect. They are obtained by incorporating color-changing 
materials into the structure of textile materials. Color-changing materials are 
chromic materials or chameleon materials. There are many different color-changing 
mechanisms, but mostly the electron density or molecular structure of the material 
changes due to the external stimulus effect and the color change occurs; when the 
stimulus effect disappears, they return to their initial state where they are more 
stable and get their first color.

Color changing materials are specified according to the effect mechanism. Light, 
heat, pH change, solution, friction and pressure are basic effect parameters. They are 
also called by the effect type as photochromic (light effected), thermochromic (heat 
effected), electrochromic (electric effected), solventchromic (solution effected), 
halochromic (pH effected), tribochromic (friction effected), mechanochromic 
(pressure effected).

The application of chromic materials to textile materials can be done by different 
methods at different stages. For example, a chromic dyestuff can be used for dyeing 
fibers by conventional dyeing methods; the fibers can be added to the fiber struc-
ture at the polymer stage; color-changing fibers can be obtained by melt spinning 
or wet spinning; they can be mixed with resin and coated onto the fabric surface, 
thereby using them for fabric printing or dyeing.

Smart textiles change colors depending on environmental factors; they are 
important because of their esthetic advantages. It is thought that the use of color-
changing textiles will become more widespread in the future in the field of fashion 
and will change the color depending on many other effects besides the existing 
ones. Photochromic, thermochromic, electrochromic, and solventchromic textile 
applications can be seen in fashion and decoration. They are available for T-shirts, 
bags, and hats.

The reversible color-changing property of thermochromic dyes indirectly 
changes the heat absorbing property of the textile material. While light reflection 
increases, darker colors increase heat absorption. Because of these properties, ther-
mochromic dyestuffs are used to coat the uniforms of firefighters who turn white 
under very high temperatures and reflect the heat in this way and also in building 
coatings. The fact that thermochromic dyes accelerate the dimensional change 
of fibers provides another thermoregulation effect. At high temperatures, fibers 
containing thermochromic dyestuff shorten. The pores of the fabric are enlarged so 
that a large amount of air is introduced in and consequently the body temperature 
decreases. At low temperatures, the fibers are elongated, the pores are closed, and 
the fabric maintains the body’s temperature [1, 2, 10, 11].

3.3 Phase-changing textiles

Phase change materials, with a textile substrate, are basicly thermo regulating 
materials. When the melting temperature of the material is reached during the 
heating process, the transition from solid state to liquid, that is, a phase change 
occurs, during which the phase change material absorbs and stores a large amount 
of heat. The temperature of the phase-changing material remains virtually constant 
during the entire phase change. During cooling of the same material, the stored 
heat is transferred to the medium and the transition from liquid to solid state takes 
place. Again, the temperature of the material remains constant throughout the 
phase change process. If the temperature change continues except for phase change, 
the temperature of the material also changes.
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By using two or more phase-changing materials together, the temperature range 
at which the phase change occurs can be adjusted so that it can be used in specific 
applications. Textile materials in which the phase-changing materials are applied 
have a cooling effect, heating effect, or thermoregulation effect caused by the 
absorption or dissipation of heat depending on the ambient temperature conditions. 
The degree of all effects depends on the type of material used, its thermal capac-
ity, and the amount of application. Of course, in order to obtain the desired effect 
efficiently, the temperature values in which the material changes phase must match 
the temperature values to be encountered during use.

The application of phase-changing materials to textile materials can be done in 
different ways. Microencapsulated phase-changing materials can be added to the 
structure of synthetic fibers during fiber drawing, can be added to the nonwoven 
structure, or can be coated on textile surfaces. Product design is also very important 
in all these applications. For example, when changing from a warm indoor environ-
ment to a cold outdoor environment, it was seen that the garment containing the 
phase-changing material showed heating effect on average 12–15 min depending on 
the phase-changing material content and outdoor conditions.

If the structure of the garment is not designed well, it is also possible to dissipate 
heat from the phase-changing material. When we look at their usage, they have 
commercialized usage in hospital beds and pillows. With the effects of thermoregu-
lation, they keep the temperature at levels that do not disturb the patient and ensure 
that the patient does not sweat and thus contribute to the healing process of the 
patient. There are also studies on heating or cooling plasters and heating blankets 
for use in the medical field. In long-term operations, it is possible to provide ther-
mal comfort by preventing surgeons’ sweats by providing a coating on the inside of 
their garments with a phase-changing material. There are commercialized everyday 
garments, underwear, shoes, and sportswear where phase-changing materials are 
applied [2, 10–12].

3.4 Wearable smart electronic textiles

Wearable smart electronic textiles make lifes more reliable, healthy and com-
fortable in many areas. Wearable smart electronic textiles; temperature change, 
light, moisture, such as environmental stimuli can detect, react to these stimuli, 
can change itself according to external conditions, store data, these data are used to 
produce information and communication purposes. In this sense, they are perceived 
as intelligent technologies that will have the qualities to support the vital activities 
of human beings such as sensation, movement, communication, taking action, and 
adapting to environmental conditions.

The four basic elements of wearable smart electronic textiles are conductiv-
ity, sensors, wireless communication module, and power supply. Depending on 
the nature of these components, the degree to which they can be integrated into 
the textile material varies. As a first method, existing electronic devices can be 
integrated into the textile material. An example of a life belt to which the existing 
sensors are attached is an example. The biggest advantage is that the process is 
very easy. However, the disadvantages of the large, inflexible electronic compo-
nents used are disturbing the user and washing problems. The second method 
is the production of electronic components using textile materials and textile 
manufacturing techniques (textronics) and their use as part of the garment. The 
disadvantage of this method is that integration processes can be carried out easily, 
but that a limited number of electronic components can be produced by textile 
materials and methods. The third method is to produce and use fibers to provide 
some electronic functions (fibertronics).
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Clothing equipped with sensors that monitor vital functions such as breathing, 
heart rate, and body temperature increases the mobility of the patients while pro-
viding the confidence of being constantly monitored and increasing the standard 
of living for chronic patients and the disabled. High-performance active sportswear 
provides a performance increase by following the athletes’ body functions such as 
pulse, breath, body temperature, and activity-related values such as speed, distance, 
time, and calories.

Various applications are available in the field of medicine, sportswear, and pro-
tective clothing. Lifeshirt is an example of the protective use of intelligent electronic 
garments designed for pioneers, hazardous workers, firefighters, and industrial 
cleaning workers. Lifeshirt is a belt that contains sensors that detect indicators 
related to vital activities such as respiratory rate, heart rate, and body temperature 
and can transmit this information to a remote monitor via a modem. Through this 
belts, the health status of the wearer can be monitored continuously, and strategic 
decisions can be made by evaluating the general situation of the team.

The Cyberia Smart Coverall with wearable technology is designed to be worn 
in polar areas. The project was started with the aim of developing a garment 
displaying the health data of the wearer. The garment displaying health data also 
includes a global positioning system (GPS) for use in the event of a loss and a GSM 
module that can automatically send the coordinates and health information to a 
 predetermined number in the event of an abnormal condition [2, 5, 13].

4. Innovations in smart textiles

4.1 Laser-printed waterproof and stretchable e-textiles

The next generation of waterproof smart fabrics will be laser printed and 
made in minutes. That is the future imagined by the researchers behind new 
e-textile technology. Scientists from RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia, 
have developed a cost-efficient and scalable method for rapidly fabricating 
textiles that are embedded with energy storage devices. In just 3 min, the method 
can produce a 10 × 10 cm smart textile patch that is waterproof, stretchable, and 
readily integrated with energy harvesting technologies. The technology enables 
graphene supercapacitors—powerful and long-lasting energy storage devices 
that are easily combined with solar or other sources of power—to be laser printed 
directly onto textiles (Figure 2).

4.2 Conductive textiles

A conductive textile can be defined as a fabric which is made from the strands 
of a metal that are woven, blended, or coated during the creation of the textile. 
Conductive metals such as silver, titanium, gold, nickel, and carbon are utilized by 
the textile. Conductive textiles inhabit the property that it can conduct electric-
ity and thus is used in several applications by different end-use industries. The 
primary function of the conductive textile is controlling the static electricity and 
protecting from the electromagnetic interference. Based on type, the woven textile 
segment has significant growth during the forecast period. Woven textiles are 
widely utilized by various end-use industries such as military and defense, health-
care, and sports and fitness. As these textiles offer high standard performance in 
shielding and conductivity, they are considered to be the preferred type of conduc-
tive textiles utilized across the globe, thereby boosting the growth of the woven 
textile segment [14].
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By using two or more phase-changing materials together, the temperature range 
at which the phase change occurs can be adjusted so that it can be used in specific 
applications. Textile materials in which the phase-changing materials are applied 
have a cooling effect, heating effect, or thermoregulation effect caused by the 
absorption or dissipation of heat depending on the ambient temperature conditions. 
The degree of all effects depends on the type of material used, its thermal capac-
ity, and the amount of application. Of course, in order to obtain the desired effect 
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materials and methods. The third method is to produce and use fibers to provide 
some electronic functions (fibertronics).
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Clothing equipped with sensors that monitor vital functions such as breathing, 
heart rate, and body temperature increases the mobility of the patients while pro-
viding the confidence of being constantly monitored and increasing the standard 
of living for chronic patients and the disabled. High-performance active sportswear 
provides a performance increase by following the athletes’ body functions such as 
pulse, breath, body temperature, and activity-related values such as speed, distance, 
time, and calories.
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tective clothing. Lifeshirt is an example of the protective use of intelligent electronic 
garments designed for pioneers, hazardous workers, firefighters, and industrial 
cleaning workers. Lifeshirt is a belt that contains sensors that detect indicators 
related to vital activities such as respiratory rate, heart rate, and body temperature 
and can transmit this information to a remote monitor via a modem. Through this 
belts, the health status of the wearer can be monitored continuously, and strategic 
decisions can be made by evaluating the general situation of the team.

The Cyberia Smart Coverall with wearable technology is designed to be worn 
in polar areas. The project was started with the aim of developing a garment 
displaying the health data of the wearer. The garment displaying health data also 
includes a global positioning system (GPS) for use in the event of a loss and a GSM 
module that can automatically send the coordinates and health information to a 
 predetermined number in the event of an abnormal condition [2, 5, 13].

4. Innovations in smart textiles

4.1 Laser-printed waterproof and stretchable e-textiles

The next generation of waterproof smart fabrics will be laser printed and 
made in minutes. That is the future imagined by the researchers behind new 
e-textile technology. Scientists from RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia, 
have developed a cost-efficient and scalable method for rapidly fabricating 
textiles that are embedded with energy storage devices. In just 3 min, the method 
can produce a 10 × 10 cm smart textile patch that is waterproof, stretchable, and 
readily integrated with energy harvesting technologies. The technology enables 
graphene supercapacitors—powerful and long-lasting energy storage devices 
that are easily combined with solar or other sources of power—to be laser printed 
directly onto textiles (Figure 2).

4.2 Conductive textiles

A conductive textile can be defined as a fabric which is made from the strands 
of a metal that are woven, blended, or coated during the creation of the textile. 
Conductive metals such as silver, titanium, gold, nickel, and carbon are utilized by 
the textile. Conductive textiles inhabit the property that it can conduct electric-
ity and thus is used in several applications by different end-use industries. The 
primary function of the conductive textile is controlling the static electricity and 
protecting from the electromagnetic interference. Based on type, the woven textile 
segment has significant growth during the forecast period. Woven textiles are 
widely utilized by various end-use industries such as military and defense, health-
care, and sports and fitness. As these textiles offer high standard performance in 
shielding and conductivity, they are considered to be the preferred type of conduc-
tive textiles utilized across the globe, thereby boosting the growth of the woven 
textile segment [14].
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4.3 Medical smart textile as a cardiac supporting device

Knitted and woven fabrics are being used as a cardiac supporting device. An 
innovative medical device has been made by using the knitted and woven fabrics, 
which corrects the life-threatening conditions of the heart and vascular system. 
Implantation of the new devices requires less invasive surgical procedures and 
involves less risk than traditional procedures, while also causing fewer complica-
tions in hospital days. Heart failure is a chronic syndrome that occurs when the 
heart is not getting enough amount of blood. Generally, valve leakage is reliable for 
this. The treatment of heart failure is only the drug therapies and surgical, but they 
are temporary treatment. The only permanent treatment is a heart transplant. But 
most of the patients cannot qualify for heart transplantation. So they have to do the 
surgical treatment or drug therapy.

So the scientists have developed a device named as a cardiac support device 
(CSD), which is intended to halt the progression of heart failure. The cardiac support 
device (CSD) research was conducted to determine the best material, yarn configura-
tion, knit pattern, and processing to use to produce CSD fabric. It is a mesh-like warp 
knitted fabric. The fabric is fabricated from the multifilament texture (Figure 3).

Polyester fabric is used for it. Polyester fabric has biological tissue response and 
it has the compatibility for the epicardial surface of the heart. The polyester yarns 
are warp knitted into a mesh configuration using a variation of an atlas stitch. After 
knitting, the fabric is conditioned to ease its handling during the processing to 
manufacture the CSD [9].

4.4 Smart clothing with improved comfort and safety for firefighters

Temperature is a major challenge in numerous professions—thermal comfort 
and occupational safety. For example, in emergency missions of fire and rescue 
services as well as in mines and construction sites, the working conditions often 
cause extreme physical strain (Figure 4).

Working in hot situations without wearing appropriate protective clothing and 
equipment often causes high heat stress. It will be perfect if the amount of such 
stress could be monitored in real time during the performance of different work 
tasks. To solve this, researchers and companies together developed a wearable tech-
nology solution for firefighters. It allows the real-time monitoring of heat stress, 
thus improving the occupational health and safety in challenging temperatures.

Figure 2. 
Laser-printed waterproof and stretchable e-fabric.
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The new method has been tested at the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health 
in Oulu and at the Emergency Services College in Kuopio. Based on the first tests, 
it would seem to offer a very promising tool for commanding rescue missions and 
enhancing the occupational health and safety of firefighters [10–12].

4.5 Graphene-based smart textiles

Graphene has already made a huge blast in the next step of wearable technology. 
Due to the thermal conductive properties of graphene, the warmth produced by the 
human body is preserved and distributed evenly in cold climates and allows an even 
body temperature during physical activity.

A renowned company Directa Plus, a producer and supplier of graphene-
based products, teamed up with Colmar, the high-end sportswear company, has 
launched a new collection of SKI jackets containing graphene-based products. 

Figure 3. 
Medical textiles working as a cardiac support device.

Figure 4. 
Smart clothing, adjusting the heating control autonomously.
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The new technology SKI jacket contains graphene Plus (G+) and is worn by the 
French national SKI team for multiple successful tournaments. It was explained 
that the key benefit of incorporating G+ is that it enables the fabric to act as a filter 
between the body and the external environment, ensuring the ideal temperature for 
the wearer (Figure 5).

A Chinese company called Shanghai Kyorene New Material Technology has also 
developed a graphene fiber that has been used to produce clothes, sportswear, and 
underwear products.

Recently, researchers have designed a low-cost, sustainable, and environmen-
tally friendly method for making conductive cotton fabrics using graphene. These 
fabrics could lead to smart textiles and interactive clothes that will find applications 
in healthcare, wearable, and more. Functionalization of these conductive cotton 
fabrics was done by thermal reduction of graphene oxide (GO) adsorbed on cotton. 
Besides, researchers have created two ways to apply thin graphene sheets that either 
make the fabric super-hydrophobic or super-hydrophilic.

A team of scientists in Korea also announced the successful development of a 
technology to make a washable, flexible, and highly sensitive textile-type gas sen-
sor. This technology is based on coating graphene using molecular adhesives to fiber 
like nylon, cotton, or polyester so that the fabric can check whether or not gas exists 
in the air.

Graphene has also strong cytotoxicity toward bacteria. So, this can be high-
lighted for maternity clothes to create coatings that prevent the growth of bacteria 
on the surface of the fabrics, thus protecting the pregnant against the possible 
diseases transmitted by bacteria. This type of protection will be very useful in gyne-
cologists, nurses, and midwives clothing who assist the birthing woman in order to 
avoid the spreading of bacterial infections in newborns [6].

4.6 Smart denim jacket

The smart denim jacket designed by Levi’s turns a portion of the fabric on the 
sleeve into a touch-sensitive remote control for phones to be helpful in everyday 
life. This is a second version of their Jacquard smart jacket first introduced in 2017. 

Figure 5. 
Graphene-based jacket.
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The iconic jacket merges style with innovative Jacquard technology and allows the 
wearer to answer calls, play music, and take photos right from the sleeve. With the 
Jacquard technology, the jacket lets you access digital services right from your cuff, 
wherever you go. Get updates about your day, take a remote selfie, get notified if 
you leave your phone or jacket behind, and more, so you can stay focused on what is 
important (Figure 6).

The technology allows to use touch gestures, like swiping and tapping, on the 
left cuff of the jacket to issue commands. The new and improved Jacquard Tag wire-
lessly connects your Trucker jacket to your smartphone. Jacquard also provides you 
helpful alerts, like when you have left your phone behind, using lights on the Tag 
and vibrations in the cuff to get your attention [5].

4.7 Smart film fabric

DuPont Intexar is a revolutionary electronic ink and film that seamlessly 
transforms fabric into smart clothing for multiple applications. The technology is 
embedded directly onto fabric using standard apparel manufacturing processes, 
offering both ease of integration and ease of design. It is currently leveraged for 
three applications: fitness, heat, and shealth (Figure 7).

The technology for fitness and health function similarly with key components 
that monitor and transmit biometric signals. A thin layer of carbon or silver serves 
as a sensor, sensing electrical signals, while a conductor, made of a layer of silver, 
transmits currents throughout. Other films are integrated onto the textiles to shield 
the technology from water and additional exposure. The data received is captured 
and monitored via a third-party app. The heat application utilizes a battery-powered 
technology that includes a resistor, a thin layer of carbon that radiates heat, a 
conductor, a thin layer of silver that transmits the electrical currents, and additional 
films for protection.

Intexar is engineered and tested to perform as designed each and every time, 
with durability to outlast any alternative and offer unmatched comfort with its 
seamless stretchability. Intexar also offers a powered heating solution in a thin and 
safe application. The battery-operated technology enables clothing to generate 
heat, creating actively controlled on-body warming. This technology is particu-
larly well-suited for outdoor activity and industry professionals within the utility, 

Figure 6. 
Smart denim jacket.
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construction, military, forestry, mining, and infrastructure industries, among others. 
This technology also delivers advanced wearable health care through the sense 
and transmission of biometric signals. Primary uses include monitoring of preg-
nancy, telemetry and respiratory disorders as well as heat and electro-stimulation 
therapies.

5. Conclusion

Current developments in textile technologies, new materials, nanotechnology 
and miniature electronics, and wearable makes systems more convenient, but the 
most important parameter for users to accept wearable devices is comfort is suf-
ficient. This is recognized as a challenging environment for the human body and the 
environment, mechanics resistance, and durability. In addition, the circuit design 
of the development of intelligent textiles, the knowledge of intelligent materials, 
microelectronics, and chemistry is basically integrated with a deep understanding 
of textile production. It requires a multidisciplinary approach.

Figure 7. 
Smart film fabric.
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Chapter 15

Tellurite Glass and Its Application
in Lasers
Pengfei Wang, Shijie Jia, Xiaosong Lu, Yuxuan Jiang, Jibo Yu,
Xin Wang, Shunbin Wang and Elfed Lewis

Abstract

This chapter provides expert coverage of the physical properties of new
noncrystalline solids—tellurite glass and the latest laser applications of the
material—offering insights into innovative applications for laser and sensing
devices, among others. In particular, there is a focus on specialty optical fibers,
supercontinuum generation and laser devices, and luminescence properties for laser
applications. This chapter also addresses the fabrication and optical properties and
uses of tellurite glasses in optical fibers and optical microcavities, the significance of
from near infrared (NIR) to mid-infrared (MIR) emissions and the development of
tellurite glass-based microcavity lasers. The important attributes of these tellurite
glasses and their applications in lasers were discussed in this chapter.

Keywords: tellurite glass, fiber lasers, supercontinuum sources, specialty fibers,
microcavity lasers

1. Introduction of tellurite glass

Tellurite glasses are noncrystalline solids with many applications in photonics,
appear in a wide range of compositions, and can be operated over a large tempera-
ture range [1–4]. Tellurite glasses have been studied for more than 150 years [5],
but more recent versions have been produced with purities exceeding 98.5% [6].
They are characterized by a low melting point and the absence of hygroscopic
properties, and hence tellurite glasses have limited the application of phosphate and
borate glasses and aroused widespread interest in the field of photonics and associ-
ated technologies. Moreover, they have high density and a low transition tempera-
ture [7, 8]. Their optical properties include relatively high refractive index, high
nonlinear refractive index, high dielectric constant, as well as good chemical stabil-
ity and a wide infrared (IR) transmission range (1–6 μm) [9–11].

In 1952, Stanworth [1] conducted preliminary research on the formation and
structure of tellurite glass. The main raw material is TeO2 and at that time this was
relatively expensive, and hence tellurite glass was considered to be of low practical
value and had not been further studied. Since the late 1980s to the mid of 1990s
[12, 13], considerable progress had been made in the advancement and under-
standing of the optical and physical properties of new tellurite glasses, including
their molecular structure and bonding properties.

Research in tellurite glass-based broadband fiber amplifiers was initially
concentrated around erbium-doped tellurite fibers. This was primarily due to its
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relatively broadband gain spectrum, which led to it attracting a great deal of
research attention which has persisted up to the present. Currently, many world-
class university-based research institutions and industrial companies have investi-
gated the potential of tellurite glass for use in fibers, and this has resulted in rapid
progress. In this section, the composition, structure, and thermal stability of
tellurite glasses will be considered.

1.1 Composition of tellurite glass

The selection of tellurite glass components when used in binary combinations
with other materials is very important. It directly affects the glass-forming ability,
thermal stability, refractive index, rare earth ion doping concentration, and spectral
characteristics. Table 1 lists the range of TeO2 glass formation in several binary
tellurite glass systems. Table 1 shows that TeO2 exhibits the largest glass formation
range in the case of the three binary systems TeO2-ZnO (100–52 mol%), TeO2-WO3

(94.7–61.3 mol%), and TeO2-TiO2 (100–52 mol%).
The structure of tellurite glass is always generally based on binary systems. The

ternary and multivariate tellurite glass systems have been generally used as rare
earth-doped substrates for the investigation of the waveguide spectral properties.
The diversity of components has helped to improve the chemical and thermal
stability of tellurite glass-based devices. Table 2 [14] includes the composition of
the tellurite glass systems that have been reported in recent years. In all cases TeO2

was used as the glass-forming material, and its content was generally higher than
50 mol% (as shown in Table 1). Other oxides were generally used as modified
bodies. From Table 2 [14], it can be seen that the research objects of the binary
system were more diversified. In addition to the common monovalent alkali metal
oxides and divalent alkaline earth metal oxides, many other oxide components were
involved, including CeO2, SmO2, V2O5, etc. It should be pointed out that in the case
of the ternary tellurite glass systems, the TeO2-ZnO-RmOn and TeO2-WO3-RmOn

glass systems were the most widely investigated, because these two systems pos-
sessed a wide range of glass formation regions and a wide range of adjustable
components.

1.2 The structure of tellurite glasses

Early research was reported to suggest that the molecular structure of pure
tellurite glass molecules comprised TeO4 double triangular bipyramids (tbp’s) [36].

Composition Glass formation range
TeO2 mol%

Composition Glass formation range
TeO2 mol%

Cs2O 98.0–87.5 ZnO 100–52.5

Rb2O 96.5–73.0 CdO 60.0–48.0

K2O 95.5–77.0 PbO 60.0–48.0

Na2O 91.5–59.5 Bi2O3 66–60

Li2O 87.0–69.5 WO3 94.7–61.3

BaO 93.0–80.0 Nb2O5 100–73.2

TiO2 100–52.5

Table 1.
The formation range of binary system tellurite glass.
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In this polyhedron, one Te atom is surrounded by four oxygen atoms, of which two
oxygen atoms Oeq are at the equator position and the other two oxygen atoms Oax at
the axial position. The Te atoms are linked by Oax or Oeq into TedOdTe; an apex of
the tetrahedron on the equatorial plane remains unoccupied by oxygen atoms and is
occupied by Te0s lone electron pair [16]. This special polyhedral structure and the
chemical bonding were different from the traditional glass-forming bodies (B2O3,
SiO2, GeO2, and P2O5), which determined the specificity of the tellurite glass
structure.

Some scholars used various testing methods to conduct research and analysis on
tellurite glasses, especially binary system tellurite glass. Jha et al. [37] considered
that the main structural units of tellurite glass were TeO4 double triangular bipyra-
mids (tbp’s) and TeO3 bipyramids (bp’s) triangular pyramids. In 1995, Neov et al.
[36] were the first to perform neutron diffraction analysis on lithium tellurite glass
and pointed out that in addition to the TeO4 structural unit, a deformed double
triangular pyramid TeO3+1 existed in the glass network. One of the TedO bonds
was significantly longer than the other three. Due to the short-range similarity
between the glass and crystal structures, the structure of tellurite glasses can be
studied and analyzed based on the structure of tellurite crystals with the same
composition. Sakida et al. [32] compared the Raman spectra of alkali tellurite crys-
tals, pure tellurite glasses, and alkali tellurite glasses. The resulting Raman spectra
were considered to correspond to structural elements in the glass. TeO4 (tbp’s)
double triangular bipyramids were finally transformed into a TeO3 (bp’s) triangular
pyramid by TeO3+1. Tatsumisago et al. [38] studied the change of tellurite glass
structure with temperature using Raman spectroscopy. Throughout the above
research, the general laws could be classified as follows:

1.It was generally considered that there were two kinds of structural units that
form a tellurite glass network. One was TeO4 (tbp’s) double triangular
pyramid in which the Te atoms were arranged as a four ligand, and the other

Binary system Ternary system Multicomponent glass
system

TeO2-R2O (R = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs,
Ti) [15]

TeO2-ZnO-R2O (R = Li, Na, K) [16] TeO2-ZnO-B2O3-K2O [10]

TeO2-MO (M = Zn [17], Ba, Pb)
[18]

TeO2-ZnO-RO (R = Ba, Mg, Sr) [19] TeO2-ZnO-GeO2-Na2O
[20]

TeO2-M3O4 (M = Co) [21] TeO2-WO3-R2O (R = Li, Na, K) [22] TeO2-ZnO-B2O3-GeO2-
Na2O [23]

TeO2-M2O3 (M = Sm, La) [21] TeO2-WO3-BaO [15] TeO2-ZnO-Na2O-Bi2O3

[24]

TeO2-CeO2 [21] TeO2-WO3-Bi2O3 [15] TeO2-ZnO-WO3-TiO2-
Na2O [25]

TeO2-M2O5 (M = P [21], V [26],
Nb [27])

TeO2-WO3-Nb2O5 [28] TeO2-ZnO-Nb2O5-Nb2O3

[29]

TeO2-MO3 (M = W [30],
Mo [31])

TeO2-B2O3-M2O3 (M = Al, Ga, Sc,
La, Bi) [16]

TeO2-Li2O-Nb2O5-K2O
[32]

TeO2-PbF2 [33] TeO2-K2O-La2O3 [34] TeO2-ZnO-Nb2O5-Gd2O3

[35]

Table 2.
Tellurite glass systems [14].
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was TeO3 (bp’s) triangular pyramid in which the Te atoms were in a triple
coordination. It was considered that there were generally five kinds of
structural units in alkali tellurite crystals, as shown in Figure 1(a–e). Qn

m can
be used to represent the structural unit in Figure 1, where n is the number of
bridge oxygen molecules in the [TeO4] group and m represents the number of
covalent bonds. Research on the distribution of various structural units (a–e)
in tellurite glass has become a significant focus of research in this field.

2.When an alkali metal oxide or alkaline earth metal oxide was introduced into
tellurite glass as a network modifier, the original glass network structure was
destroyed. TeO4 (tbp’s) double triangular pyramid was finally transformed
into TeO3 (bp’s) triangular pyramid by TeO3+1. Sekiya [39] investigated the
TeO2-MO1/2 binary system and considered that when the alkali metal oxide
content was low, the glass was composed of TeO4 (tbp’s) double triangular
pyramid and TeO3+1 polyhedron. When the alkali content was less than 20 mol
%, the number of TeO3+1 polyhedra increased with the increase of the alkali
metal oxide content. When the alkali content was between 20 and 30 mol%,
TeO3 (bp’s) triangular pyramids with non-bridged oxygen bonds appeared in
the glass network structure, and the numbers of TeO4 (tbp’s) and TeO3+1

decreased accordingly. When the alkali metal oxide content exceeded 30 mol
%, the Te2O5

2� polyhedron was formed in the network structure. When the
alkali metal oxide content was greater than 50 mol%, it was considered that the
glass network structure at this time was composed of TeO3 (bp’s) polyhedrons,
TeO3+1 polyhedrons, and independent Te2O5

2� and TeO3
2�. At this time, the

number of TeO4 in the glass was very small, and the glass structure had
become extremely complex.

3.Temperature also affects the structure of tellurite glass. For example, when the
glass temperature was gradually increased and exceeded the melting
temperature, the TeO4 (tbp’s) double triangular pyramid would also be
transformed into a TeO3 (bp’s) triangular pyramid. This is mainly due to the
fact that Te-Oax is caused by fracture with increasing temperature, and its
structural transformation process is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1.
(a–e) Five basic structural units in alkali tellurite crystals. (f) Deformed bitriangular cone TeO3+1.
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1.3 Thermal properties of tellurite glass

The thermal stability of tellurite glass is primarily dictated by composition and
the doping concentration of rare earth ions. The characteristic glass temperature
values include glass transition temperature Tg, incipient crystallization temperature
Tx, peak crystallization temperature Tc, and glass-melting temperature Tm.

The thermal stability of glass is usually expressed by ΔT, which is the differential
value between Tx and Tg. A higher value of ΔT generally means that the glass has
good thermal stability. If the value of the Tx is close to Tf, it will lead to crystalliza-
tion during a fiber drawing process which leads to an increase in the loss (attenua-
tion) of the resulting glass fiber. Table 3 includes a listing of several kinds of
tellurite glass with good thermal stability together with their characterized glass
temperatures (Tg, Tx, and ΔT). In the case of TeO2-R2O (R = Li, Na, K, or other
alkali metal) tellurite glass systems, as the content of the alkali metal oxide
increases, Tg gradually increases, while Tx remains almost unchanged. Conse-
quently, the ΔT increases correspondingly, and the resistance against crystallization
of the tellurite glass also increases.

In addition, the introduction of rare earth ions also has an influence on the
thermal stability of tellurite glasses. For example, 1 wt% Pr2O3 introduced to a

Figure 2.
Transformation of glass structure during heating.

Glass component Tg (°C) Tx (°C) Tx � Tg (°C)

85TeO2-15Na2O 277 447 170

70TeO2-10ZnO-20Li2O 265 392 127

70TeO2-20ZnO-10BaO [40] 339 495 156

82.5TeO2–7.5WO3-10Nb2O5 [41] 391 562 171

80TeO2-10WO3-10Nb2O5-1Yb2O3 [42] 404 566 162

60TeO2-20ZnO-7.5B2O3-7.5GeO2-5K2O 200 � 5 378 � 2 178

Table 3.
Characteristic temperature of tellurite glasses.
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75TeO2-20ZnO-5Na2O [43] system increases the ΔT value from 118 to 150°C, while
1 wt% Er2O3 introduced to 90TeO2-10P2O5 [44] system decreases the ΔT value
from 147 to 101°C. Furthermore, the concentration of the rare earth ion has a
significant influences on the ΔT value of the 75TeO2-20ZnO-5Na2O [45] glass
system.

2. Fiber lasers and fiber amplifier based on tellurite glass fibers

2.1 Tellurite glass-based fiber lasers

Since the discovery of the first ruby laser (Maiman in 1960), the laser has
attracted worldwide attention for its excellent collimation, high brightness, and
monochromaticity [46]. Since then, the development of the laser has accelerated. In
1961, Javan et al. developed the helium-neon gas laser [47], and in 1962, Hall et al.
created the GaAs coherent light emission [48]. In 1963, Koester et al. first proposed
the idea of fiber lasers and amplifiers [49]. However, due to the shortcomings of the
optical fiber at that time, the development of the optical fiber laser was slow during
this period. In 1966, Gao et al. proposed the basic concept of optical fiber commu-
nication [50]. Subsequently, optical fiber communication underwent a major
research and development stage (1966–1976), a practical application stage (1976–
1986), and a large-scale optical fiber communication infrastructure construction
stage after 1986. With the rapid development of optical communication, optical
fiber manufacturing technology and semiconductor laser production technology
have matured, which formed the foundation for the subsequent development of
doped fibers, optical fiber lasers, and fiber amplifiers.

The tellurite fiber laser is based on a tellurite glass fiber which acts as a gain
medium. The first significant characterization of the optical properties of tellurite
glass in fiber form was reported in 1994 [12]. In 1997, Mori et al. realized that Er3+-
doped tellurite glass fiber could be used for broadband optical amplifiers [13].
Further research on tellurite fiber was initiated worldwide driven by the develop-
ment of the communication industry. Over the next few years, Japan’s NTT led the
research in this field. They fabricated tellurite fiber with a loss of 0.02 dB/m and
developed the first erbium-doped tellurite fiber amplifier (EDTFA) module for use
in commercial WDM systems [51]. Further subsequent significant contributions to
tellurite fiber laser development have been used by several university groups as well
as industry-based research institutions including American Corning corporation,
Fujitsu and Nippon of Japan, Korea’s ETRI, etc.

Tellurite glass has a broad transmission window in the infrared wavelength
range which extends up to 6 μm, a relatively low phonon energy of about 700 cm�1,
and high solubility of rare earth ions. It is therefore an excellent host material for
constructing single and high repetition frequency fiber lasers. Yao et al. measured
the transmission spectrum of 2-mm-thick glass samples after they were immersed
in deionized water for 12 days [52], and the results are shown in Figure 3. There was
no obvious change in the transmission spectra, and no hydrated layer was formed at
the end face of the tellurite glass, which proves its great resistance to water. Several
researchers have studied the reduction of water molecules and hydroxyl groups, in
order to further improve the performance of tellurite glass materials used in mid-
infrared fiber lasers. Specific test procedures included melting the glass in a dry
atmosphere, raw material dehydration, and the use of fluoride [52] or chloride raw
materials [53], as eliminating hydroxyl groups diminishes loss (at specific wave-
lengths) and is therefore favorable for the commercialization of tellurite glass
fibers.
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With the above advantages coupled with excellent thermal stability, tellurite
glass preforms could be handled with relative ease for casting [24, 53], drilling [54],
and extrusion techniques [55], providing precursors for tellurite fiber-based
nonlinear optical processing [56] and fiber lasers.

In 1994, Wang et al. successfully prepared a Nd3+-doped tellurite single-mode
fiber for the first time. The numerical aperture of the fiber was determined as 0.21.
The laser resonator was formed as a consequence of multiple Fresnel reflection
(�11.9%) from the end surfaces of the fiber. A laser with a wavelength of 0.818 μm
was used as the pump source. A laser output with a wavelength of 1.061 μm was
obtained from a 0.6 m long fiber, with a laser threshold of �27 mW. When only
single ended output is considered, the slope efficiency of the laser was 23%, as
shown in Figure 4 [12].

In 1998, Ohishi et al. used a 0.9-m-long Er3+-doped tellurite fiber as the gain
medium to construct a ring laser cavity. When the pump power was 300 mW, a
continuous tunable laser output covering 1529–1623 nm was obtained using a tun-
able filter. A 2.4-m-long Er3+-doped tellurite fiber was used as the gain medium to
obtain laser output at �1624.5 nm, with a slope efficiency of 3.6% as shown in
Figure 5 [57].

In 2011, Dong et al. demonstrated a high-performance Er3+/Ce3+ co-doped
tellurite fiber amplifier and tunable fiber laser using a dual-pumping scheme.

Figure 3.
Transmission spectra of two kinds of tellurite glasses before and after dipping in water [52].

Figure 4.
The relationship between the laser output power and the pump power (R1 = R2 = 11.9%) in Nd3+-doped
tellurite fiber. Considering that the laser output power at both ends of the fiber is the same, the total slope
efficiency should be 46% [12].
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The short 22 cm fiber exhibits a net gain of 28 dB at 1558 μm, a wide positive net
gain bandwidth of 122 μm, and a noise figure of 4.1 dB. As shown in Figure 6, a
widely tunable Er3+/Ce3+ co-doped tellurite fiber ring laser with a tuning range of
83 μm was demonstrated [58].

In 2012, M. Oermann et al. fabricated Er3+-doped tellurite microstructured fibers
with three air holes using an extruding method. The resulting fibers are shown in
cross section in Figure 7. The core diameter of the fiber was about 1.5 μm, the loss
was 1.3 dB/m, and the doping concentration of Er3+ was 0.022 mol %. A 2.2-m-long
Er3+-doped tellurite microstructure fiber was used as the gain medium to construct
the laser cavity and was pumped using a 976 nm laser source. As shown in Figure 8,
its threshold power is only 1.5 mW, and its slope efficiency reaches 13% [59].

In the same year, Chillcce et al. fabricated an Er3+-doped tellurite microstructured
fiber using the stack-and-draw technique. They demonstrated laser emission using a
simple double-pump configuration with two sources at 980 μm. The fiber core had a
hexagonal structure as shown in Figure 9, the Er2O3 doping concentration was
7500 ppm, and the background loss of the resulting microstructured fiber was 0.2 dB/
cm at �1117 μm. Two short segments of fiber of 5 and 12 cm generated laser emis-
sions at 1532.3, 1536.3, and 1558.5 μm, as shown in Figure 10. The maximum optical
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) obtained was 21.2 dB [60].

In 2014, Yao et al. fabricated microstructured fibers consisting of a solid core
surrounded by six air holes using a rod-in-tube method. A maximum unsaturated
power of 9 mW laser operating at �1872 μm was obtained in a Tm3+-doped 2.8 cm

Figure 5.
Laser characteristics of a tellurite-based fiber laser operating in the 1625 nm band. The inset shows the lasing
spectrum of the fiber laser [57].

Figure 6.
Output spectra of the E Er3+/Ce3+ co-doped tellurite fiber ring laser [58].
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long microstructure fiber with a slope efficiency of � 6.53% and a threshold power
of �200 mW. The results shown in Figure 11 indicate that the Tm3+-doped tellurite
microstructure fiber is a promising material for achieving a compact 2 μm output
fiber laser [61].

In 2015, Meng et al. used a 22-cm-long Tm3+/Ho3+ co-doped tellurite fiber to
obtain a continuous laser output with a maximum output power of 8.34 mW and a
wavelength of 2065 nm when the pump power was 507 mW, as shown in Figure 12.
The slope efficiency was 2.97% [62].

Figure 7.
Photographs of (a) stainless steel die exit used for the extrusion of the structured preform and (b and c) the
extruded structured and jacket preforms, respectively. SEM images of the (d) fabricated fiber cross section, (e)
enlarged SEM image of the fiber’s core and cladding, and (f) beam profile of the laser mode emitted from the
output of the fiber [59].

Figure 8.
Fiber laser output plotted against the coupled pump power for a fiber length of 2.2 m (circles). The figure inset
is a plot of the laser output spectrum for 5 mW of coupled pump power into the 1 m (dashed) and 2.2 m (solid)
lengths of fiber [59].
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2.2 Tellurite fiber-based supercontinuum light source

The supercontinuum (SC) light source is defined as a broadband laser source
whose output spectrum is greatly broadened through the interaction of nonlinear
effects and dispersion when a high peak power pulsed laser output (e.g., a soliton
pulse) propagates in nonlinear optical medium. The SC spectra generated in trans-
parent materials do not usually originate from a single nonlinear process—typically
the initiated self-phase modulation (SPM) modulates the phase of the input laser,
and then other nonlinear effects including cross-phase modulation (XPM), stimu-
lated Raman scattering (SRS), four-wave mixing (FWM), soliton self-frequency
shifting (SSFS), etc. broaden the output frequency (wavelength) spectrum [63].
The first observation and application of SC spectra were obtained in solids and
liquids [64–66], but recent investigations and applications of SC light sources have
utilized optical fibers including single-mode and microstructured fibers [67]. The
latter is a widely used medium due to its unique geometry and low transmission loss

Figure 9.
(a) Preform with the first clad before eliminating the air trapped. The air regions are indicted with a white “a”.
(b) Preform without the air trapped. (c) Scanning electron microscope image of the microstructure fiber [60].

Figure 10.
Laser emission spectra. (a) 5 cm fiber segment. (b) A zoom of the emission region observed in (a). (c) 12 cm
fiber segment. (d) A zoom of the emission region observed in (c) [60].
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that can accumulate the power intensity of pump sources and provide adequate
interaction length to facilitate the occurrence of the nonlinear processes. In 2005,
half the Nobel Prize in Physics were awarded for the development of optical fre-
quency combs that was generated from the SC coherent light source employing
microstructured silica fiber. SC light sources based on silica microstructured fiber
with outputs spanning from the ultraviolet to the near infrared spectral regions
have been widely commercialized by major optics firms, such as American Corning
corporation, Fujitsu and Nippon of Japan, Korea’s ETRI and so on.

The 2–5-μm-mid-infrared region is the typical wavelength range corresponding
to the “atmospheric optics window,” the “molecular fingerprint region,” and
“strong absorption band of hydroxyl and amino groups.” Therefore, SC light
sources in this region offer great possibilities for optical telecommunication, remote
sensing, atmospheric pollution monitoring, molecular spectroscopy, medical

Figure 11.
Laser spectrum of fiber laser pumped by 1560 μm band fiber laser. The figure inset shows cross section of
Tm3+-doped TZNB microstructure fiber [61].

Figure 12.
Spectrum of the fiber laser pumped by 1560 μm band fiber laser [62].
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diagnosis, hyperspectral imaging, laser surgery, and IR opto-electric countermea-
sures [63, 68], all of which greatly attracted intense worldwide research interest
over the past two decades [69–71]. There are several requirements of nonlinear
fibers used for 2–5 μm SC light sources, e.g., they must be transparent within the 2–
5 μm window, they must have a relatively high laser damage threshold for poten-
tially high-power light transmission, they should have a high nonlinear refractive
index, and they need to be fabricated based on mature processing technology. Silica
is not a candidate material for generating SC spectra at wavelengths longer than
2.2 μm, due to its high intrinsic loss and relatively low nonlinear parameters. Alter-
natively, soft glass fibers, mainly including fluoride, tellurite, and chalcogenide
glass fibers, are being investigated to develop SC light sources in the 2–5 μm spectral
region and have achieved remarkable progress to date with their broad IR transpar-
ency range as well as prominent optical nonlinearity.

Among the soft glass materials investigated, tellurite glass provides many several
attractive features for use in high-power SC light sources. These include a broad IR
transmission window (0.3–7 μm) that can be matched with fluoride glass while
possessing lower intrinsic losses than chalcogenide glass and possessing the highest
optical damage threshold than other soft glass materials. Moreover, with outstand-
ing thermal and chemical stability, tellurite glass can be drawn as microstructured
fiber from a preform constructed using the rod-in-tube method or extrusion tech-
nique. The dispersion profile and nonlinearity of the fabricated fiber can be readily
optimized. In the past two decades, much effort has been concentrated on fabricat-
ing a microstructured tellurite fiber for SC generation.

Kumar et al. prepared low-loss tellurite microstructured fiber for the first time
using an extrusion and rod-in-tube method, whose minimum loss was 2.3 dB/m at
1055 nm [72]. Photographs of the fiber are shown in Figure 13. In such a
microstructured fiber with 1.02 m length, they studied the stimulated Raman scat-
tering generation pumped using a 1064 nm pulsed laser.

In 2008, Domachuk et al. generated a SC spectrum with a broad bandwidth
covering the spectral range 789–4870 nm in tellurite microstructured fiber pumped
using a1550 nm pulsed laser [73]. As shown in Figure 14, the fiber core was
surrounded by six large diameter air holes to achieve strong light confinement, and
the calculated nonlinear waveguide coefficient at 1550 nm was 596 km�1 W�1,

Figure 13.
(a) The cross section of the die used for extrusion. (b) Electron micrograph of an extruded tellurite preform,
with outer diameter 1 mm. (c) Electron micrograph of tellurite PCF. (d) Transmission view of a tellurite PCF
as seen in microscope [72].
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which broadened the SC spectrum spanning two and a half optical octaves in the
fiber having only a length 0.8. Such a short fiber length results in flatter SC spectra,
lower dispersion, and reduced material absorption at longer wavelengths.

In 2008, Feng et al. fabricated a large-mode-area tellurite holey fiber from an
extruded preform, with a core diameter of �80 μm, attenuation of 2.9 dB/m at
1.55 μm, and zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) at 2.15 μm (Figure 15) [74]. Using
such microstructured fiber with a 9 cm length, a broadband SC spanning of
0.9–2.5 μm was achieved.

In 2009, Liao et al. fabricated the hexagonal core fiber (Figure 16) for the first
time [75]. They studied the SC generation in such a fiber of 6 cm length pumped by
a 1557 nm femtosecond laser and with a 30-cm-long fiber pumped using a 1064 nm
picosecond fiber laser. Additionally, they demonstrated that the holey region has an
important influence on the dispersion, nonlinear coefficient, and SC generation.

In 2010, a 36-cm-length tellurite microstructured fiber with four holes [76] was
used to generate a flattened SC spectrum spanning from 900 to 2800 nm
(Figure 17) and was pumped using a 1550 nm pulsed laser. The calculated nonlinear
coefficient at 1550 nm was 539 km�1 W�1 [76].

In 2012, Savelii et al. prepared a low-loss suspended-core tellurite fiber, from
which they generated a 0.75–2.8 μm SC spectrum when pumped at 1745 nm [77].
And in 2015, Belal et al. generated SC spectra extending to 3 μm in a suspended-core
tellurite fiber. Their numerical study show that the structure of the fiber can have a
significant impact on the dispersion profile and hence the nonlinear processes and
SC broadening [78].

In 2013, Klimczak et al. reported a breakthrough in the design of optical fiber
transverse structure. They produced a novel, regular hexagonal-lattice tellurite
photonic crystal fiber (PCF) as shown in Figure 18 [79]. Pumping the 2-cm-long

Figure 14.
Picture as seen in optical microscopy (a and c) and cross section profile of the tellurite PCF in electron
microscopy (b). Scale bar in (b) is 1 μm [73].

Figure 15.
Optical photographs of the cross-sectional views of (a) the extruded tellurite preform and (b) the resulting
tellurite holey fiber with 410 μm outer diameter [74].
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In 2013, Klimczak et al. reported a breakthrough in the design of optical fiber
transverse structure. They produced a novel, regular hexagonal-lattice tellurite
photonic crystal fiber (PCF) as shown in Figure 18 [79]. Pumping the 2-cm-long

Figure 14.
Picture as seen in optical microscopy (a and c) and cross section profile of the tellurite PCF in electron
microscopy (b). Scale bar in (b) is 1 μm [73].

Figure 15.
Optical photographs of the cross-sectional views of (a) the extruded tellurite preform and (b) the resulting
tellurite holey fiber with 410 μm outer diameter [74].
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PCF with 150 fs/36 nJ/1580 nm pulses, they achieved an output of 800–2500 nm SC
spectrum that is comparable to that generated in suspended-core tellurite PCF
pumped at wavelengths over 1800 nm.

Yao et al. proposed a novel fluorotellurite fiber with the composition 65TeO2-
25BaF2-10Y2O3 (TBY) [80]; the authors claimed further improvement in the

Figure 16.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fibers [75].

Figure 17.
SC spectrum generated from the tellurite fiber when the peak power of the pump laser is fixed at 3.9 kW [76].

Figure 18.
Microstructure of tellurite PCF: close-up picture of the structure with propagating mode as seen in a CCD
camera, and SEM images of photonic structure [79].
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performance of tellurite fiber-based MIR laser sources. BaF2 was included for the
purpose of reducing the OHd content, and the introduction of Y2O3 was for better
thermal stability in fiber drawing process as well as providing a higher glass transi-
tion temperature raised by the high melting temperature of Y2O3. In 2016, Wang
et al. achieved SC generation extending from 0.47 μm to 2.77 μm (zero-dispersion
wavelength at 1730 nm) using a tapered TeO2-BaF2-Y2O3 (TBY)-based
microstructured fiber whose core was surrounded by six air holes [81].

Tellurite microstructured fibers with dispersion modification and nonlinear
coefficient enhancement have been widely studied and applied for SC generation,
and significant progress has been achieved over the last 10 years. However, the air
holes present in microstructured fibers readily accommodate moisture and dust
particles from the atmosphere, which lead to incremental losses, which act to
deteriorate the SC output. In addition, the performance of tellurite microstructured
fiber for high-power output in the mid-IR SC is not satisfactory, because the ther-
mal conductivity of the air holes and the core of microstructure fiber greatly differ,
and hence means that heat dissipation is a significant problem of high-power light
transmission in the fiber. Solid-state tellurite fibers (comprising a solid core and
cladding with no air holes) have therefore become the nonlinear medium of choice
for high-power mid-infrared SC light sources [82].

Hydroxyl ions have deleterious broad absorption peaks centered at �3.3 μm and
�4.3 μm, which hinder the tellurite fiber from extending its spectrum to the multi-
phonon edge (5 μm). In 2013, Thapa et al. of NP Photonics Incorporation developed
ultra-low-loss solid-core tellurite fibers which eliminate almost all molecular spe-
cies, especially hydroxyl ions [83]. Using a 1922-nm all-fiber-based mode-locked
fiber laser oscillator, a 1–5 μm SC spectrum shown in Figure 19b was generated in a
tellurite fiber with a W-type (Figure 19a) index profile for strong light confine-
ment, and the ZDW shifted from 2.5 μm to �1.9 μm. It was argued that the
broadened anti-Stokes wavelength portion originated from self-phase modulation
(SPM) and the long wavelength portion with increased power originated from the
generation of a Raman soliton because of the self-frequency Raman shift. In the
same year, Savelii et al. reported SC generation extending from 840 nm to 3000 nm
in a low-loss suspended-core tellurite fiber with different lengths (Figure 20),
pumped at its anomalous dispersion regime at 1745 nm [54]. It was found that the
introduction of fluoride ions into the tellurite glass reduced the OHd content and
resulted in a fiber that was still transparent at 4.1 μm.

The W-type index profile makes it possible to tailor the ZDW, and this fiber can
be fusion spliced to robust step-index silica fiber with relative ease. In 2016

Figure 19.
(a) Cross section of the W-type tellurite fiber. (b) SC spectra in W-type proprietary tellurite fiber pumped by
3W of�20 ps pulses from a 32 MHz repetition rate amplified mode-locked laser at 1.92 μm. (Note: dotted line
is the transmission measured in the corresponding 1-cm-thick tellurite glass sample.) [83].
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performance of tellurite fiber-based MIR laser sources. BaF2 was included for the
purpose of reducing the OHd content, and the introduction of Y2O3 was for better
thermal stability in fiber drawing process as well as providing a higher glass transi-
tion temperature raised by the high melting temperature of Y2O3. In 2016, Wang
et al. achieved SC generation extending from 0.47 μm to 2.77 μm (zero-dispersion
wavelength at 1730 nm) using a tapered TeO2-BaF2-Y2O3 (TBY)-based
microstructured fiber whose core was surrounded by six air holes [81].

Tellurite microstructured fibers with dispersion modification and nonlinear
coefficient enhancement have been widely studied and applied for SC generation,
and significant progress has been achieved over the last 10 years. However, the air
holes present in microstructured fibers readily accommodate moisture and dust
particles from the atmosphere, which lead to incremental losses, which act to
deteriorate the SC output. In addition, the performance of tellurite microstructured
fiber for high-power output in the mid-IR SC is not satisfactory, because the ther-
mal conductivity of the air holes and the core of microstructure fiber greatly differ,
and hence means that heat dissipation is a significant problem of high-power light
transmission in the fiber. Solid-state tellurite fibers (comprising a solid core and
cladding with no air holes) have therefore become the nonlinear medium of choice
for high-power mid-infrared SC light sources [82].

Hydroxyl ions have deleterious broad absorption peaks centered at �3.3 μm and
�4.3 μm, which hinder the tellurite fiber from extending its spectrum to the multi-
phonon edge (5 μm). In 2013, Thapa et al. of NP Photonics Incorporation developed
ultra-low-loss solid-core tellurite fibers which eliminate almost all molecular spe-
cies, especially hydroxyl ions [83]. Using a 1922-nm all-fiber-based mode-locked
fiber laser oscillator, a 1–5 μm SC spectrum shown in Figure 19b was generated in a
tellurite fiber with a W-type (Figure 19a) index profile for strong light confine-
ment, and the ZDW shifted from 2.5 μm to �1.9 μm. It was argued that the
broadened anti-Stokes wavelength portion originated from self-phase modulation
(SPM) and the long wavelength portion with increased power originated from the
generation of a Raman soliton because of the self-frequency Raman shift. In the
same year, Savelii et al. reported SC generation extending from 840 nm to 3000 nm
in a low-loss suspended-core tellurite fiber with different lengths (Figure 20),
pumped at its anomalous dispersion regime at 1745 nm [54]. It was found that the
introduction of fluoride ions into the tellurite glass reduced the OHd content and
resulted in a fiber that was still transparent at 4.1 μm.

The W-type index profile makes it possible to tailor the ZDW, and this fiber can
be fusion spliced to robust step-index silica fiber with relative ease. In 2016

Figure 19.
(a) Cross section of the W-type tellurite fiber. (b) SC spectra in W-type proprietary tellurite fiber pumped by
3W of�20 ps pulses from a 32 MHz repetition rate amplified mode-locked laser at 1.92 μm. (Note: dotted line
is the transmission measured in the corresponding 1-cm-thick tellurite glass sample.) [83].
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Kedenburg et al. studied SC generation spanning 2.6–4.6 μm in low-loss W-type
index tellurite fiber with a length of 15 cm [84]. Additionally, they studied the
variation of spectral bandwidth with core diameter, pump wavelength, length of
fibers, and pump power. In 2017, Kedenburg et al. studied the effects of the core
size, pump wavelength, and fiber length on SC generation in a robust step-index
tellurite fiber, and they achieved broadband SC generation spanning 1.3–5.3 μm in
the fiber with a length of 9 cm and a core diameter of 3.5 μm, when pumped using a
2.4 μm femtosecond pulsed laser [85].

In 2016, Shi et al. prepared a solid-state tellurite optical fiber with a numerical
aperture (NA) of 0.21 and a core diameter of 12 μm [86]. Figure 21(a) shows a
micrograph of the end face of the fiber. They studied the SC generation in the fiber
which was 0.8 m-in length. Figure 21(b) shows the spectrum of the pump laser and
SC output in the fiber when different pump powers were used. When the pump
power was 9.8 W, the power spectral density of the SC spectrum in the wavelength
range of 1975–3000 nm is above 5 dBm/nm. In this investigation, the maximum
output power of the SC light source was 5.1 W, and the power of the spectrum at
wavelengths longer than 2.5 μm was about 2.1 W.

In 2017 Jia et al. obtained a stable 4.5 W SC output spanning 1017–3438 nm, using
a TBY-based 60-cm-long all-solid fluorotellurite fiber fabricated using the rod-in-
tube method. The fiber was pumped using a 2 μm femtosecond fiber 10.48 W output
power laser and thus demonstrated the capability of all-solid fluorotellurite fibers for

Figure 20.
(a) SEM picture of the cross section of the fiber. (b) SC spectra generated from the suspended-core tellurite fiber
with different lengths [54].

Figure 21.
(a) Photograph of the tellurite fiber. (b) Spectrum of thulium-doped fiber amplifier (TDFA) and the SC
spectrum generated from the tellurite fiber, pumped by various power: 5.2 W, 7.1 W, and 9.8 W [86].
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use as high-power mid-IR SC light sources [87]. The same authors used a tapered all-
solid fluorotellurite fiber with ultra-high NA to generate an SC output spectrum
covering the entire 0.4–5 μm transmission window and pumped using a 1560-nm
mode-locked fiber laser [88]. Yao et al. achieved stable 10.4 W SC generation in the
wavelength ranging from 947 to 3934 nm from a TBY-based all-solid fluorotellurite
fiber when pumped using a high-power 1980 nm femtosecond fiber laser [52]; when
the average pump power was increased to 1.1 W, large spectral broadening occurred
as shown in Figure 22(a). Because the fiber was pumped at anomalous dispersion
regime, the spectral broadening for a pump power of ≥1.1 W originated from the
SPM, the formation of higher-order soliton, soliton fission, soliton self-frequency
shift (SSFS), and the generation of blue-shifted dispersive waves. The average output
power of the SC laser source increases linearly with the average pump power
(Figure 22(b)), and the corresponding optical-to-optical conversion efficiency was
measured to be as high as 65%. The successful achievement of a 10 W output power
level represented a significant breakthrough in all-solid fluorotellurite fiber,
demonstrating its bright future for high-power MIR SC light sources.

3. Tellurite glass-based microcavity lasers

3.1 Experimental preparation of tellurite glass microcavities

Over the past few decades, research interest in microsphere resonators has
grown rapidly. For a microsphere resonator, the pump light can be coupled into the
microsphere through a tapered optical fiber or via free space. Most current micro-
sphere resonators are fabricated from the silica optical fiber, but it is also possible to
fabricate microsphere resonators from compound glass materials (such as tellurite
glass) other than silica. At present, the principal method used for making micro-
sphere cavities is based on melting of the glass materials, which uses the surface
tension of molten glass to form the microsphere when suspended at the tip of a
fiber. There are two common methods for the preparation of tellurite glass micro-
sphere cavities, one is to melt glass fiber and the other is a powder floating method.

3.1.1 Melting glass fiber method

Most glass microsphere cavities are prepared using a CO2 laser, arc discharge, or
high temperature ceramics to melt glass fibers. These methods have also been

Figure 22.
(a) Dependence of the measured SC spectra generated from 60-cm-long fluorotellurite fiber on the average
power of the 1980 nm femtosecond fiber laser. (b) The dependence of the SC average power on the pump power.
Inset: photograph of the power meter when the mid-IR SC laser source is operating at the output power of
10.4 W [52].
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use as high-power mid-IR SC light sources [87]. The same authors used a tapered all-
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wavelength ranging from 947 to 3934 nm from a TBY-based all-solid fluorotellurite
fiber when pumped using a high-power 1980 nm femtosecond fiber laser [52]; when
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as shown in Figure 22(a). Because the fiber was pumped at anomalous dispersion
regime, the spectral broadening for a pump power of ≥1.1 W originated from the
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power of the SC laser source increases linearly with the average pump power
(Figure 22(b)), and the corresponding optical-to-optical conversion efficiency was
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widely applied for fabricating tellurite glass microsphere cavities and other com-
pound glass microsphere cavities resulting in a good shape and high Q factor. The
fabrication method using a CO2 laser is described here.

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for manufacturing a micro-
sphere resonator is shown in Figure 23. The main positioning and alignment
instrument used in the experiment was a precision three-dimensional (3D) transla-
tion stage, a continuous CO2 laser with an output wavelength of 10.6 μm, and a
ZnSe lens for focusing. The experimental step for fabricating the tellurite micro-
sphere resonator was divided into three stages. In the first step, the tellurite fiber
was mounted vertically on the 3D translation stage and a weight hung at the end of
the fiber. The ZnSe lens was used to focus the laser beam on the tip of the tellurite
fiber, causing it to absorb the incident light which resulted in a temperature rise.
The glass softened and gradually stretched into a tapered fiber under the influence
of the weight. The heating was terminated when the waist diameter of the tapered
fiber reached around 30 μm. In the second step, the tapered fiber was accurately
cleaved at the waist region to obtain a half-tapered fiber. In the third step, using a
ZnSe lens once more to focus the laser beam on the end of the half-tapered fiber, the
tellurite microsphere was formed at the fiber end due to the surface tension acting

Figure 23.
Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for making a tellurite glass microsphere. (a) A ZnSe lens is used to
focus a CO2 laser beam on the tellurite fiber. (b) The waist region of tapered fiber is cleaved. (c) A tellurite
microsphere is obtained by focusing a CO2 laser beam on the end of the cleaved tapered [92].

Figure 24.
Microscope image of tellurite microsphere made with CO2 laser.
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on the molten glass. A microscope image of a tellurite microspheres fabricated in
this manner is shown in Figure 24.

Although the resulting microsphere cavity made of molten glass fiber includes a
glass fiber attached at a pole of the sphere, the light field is mainly concentrated
around the equatorial plane of the microsphere cavity, and hence the loss induced
by the fiber to the whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonance is negligible
[89, 90]. In general, the fiber rods are only used to hold the microspheres in place
and to facilitate light coupling. However, in recent years, some other uses of fiber
rods have attracted increasing attention. In 2017, Murphy et al. [91] reported an
alternative method for precise coupling control using the fiber rod. In the experi-
ment, 980 nm laser light was input into the fiber rod, and the coupling distance
between the microsphere cavity and the tapered fiber was precisely controlled by
heating the connection between the microsphere and the fiber rod using the 980 nm
laser. The adjustment range of microsphere cavity position was from 0.61� 0.13 μm
to 3.49 � 0.13 μm.

3.1.2 Powder floating method

The previously mentioned method for fabricating tellurite glass microspheres
was only capable of producing one microsphere at a time, and the powder floating
represents an alternative method for preparing glass microspheres in large quanti-
ties. In this method, the tellurite glass was ground into powder and poured into a
high temperature furnace, which was placed vertically with a proper protective gas
(nitrogen or inert gas) from the bottom to top. The tellurite glass powder melts and
forms into microspheres due to surface tension at high temperature. In addition, the
protective gas reduced the falling speed of the glass powder and increased the
exposure time of the powder to the high temperature in the furnace. Additionally,
the method isolates the glass powder from the atmosphere [93]. For some glass
materials with less stringent experimental requirements, the microspheres can be
formed without the use of protective gas [94].

Tellurite microspheres prepared using this method have no attached fiber rods,
which is different from melting glass fiber or sol-gel methods. Using the powdered
method, a large number of microspheres with different diameters can be prepared
simultaneously, which is beneficial to the selection of experimental size and enables
the integration and commercialization of the microsphere laser on a mass produced
basis. Figure 25 is a schematic diagram of fabrication of microspheres, and
Figure 26 is a microscope image of the microspheres fabricated using the powder
floating method.

3.2 Tellurite glass microsphere lasers

Tellurite glass has emerged as a promising material for use in microsphere
resonators in the near infrared wavelength region and tellurite glass microsphere
lasers have been widely reported. In 2002, Sasagawa et al. reported continuous-
wave oscillation in an Nd3+-doped tellurite glass microsphere laser at 1.06 μm for
the first time [96]. Tellurite glass microspheres with diameters in the range of
50 μm to a few hundred micrometers were fabricated by melting using a Kanthal
wire heater. Resonances were excited in the microsphere pumped using a 800 nm
laser, the threshold of the output laser was measured as 81 mW, and the emission
spectrum is shown in Figure 27.

Later in 2005, an Er3+-doped tellurite glass microsphere laser was reported by
Peng et al. [97]. The threshold of 1561 nm microsphere laser with 0.5 wt% Er2O3

doped was measured to be as low as 1.4 mW, and the maximum output power
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on the molten glass. A microscope image of a tellurite microspheres fabricated in
this manner is shown in Figure 24.
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glass fiber attached at a pole of the sphere, the light field is mainly concentrated
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achieves 124.5 μW. Figure 28 shows the relationship between the output laser
power and the 1480 nm pump power.

The output wavelength of the laser around 1.9 μm, and 1.47 μm band is gener-
ated from the transition of Tm3+ ions: 3F4 ! 3H6 and

3H4 ! 3F4 [98]. Wu et al.
proposed a microcavity laser based on a Tm3+-doped tellurite glass microsphere at
1.9 μm [99]. However, there are two problems in realizing a laser at the wavelength
1.47 μm. Firstly, the lifetime of the 3H4 level is shorter than that of the 3F4 level in
Tm3+ ions, so the transition is sometimes described as self-terminating [100]. Sec-
ondly, the glass host material should have very low phonon energy, as in the case of
silica and phosphate glass lasers, and amplification is essential. Tellurite and other
heavy metal fluoride glasses have been considered as key materials for thulium-
doped fiber amplifier operation in the S band, mainly due to their lower phonon
energies (�580 cm�1) [12]. In 2004, Sasagawa et al. solved the population inversion
problem in Tm3+ ions and realized a cascade laser with output wavelengths in the

Figure 25.
Schematic diagram of fabrication of microsphere by powder floating method [95].

Figure 26.
Microspheres fabricated by powder floating method.
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1.47 μm and 1.9 μm bands using a tellurite glass microsphere [101]. The output
spectrum of the Tm3+-doped tellurite glass laser is shown in Figure 29, which shows
the laser emission in the S band and at 1.9 μm. The average output power is plotted
as a function of the average pump power in Figure 30. The threshold of the laser in
the S band is 4.6 mW, while the thresholds measured for 1.9 μm are 3.0 mW and
4.8 mW, respectively. The differential quantum efficiency in the S band and at
1.9 μm were calculated as 1.4% and 1.1% for bidirectional lasing.

In 2019 [3], Li et al. fabricated Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped tellurite glass samples to
solve the problem of the population inversion and obtained a 1.47 μm output using a
tellurite glass microsphere laser. Figure 31(a) shows the output spectrum at 1.47 μm
of Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped tellurite glass microspheres when pumped using a 802 nm
laser source. It is clear from Figure 31(b) that the lifetime of 3F4 energy level is
attenuated through the energy transfer process in Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped tellurite

Figure 27.
Emission spectra for 4F3/2 ! 4I11/2 transition of Nd3+ ions in tellurite glass microsphere at various pumping
powers [96].

Figure 28.
The microsphere laser pumped by a 1480 nm laser. The Er2O3 doping concentration is 0.5 wt%, and the
diameter of the microsphere is 32 μm. The maximum output power is 124.5 μW. The inset shows the single-
mode profile of this L-band microsphere laser [97].
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achieves 124.5 μW. Figure 28 shows the relationship between the output laser
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Figure 25.
Schematic diagram of fabrication of microsphere by powder floating method [95].

Figure 26.
Microspheres fabricated by powder floating method.
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glass. The Tm3+ ions are excited from 3F4 to the 3H4 energy level by the 802 nm
pump laser, and the lifetime of Tm3+-doped and Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped material are
shown in Figure 32. The emission process originates from the Tm3+: 3H4 ! 3F4
transition, and the energy transfer efficiency of the Tm3+: 3F4 level to Ho3+: 5I7 level
is 34.9% in Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped tellurite glass sample.

3.3 Summary

The last two decades have witnessed significant progress of tellurite fiber-based
SC light sources, whose original progress was primarily implemented through the
development of microstructured and all-solid fiber devices. The microstructured
fiber demonstrated greater flexibility in tailoring the dispersion profile than the

Figure 29.
Emission spectrum of a Tm3+-doped tellurite microsphere laser with diameter of 104 μm. (Inset) OSA emission
spectrum [101].

Figure 30.
Average laser output power against average pump power for a Tm3+-doped tellurite microsphere laser. (Inset)
Laser emission spectrum at average pump power of 4.0 mW [101].
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all-solid version, which provided greater options for using different pump sources,
producing higher coherence. In the case of high-power output and stable MIR SC
generation, the all-solid tellurite fiber performed much better than the
microstructured one, and hence the fluorotellurite fiber is a promising candidate for
high-power Mid-IR laser emission. Potentially this technology could be expected to
reach the hundred-watt output level even after losses with careful design for heat
management, fiber structure, and pump parameter optimization.

Tellurite glass microsphere resonators have overcome the limitations associated
with traditional resonators in terms of glass materials. In the future, it is envisaged
that tellurite glass microsphere resonators will have wide-ranging applications in
photonics, having a high Q value and fast response. Meanwhile, doping rare earth
ions in different host materials is expected to achieve higher-power output and
more efficient lasers accessing different wavelength ranges, most notably in the
infrared band.

Figure 31.
(a) Laser emission spectrum from the Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped microsphere when the pump power was set to
2.5 mW. (b) Energy level diagram and energy transfer model in tellurite glass [3].

Figure 32.
Fluorescence decay curves of Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped and Tm3+-doped tellurite glass samples at 1.9 μm. The inset
figure shows that the lifetime of Tm3+ at 1.9 μm is 2.32 ms in Tm3+-doped tellurite glass samples [3].
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Chapter 16

Global Trend of Glass Bonding for
Appliance Industry Assemblies
Chulsoo Woo, Bin Liang and Jonghyuk Oh

Abstract

Due to the ever-increasing need for production efficiency and reliability as well
as cost saving, assembly industries have been looking for a better solution compared
to current methodologies. It is critically important to know that there is a solution
this industry had not paid much attention and can benefit a lot due to not only
historical reason but also limited knowledge management or awareness. This chap-
ter examines and qualifies the effect of a couple of special adhesive bonding solu-
tions on various glass plate bonding applications at appliance industry using a total
solution such as dispensing system and robot. The result clearly shows its benefit
over current methodologies, and also as industry trend moves toward more exterior
decoration for high-end image products, this chapter should contribute on glass
bonding industry not only for faster production, better efficiency, less production
space, and better reliability but also for lower manufacturing cost using special
adhesive bonding solutions.

Keywords: decorative glass, bonding strength, polyurethane hot melt,
2 component silicone

1. Introduction

Ever since the appliance industry started its debut a several decades ago, appli-
ances have evolved through various changes of performance both with their original
functions and energy consumption and better high-end appearance while other
parameters have come to almost achievable limit, the demand for diverse functions
and appearance images that still draw hearts of multiple consumers. Now appli-
ances have been inevitable items for every house for its convenience yet and
improvement of life.

As customer’s interests for high-end image products are ever increasing, and
more simplified manufacturing processes with a high quality at lower cost have to
be met, assembly industries have been looking for various solutions. In the begin-
ning, they have adopted various mechanical assembly methods, one of which has
been a tape method. For example, the front side design of previous major home
appliances has been plastic, painted metal, or printed film on top of bare metal
frame. It was difficult to achieve a high-end image with such simple design. With
the use of printed glass plate, the whole image of appliances has been upgraded and
met the demands of consumers who aspired better appearance of appliances; it has
given more freedom to make diverse front images using all different printings at the
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Chapter 16

Global Trend of Glass Bonding for
Appliance Industry Assemblies
Chulsoo Woo, Bin Liang and Jonghyuk Oh

Abstract

Due to the ever-increasing need for production efficiency and reliability as well
as cost saving, assembly industries have been looking for a better solution compared
to current methodologies. It is critically important to know that there is a solution
this industry had not paid much attention and can benefit a lot due to not only
historical reason but also limited knowledge management or awareness. This chap-
ter examines and qualifies the effect of a couple of special adhesive bonding solu-
tions on various glass plate bonding applications at appliance industry using a total
solution such as dispensing system and robot. The result clearly shows its benefit
over current methodologies, and also as industry trend moves toward more exterior
decoration for high-end image products, this chapter should contribute on glass
bonding industry not only for faster production, better efficiency, less production
space, and better reliability but also for lower manufacturing cost using special
adhesive bonding solutions.

Keywords: decorative glass, bonding strength, polyurethane hot melt,
2 component silicone

1. Introduction

Ever since the appliance industry started its debut a several decades ago, appli-
ances have evolved through various changes of performance both with their original
functions and energy consumption and better high-end appearance while other
parameters have come to almost achievable limit, the demand for diverse functions
and appearance images that still draw hearts of multiple consumers. Now appli-
ances have been inevitable items for every house for its convenience yet and
improvement of life.

As customer’s interests for high-end image products are ever increasing, and
more simplified manufacturing processes with a high quality at lower cost have to
be met, assembly industries have been looking for various solutions. In the begin-
ning, they have adopted various mechanical assembly methods, one of which has
been a tape method. For example, the front side design of previous major home
appliances has been plastic, painted metal, or printed film on top of bare metal
frame. It was difficult to achieve a high-end image with such simple design. With
the use of printed glass plate, the whole image of appliances has been upgraded and
met the demands of consumers who aspired better appearance of appliances; it has
given more freedom to make diverse front images using all different printings at the
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back side of glass plate. A few examples can be shown in Figures 1–8. The latest
solution was a special structural adhesive that is cured by a chemical reaction. In
this chapter, we would like to introduce two structural adhesive technologies, such
as polyurethane hot melt technology and 2 component silicone technology, evaluate
their performance and compare and analyze its difference from the current tape
solution and 1 component silicone + tape solution and mechanical way on process
efficiency, reliability as well as cost saving. Those appliances (or white goods) have
been used at almost all the housings, and those appliances that have adopted glass
plate bonding are refrigerator, washing machine, microwave, cook top, air

Figure 1.
Glass bonding for refrigerator and side view.

Figure 2.
Glass bonding for top loading washing machine.

Figure 3.
Glass bonding for front door of microwave.
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conditioner, dish washer, kitchen ventilation hood, styler, etc. Each appliance is
explained further on the area of glass plate bonding applications. In the literature,
there is only a few research on glass bonding with conventional methods, but there
is not any research on glass bonding with adhesives which we focused on in this
report. In this study, double-sided tape and actual test substrates were received
from appliance customers, and PUR hot melt and 2C silicone adhesives were
received from Henkel laboratory.

Figure 5.
Glass bonding for wall type air conditioner.

Figure 6.
Glass bonding for stand-alone type dish washer.

Figure 4.
Glass bonding of ceramic glass for microwave.
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Figure 7.
Glass bonding for kitchen ventilation hood.

Figure 8.
Glass bonding for styler.
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2. Major appliances

Those requiring glass bonding are described as follows.

2.1 Refrigerator

Refrigerator is one of the items that can adopt glass bonding applications for
various and different designs in terms of shape and function such as one door, two
door, triple door, double door, French door, chest type, upright type, freezer, and
kimchi refrigerator. They all can adopt glass plate bonding applications such as all
front doors, inclined area between double and two triple doors, and water dispenser
area on a front door and control panel. The most popular glass bonding application
is a front glass plate bonding to the plastic door chassis. The below Figure 1 shows a
glass plate bonded to front door and a glass plate bonded from side view [1].

2.2 Washing machine

Washing machine has a few application areas that can adopt glass plate bonding
applications in terms of shape and function such as top loading, front loading, and
combined top and front loading, and they all can adopt a printed glass plate bonding
application including control panel area. The most popular application is a glass
bonding of top cover to plastic cover frame for top loading washing machine. Front
loading type has a door assembled with glass and plastic frame by screws. This
structure can be assembled by using a special structural adhesive eliminating screws
and its related extra process to use screws. The combined front loading (on top) and
top loading (on the bottom) has a function of washing clothe at the same time.
The top loading type washing machine in the bottom part slides out front and do the
washing. Other application is for bonding of a glass door frame to a glass door for
the function of opening and throwing in a forgotten laundry while the washing
machine is already running. The below Figure 2 shows a glass bonding of top cover
to plastic frame for top loading washing machine [2].

2.3 Microwave

Microwave has a few glass plate bonding applications. The most popular appli-
cation is for bonding of front glass plate to outside front plastic door. Other appli-
cations are for bonding of glass plate to inner front metal door frame. One more
application for a high-end microwave is for bonding of glass plate to bottom
body frame. The below Figure 3 shows a front door glass bonding to plastic door
frame [3].

2.4 Cook top

Cook top uses an electrical coil with ceramic glass placed on top where they put
pots and pans to cook food instead of using gas. The coil generates heat that transfer
through a ceramic glass to food. It is a much more high-end image with a sleek
design for easier cleaning and better health, and it has a safety advantage during
cooking as people can wipe out contamination easily and do not need to inhale the
burning gas. The most popular application is for bonding of ceramic glass to
ceramic-coated metal frame. Other application is for bonding of ceramic glass to
inner metal chassis. The below Figure 4 shows a ceramic glass that is bonded to
metal ceramic coating surface and to metal chassis [3].
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2.5 Air conditioner

Air conditioner has a different type of design that can adopt glass plate bonding
in terms of shape and function such as window type, wall type, standalone vertical
type, and ceiling type. The most popular application is for bonding of a glass plate to
plastic frame for wall type air conditioner. This type of application needs a reliable
bonding solution as the glass might fall off from air conditioner and cause a safety
problem for people if an improper solution is used. The below Figure 5 shows a
glass bonding to plastic frame of wall type air conditioner [4].

2.6 Dish washer

Dish washer has a different type in terms of shape and function that can use a
glass bonding application such as table top, built in stand-alone type, and drawer type
that can adopt glass bonding application in the front side. The most popular applica-
tion is for bonding of glass plate to plastic front door for stand-alone type. The below
Figure 6 shows a glass bonding for stand-alone type washing machine [5].

2.7 Kitchen ventilation hood

Kitchen ventilation hood can have three glass plate bonding application for its
function of easy cleaning of contamination from cooking and high-end image and
appearance. This type of design has the glass plate in the middle which is in a closed
state. When it is turned on, the glass plate in the middle opens up and the fan inside
sucks those fumes, smokes, and microparticles generated during cooking. For a
situation where the glass plate is contaminated with oil due to splash of boiling oil
during cooking, it can be wiped off easily for clean surface. The most popular
application is for bonding of glass plate to moving chassis. Other applications are for
bonding of glass to control panel chassis and bonding of glass to other chassis. The
below Figure 7 shows an overall glass bonding area of kitchen ventilation hood.

2.8 Styler

Styler has a glass plate bonding application such as bonding of glass plate to
plastic frame on the front side of it. It is a stand-alone type and has a function of
eliminating dust by vibrating the clothe, deodorization by vacuum fan, sterilization
by steam heating, and ironing of the clothe by heat pressing overnight inside it and
next day they can take it out of the styler and put it on. The below Figure 8 shows a
glass bonding in front of styler.

3. Assembly solutions

In this section, we are going to list up and review major solutions that have been
used in the industry and new solutions that can be used in this industry. Conventional
methods consist of mainly double-sided tape, 1 component silicone, and mechanical
fasteners, and new special adhesive solutions are polyurethane hot melt technology
and 2 component silicone technology. We will review characteristics of each solution.

3.1 Double-sided tape

This technology has been used widely in the assembly industry. It has had a wide
range of awareness in the market place. It can fix the parts within 1 min and no
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chemical reaction is required. But at the same time, it requires a high labor-
intensive pre-work such as priming the surface with a primer to improve a bonding
durability. It also requires a peel-off of release paper on one side and place the sticky
part on the application area mostly manually. It is very difficult to re-adjust the
location once it is placed on the substrate, and very high labor cost is required if it
has to be re-adjusted. It has to be pressed for a certain amount of time; otherwise,
there is no good affinity achieved between the sticky surface of tape and the
substrate. The de-bonding happens when bonding a surface not completely flat.
Tape solution also generates a bulky waste of release paper. Tape solution tends to
release the bonding property under aging condition; therefore, a gap is generated
in the glass bonding area as time goes causing a repair. The adhesion of tape is the
surface temperature dependent; therefore, if the temperature of assembly line,
tape, and substrate was not properly controlled, especially in the winter time due
to the effect of cold temperature on the bonding durability of tape, it generates a
poor adhesion to substrate and consequently a bonding failure, scrap, and liability
issue [6].

3.2 Mechanical fastener

This technology has been available with a history of mankind for a very long
time. This can provide a very fast mechanical fixture and consequent assembly, but
at the same time, this requires mechanical fasteners and drilled thread holes on both
parts, and operator has to assemble them by using fastening tools manually. The
assembly leaves a screw mark that is not good in appearance and it is also difficult to
make an automation assembly line, too [7].

3.3 1 component RTV silicone

This technology is a room temperature vulcanized (RTV) silicone that reacts
with moisture in the air and substrate, and generates some by-products such as
oxime, alcohol, acetic acid, and acetone. This technology in general has a high
viscosity with a slow curing property that takes a few days for functional bonding
and more than 1 week for a complete curing. Normally this technology requires
mechanical clips or double-sided tapes for initial fixture time and a stacking space
and lengthy curing time before it goes to the next process. Some process adopts 1
component RTV silicone or double-sided tape which requires more manual process
and manpower cost [8].

3.4 Polyurethane hot melt

This technology is at first a thermoplastic (remeltable) material that contains
some free isocyanate groups, and then, it is similar with 1 component polyurethane
technology that reacts with moisture to form a tough thermoset (not meltable)
plastic material. Its initial thermoplastic property can melt easily and provide a very
excellent high position tack capability that can hold the two substrates in place by
losing an energy from molten liquid state, and also its thermoset property provides
a high temperature heat and creep resistance with a good durability. Polyurethane
hot melt is available with a wide range of open time. This technology has a good
adhesion and is compatible with a wide variety of substrates. It has better bonding
strength performance and environment resistance compared to normal hot melt
due its cross-linked chemical reaction property. It has a relatively lower operation
temperature around 120°C; therefore, a dispensing at lower energy is possible. It
also has longer open time 1–4 min; therefore, it has a wide bonding window for
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assembly. This technology is just like other 1 component and 2 component polyure-
thane adhesives, and during the reaction, generates some carbon dioxide (CO2) to
evaporate.

Additional characteristics are excellent toughness, flexibility, high elongation,
excellent gap filling, paintable when cured, and excellent chemical resistance.

As shown in Figure 9, isocyanate NCO reacts with moisture in air and substrate
and becomes an oligomer with by-product carbon dioxide evaporating; then, these
oligomers react each other to form a cured polyurethane [9].

As shown in Figure 10, polyurethane hot melt is in a solid state in the sealed
aluminum foil packaging to prevent the ingress of moisture in the solid product that
can react to become a thermoset plastic. After the product becomes a molten state at
elevated temperature by melting machine, it is dispensed onto the substrate, and
substrates are mated at “a: joining time”, as it loses the energy, and it solidifies just

Figure 9.
PUR HM curing mechanism with moisture.

Figure 10.
PUR HM curing strength vs. curing time.
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like normal hot melt and starts to build an initial bonding strength “d” at “b: holding
time.” Once it solidifies by losing energy, it starts to react with moisture and cures
chemically to form a much higher bonding strength at “curing time c” and finally
comes to a final bonding strength “e.” Therefore, a very fast fixturing and reliable
bonding can be achieved with this technology. Polyurethane hot melt is dispensed
by melting machine and robot or by roll coating machine; in this chapter, for glass
bonding application, melting machine and robot are used mostly [9].

3.5 2 component silicone

When part A and part B are mixed in a proper mixing ratio, a chemical reaction
occurs which is initiated by the catalyst reacting with water. This chemical reaction
occurs not only at the surface but also inside the mixed product. Therefore, it has a
very fast fixturing and curing time for faster fixture and assembly, and it allows a
structural bonding assembly in more compact assembly line and automated assem-
bly with less manpower. This technology can replace various assemblies that have
used double-sided tape or RTV silicone that requires a manual and lengthy assembly
line and time with much manpower. During the chemical reaction, moisture
(“H2O”) comes in and alcohol (“OH”) that was generated during chemical reaction
as a by-product comes out and evaporates (see Figure 11) [8].

Two-component silicone characteristics are fast tack free, fixture and curing
time, and cure speed not affected by moisture, and cure speed less affected by
bond line thickness, and excellent thermal resistance (“up to 270°C”), and flexible,
tough, high modulus, and agency UL 746°C listed for high temperature applications
for appliance, and excellent gap filling, and black, gray and almond colors are
available [8].

4. Refrigerator

First of all, in this section, we are going to compare polyurethane hot melt
adhesive solution vs. tape solution based on parameters such as assembly process,
environment reliability, tensile shear strength against open time, cross pull strength
against fixture time, design benefit, air pockets on bond line, bond line thickness,
creep resistance, dispensing equipment, and overall value analysis. The application
is for bonding of glass to plastic frame for various refrigerator doors [1].

4.1 Assembly process

Tape solution is to apply primer to plastic frame by 1 worker (5 s) ! apply tape
to plastic frame and cut manually by 2 workers (20–40 s) ! peel off release paper
manually by 2 workers (5 s)! place glass plate onto the plastic frame manually by 1
worker (10 s) ! compress the glass plate by pressing (5–10 s) ! next process. This
solution takes a total of 4 workers and 70 s.

Figure 11.
2C silicone curing mechanism.
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Polyurethane hot melt adhesive solution is to apply adhesive to plastic frame by
machine (10 s) ! place glass plate onto the plastic frame manually by 1 worker or
by machine (0–10 s) ! compress glass plate by pressing (5–10 s) ! next process.

This polyurethane hot melt adhesive solution takes only a total of 1 or no
workers and 30 s, which means it requires almost no worker and a half process time
compared to tape solution. This adhesive bonding solution can save 5 or 6 workers
and can use them in other more important work places, can save overall assembly
time in half, and can reduce assembly line space more compact and eliminate waste
coming from release paper from tape solution. Tape solution requires a primer
process for more reliable bonding as its adhesion decreases when the ambient
temperature was relatively low; then, the complete wetting of tape onto the sub-
strate was not fully established resulting in bonding reliability issue down the road,
while adhesive bonding solution wets all the mating surfaces and penetrates all the
surface imperfections and mechanically grip the surface after cure contributing
more reliable bonding, and also much reduced process steps allow more reduction
of quality check points, too [1].

4.2 Tensile shear strength vs. aging conditions

Testing has been carried out to measure a tensile shear strength to compare the
bonding reliability before and after aging condition between adhesive solution and
tape solution. Substrate was a high temperature ink printed glass and a plastic
combined with PC and ABS. Testing conditions were at room temperature (23°C),
low temperature (�40°C for 7 days), high temperature (80°C for 7 days), high
temperature, and high humidity (50°C, 95%RH for 8 h, 5°C 95%RH for 8 h as 1
cycle for 1000 h) and thermal cycle tests (60°C for 4 h to �30°C for 4 h as 1 cycle
for 1000 h). As shown in Figure 12, adhesive solution has at least 10 times higher
bonding strength for all aging conditions. It was shown that both adhesive and tape
have increased their bonding strength a bit, but adhesive solution still has
maintained at least 10 times higher bonding strength than the tape solution. If we
review the thermal cycle test, strength has increased for adhesive solution, but it has
decreased for tape; consequently, adhesive solution has 13 times of higher bonding
strength than the tape solution. Overall, it is very clear that as far as environmental
durability is concerned, adhesive solution provides a far more reliable bonding than
the tape solution.

4.3 Tensile shear strength vs. open time

Testing has been conducted to measure a tensile shear strength per different
open time which means the time after adhesive dispensing until mating the other

Figure 12.
Tensile shear strength vs. different aging conditions.
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substrate. A variation of tensile shear strength between adhesive and tape was
checked and compared in Figure 13. As it is shown below, adhesive solution has 10
times of higher bonding strength than the tape solution from open time of 15–30 s to
2 min; and the adhesive solution still maintains 7–8 times of higher tensile shear
strength than the tape solution from open time of 4 min to max 15 min. It explains
that adhesive solution has a lot of assembly process freedom as same as tape solu-
tion, yet it achieves a much higher and reliable bonding strength. The realistic
handling time that manufacturer allows is within 2 min after adhesive dispensing as
the assemblies need to move to the next station as early as possible. Therefore, the
quality of bonding strength with adhesive solution can be achieved in most appli-
ance assembly process conditions.

Tape solution maintains the same level of tensile shear strength but in a much
lower figure.

4.4 Cross pull strength vs. fixture time

Testing has been carried out to measure an initial fixture strength per holding
time between adhesive and tape solution. An initial fixture time means a bonding
strength developed after dispensing and assembly. As shown in the below
Figure 14, tape solution shows a higher initial fixture strength at 1 min holding
time; however, as time goes by adhesive solution achieves higher strength than
tape, and as time goes further, adhesive solution reacts with moisture. The holding
time in Figure 14 is the one adhesive solution that still maintains a solidified hot
melt status which is not chemically reacted, yet shows higher strength after 2 min of
holding time. As time goes further, the adhesive reacts with moisture and achieves a
chemically reacted bonding strength which is at least 10 times higher than the tape
solution as seen in Figure 12. The holding time of less than 2 min is not realistic
condition as most of manufacturers use more than 2 min of holding time due to
handling other parts until the next process. The substrate tested was glass bonded to
combined PC and ABS.

Figure 13.
Tensile shear strength vs. open time.

Figure 14.
Cross pull strength vs. fixture time.
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substrate. A variation of tensile shear strength between adhesive and tape was
checked and compared in Figure 13. As it is shown below, adhesive solution has 10
times of higher bonding strength than the tape solution from open time of 15–30 s to
2 min; and the adhesive solution still maintains 7–8 times of higher tensile shear
strength than the tape solution from open time of 4 min to max 15 min. It explains
that adhesive solution has a lot of assembly process freedom as same as tape solu-
tion, yet it achieves a much higher and reliable bonding strength. The realistic
handling time that manufacturer allows is within 2 min after adhesive dispensing as
the assemblies need to move to the next station as early as possible. Therefore, the
quality of bonding strength with adhesive solution can be achieved in most appli-
ance assembly process conditions.

Tape solution maintains the same level of tensile shear strength but in a much
lower figure.

4.4 Cross pull strength vs. fixture time

Testing has been carried out to measure an initial fixture strength per holding
time between adhesive and tape solution. An initial fixture time means a bonding
strength developed after dispensing and assembly. As shown in the below
Figure 14, tape solution shows a higher initial fixture strength at 1 min holding
time; however, as time goes by adhesive solution achieves higher strength than
tape, and as time goes further, adhesive solution reacts with moisture. The holding
time in Figure 14 is the one adhesive solution that still maintains a solidified hot
melt status which is not chemically reacted, yet shows higher strength after 2 min of
holding time. As time goes further, the adhesive reacts with moisture and achieves a
chemically reacted bonding strength which is at least 10 times higher than the tape
solution as seen in Figure 12. The holding time of less than 2 min is not realistic
condition as most of manufacturers use more than 2 min of holding time due to
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4.5 Better design vs. design complexity

Tape solution has a certain thickness (1 mm) of tape and once it is pressed, it
becomes to 0.8 mm thickness. When adopting the glass plate bonding design, its
own tape thickness puts some limitations on the freedom of design and causes
additional unnecessary and complicated design and assembly process due to its
design. For instance, 0.8 mm of gap between glass pate and body frame is clearly
and easily visible to the eyes of consumers as the application of glass bonding is
always external and it affects the image of their product on consumer’s preference
and expectation on high-end image appliances. Manufacturers who used a tape
solution have adopted additional side frame to cover the gap and not to let con-
sumers realize that there was a gap clearly visible, or designed a special threshold on
the outer end of body frame so that the gap is not visible outside from the eyes of
consumer as shown in Figure 15; ultimately, it has caused more cost, more process
complexity, and more manpower as well as poor high-end image as it is clearly and
vividly different if they compare the image of refrigerator between the one that has
a side cover on the glass (with tape solution) and the one that has no side cover, just
bonding of glass plate to body frame (with adhesive solution).

4.6 Air pockets on the bondline

Tape solution has an inheritable structural limitation to achieve a complete
contact to substrate as it is a solid form, and taping/pressing is also done manually.
Figures 16 and 17 show an actual application with tape for refrigerator; as shown in
figures, many area of tape has detached area causing a low bonding strength and
durability, and especially in the high-temperature, high-humidity aging condition,
the bonding reliability decreases as the detached area is expanding due to tempera-
ture increase and moisture ingress over time. In general, the air pockets in the tape
solution on the bondline are quite substantial such as 40–50% in some worst cases as
the substrate surface is not always flat. On the other hand, the adhesive solution can
prevent such air pocket possibilities as it is a liquid and it flows and fills all the

Figure 15.
Gap and design complexity between tape and adhesive.

Figure 16.
Air pocket for tape.
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surface imperfections, meaning no air pocket, and provides a tough bonding
resulting in better reliability and durability than the tape solution.

4.7 Bondline vs. environment condition

Tape solution when subjected to various environment conditions increases its
thickness by expanding, due to high temperature and moisture ingress; it increases
to 1 mm in some cases. The adhesive solution maintains quite consistently in terms
of its thickness before and after various environment conditions. In case of high-
temperature condition (80°C for 7 days), the delta is average 0.04 mm which is
very minimal as shown in Tables 1–3. In case of thermal cycle condition (50°C, 95%
RH for 8 h to 5°C, 95%RH for 8 h as 1 cycle for 1000 h), the delta is 0.01 mm. In case
of bigger range of thermal cycle, (60°C, 95%RH for 16 h to �30°C for 4 h as 1 cycle
for 1000 h), the delta is 0.05 mm. The above test results confirm the reliability and
excellent environmental resistance of adhesive solution in achieving a durability
and ultimately a better quality of appliances.

Figures 18 and 19 explain the gap generated between adhesive solution and tape
solution. For adhesive solution, as shown in Figure 18, it is very narrow for a coin to
penetrate, while for tape solution, as shown in Figure 19, there is a gap that is big
enough for coin to penetrate.

Figure 17.
No air pocket for adhesive.

Table 1.
High temperature.
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surface imperfections, meaning no air pocket, and provides a tough bonding
resulting in better reliability and durability than the tape solution.

4.7 Bondline vs. environment condition

Tape solution when subjected to various environment conditions increases its
thickness by expanding, due to high temperature and moisture ingress; it increases
to 1 mm in some cases. The adhesive solution maintains quite consistently in terms
of its thickness before and after various environment conditions. In case of high-
temperature condition (80°C for 7 days), the delta is average 0.04 mm which is
very minimal as shown in Tables 1–3. In case of thermal cycle condition (50°C, 95%
RH for 8 h to 5°C, 95%RH for 8 h as 1 cycle for 1000 h), the delta is 0.01 mm. In case
of bigger range of thermal cycle, (60°C, 95%RH for 16 h to �30°C for 4 h as 1 cycle
for 1000 h), the delta is 0.05 mm. The above test results confirm the reliability and
excellent environmental resistance of adhesive solution in achieving a durability
and ultimately a better quality of appliances.

Figures 18 and 19 explain the gap generated between adhesive solution and tape
solution. For adhesive solution, as shown in Figure 18, it is very narrow for a coin to
penetrate, while for tape solution, as shown in Figure 19, there is a gap that is big
enough for coin to penetrate.
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Table 3.
Higher thermal cycle.

Table 2.
Thermal cycle.

Figure 18.
No gap with adhesive.
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4.8 Initial creep resistance vs. load

Testing has been done to measure a creep resistance of adhesive solution after
applying onto substrate. The assembly test method was to hang 150 g weight to
bonded specimen for max 10 min and measure the creep at each different fixture
time. This weight and bond area are representations of actual glass bonding for
refrigerator when the bonded assembly is put in upright position after bonding at
horizontal position; then the glass, due to its weight and gravity, tends to move
downward. The adhesive solution has to grip the glass in place after a certain fixture
time at horizontal position. As shown in Figure 20, “1 time” means the same
weight condition as actual glass load (glass weight/bonding area). “2 times”means 2
times more weight that was used to measure the creep. It has no creep in 5 min of
fixture time and this is a severe condition. “5 times” means 5 times more weight
that was used to measure the creep. It has no creep in 10 min of fixture time and this
is a very severe condition. For “1 min” condition, 5 kg weight has a 2.5 mm creep
at 15 s of fixture time, but as fixture time goes further, the creep reduces and at
4 min fixture time after assembly, it has no creep at all. This is the time that
customers have and use in their assembly line. Anyway adhesive solution has a good
fixture time with 4 mins of bonding after which bonded glass plate is placed
vertically in such short amount of time and there is no creep that is adopted by
various manufacturers, mostly their time is longer than 4 min. This explains the
efficiency and durability of adhesive solution for process consideration when the
refrigerator is put in upright position.

Figure 20.
Initial creep resistance vs. load.

Figure 19.
Gap with tape.
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4.9 Automation equipment

While tape solution cannot be automated by using equipment, one of many
benefits of adhesive solutions is to automate the assembly line. Adhesive solution in
this case requires a melting machine and a robot. Melting machine is required to
melt the solid-state adhesive into the molten state. The adhesive is then applied in a
liquid state onto substrate and as soon as it touches the substrate, it loses its energy
quickly and hardens into solid. Robot is required to position (control) a dispensing
area and location; currently, a 6-axis robot is recommended to this application for
manufacturers. Typical parameters of melting machine and robot are 10 s of
adhesive dispensing for 650 � 750 mm refrigerator door, dispensing speed is
300 mm/s for 15 g/min, pump speed is 103 RPM, application temperature is 130°C,
adhesive bead height is 2–2.5 mm, and bead width is 7–11 mm. These allow
manufacturers to make the assembly line with less manpower, less space, and better
work in process (WIP).

4.10 Overall value analysis

Cost comparison has been done for overall required cost between tape solution
and adhesive solution for glass plate bonding for refrigerator door as shown in
Figure 21.

The cost for tape was 1,100,000 Euro, which is positive value for adhesive solu-
tion, meaning the value they can save by using adhesive solution was 798,000 Euro;
and additional cost of adhesive solution was 0 Euro. The total prospect value that the
manufacturer can save by using adhesive solution was 1,898,000 Euro. The cost for
total adhesive solution was 730,000 Euro, which includes adhesive cost 660,000
Euro + equipment cost (melting machine + robot) 210,000 Euro, and 1 year depreci-
ation cost for equipment is 70,000 Euro. Therefore, the adhesive cost becomes
730,000 Euro (660,000 + 70,000). the ultimate value to manufacturer can be
1,168,000 Euro which was calculated based on 1-year production. The capital invest-
ment cost for melting machine and 6-axis robot required when using adhesive solu-
tion can be calculated and the pay-back time will be 0.4 (730,000/1,898,000) year.

5. Washing machine

In this section, we are going to compare polyurethane hot melt solution vs. 1
component room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicone solution for top loading

Figure 21.
Overall value analysis per year.
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type that used to use a folding plastic top cover which changed to an ink printed
glass cover for better appearance and high-end image as a value sold in the market
place. The application area is for bonding of glass plate to ABS plastic frame for top
loading washing machine cover [2].

5.1 Assembly process

One-component room temperature vulcanizing solution is to apply silicone onto
a plastic frame by dispenser with 3 axis robot that is an assembly of bare ABS and
chrome-plated ABS that was assembled by mechanical screws (23 s) ! place glass
plate on top by 1 operator (2 s) ! put several mechanical clamps or wrap the tape
around the assembly for fixture by 1 operator (10 s) ! transfer it to the rack
(3 s) ! rack placed in the corner of plant for curing (24 h, space) ! move to next
assembly process.

Polyurethane hot melt solution is to apply to a plastic frame that is an assembly
of bare ABS and chrome-plated ABS that was assembled by mechanical screws by
using an automatic dispensing machine as well as dispensing robot (23 s) ! place
glass plate on top by 1 operator and press for 30 s ! assembly is fixtured and then
goes to the next assembly process.

Comparing those two solutions, polyurethane hot melt adhesive solution takes a
total of 1 or no operator and very compact assembly process time (total 1 min) while
existing 1C silicone solution requires 2 workers and complicated and longer assem-
bly process time such as taping 4 corners of cover, clamping or wrapping the
assembled parts for curing, and a space for stacked assemblies to cure for 24 h
before it moves to the next assembly process [2].

5.2 Initial fixture time vs. loading

Testing has been carried out to measure and compare an initial fixture strength
per loading between polyurethane hot melt adhesive solution and 1 component
silicone solution. As shown in Figure 22, adhesive is applied onto ABS plastic
assembly; then, a glass plate is placed on it and pressed for 30 s, and the assembly is
conditioned at different interval time, placed upside down; 25 kg weight is placed
upon the glass part and then it is observed if the assembled glass remains bonded or
falls apart. As shown in Table 4, polyurethane hot melt adhesive has no de-bonding
even at 1 min curing while 1 component silicone takes a much longer curing time;

Figure 22.
Fixture time test condition.

Solution 1 min cure 3 min cure 5 min cure 10 min cure

PUR HM No de-bonding No de-bonding No de-bonding No de-bonding

1C silicone De-bonding De-bonding De-bonding De-bonding

Table 4.
Fixture time comparison.
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therefore, it has a de-bonding even after 10 min of curing time. This explains more
compact and process efficient assembly process with less time and less manpower
for polyurethane hot melt adhesive compared to 1 component silicone solution.

5.3 Bonding strength vs. environmental condition 1 vs. loading

Testing has been done to measure the bonding strength, failure mode per dif-
ferent loading after a high temperature environmental condition (70°C for 1 week),
and a high humidity condition (50°C/95%RH for 1 week). As shown in Table 5,
polyurethane hot melt adhesive solution has no de-bonding when the weight load-
ing of 25, 50, and 100 kg was placed on top of glass part; then, 3 times of 100 kg
impact was applied to the glass part and the bond line remained intact between
glass and mating substrates but the glass in the diddle was shattered instead.
Figures 23 and 24 explain the intact bond line area of both chrome-plated + glass
and ABS + glass bonding.

5.4 Tensile shear strength vs. environmental condition

Testing has been conducted to measure and compare using test specimen the
tensile shear strength at different high temperature (85°C) and high humidity (85%
RH) for max 1000 h aging time. Specimen was glass and ABS, together with painted
ABS substrates. After adhesive dispensing and glass part assembly, it was put into
environment chamber immediately. As shown in Figures 25 and 26, we can see that
as the aging time progresses, the tensile shear strength difference is widened
explaining that the PUR HM adhesive increases as time goes by, while 1 component
silicone has no curing within 1 h of aging and maintains a lower strength than
polyurethane hot melt adhesive; especially for painted ABS substrate, it shows a

Aging condition 25 kg weight 50 kg weight 100 kg weight

70°C � 1 week No de-bonding No de-bonding No de-bonding

50 °C � 95%RH � 1 week No de-bonding No de-bonding No de-bonding

Table 5.
Bonding strength vs. loading.

Figure 23.
Chrome-plated + glass bonding.

Figure 24.
ABS + glass bonding.
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sharp decrease of bonding strength at 1000 h. Polyurethane hot melt adhesive
shows an immediate certain strength initially due to pure hot melt fixturing func-
tion, but as time goes by, due to the chemical reaction, the adhesion strength
increases to a higher reliable level. The assembly of glass to painted ABS shows a
higher ultimate strength than the assembly of glass to ABS.

Figure 26.
Tensile shear strength comparison for glass + painted ABS.

Figure 25.
Tensile shear strength comparison for glass + ABS.

Figure 27.
Gap change at different corners vs. environment conditions.
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5.5 Bond line vs. environmental condition 3

Testing has been done to measure the difference of bond line gap change before
and after three different environmental conditions. As mentioned in the refrigera-
tor section, polyurethane hot melt adhesive provides an excellent environment
resistance. As shown in Figure 27, polyurethane hot melt adhesive exhibits a min-
imal gap change before and after three different environmental conditions. Speci-
mens #1, #2, and #3 are the conditions of thermal cycle 4 h at 70°C/65%RH to 4 h at
�30°C (10 cycles); specimens #4, #5, and #6 are on the condition of high temper-
ature 168 h at 70°C; and specimens #7 and #8 are on the condition of high humidity
168 h at 40°C/95%RH. The gap change at 4 corner area of top cover that has a
biggest tendency of gap change was measured.

6. Microwave

In this section, we are going to compare 2 component silicone vs. 1 component
silicone in terms of process efficiency. Application is for bonding of glass plate to
plastic case in the external three front door [3].

6.1 Production efficiency

The 1 component silicone solution is to apply a primer onto plastic case by 0.5
operator (15 s) ! place double-sided tape on a few location by 0.5 operator for
instant fixing (20 s) ! silicone is dispensed by dispenser (15 s) ! glass plate is
placed on the plastic case and pressed (5 s) ! clip and tape are used to fix the
bonded assembly by one operator (20 s) ! fixed assemblies go through a heating
conveyor ! after conveyor, tapes and clips are removed by 0.5 operators
(15 s) ! the assembly stacked onto rack by 0.5 operator (10 s) ! rack is placed in
the corner of plant for 24 h curing ! cured assembly transfer to next process.

The 2 component silicone solution is to apply primer bymachine (10 s)! primer
drying by fan (10 s) ! adhesive dispensing by machine (15 s) ! glass plate placed
onto plastic case by machine (15 s) ! glass plate pressing by machine (45 s) ! ini-
tial fixture of assembly achieved and transfer to next process.

The 1 component silicone solution takes three operators and many steps, and
especially takes minimum 1 day for silicone curing before transferring to next
process, while the 2 component silicone solution requires no operator and its
processing time from primer application to initial fixture takes only 3 min which is a
dramatic improvement of its assembly efficiency, and this solution required a
minimal space for the whole process which is another benefit; it requires no heating
conveyor, thus eliminates the concern on extra energy consumption and is operator

Figure 28.
Fixture time between 2C silicone and 1C silicone.
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safety too; it also increases the quality of the assembly as the time to be exposed to
the ambient environment contamination such as dirt sticking to silicone surface is
minimal due to its fast cure while the 1 component silicone solution is difficult to
avoid such appearance and contamination quality issue. Figure 28 explains the fast
fixture time of 2 component silicone within a short time (3 min) compared to 1
component silicone that takes 24 h to achieve the same initial strength. Using 2
component silicone solution, within a few minutes, the assembly can moves to the
next process [3].

6.2 Tensile shear strength vs. aging condition

Testing has been carried out to measure a tensile shear strength to compare the
bonding reliability before and after aging condition between 2 component silicone
solution and tape solution as some manufacturers use tape only without 1 component
silicone. Substrate was a ink printed glass and ABS or polycarbonate. Testing condi-
tions were at room temperature (23°C), low temperature (�40°C for 2 h), high
temperature (80°C for 2 h), high temperature and high humidity (80°C for 8 h,�40°
C for 8 h as 1 cycle for 27 days) and thermal cycle tests (60°C for 4 h to�30°C for 4 h
as 1 cycle for 27 days). As shown in Figures 29, 2 component silicone solution has at
least 3–5 times higher bonding strength for all aging conditions compared to tape
solution. Overall, it is very clear that as for environmental durability, 2 component
silicone solution provides a far more reliable bonding than tape solution.

7. Conclusions

As reviewed and compared for three appliances on the above such as refrigera-
tor, washing machine, and microwave, those new technologies such as polyure-
thane hot melt and 2 component silicone solution can help appliance manufacturers
open their eyes much wider for new assembly solutions that can provide overall
assembly process efficiency such as faster work in process (WIP), automated
assembly that can reduce overall man powers and reduce assembly space, increase
assembly reliability such as higher bonding strength after severe environment con-
ditions and ultimately the assembly can receive a better reputation and high end
image at the market place.
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Tensile shear strength vs. different aging conditions.
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